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LETTER FROM THE COMMISSION

This volume contains discussion materials that are being distributed by the Commission to
encourage public analysis and comment on the development of sentencing standards for
organizations convicted of federal crimes. In addition to inviting analysis of the discussion
materials, as well as the ,subjects, and issues outlined in the statement attached to this letter,
the Commission encourages interested persons to comment on any other matter relating to
organizational sanctions'.

The Commission's consideration of sentencing guidelines and policy statements for
organizations is at an early stage. The Commission has not discussed in detail or agreed upon
any particular approach, including those suggested by some of the accompanying materials. The
Commission believes that these materials will provide a vehicle for stimulating the broadest
possible range ofpublic input.

The Commission plans to hold public hearings on organizational sanctions in New York
City on October 11, 1988, and in Los Angeles on November 15, 1988. We encourage interested
persons both to provide written comments in advance of the hearings and to participate in the
hearings.

From its inception, the Commission's work has benefitted greatly from extensive public
comment. We appreciate those past contributions and look forward to a continuation of that
tradition as the Commission moves ahead with its deliberations on the important subject of
organizational sanctions.

William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman



General Statement of Subjects and Issues for Public CommentRegarding Organizational
Sanctions.

The Commission invites public comment on all subjects and issues raised in the context of<
organizational sanctions, or presented by the discussion materials  in this volume. Although

some of the following materials embody particular approaches, the Commission has not "approved
or adopted those approaches and is publishing the materials as a vehicle for public comment.
The Commission encourages the broadest range of public comment on the subjects and issues
involved, including comments suggesting additional or alternative approaches that the
Commission should consider. For example, the discussion draft in Part I proposes an approach
to organizational sentencing that focuses on the "losses caused by offenses as opposed to
alternative measures such as the gain derived by the offender. The Commission has not
adopted .a loss-based approach, and "encourages public comment on the appropriate uses of  gain
in establishing sentencing standards for organizations, including: (a) comments suggesting
altemative approaches that would use gain (i) as the primary or exclusive basis for penalties,
(ii) as  a proxy for losses where losses are difficult to measure, '(iii) as the preferred measure
where loss is less than gain, liv)' for certain classes of offenses, or (v) for some other
purposes;' and (b) under all of the suggestedalternatives, comments specifying or discussing the
formulation of rules for measuring gain in the circumstances where the use of gain is
suggested. In addition, the Commission specifically invites public comment on the following
subjects and issues:

1. The discussion draft in Part I is in the form of a separate chapter governing the
sentencing~of organizations. The Commission invites comment on whether a different format
would be appropriate, such as the inclusion of guidelines for organizations within - one or more
portions of the existing guidelines.

2. The discussion draft in Part I excludes coverage of antitrust offenses by organizations,
for which guideline fines are established by52R1.1 of the existing guidelines. The Commission
invites comment on: (a) whether the existing guideline for antitrust offenses by organizations
should be integrated into the proposed new Chapter 8; and (b) if so, whether substantive
changes to the existing antitrust guideline would be desirable.

- 3. The discussion draft in Part I uses a- combination of detailed guidelines and more
general policy statements. The Commission invites comment on whether particular provisions
should be dealt with by guidelines or policy statements and on whether the entire subject of
sentencing organizations should be covered by policy statements rather than guidelines.

4. The discussion draft in' Part I includes detailed and sometimes highly technical
commentary addressing considerations underlying - the "formulation' of particulars 'iiiules for 
measuring loss. The Commission invites comment on whether this type of approach to
commentaryis preferable to more general commentary.

5. The discussion draft in Part I provides for a determination of an offense multiple
based on the difficulty of detecting and prosecuting the offense, under a proposed guideline
structure that:  (a) specifies predetermined adjustment, amounts for characteristics materially
increasing or decreasing the detectability of the offense, acceptance of responsibility, and

V

voluntary reporting of the offense; and (b) considers only criminal penalties in determining the
guideline offense multiple, leaving the coordination of collateral civil penalties to policy
statements. The Commission invites comment on this proposed structure and suggested
alternatives, and specifically: (a) whether a structure involving a "multiple" should be used at
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all, and if so, what factors should be taken into consideration in setting the multiple; (b) if a

multiple is used, whether the court should have more latitude than proposed by the draft in

determining either or both of the size of the adjustment and the absolute level of the multiple;
(c) if a multiple is used, whether the guidelines should specify a "total" multiple that could be

more directly , related to the probability of , detection and conviction, with collateral civil

penalties subtracted within the guideline structure for detennining the offense multiple; and (d)
if a - multiple is used, whether civil penalties should be disregarded in determining the criminal

penalties.

6. The Commission invites comment on the general issues of whether and how to

coordinate kia) criminal and civil sanctions, and (b) individual and organizational sanctions;

With respect to the coordination of individual and organizational sanctions,. the Commission
specifically invites ,comment on whether' guidelines shouldiprovide differingcoordination rules

for distinct cafegories of organizational. offenders, such as publicly-held versus closely-held

corporations.

7. The discussion draft - in Part I emphasizes the application. of' sanctions to business firms

operated for profit, The Commission invites comment on: (a) whether the standards contained

in the draft also are appropriate for sentencing organizations that are not operated for profit;
(b) the terms or substance of, any differing sentencing standards, or modifications that would

be appropriate for organizations that are not operated for profit; and (c) whether further
distinctions in sentencing standards should be made among types of organizations.

8. The "discussion * draft in Part I emphasizes monetary sanctions as - the primary form of

sentence for organizations, but also proposes the imposition of organizational probation (i) to
enforce monetary sanctions, and,(ii) to supplement monetary sanctions in limited - circumstances.

The draft proposal ,on organizational probation in Part II suggests a different approach. . The
Commission invites comment on: * (a) the merits of these or -,other approaches; and (b) the

general subject of the use of probation in sentencing organizations, particularly vtnth respect to
(i) the types of "organizational offenses and offenders that should be subject to probation, (ii)
the types of ,probation conditions that should

, be used, and (iii) the purposes for which
probation shouldbe used.

9. The discussion draft in Part I uses minimum loss amounts greater than' $500 for the

following types of offenses: government fraud offenses involving product substitution or
affecting a contract award; environmental offenses; and food,. drug, and agricultural offenses;

In those instances, the minimum losses are based upon either, the levels of loss observed or the
lines imposed under past sentencing practice during the 1984- 1987 period. For other offenses,
the minimum loss amount is set at $500 for administrative convenience. The Commission invites
comment on: ,(a) to what extent, if any, minimum loss amountsshould be incorporated; and' (b)

what bases and methodsshould be used to set the minimum lossamounts.

10. The discussion draft in Part I provides for base offense "multiples" of 2.0 and 2.5,

depending upon the type of offense and whether identifiable private victims were affected by
the offense, and permits possible multiples ranging from 1.0 to 3.5, depending upon applicable
adjustments, within the guideline structure. These multiples appear consistent with estimates of
the average ratio ,of total monetary sanctions to loss as revealed in data available to the
Commission regarding past sentencing ,practice duringthe 1984-1987 period.. The Commission

invitescommentl on: (a) whether multiple levels should be - based on past sentencing practice;
and (b) if

, not, what analytical or statistical methods should be used to establish the multiple
levels.
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11. The Commission invites comment on the general issue whether organizational
sanction levels should be based on past sentencing practice.

12. The Commission contemplates that the sentencing guidelines for organizations, like
those for individuals, will be refined over time on the basis of further research and experience.
The Commission invites comment on how the process of refinement should be structured.

Written comments would be most helpful if received by October 1, 1988. Please send comments
to:

U.S. Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, D.C. 20004

Attention: Organizational Sanctions Comment

For further information contact Paul K. Martin, Communications Director for the Commission,
at (202) 662-8800.
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CHAPTER EIGHT - SENTENCING OF ORGAN IZATIONS

PART A - GENERAL PRINCIPLES

1. THE BASIC APPROACH To SENTENCING ORGANIZATIONS

In general, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 sets the same broad objectives

for...s€mqn€ing..0rg=mizatiqn£ - €xs.fs>n,scnts-
>1=Qing il1€1ividu€£1s,..  there are differences

between individuals and organizations-- in terms of available sentencing options, the standards

of criminal liability, and the im portance of collateral remedies outside the criminal justice
system--that call for a distinct approach to sentencing organizations.

First, organizations can not be imprisoned. Sentencing standards for organizations must

be structured around the five available sentencing options for organizations: three types

of monetary sanctions--restitution, fmes, and forfeitures; and two types of non-monetary

sanctions--n0tice toavictimsa and ,probation. With few exceptions, organizational defendants in
the federal courts are business corporationsjvwhich are motivated primarily bynmonetary profit
and loss;

A

Monefary sanctions' have the iriost"direcfAiiiipact' on ai 'Hfisiiiess iirm's fundamental

interest. Even where non-monetary sanctions are imposed, their ultimateimpact will be' largely
monetary in any event,  because financial results are the measure of a business organizations
value and effectiveness.

Second, organizations can act only through agents. Under federal law, organizations
generally are held to a strict standard of vicarious criminal liability for offenses committed by
their agents. T herefore, principles for organizational sentencing should provide an appropriate

incentive for the organization to control its agents. At the same time, the individual agent

remains criminally responsible for his. or her own offense. Most federal prosecutions of
organizations involve individual co-defendants who are agents and, in many cases, owners of
the organizational offender. Consequentlyi,'i,sentencing principles for organizations should

encourage effective coordination between organizational and individual sentencing.

 Third, for imany. if not most offenses committed by organizations, crimirialprosecution is

only one ,aspect mof federal law enforcement.
'

Generally, criminal Offensesimcoiiiinitted by

organizations also are subject to punitive and compensatory remedies through administrative or
civil enforcement proceedings brought by federal agencies, and to compensatory and punitive
damages in private litigation. These civil sanctions can complement or partially substitute for
criminal sentences. Compensatory damages, civil penalties, ,,and civil forfeitures can substitute

for criminal restitution, fmes, and forfeitures; and civil injunctions or administrative orders ,can

substitute for criminal probation' ,or notice to victims. Enforcement agencies in fact . do

coordinate among the parallel enforcement systems, in order to achieve an - appropriate ,overall

sanction in the most effective manner. Criminal sentencing standards for organizations should

recognize and promote that goal.

Given ,
the, distinctive features of organizational criminal liability and the available

sanctions, the approach followed in this draft -.emphasizes >restituti0n,. forfeitures,...and monetary

fines as appropriate and adequate sanctions in the majority - of cases, combined with probation

and notice to victims where necessary to achieve an adequate total sentence, and coordinated

with civil and administrative remedies.  The draft guidelines and policy statements seek to

rationalize the determination of the monetary sanctions by ,reference to sentencing factors

conceming the loss caused by the offense, the detectability of the offense, and' the
enforcement costs incurred in the investigation, prosecution, and punishment of the offender.
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By basing the punishment on a combination of loss and enforcement considerations, this
approach  seeks to provide organizations with measured incentives for assuringtheir compliance
with federal law, in a manner that is both proportionate to 'theharmful potential of offenses
and conducive to the objective of crime control.

2. PRINCIPLES FOR DETERMINING AN ORGAN IZATION'S SENTENCE

The draft sentencing guidelines and policy statementsembody three basic principles: (a) a
total monetary sanction is determined by multiplying the loss caused, by the offense times a
"multiple" representing the difficulty of detecting and punishing the offender, and padding
enforcement costs; ch) non-monetary "sanctions "are added as necessary -- to. reinforce the
monetary sanctions; and (c) criminal and civil sanctions are coordinated;

a. Monetg~ Sanctions

The draft sentencing guidelines and  policy statements for organizations rely primarily on
the monetary sanctions' for both the conipensatory purpose of restitution to victims and the
ptmitive purposes of 'deterrence, just punishment, and crime control. The total monetary
sanction--for both compensatory and punitive purposes--is determined from three major factors
based on the organization's offense conduct: '

(1) the "offense loss," based on the total harm
(and risk of harm ,in some instances) caused by the offense; multiplied by (2) the "offense
multiple:' based on {he"difficulty of detecting and punishing the' offender; "plus (3) enforcement
costs. The resulting "total monetary sanction" is then distributed among the sentencing options
of restitution, forfeitures, and fines.

(1) Qffgnse Loss

The "offense loss" includes both the losses to immediate victims and the more general
sociefaliiosses froniibrganizational ioffenses, translated tito the monetary terms "necessary to
compute a monetary sanction. For most organizational offenses, the major part of the
translation is direct, because the offensesprimarily causeeconomic ormonetary losses.

The focus on "offense loss,"rather than some other measure such as offender's gain, rests
on the rationale that organizational  punishment is most * appropriately based "on the. "losses
created by criminal conduct--to both immediate victims and society as ;a whole--thatmthe
criminal law seeks to prevent.

V

An offender's gain may be a very poor measure of those
harmful effects. Some offenses may produce a very small  gain and a much larger loss, and
nearly all offenses produce less gain than- loss; Therefore, a -penalty system based "primarily on
gain often will fail to provide  the ,appropriate incentives for compliance, particularly for
organizations that must expand resources Tto control their agents, and ultimately may' produce
penalties that are disproportionate to the harmful potential of offenses. The offense loss
measures society's interest in controlling the criminal conduct, which is prohibited not because
it might confer a gain on the offender, but rather because of its harmful effects on others.

Similarly, the draft guidelines reject the use of an organization's size or financial
performance as a principal measure of penalties.  The size of an organization may affect the
scope of criminal activity and - thereby the ' amount of offense loss, and "size or financial
resources may affect an organization's ability to pay a loss-based penalty. However, large
organizational sizealone does not ,necessarily render an offense more harmful in terms of loss
or detectability, and is neitherprohibited nor disfavored by the law in general. As with gain,
penalties based primarily on size would distort the central focus of the criminal law on harmful
effects.
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The offense loss guidelines provide rules for the coui-t's evaluation of both "base" loss in
all instances of the offense and specific characteristics that may affect loss in some cases.

These rules do not require absolute precision, and are satisfied by. reasonable estimates based
on the - information available to the court at the time of sentencing. Losses that actually
occurred, were intended and reasonably probable, or were imminently threatened by inchoate
offenses, are all included in the loss. determination., , . Generally, other risks of harm are
considered by the guidelines only when their expected value is significant, considering the
probability of the injurious event and the magnitude of the potential; harm. In addition,
minimum guideline loss amounts are set at relatively higher levels for offenses presenting an
inherent risk of harm;

The offense loss guidelines are structured ' to reflect. the interests protected by different
types of criminal prohibitions.

For offenses involving deceptive or involuntary transfers of property or other economic
values, such as fraud and theft, the size of the transfer is the principal component of loss.
Specific loss characteristics distinguish cases in which the unlawful transaction is costly for
victims to replace with a legitimate transaction.

Offenses involving governmental functions involve one or both of two different interests:
proprietary interests of the government or private beneficiaries of government programs; and
interference with governmental functions: as such. Where only the proprietary interests are
involved, as in many ,cases of program .fraud,; these offenses are treated much like private
property crimes. In some instances--such as procurement fraud by product substitution--both
interests may be invaded by the same offense. Accordingly, the base loss for that offense
includes Both the value of the property transfer and the cost of correcting or avoiding
disruption to government operations, with .a...relatively higher minimumloss. amount; and specific
provisions recognize the interests inprotecfing the safety of personnel and the effectiveness of
critical national defense or security operations. ,Finally, crimes such as; regulatory reporting
offenses primarily involve the govemment's interest in carrying out the regulatory program
affected, and the loss rule is framed accordingly.

Loss guidelines for environmental and food and. drug offenses. involvestatutes designed. to
prevent harms or risks of harm to health and safety that often are diffuse and difficult to
identify to specific victims. For this ,type of offense, the guidelines specify higher minimum
loss amounts designed to recognize the,,risks inherent in this type of criminal conduct, and use
loss rules based on the reasonable costs of eliminating the risks created by the offense, plus
property or economic damage. Whereithe personaLsafety of identifiable victims is threatened,
thereis provision for a further increase to reflect .the expectedloss resulting fromsuch risks.

(2) Offense Multiple

The second ,major factor, the , 'Toffense multiple," is determined by, the difficulty of
detecting and . prosecuting the offense, including the offenders' conduct in concealing the
offense or impeding enforcement. The multiple is designed to insure that the total monetary
sanction is set at a punitive level that will serve the sentencing purposes of deterrence and
just punishment. For both purposes, offenders should not be encouraged lg ,gamble on the
possibility that they might escape punishment at the expense of their victims, and society at
large. Offenders should face an expectedsanction that reflects the difficulty of enforcement.

The offense multiple guidelines specify different base multiples for two types of offenses,

with the higher multiple provided for offenses typically creating diffuse effects that private
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victims are less likely to perceive and report to enforcement authorities. The basemultipie is

subject to an increase or decrease for specific offense characteristics materially affecting

detectability, and to decreases for acceptance of responsibility or voluntary reporting of the

offense. As with the rules for loss, these rules do not contemplate scientific precision, but
may be based on a reasonable judgment by the court of the relative difficulty'of detecting and

prosecuting the offense, as evaluated under the guideline structure.

(3) Enforcement Costs

The third major factor in determining monetary sanctions is an estimate of the reasonable

expenses of investigating and prosecuting of the offense, and carrying out the monetary
sanctions. Enforcement costs represent an additional societal loss caused by the offense, for
whichthe offender should beheld accountable.

(4) The Total Moneta angion

The offense loss multiplied' by
'
the offense multiple, plus 'enforcei-hent costs, equals' the

total monetary sanction for an organizational offense. That total sanction is then distributed
among the sentencing options of restitution, forfeitures, and fmes.

First, an order of restitution' to victims is required in ' all cases where" restitution is

feasible and does not duplicate an available civil  or administrative remedy providing

compensation to - victims; The primacy of compensation' > to victims in all cases carries out the

statutory direction that federal courts consider'"the need to provide restitution to' any victims

of the offense" as a factor insentencing all federal offenders. 18 U.S.C. 53553(a)(7).

Second, forfeitures are to V be imposed as' required by law. Criminal forfeitures are
authorized by statute only for a limited number of offenses, primarily offenses involving

racketeering, continuing criminal 'drug enterprises, sexual exploitation of' minors, and money

laundering. - Where available, forfeitures can be an ? effective means of imposing monetary
sanctions. However, because forfeitures are not uniformly. available for " offenses by
organizations, their application is coordinated within the framework of a total monetary
sanction determinedvby the offense conduct factors.

Third, the remainder of the "total monetary sanction, after,' deducting victims' compensation
and criminal forfeitures, is the midpoint of the guideline'f'me"range. "Within that range, the

court 'may select a fuie based 'on allppertinent sentencing factors.  The court's discretion is

supplemented by' policy statements regarding geiiei-al' rules'"for departures, the need to consider

the passage of time between the crime and its punishment, and several aspects of coordinating
the criminal fine with collateral penalties, including sanctions imposed upon the organization
through civil or administrative procedures, penalties imposed against' ,?the € agents of the

organization who Were responsible for the organizations offense, and penalties imposed against

other joint offenders; The intent of the policy statements on collateral penalties is to promote
the objective of an appropriate total penalty where multiple sanctionsfor the same' conduct are

available.

b. Non-Monetary -sanctions: Notice to Victims and Probation

For most organizational offenses, the combination of ' restitution; forfeitures, > and fines will
provide an adequate total sanction. However, in some cases the monetary sanctions should be

supplemented by one or both of the two 'non-monetary sentencing options available for
organizations under federal law: (1) notice - to victims, which

.

can facilitate compensation; and
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(2)'organizational probation, which can - be used to carry out or reinforce the compensatory and
deterrent effects of other sanctions.

In order to be used effectively, and with the minimum adverse effect on legitimate
economic activity, the non-monetary sanctions should be focused on welladef1ned objectives. As
a general rule, the non-monetary sanctions should be applied only in situations where the
monetary sanctions are insufficient to achieve their intended cornpensatory or deterrent effects.

In the case of notice to victims, Congress has provided a narrow statutory focus. The
zitituofizing" statutes" limit' 1He'"€EHfEiiEe to' '*aii'""""6ff€ns€' invblvihgi"freti&" t>r"btHEi' inteatloiially
deceptive practices," 18 U.S.C. 5 3555; require that the court "consider the cost involved in
giving the notice as it relates' to the loss caused by the offense,"' id.; limit the total cost of
notice "imposed on a defendant" to $20,000, id.; and requir~ special presentence procedures, 18
U.S.C. 5 3553(d). The legislative history' emphasizes - ' the compensatory purpose of notice to
victims, stating that the sentence was not intended for such purposes as "corrective
advertising" or "to subject a defendant to public derision," S. Rep. No. 98-225, at'85.

Within thewstatutory 'coiistraints; the draft guidelinesiequire notice ti; victims where Elie
notice appears capable of facilitating compensation to victims that' have 'not"been identified or
compensated "by other means. In essence, notice to victims augments the monetary sanction of
restitution.

The second non-monetary option of organizational probation also requires a careful
consideration of potential benefits and costs. In the organizational context, probation is a
more costly and intrusive alternative to monetary sanctions. As with notice to victims, the
authorizing' statutes and  legislative history direct organizational "probation

' toward limited
objectives,' primarily (1) supporting monetary sanctions, and (2) preventing repetition of criminal
activities. See generallys.Rep;No. 98-225, at 68-69, 95-99.

The draft guidelines implement these considerations by focusing organizational probation
on "three basic applications: - (1) to "enforce restitution, notice to victims, forfeitures, and
installment fines; (2) to support the deterrent effect of fmes, by requiring financial supervision
of an organization that' is unable 'to pay ' the full amount of'an";appropriate fine; and' (3) to
address situations in "which '(he"organization or its management has a history of serious crimes,
and supervision is likely to be useful in preventing future offenses, either by facilitating
detection and prosecution orthrough compliance measures instituted by the organization. All
three applications derive from the principle of using the non-monetary sentence of probation to
reinforce the intended. effects ofjthe monetary sanctions. The first two applications are limited
by relatively objective factors, but the third application is more subjective and must be
approached with caution. This type of "preventive" probation is reserved for offenses involving
serious social harm, relevant criminal history, and the  involvement of the organization's  senior
management. It should not be invoked simply because

' an ' offense is difficult "for the
organization itself to detect or control. The application of such a sentence requires a
determination by the court that the preventive benefits of the sentence outweigh the obvious
costs of judicial oversight ofprivate business operations.

c. Coordination l' Collate l Sanctions

The third basic principle of organizational' sentencing is that the several criminal
sanctions and civil remedies typically available for the same organizational offense should be
coordinated to produce the appropriate total sanction in the most effective manner. There are
two aspects to this task: first, adjusting the organization's sentence to reflect the punishments
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imposed on the  individual agents responsible for the organizations offense; and second,

coordinating the > organization's criminal ,sentence with' the sanctions imposed ,by parallel

enforcement activities.

Organizational and individual sentencing cannot be considered to be totally independent,
because, organizations  act  through individual agents, and in many instances are controlled by

one or a few individuals. Where organizational defendants are insubstantial "shell" companies

used as aY vehicle - by individual offenders, punishment of the responsible individuals may be the

only effective sanction ,available. , Onhthe ,otheighand, where the organization is substantial, an
appropriate total monetary sanction will provide, the organization with the most desirable
incentives to control its individual agents. The draft guidelines and policy statements reflect

these "objectives by including managerial behavior in the ,factors  that may increase or decrease

the qoffense  multiple, -and - v providing - a >policy=z statement" '.of.: considerations .affecting..the
coordination of sentencing as betweenthe organization and its agents. 

The second aspect of coordination--as among collateral criminal, civil, and administrative
sanctions for the same conduct--is oriented toward the objectives  ofi (1) ensuring that the

total sanction for an offense is ,determined by its harmful potential, and not by the mere

accumulation of parallel remedies for the same conduct; and (2) encouraging. the use ,of the

most effective and least costly remedies available. Accordingly, as recommended by the

legislative history to the Comprehensive Crime Control Act, the draft includes "considerations
relevant to the coordination of criminal sanctions imposed with any civil remedies that may be

available," S. Rep. No. 98-225, at 166, as well as provisions coordinating multiple criminal

sanctions for the same offense. .Where compensation to victims has been providedby available

administrative url civil remedies, the criminal sentence of restitution;is unnecessary.  The total

monetary sanction coordinates restitution, criminal forfeitures, and fines, so. that, for example,

the, availability of ,forfeitures usually will not affect the total. ,sanction, but may be *a more

effective means of imposing' a portion of the sanction. In "addition,. ,the . draft includespolicy
statements of considerations relevant to the coordination of criminal fines With collateral civil

penalties or disabilitiesimposed on the organizationaldefendant for 'the same conduct, and for

Sanctions imposed on jointly offending organizations or individuals.
ii

Organizational probation i

added to the totalsentence only where other available sentences and remedies are insufficient

for compensatory or deterrent purposes, or where there appears to be good cause for either

monitoring the organization's activities or requiring specific compliance measures.

The intended - effect of the coordination provisions is to directtthe overall enforcement

effort toward the most appropriate and efficient mix of sanctions. In the organizational

context, without the imprisonment option, . civil ,or administrative remedies of sufficient

magnitude can substitute for criminal sanctions, and generally are less costly and difficult for

enforcement authorities to obtain.  Punitive civil penalties equivalent roi fines are "available in

many cases, and administrative or civil - injunctive relief' under the oversight of a regulatory or

enforcement agency often will obviate any need to consider probation:

3.
K

THE SCOPE AND STRUCTURE OF CHAPTER EIGHT

This chapter prescribes guidelines governing the sentencing "of a defendant that is an

organization," which is defined in 18 U.S.C. 5 18 to mean any legal person other than an

individual. The guidelines in this chapter apply to all federal offenses by, organizations, except

for antitrust offenses, as to which the existing guideline in 52R1.1 (Bid-Rigging, Price-Fixing or

Market=Allocation Agreements Among Competitors) controls overthe provisions of this chapter.
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Parts B-D of this chapter are to be applied in sequence to determine an organization's
sentence. The organizational defendant's offense conduct is evaluated under Part B in terms of
the three factors of loss, the multiple, and enforcement costs that determine the total
monetary sanction, which is applied to the monetary sentencing options under Part C.

Restitution is provided where feasible, and the remainder imposed in forfeitures and fines. The
court then applies the guidelines in Part D governing non-monetary sentencing options, which
depend partially on the monetary sanctions imposed and partially on other factors, such as the
organization's criminal history.

With certain obvious modifications "for the organizational context--such as the fact that
organizations are not subject to imprisonment or supervised release--and with due regard for
the principles of organizational sentencing stated in this Chapter, the basic principles stated in
Chapter One also are applicable to organizational sentencing, as are the provisions in Chapter
Five, Part K (Departures), Chapter Six (Sentencing Procedures and Plea Agreements), and

Chapter Seven (Violations of Probation and Supervised Release).

PART B - OFFENSE CONDUCT

Introductogg Commentary

This Part contains guidelines for evaluating the organizations ojfense conduct in terms of
three basic factors.- (1) the offense loss, (2) the offense multnzle, and, (3), enforcement costs.
The evaluations of those factors determine the organizations total monetary sanction under the

mlas statedsin Part C (Monetary Sanctions).

1. GENERAL RULES FOR EVALUATING OFFENSE CON DUCT

5881.1. Genera! A lication Instructions

(a) Determine the offense loss as follows:

(1) Select the applicable guideline section in - Subpart 2 (Offense Loss) under
the rules stated in subsection (a) of 5181.2 (Applicable Guidelines). Refer
to the "organizations" column in the statutory index (Appendix A) to assist

in this determination.

(2) Determine the offense loss under the applicable guideline section, based on
the factors stated in subsection (a) of 5181.3 (Relevant Conduct), with the
following additions:

(A) subsection (a)(2) of 5181.3 (Relevant Conduct) shall. be deemed
applicable to all offenses by organizations;

(B) except as otherwise expressly provided in the applicable guideline
section, consider both losses that actually occurred and losses that
were (a) intended and probable consequences of the offense, or (b)
reasonably certain to occur, but for the fact that the offense was

not completed because of circumstances beyond the defendant's
control; and
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(C) if there are multiple counts of conviction, consider the conduct under
all counts together.

(3) Estimate loss to the nearest $1,000.

'(b) Determine the' offense multiple from Subpart 3 (Offense Multiple); based on the"
factors stated in subsection (a)(2) above.

(c) Determine enforcement costs from Subpan 4 (Enforcement Costs), based on the
factors stated in subsection (a)(2) above.

(d) Refer to Part C (Monetary Sanctions) to determine the monetary sanctions and

'cbnsider. vihether*ziepeartures are 'viaiiiied;

Comrnent~g

Subsection (a) sets forth
"

the basic rules for determining the loss attributable to an

organizations offense. Subsection (a)( I ) incorporates the "rules stated in MB I.2 (Applicable
Guidelines ) for selecting loss guidelines. Subsection (a)(2) adopts the standards- oj SIBI.3
(Relevant Conduct) to the sentencing of organizations, and includes rules for handling inchoate
ojjfenses and multiple counts of conviction. 77te rules stated are' based on the same princqrles
now used in the existing guidelines.

Subsection (a)(2)(A ) adopts the rule that ojjfense loss for all organizational ojffenses is to

be determined on the basis of 'all such acts and ornissions that were part of the same course

dj' conduct or common. scheme or  plan as the offense of conviction," which is stated in
subsection (a)(2) oj '

5IB1.3 (Relevant Conduct) ] 'or ojfenses that would be grouped under
subsection (d) of 9'3DI.2 (Groups oj Closelv-Related Counts). Like the

.

ojfenses that are

grouped under £3DI.2(d), all organizational offenses" are evaluated on the same basis of
aggregate loss, and therefore it is appropriate to consider the entire course oj conduct. See

the Background Commentary to 5IBI.3 (Relevant Conduct);

Subsection' (a)(2)(B) applies the Conmzissionis policy regardingirtcltoate ojfenses and harms -

 (see Chapter Two, Part X Subpart I (Conspiracies, Attempts, Solicitations ) ) to organizational
ojfenses  general~ and thereby eliminates the necessity of separate guidelines for the ir1choate

ojfenses and references to inchoate hamas in specdic offense. guidelines.  The  general rule is

subject to an exception where a specu'ic guideline expresshr directs the court to consider onhr
actual loss.

Subsection (a)(3)(C ) applies the count-grouping standards of 53DI.2(d) to ali organizational

offenses. Because all organizational offenses are evaluated in the same terms of dollar loss,

there is no need to distinguish among types of  ojfenses for grouping purposes, and all counts
can be "aggregated for loss determir1ation. Although all loss therefore is a~regated different

. guideline sections may be applied to different aspects of the loss, so long as the same element

of loss is not counted twice.

The basic standard for. relevant "conduct holds each ojjfender responsible both for its own
conduct and for "acts and ornissions aided and abetted by the defendant or for which the

defendant wouldbe otherwise accountable" (subsection (a)( I )' of ,6'IBI.3 (Relevant Conduct) ). As
applied .to employees or other agents oj the organization, this nile is appropriate in all
organizational cases. Howeven lu some cases involving joint Ojfenders other than employees or
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agents--such as independent organizations or individuals--the broad rule may overstate the

organizations actual contribution to ojfense loss and overall role in the ojj'ense, particularly
when the organization is not the major actor in the ojj'ense. ln such a situation, the court
should consider a downward adjustment oj the organizations line based upon the amount of the

ojffense loss that is attributable to the other particqzants in the offense (4~ 56'C5. 7

( Consideration oj Penalties Against Joint Ojj'enders)). Appropriate bases for determining the

amount of such an adjustment are supplied  by analogy to: . ( I) the existing guideline for
antitrust offenses,  which attributes onhi such loss as was caused by each particular defendant
as -cacnleans - of- accounting- ;for'relative- ' roles in -the - -ojfense (ge * Application Note - 4 to - S$'ZRl.I

(Bid-Rigging,  Price-FLring or Market-Allocation Agreements Among Competitors",' (2)  the
permissible apportionment of loss in determining a restitution award (ge; . .68C2.3 (Restitution by
Joint Ojffenders )); or (3) the prevailing practice - in - = = civil  law oj - apportioning . liability among
joint tortfeasors on the basis of their relative contribution to the injury. Aside from antitrust
ojfenses, however; prosecutions against multiple independent ojfenders for organizational
ojfenses are relatively infrequent in the federal courts. ln the ordinary case of an iojfense by

a single organization and its agents, such an allocation need only be considered in coordinating
the organizationls sentence with - the- penalties - imposed ' upon Y its agents -  Lg f8C5.6
(Consideration ofPenalties Against Organizational A gents)).

Subsection (a)(3) states the general rule that ojfense losses computed under the guidelines
will be rounded to the nearest .8I,000. Even when expressed to. the nearest $1,002 losses

nonetheless will be reasonable estimates by the court, which do not require scientqic precision
or expert testimony. = Although the guidelines for monetary sanctions oj necessity involve dollar,
amounts, it is not intended that organizational sentencing procedures be = equivalent to a civil
damages trial. Like all other criminal sentencing ,factors, offense loss may be based on any
reliable information. See generally I8 l,LS.C. 5 3661; Fed.rR. Crim. 'P. 32. Furthermore, loss
estimates necessarily will vary in precision with the circumstances oj the particular case. F or

example, the loss caused by a single instance of fraud against one identnied victim usually can
be determined more preciselv than a widespread fraud practiced over a long period oj time
against many victims, some of whom may not be specnicallv identifiable. The convicted

defendant should' not benejit [rom the uncertainties of estimation caused by its own o~ense
and reasonable estimates are a sujjicient basis jorguideline sentences.

Subsections' (b) and (c) adopt the same relevant conduct factors stated in subsection (a) ( 2)

for determining the ojfense multqzle and enforcement costs.

Subsection (d ) refers to Part C (Monetary S anctions) for determining the monetary
sanctions and considering whether departures  are warranted. The consideration oj departures

from the ojfense conduct guidelines' should be deferred- until' after the guideline ,fine range has

been detennined. See Part C; Subpart'5 (Depanures and Adjustments to Fines ).

2. OFFENSE - LOSS

€882.1. Private Fraud

cai) Base Loss:  the difference between the value paid and the value received by
victims. butin no event less than $500- *

(b) Specific Loss Characteristic
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(1) If expenses were incurred in making substitute transactions, or in handling
or disposing of items delivered, increase the loss by the amount of such
expenses.

Commentary

Guideline Cove' rage=
'~vate Fraud" includes. Ojfenses involving fraud or deceit, in which the

victims are private parties. Government Fraud is covered by a separate guideline. Private
Fraud includes jrauds against consumers, businesses, ; or. investors fraudulent solicitation of
donative transactions, odometer violations, and * certain o~enses  involving commercial '

briber)4

kickbackstcommercial injringements, and counteq'eit.goods.

Statuto~. -Rrovisio~: - > >7- mUSIC ,6 - -620(c); - > sI5 IlS.C; -5.6 77q, - -77;; -78dd- i, 78dd-2, -J54(b), 19<% - - =

1986, 1988(b), 1990; IBUS.C. .65  152, 542, 541 658, 8420), MOI, I004-I006 1010-103d
I34I-B44 - J954 231-& - 23I;% - -19 - lES.G <5 -- I304;-.2} US161 55}*33I,:46I; oil; - 6H, 67t% 29 - l;/?S.G #
I86(a), 50]; 30 US.C. ,6 820(h);49 USC 55 12I, IIgII- 49.115.C App; Q 12I.

Application Notes=

Z. The base loss determination includes an estimate of losses to all victims of the

ojfense. - It, is not necessary that all victims be - identb'ied individualm but onlv that the' loss
be reasonably estimated. For example, in 'a case of large-scale odometer tampering. it may not
be possible to identity the ultimate buyers of all vehicles. In that instance, a reasonable
estimate of the average per-vehicle loss, times the estimated number oj vehicles . infected, is
sujficient U'more detailed information is not readily available.

2., "Value paid" ordinarilyis. - the amount oj' cash  paid or other consideration provided by
victims, or if the' transaction ' was not completed, the amount intended to

'

be provided by
victims. "Value received", refers to the worth < of the products, services, or investments to the
victims as actually - received, or: if the ,transaction was not completed, as intended by. the
ojfenden The basic measure of "value received". is the amount that victims would have paid. U'
the fraudulent representations had not been made. Ordin~~ that value can be determined by

reference to the market. price for the item actualhr received in the absence oj pond. ln many
cases, "value received" will be zero, as in schemes where victims receive essentialhr nothing. in
exchange for their money.

3. Some ojfenses may involve both "intermediate" victims * (such as a commercial
distributor who was sold a defective or unsuitable product) as well as, "ultimate" victims
(consumers who purchased the .product. ,nom thaLdistributor) In such. situations, the loss

generaihr should be determined at the level oj the, ultimate victim onhr. In that mannen the

full loss will be considered, without double-countin g * the losses incurred by the intermediate and
ultimate victims, which overlap to some artent. ln unusual circumstances , where - the ultimate
victims loss does not reflect business interruption losses to the intemiediarv an upward
departure may be warranted on the basis ofconsequential loss. See, Application Note 8,jbelow.

4., In the case oj dejrauded sellers, ,"value paid" is the worth (in the absence of the
fraud) of the property sold by victims, and the "value * received", is, the cash or other
consideration received by victims in the jiaudulent transaction.

5. 77ie particular type of transaction ,involved should be considered in applying the base

loss rule. For example, in a case of
'

fraud ajfecting publichr-traded securities, the di/ference
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between value paid and value received can be detennined by reference to the change in market
price attributable to . public revelation oj the fraud, controlling jor other factors such as
general movement in the market or independent developments ajfecting the particular security.
/1ltemative~ the base loss in a

E

securities or other  investment fraud case could be derived by
comparing the actual with the ,fraudulently misrepresented retum on investment. Under either
altemative, the court - should select a valuation date at a reasonable time alter revelation oj'
the fraud that would ajford victims the, opportunity to mitigate their loss by either disposing oj'
the investment (for dejrauded buyers)  orreinvestingl '(for defrauded sellers). Changes in value
afterthat' time are, not. jairly.attributableto the,fraud.

6.* Subsection (b)( l ) provides for increases to loss where either or both of two types - of
apenses -have been incurred.' ' costs of making substitute transactions,' and 1 costs., oj' handling or
disposing of items delivered; The jirs-t type oj' cost occurs where, after the )9*aud has been
revealed, legitimate substitute 'transactiorisv have been or'are virtualhr certain to be made. The
amount of such' costs would depend on the time and out-0fja0cket expenses incurred by victims
in seeking out and making the substitute transaction, and are likely to vary with the price and
sophistication of the particular product 1orservice. involved... For.example,;.consurners typically
will incur higher transaction costs in purchasing an automobile as opposed tora portable radio.
ln generaL the more jungible the product, the less signuicant the transaction  costs in
proportion to purchase price, because substitute transactions will be easier to make. Substitute
transaction costs do not include the substitute purchase price, because that element oj' loss.is
rejlected in the base loss rule. The second type of cost recognized by subsection (b) (I )
typically will be present where the jraudulent transaction involves a tangible item that must be
retumed, discarded, or otherwise dealt with by victims. For example, in -a case of commercial
fraud involving the * delivery oj' unsuitable € goods, "the victim may incur such - "incidental"

expenses initoring the goods, sh~tpingthem back to the sellen or simply disposing of thema -

Z Where' substitute transar~ons are € not practical in the sense = that a legitimate
replacement for the fraudulent transaction cannot be- obtained, the court - may wish to consider
whether an upward departure is warranted, on thewbasis oj Gvictims' lost 'erqoectancy" in the
transaction. Such . situations will be rare in fraud cases= they almost never occur in
investment or commercial transaction.; and :usualbr .are- presented Y only in a case where a
consumer fraud involved a unique item such as a specnic parcel of land or highhr specialized
goods or services [or which the markeqrlace provides no close substitute. In these instances,
there may be a social loss of consumer welfare thatis not included in the base loss nile, and
also not captured in the specqic loss. characteristic for substitute transaction .costs. Where an
upward departure is warranted on ' this basis, thor additional loss may be estimated by the
victim's wasted transaction costs incurred in the -original,: - fraudulent transaction, rather than .a
substitute transaction. Howeven caution .must "be , exercised so aswnot - to - rarity unreasonable
subjective expectations of victims. The mere absence oj a substitute does not warrant a
departure, particularbl where the  fraud  objectively was obvious or immaterial in the
circumstances, as in a case involving > a wholly non-eristentv product, service,'" or charitable
cause. Examples oj candidates ,for the departure would * include cases where a unique
opportunity was lost - because oj the passage of time, such as ;fr-aud involving vacation travel
services, where ,victims had could not substitute because the vacation period had elapsed, or
jraudulent medical services that were found out too late [or a legitimate cure to be applied. /1
departure on this basis is not warranted when ,substitute transactions are feasible, in the sense
that comparable< goods or services are available . on "the > market; whether - or not priced
comparablv to the amount paid by victims in the. fraudulent transaction. ln all situations, the
substitute transaction costs are the  prejerred measure, so as to, provide victims with
appropriate incentives to mitigate loss and . protect; themselves. against jiaud in the jirst
instance.
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8. 17tis guideline does not include a specilic loss characteristic for consequential lost

projits, personal injury, or property damage, primarily - because such losses do not,. regularly

occur in private fraud cases. Where sign~cant consequential loss - occurs that was both

objectively foreseeable by the' ojfender and objectively unavoidable by the victim, an upward

departure. may be warranted -
= ln considering such a departure, the court should. be. sensitive to

the danger oj double=counting the losses already reflected in the "value . received" component of
the base loss nile. The departure usually will be warranted only in casesi of business

interruption losses caused by commercial ,fraud, which should be evaluated consistently with, the

general commercial law standard for recognizing' consequential damages - [or lost projits in

commercial transactions, ~ '

"loss resulting jrom the general or particular requirements and

needs which the [offending] seller . . . > had - reasons to know and which could not be prevented

by cover Wor OLl~LWIJQJT. £ 2-TI£(2)(aL The term 'cover" refers to a ,substitute

transaction. .  Outside Oj€..-tlte- - commercial context Y proximate consequential losses. rarely occur in

fraud cases. Generally',.spealcing....investments,,lzy, dejinition .are, jungiblewtransactions, bg;guse

their purpose is. to cam > ar monetary retum at .a given level of risk. > - 77lerefore, > the failure to

achieve  the  return apected . - will almost. never. be. .1 prourimately connected with ,,consequential

losses. - The guideline also does not reflect consequential - property loss' or damage, or personal

injury or death, resulting from consumer jiaud. In the unusual cases where - such results occur;

and are proximatelv caused by the fraudulent. conduct an upward departure may be warranted,

if in ,fact another loss guideline is not more appropriate. Ordinari~ . o~enses involving health

or safety risks are covered by another loss guideline, such as 5882.6 (Food, Drug and

Agricultural Oj;fenses ).

9. This guideline does not rejiect another type oj' broader economic  loss that may occur

in extraordinary cases oj widespread or unusual frauds that are so significant in relation to the

market or economic activity involved as to induce market particnrants other than immediate

victims to expend materially . greater resources to protect themselves from the We of fraud
involved; 77tis ejffect may be rejlected in a =

-wideqrread loss of con/idence in - . the market or -

economic activity ajfected, and can injluence legitimate ellers (who must spend more to

convince buyers "that their products or services are :w. ,maui;. nt) as well as buyers (who must

spend more to verijy the legitimacy oj the sellers with whom they deal ). In the extraordinary

case -presenting a sign~cant ejfect of this type, an upnrard departure may be warranted.

10 This guideline also. may be applicable to certain - commercial : -infringement ojfenses

(generally covered by 5882.4 '( Thejt, Commercial lnfringement, Embezzlernent Receqrt of Stolen

Property and Property Destruction) ), in which buyers actually > were deceived by an infringing

or counterfeit product.  In some cases,. both guidelines would apply .>to dqferent aspects. of
ojfense loss, as where the legitimate supplier. of the item in question lost profits in addition to

the losses incurred by deceived victims; (ge 5882.4(c)' and its Commentary; Application Notes

.5 & 6).

Back~und: 771e base Ojfense loss is determined ' by the dollar value .oj the jruudulent transjen

as measured by the Fbut-ojipocket". loss to victims. - 77tis entire . transfer payment is both a

private and societal loss, because it represents the amount of resources - unproductivelv .
- diverted

over time to criminal activity and private protection against fraud.

171e specific loss characteristic > in subsection (b )( I ) is intended to rcjlect the additional

loss to the economy that may result when fraudulent transactions interfere with' the process of
welfare-enhancing exchange. 171e preferred ,measure of that loss is the additional transaction

costs incurred in replacing the  jraudulent transaction with a legitimate substitute transaction,

plus any expenses oj handling or - disposing of - jraudulently delivered items. ' Mzere victims can

substitute, the jraud does not have the undesirable ejfect of permanentbr diverting transactions
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away from legitimate suppliers. Additional transaction costs alone are sufficient because

victims will regain any lost surplus in the marketplace.

Where substitute transactions - are unavailable, a possible , proxy for lost surplus is the

transaction costs wasted in the fraudulent transaction, which is less preferable because it is

dbfficult - to . separate. "wasted" costs from normal and . desirable expenditures in seeking out

legitimate transactions. But in highly unusual cases of very specialized or unique goods or
services, consideration of victims' original transaction costs may be - .an appropriate basis for
departure. Nonetheless, unreasonable eiarectations should not be recognized in offense loss,

becausethey do not represent aftiue lossin 'economicwelfare=

The - further characteristics of increased defensive costs to other market particutants, and
consequentialiproperty,. 'damage,t' personal injury; or death; .are -not reflected in the guideline
because they do occur with any jrequency. - -- WhileY some particularbr notorious, unprecedented,

or widespread frauds may have a systemic effect on market participants, it is very rare for a

single  fraud case to have an appreciable effect of this type. Consequential personal injury and

property losses are excluded both because they are unusual and because, even where they

occug they are unlikely to be proximately caused by the fraudulent behavion Howeve; in
some - instances of - commercial jiaud; > - lost profits -caused - - by. business - interruption .may - warrant. an
upward departure.

The use of commercial = bribery, lcickbacks, or other corrupt methods to facilitate private

 fraud does not by itse~ require dilferent rules of ojfense loss because ""these methods simply
produce a sharing of gains between joint = ojjfenders ( the princuzal ojfender and the corrupt

employee ). As a practical matten corruption of the victim's employee may facilitate larger

frauds, -but that dipference will be reflected  in the guideline's loss rules. ln addition, the
presence of such factors' is likely /to just~ higher offense

'

multqvle, by making the ojfense

more diljicult to detect.' See Subpart 3 (Offense Multqlle).

58132.2. Government Fraud

- (:-1) : - Base =i=.oss:

(1) For product substitution offenses:  (A) the difference in value to the

government between the product specified and the product delivered, plus
(B) the govemment's costs of making substitute transactions and handling
or disposing of ? the' product delivered, plus (C) the governments cost of
:rectifying - ';the* - actual or potential disruption to government - operations
causedby the product substitution; but in no event less than $10,000.

(2) For fraud .affectinga contract award: (A) the administrative cost to the

government and = other - participants of repeating or correcting the
procurement action affected, plus (B) the govern1nent's increased cost to
procure theproduct or service involved; but in no event less than $5,000.

(3) For overchargingoffenses: the amount of the overcharge, but in no event
less than $500.

- (4) For offenses involving diversion of government program payments: the
value idf the" monetary benefits * or burdens diverted - from intended
recipients or uses, but in no event less than $500.
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(b) Specific Departure Considerations (Policystatement)

(1) If. a product substitution offense resulted in a foreseeable" and substantial
risk of serious damage to the national defense -or. = security,interests of the
United States, an upward departure of up to $4,000,000 is warranted. - The
amount of such a departure shall be determined by the magnitude "of the
potential damage, as discounted by probability that such damage actually
would occur. ~ 58C5.1 (Departures in General).

(2) If a product substitution offense resulted in a foreseeable and substantial
risk of serious bodily injury or death, an upward "departure is warranted.
Thedamount of such a departure shall be determinedby the expected loss
produced by- the<i=isk.- > See - .58C5=2- -*G3)epartures - Efor - '-Expected - -boss- from
Risks of?Death orBodilyii1jury).

Qgmmentag

Guideline Coverage= 7'Govemrnent Fraud" includes o~enses involving ji -aud or = deceit in
connection with govemment program or procurement activities, in which the governmental
victim is an agency of the United States GovemmenL or a State or local government. , This
category includes product substitution, overcharges, 'fast pay" . ,fraud, false claims, and other
similarly deceptive practices, unlaug/ul . diversion of government program benejits or burdens, and
related Ojfenses involvingbribery or corruption ojgovemment employees.

Statutogv .Provisions: 7 USC. 5 2024; 15 USC .6 Tl4m; I8' USC 5,6 20]; 203, 202 285-29],
49.2 658, I001-1008, JOJO-I0I4, I016- I022, ]025-I03(lI34I -1343 231% 23I5; 20 (1S.C 5 I097(zz);
38 llS.C $ 3502(b); 4I USC 5 SI; 42 USC. $$5 408, I307(a), 1322,17609; 49 USC. 5 I21,
1472(b); 50 US.C. App. € 2073.

Application Notes=

I.  The base loss. rules distinguish four dbferent types oj' government jraud Ojfenses.
'Troduct substitution" Ojfenses are those involving a supplier? provision oj a product, service
Or. system that does not complv with government specqications. "Fraud ajjfecring a contract
award", refers to ojfenses involving, the corruption - or subversion of a government. procurement
action, or other noncornpliance with provisions regarding the govemment contract award
process. - - f'0vercharging offenses" are those involving the -fraudulent inducement oj' payments to
wlriclr a supplier is not laniully entitled,' except for antitnlst Bojfenses; which are covered by a
separate guideline in 521%] . ] (BidERigging Price=Fixing. or Market€/lllocation Agreements Among
Competitors). 'Diversion of government program payments" refers to offenses, other than
overcharges, involving diversion oj govemrnent : program benejits "or burdens j9'orn ,intended
recqrients - or uses. Although the federal govemment ordinarily' vis the victim. (either directlv or
through an intermediate contractor), then guideline also   may be applied to government fraud
Ojffenses involving state or local govemments. O~enses. va~ecting  ,foreign governments or
quasi-public institutions othen than-  federally ,controlled entities acting in a governmental
capacity; are to be evaluated under the private jraud ; guideline or the the)? guideline, as
applicable.

2. The. base loss rule for product substitution oj'enses.-,has ti1ree' components: cJ) the
lost value to the govemment which is. analogous to the base loss rules for the private fraud
and the)? ojj'enses; plus (2) costs ojjsubstitute transactions" and incidental handling oj the
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product delivered, which is analogous to the specnic Ojfense characteristic. for private fraud;
plus (3) the cost to the government of rectqying the actual or potential disruption caused by
the product substitution. Because product substitution offenses often involve specialized
products or applications for which there is no equivalent in private markets, it. is appropriate
in -such cases to consider the govemmentis particularized needs in evaluating lost value.

However; for offenses involving commodities or services for which  there is a substantial private
market,  the duference between the government contract price for the specuied product and the

private . market price for. the. substituted product. will , be an . appropriate measure of this

component. The second and third components of base loss recognize that product substitution

offenses often involve sigrinicant costs 'in correcting or avertirig* consequentia1 '"disttiption of
governmental functions, which at times may far exceed the value of the product involved. For
example, a defense contractor's product  substitution may involve a relatively ineaqrensive part
of a larger weapons system 0* the d~ective pan' poses a substantial risk that the weapons

system - will - - fail to operate; then - the -Department of - Defense - may -  incur: - -significant ergoenses in
locating and  identijring potential~ defective items in . its inventory,  removing parts already
installed, testing the suspect parts, and obtaining substitute parts (including the government's
administrative cost of a new procurement action ). An estimate of these consequential expenses

is included in base offense loss, except to the extent * that expenses such ' W repair or
replacement in -fact substitute: for - "or provide - - a - - measure ofvthe lost- - value -  itsebf - > - Because  the
ajfected agency does not receive the monetary criminal sanction directly its decision to take

corrective actions should be based on - a neutral and reasonable balancing of costs and. benefits.
Howeven where it clearlv appears that the corrective measures are unjustified > by the.  degree. of
potential disruption created by the .product substitution, a downward departure may be

warranted.

3. €(71e base loss rule for fraud affecting a contract award includes two components=

(1 ) additional transaction "costs of : repeating or correcting that portion of the contract award
process affected by the fraud; plus (2) the govemmentk additional procurement costs for
obtaining the product or servi ce involved. . ln many cases, onbr the first component may = :be

substantial because the corrected procurement process may result in an equal or lower
acquisition cost. This first component includes additional costs to both the government and
'bther particqrants, " which refers to the , competing suppliers; who also may have wasted their
expenses of preparing 'andv - presenting bids or proposals as - a result' of the -fraud. The second
component. of base offense loss is most likebr to be' substantial where the delay occasionedby
the need to correct or repeat ' the procurement action has been accompanied by - a general
change in economic conditions- such as the increase in the price of necessary inputs- that
results in increased procurement cost to the government. However; any increased substitute
procurement cost should be atjusted for quality dqferences between the originallv specified ,and
substitute product.

4.  'I71e, base. loss for overcharging offenses is simply the amount of the overcharge.

Howeven in more sophisticated' instances of overcharging offenses, estimating that amount may
require examination of effects, across multiple contracts. For example, some overcharging

offenses may involve a sh~ng of costs as between two '2'ost plus" contracts; - one experiencing
a concealed cost overrun and another in which costs are lower than expected but- fraudulently
overstated. In such a case, the "overrharge" would include both the additional  consideration
received on the first contract resulting jrom the fraudulent understatement of tme costs, which
may tri~er an "incentive payment" rewarding the apparent low-cost performance, and the

additional consideration CU' any)'- received under the second contract because of the fraudulent
overstatement of costs. ln each ,case, the sentencing court should evaluate the ramqications of
the ojfense conduct, in light of the particular supplier's contractual arrangements with the

government.
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5. The base loss for diversion of govemment program payments is the monetary value of
program benefits or burdens diverted by the fraud. Examples of 'program benefits or burdens
diverted" would include program payments fraudulenthl obtained' by "ineligible persons, or the

duference between the legally  required and actual wages paid in Davis-Bacon Act violations.
The particular objectives 'of - the govemment program affected should be considered in
evaluating the loss. For example, in an offense involving a merchants unlanjul acceptance of
food stamps for non-approved items, the amount of the benefit diverted is not the full

"

face
value of the stamps, but the average . discount fromv face value at which the stamps were

provided - to program beneficiaries. - Similarly',  in- - an Goffensesinvolving the unlawful diversion of
government payments.  intended for minority , firms under a set-aside program, the loss would be

the lost profits to minority firms that were excluded, not = the  full amount of the payment
because the government in any event received the goods orservices for which it paid.

6. The .minimum loss "amounts are set at higher levels for product substitution and
contract "award offenses to reflect the inherent of disruption to ' governmental functions
presented by these offenses.

Z  Subsection .(b) provides for potential athustments in cases where a product substitution

offense results in % foreseeable and substantial risk" of either  ( l) serious damage to national

defense or security interests, or £(2)  serious bodily  injury or death. 77ie threshold requirement

of "a foreseeable and substantial : risk" contemplates objective tests of both foreseeability  and
- substantiality, and zis intended to exclude cases of remote; speculative, or minimal risks. The

atqustrnents are limited to product substitution offenses, in which they may occur with some
frequency In the highhr unusual cases where another type of *ojj'ense appears to present either
of the situations contemplated by subsection (b ), a departure may be warranted. ' However;
overcharging offenses by definition only. involve the  government's proprietary interest in
controlling monetary acquisition costs, and program payment diversions. involve only a similar
proprietary interest in distributing monetary ,benefits and ,burdens, both of which - ordinarily
wouidnotimplicate the interests reflected in subsection (b ).

8. Subsection (b)(l ) provides a
'

guided basis for - an upward "departure for "offenses
resulting in a foreseeable and  substantial risk of 'iserious damage to the national defense or
security interests of the United States," which >

refers onLv to situations in which the offense
posed a direct and substantial danger that a significant aspect of national defense' or security
would be . compromised in matters - directly affecting military readiness or security, such as key
weapons, communications, or information systems, or national ' intelligence capabilities. The
determination whether such' a departure; is warranted - should be made a#er  considering Whether
the costs'" of*'rectu'ication included in the base loss. nile late sujjicient to reflect transitory risks
tlzat have been removed by the corrective measures. ~ the. risk is substantially eliminated by
the corrective measures, then the base loss rule - is likely to reflect the expected loss caused by
the -

ojyense.. ' However ~ rect~catii)n measures are*"not'"feasibl&F the base 'loss"rule will not
reflect the risk of  damage to national defense or security interests. 771e appropriate amount of
this athustment is to be based on the magnitude and probability "of the potential injury. 77te

maximum recommended amount of $4 million contempiates onhr threatened as opposed to actual
injuries ln cases where a product substitution ojfense actualh' resulted' in tangible damage to
national defense orsecurity, >a larger upward departure may bewarranted

9. ,Subsection (b)(2) provides a guided basis  for an ,upward departure - for -' -a product
substitution Ojfense resulting in a foreseeable and substantial risk of "serious bodily injury or
death.. Such situations usuallv > arise in' connection with' - procurement for governmental
operations, but also can occur in cases involving  providers of goods or services to government
programs, .as where a govemment health program provider does not merelv fail to deliven or
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overcharge for its product, but substitutes irqerior goods or services that threaten injury to
program beneficiaries. In either procurement or program cases, the amount of an upward
departure should be determined under the policy stated in 8C5.2 (Departures for Expected Loss
from Risks ofDeath orBodihrlnjury). ,

10. '5'erious bodilv injury" is used in subsection (b)(2) to include either 'permanent or
~e-threatening bodihr injury" or 'serious bodibr injury, " as defined in Application Notes I (lt )
and IU) of the Commentary to MB] .! (Application Instructions ).

Back~ound: 77-ie stnrcture of this -guideline dufers from . the private fraud ojfenses  in
recognizing that certain types of govemment procurement fraud o~enses frequently result in
&is'nui€4r1t edditionel tmrtsaetior1,,£osts, and cqnsequentiel losses, because they routinebuinvolve
specialized goods and non-market transactions. ln those situations in which the government is
acquiring jitngible commodities with no specialized governmental use, or in . which the offense is
simply a fraudulent overcharge, . the  loss, determined under this section will be equivalent to the
loss from  private fraud Similar~ the guideline treats, the unlawful - diversion of government
program benefits and , burdens , in, a ;manner,equiyalen,t toc, .a . theft. ofuproperty rights., or a

fraudulent transfer.

Ute guided departures specified by subsection .(b) recognize the additional expected ,loss
that may be created by risks of personal injury or serious. damage to national defense or
security interests. The threshold ,requirement of 'b ,forseeable - and substantial risk," and - the $4
million limit for hazards to national defense or security interests, are su~ested by - the
proposed Major Fraud Act of 1988, HR. 391I, now pending in the Congress, which would
authorize criminal fines of up to $I0 million per count for Major" procurement frauds ,against
the United States, defined, by both the dollar values involvediaand, Athejhexistence of risks of
personal injury. The $4 million loss marimum is comparable to the,sz0:million fine proposed by
the Act because loss departures are multmlied by the offense multiple, which in the case of
goyemment procurement frauds usually. will have a basevalue of 2.5. rSee.,£.6;$BB3.I (Determining
the Ojfense Multiple), BC5.I (Departures in General).

Additional characteristics of government j9-aud ojfenses, including bribery or, corruption of
government ojicials, and the intent to evade or defeat, procurement or program requirements,
are considered' in determining the offense. multiple. See Subpart 3 ( Offense' Multiple). As with
the private fraud offenses, the corruption oj government, employees ,,does not by itself require
dqferent  loss rules, because it is simply a means to the  organizational Oj;Tender's objective of
defrauding the govemment. . Any benefit obtained by the organization paying the bribe or
gratuity will be  reflected , in thef base loss as determined. under this;;section, which at a
minimum would, be equal to the amount of the,bribe even ~ no other loss were present. 17m
additional .interest of the govemment. in maintaining the honesty and loyalty of its agents will
be vindicated by individual prosecution of the government employees who received bribes or
illegal gratuities, or otherwise particqrated in the fraud.  Howeven the use of corrupt methods
also may produce a higher monetary sanction by increasing the difficulty of detection and
thereby raisingthe ojfense multqale.

5882.3. Tax Offenses

(a) Base Loss: the tax (loss as defined in the applicable .,offense guideline in
Chapter Two, Part T; but in no event less than $500.
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Cornmentagr

Guideline Coverage= "Tm= Ojfenses" means ojfenses involving an actual or probable loss oj' tax
revenue to the government orjraud or false statements in connection with tax -reporting

Statutoggi"'rovision£: I8 USC 59 54I-541 100], 1021 I34I;26 USC 55 5762, 720I-7202

Application Notes=

I. The estimate of - base loss under this  guideline' is made
"

under the rules applicable. to
determining "tax loss" under Chapter Two, Part JT (Offenses Involving Taxation ).

'

Instead dj'
translating the,. tax loss, ,,into ojfense ,,levels- under the tax  table used in Chapter Two, here the

tax loss -is used directlv -as an estimate ofojfense loss.

2.  "Tax loss," as defined in. Pan 'T of'Chapter Two, includes interest through the date , of
the charging - indicrrnent? - orr informatiom! Therefore, the athustment to loss rejlecting - - the 'tirne
value'" of loss, under {;'8C5.3 (Consideration oj' the Passage of . Time Between the Ojfense' and
Charging), is not applicable to tax offenses.

Backgound:u. The guideline  for tax ojfense' loss is based on the governrnent's "interest in
obtaining tax revenues, which treated much like Ia private property, right. Other factors
distinguishing tax O~ensesiare considering in determining the offense rnultnrle. S~ subpart 3
(Ojffense Multiple ).

€882;4. Theft, Commercial Infringement, Embezzlement, Receipt of Stolen Prop; Lt!.' and
Prope~ Destruction

(a) Base "Loss: the" value' of services, Hgoods, and property taken, "destroyed, or
receivedby the offender, but in no event less than $500.

(1)) Specific Loss Characteristic

(1) If' expenses were incurred in recovering, repairing, replacing, ha1idlingjor
disposing of the property - involved,' increase the loss by the amount. of
such - expenses.

(c) Note; If the :'offense, involved commercial infringement that actually deceived
buyers as to the nature or quality of; the infringing items, refer to .5882.1
(Private Fraud) todetermirie the additional loss attributable to such deception.

Qornrnent~g

Guideline Coverage= 'Ihis category includes property ojfenses not covered by the joregoing
guideline.; "in which the princnrai harm is a taking or destruction of property by non-violent
means, and includes.' larcen;4 emberzlement, and other [arms of

'

then; recenat of stolen
property,' and destruction oj' property ( not involving arson or other violent means ). In addition,
the guideline' covers "commercial - inj'ringen1ent" ojfenses, such as criminal infringement of
copyright or trademark, ,trajjicking in counterfeit goods or services, or the unlawful importation
or other diversion ofproducts in violation of the federal Food Drug, and Cosmetic/1ct.
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!
Statutory Provisions: 7 USC ,6 2024 Is llS.C. 5* TI4m; I6 US.C. ,6 55]; I7 USC 5 506(a);
I8 UZS.C 55 641, 66I, ]36I, I703, I70Z 1852, 2312-232I, 25Il; 2I llS.C. ,65 331, bI(L 675; 42

llS.C.&' 17609; 43 llS.C 5 I7339; 47 USC 55223(b )(I), 302(a).

Application Notes=

I. See the Commentary to 5882.I (Private Fraud ), which is similar to this section.

2. 
> i - ''

Tltismgziidelirie applies to "ojfenses" where'
-
eitli~"'goveriiiiie7it ""agencies or" private parties

are victims, unless the loss guidelinerforgovernment fraud (5882.2) is more appropriate.

3. This guideline applies to a wide variety of ojfenses involving the taking or destruction

of tangible or intan~ble property interests, including the category of 'tommercial injiingement"
cases, which essentially involve a theft or rnisappropriation of intellectual property or exclusive

,marketing rights.

4. 771e base loss rule refers to the value' of the property to the tme ownec If the

offense involved damage to tangible property the cost of repair may be used as a proxy for
lost value, so long as the repair costs" do not exceed the property's undamaged value, and do
not double-count for the specqic loss characteristic for recovery or replacement expenses.

5. The application of this guideline to commercial infringement offenses (such as

trademark or copyright infringement trajjicking in counterfeit goods, or interference with >

exclusive marketing rights), involves. the evaluation of an intangible property right.
!

77ie value

of such property subsists in the profits that Aaccrue to the owner from its exclusive use of the

trademark, copyright, or other exclusive marlceting nghts.  Therefore, in such ojfenses The

value of . property taken, " as used in the base loss rule, refers to the lost projits resulti n g

)9-om infringement of the owneris right to aclude others. Ordinarily, commercial infringement

offenses are detected and prosecuted with the assistance of the legitimate suppliers, ~ the

owner. of the n-ademark or copyright infringed or the manufact
-urer of the products unlaufulhr

imported or diverted, who will provide estimates of their lost profits. . If that information is

unavailable, the lost profits can be estimated in two components= ( I) the lost value to the

legitimate supplier on its own sales of the item infringed; plus (2) the lost value resulting from

the offenders sales of the infringing or counterfeit items. The first component is estimated by

(a) determining the d~ference in the legitimate supplier's selling prices as between di~erent

time periods or geographic regions, where one period or region is unajfected by the

infringement and (b) multqihling that price dgference by the legitimate suppliers actual unit
sales in the period and region that was affected by the infringement. 7he second component is

estimated by (a) determining the legitimate supplier's profit margin in the period or region

unaffected by the infringement, and (b) multiplying that margin
V by the owners lost unit sales

resulting  from the infringement. Of course, this estimate would have to be a~usted to account

for other factors adverselv affecting the legitimate suppliers' price, profit margin, or unit sales
such as changes in the supplv or demand conditions in its industry or general economic trends.

An altemative estimate of the base loss may be available where the legitimate supplier has

licensed others to use its exclusive rights. ln those instances, the entire base loss can be

estimated by multqalying the ojj'ender's unit .sales times the per-unit royalty or license fee that
would have been paid had the ojrender been licensed.

6. The note in subsection (c) recognizes" that commercial infringement ojfenses may
create additional loss where buyers actually are deceived by the infringing item. In such cases,

that additional loss shou ld be determined under the guideline for privale fraud ( 5882I ).

Howeven in considering this element of loss, the court should be sensitive to the fact that
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commercial infringement ojfenses sometimes do not deceive buyers; and that buyers. may
purchase infringing items with jul! knowledge that they are not authentic.

' Absent other
indications of actual deception, a. substantial disparity between the selling prices or physical
characteristics of authentic and infringing items usually indicates that potential buyers of the
authentic item are not deceived.

2 As applied to commercial infringement Ojffenses, this guideline does not (consider future
losses of projits or business reputation resulting from buyers' attribution oj an inferior quality
infringing  item to the legitimate supplier; or 'a" decline in demand for the authentic item
resulting from the presence of infringing items on the' market  "ln unusual cases producing a
signnicant eject oj' this type, an upwarddeparture maybe warranted.

8. 77te  commercial infringement cases * covered by this guideline include, 'product
diversion" ojfenses sometimes prosecuted as violations ,oj. -the federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act. These cases usualbr do not involve inherent safety risks,' but are purelv economic oyfenses
against US. suppliers' prerogatives to sell at lower prices= ( I ) in foreign markets, and be
protected

Y
against repatriation of the foreign-sold products, which usually are identical to the

domesticalhl distributed products; or (2) to certain customers, and be protected against those
customers' resale to . others. ln most cases, the 'liivelted" products are physicallv idendcal to
the V authentic item. Honleven in cases. where the diverted product has been physically
adulterated or mis-labeled in a - manner presenting ci signqicant risk' to safety,' the guideline in
58132.6 (Food Drug, and Agricultural O~enses) is more appropriate.

Backgound: This guideline  evaluates non-violent
'

property crimes in a manner "similar to
private jrauds. Commercial infringement oj-fenses essentiallv involve a the]? of an intangible
property right; and therefore are treated like otherjoirns of the}?.

€882.5. Envil~ n1lental Offenses

(a) Base Loss: the reasonable costs of clean-up, plus the dirninution in private and
public property value caused by the offense and not rectified by the clean-up,
but in noevent less than:

(1) $10,000, if the "offense involved an'intentional or knowing discharge into
the environment of a substantial quantity of hazardous or toxic substances
or pesticides; or

(2) $5,000, for any other environmental offense.

(b) Cross:Rcferen€€

(1) If the "offense involved' a recordkeeping or reporting violation that neither
resulted nor was likely to resultinany substantive harm to the
environment or significant risk to ,human health or safety; refer instead- - to
€882.7 (Regulatory Reporting Offenses).

(c) Specific Departure Consideration (Policy Statement)

(1) If the offense resulted in a foreseeable and ,substantial risk of serious
bodily injury or death, an upward departure is warranted. The amount of
such {departure shall be determined by the expected loss produced by the
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risk. See &8C5.2 (Departures for Expected Loss from Risks of Death or
Bodily Injury).

Commentag

Guideline Coverage= 'fnvironmental Ojfenses" includes Ojfenses involving the mishandling or
unlawful discharge, release, or emission into the environment oj a hazardous or toxic substance,
pesticide, or other environmental pollutant, but does not  include simple recordkeeping or
reporting Ojfenses.--

 Statutogg Provisions.-  Z US,C.. $,5 I36j<136h, 15, US.C. 5.6 2614 26I5; 18 USC. 5 1001;
33 USC; €,5 401 4Qd 402 4IL 44], I3II, 13jZY I3IZ .I32I; 42 (LSYC, ,55 6928, 74I.3; 9603; 49
usc. si180wb ).

Application Notes.-

1. The base loss rule involves, determinations similar to those required under the
Comprehensive. Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. . "Clean-up," as used in
the rule also includes other measures required to ameliorate substantial risks of harm to the
environment or to human health or safer); such as neutralization, containment replacement of
water supplies, or the like. , This aspect oj the base loss includes . only such costs as are
reasonable, " in the sense that ameliorative measures are cost-justijied in terms of the emected

value of the risks. The second component oj' base loss ,usualLv can be estimated by changes in
market prices of real property located in proximity to the site of the offense. The court
should distinguish carefully between permanent property value reductions and transitory effects,
which rejlect little or no tme loss.

2. The altemative minimum loss amounts are ,based upon the inherent - risks associated
with environmental offenses" , The categories of ojfenses are similar - to those used in Part Q of
Chapter Two. See the Commentary to £$2Q1.2 (Milshandling oj' Hazardous or Toxic Substances
or,} l'esticides), 2Q}.3 (Mishandlingv of QtherHEnvironmental Pollutants)., "Substantial quantity"
as used in. subsection ,(a)(I), refers to an ,amount of material considering its nature, that
presents a significanthazardto the environment or to human health orsajety.

3. The specqic departure consideration in subsection (c) is appropriate onhr for cases
presenting spechically identijiable dangers. The inherent risks created by environmental
Ojfenses are rejlected in the base loss rule. The threshold determination under subsection (c )
is govemed by the same dejinitions  and application principles as the comparable athustmenr for
govemment fraud , (see ,6882.2(b)(2 ) ) and its Commentary Application Notes Z 9-I0), and is
evaluated after;. considering the - risk-reduction . e~ects of the ameliorative measures included in
the base loss rule. The court shouldnot consider minimal orspeculative nsks.

4. The guideline does not consider residual environmental in juries or hazards, other
than hazards to human health or safety that cannot be rectu'ied by' clean -up or a comparable
ameliorative measure and that are not rejiected in lost property value. Zf signhicant effects of
that type are involved, an upward departure may be warranted. Such a case may ,ocean for
example, where a continuous discharge over an extended period oj time has resulted in
substantial degradation in ...environmental quality that is not feasible to .rectusr. Howeven unless
the ojfense substantially injures an unowned natural environment, or has a very d~irse impact
(such as air quality degradation over a wide area ), this type of effect is likely to be rejlected
in the base loss component oj' diminished property values.
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Background= This guideline sets relatively high minimum loss amounts designed to 'rejiect the

risks inherent in dqferent categories of environmental ojfenses, as alternatives to a base loss

rule that focuses on the costs of eliminating residual risks to the environment or human health

or safety through clean-up or other ameliorative measures, plus any residual property damage.

ln cases where clean-up is not cost-justijied, tl1e residual ham is likely to be small. In
unusual cases where such unrectijied residual harm is large, an upward departure may be

warranted.

I

5882.6. Food.,Drn and icultunral Ot1'ensgs

(a) Base Loss: (1) - the reasonable -4 costs of arneliorating any- substantial - risk of
bodily injury or injury to public' healthor safety caused by the offense; plus (2)

the net selling price of any contaminated or otherwise dangerousllproduct -that

actually was sold; but in no event less than $2,000.

(b) Cross-References

(1) If the offense involved product diversion or mislabeling resulting in fraud

 or commercial infringement; refer instead to 55882.1 G'rivate Fraud) or

8132.4 (Theft, Commercial "Infringement, Embezzlement, Receipt of' Stolen
"Property, and Property Destruction), as appropriate.

(2) If '"the offenseiinvolved a recordkeeping or reporting violation that neither

resulted nor was likely to result in any substantive harm to health or

safety, refer instead to 5882.7 (Regulatory Reporting Offenses).

(c) Specific Departure Consideration (Policy Statement)

(1) If the offense resulted in a foreseeable and Substantial "risk of serious

bodily injury or death, an upward departure is warranted. The amount of
such a departure shall be determined byithe expected loss produced by the
risk; See 58C5.5 (Departures for Expected Loss from Risks of Death or

Bodily Injury)

Commentary

Guideline Coverage=
* 'Food,  Drug, and Agricultural Ojfensesl' include - ojfenses involving

 violations of statutes and regulations dealing with any food, drug, biologic, medical- device,

cosmetic, or "agricultural product other than simple reeordlceeping' or reporting ojfenses, or

ojfenses essentially involving private jraudor commercial infringement.

Statutory V Provisions: 7 USC 5 608c,- 18 USC I00I; 2I IlS.C. $5 III, I2(L I22, 33I, 333,

610451I.

Application Notes:

I. Corrective measures for these o~enses include product recalls and plant clean-up or

modqications.
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2. 771e minimum loss is set to rejlect the inherent' risks presented by the type of ojfense
covered by this guideline. Ojj'enses that do not involve a contaminated or dangerous product
and do not otherwise present a substantial safety risk, should be treated as fraud or property
ojfenses.

3. 771e base loss rule has two com ponents: ( I) the reasonable costs oj ameliorative
measures, which is determined on the same basis as 'clean-up" costs for environmental ojfenses

* Lg /1pplication*'Note I in the "Commentary to ~852.5 (Environmental Ojfenses)); and (2) the
selling price of products sold ( 'net" of any" -salvage' value; *as,';for '

example;"'where* food iunjitjfor
human consumption lanjullv can be used [or animal feed); which measures an economic loss.
Where a product recall has occurred, both components are likely to be included in the total
cost of recall, because the seller ordinarily will > be required to refund "the "purchase price; or
the dqference between the jull purchase price and - salvage value, in "addition - to - bearing - -the
expenses of the recall itse~ Howeven if the product has been used, consumed, or destroyed
by the lzuyen its jull selling price nonetheless is included in the base loss. ?" the product has
been resold by the immediate buye; then the base loss should include the selling price to the
ultimate Nbuyeg - - -which - - may be > - estimated >

- -as the full retail " price where the product  in' question
has been distributed to consumers.

4. The specific departure consideration in subsection (c) is similar to the corresponding
provisions - for environmental ojjfenses and government feud. See Application Note 3 in the
Commentary to 5882.5 (Environmental Ojfenses) and Application Notes' >2 9- I0 in - the
Commentary to .6882.2 ( Government Fraud ). Howeven the potential risks from food and drug
ojfenses, which usually focus on ti given number of products with a known distribution pattem,
are likely o be ,far less diljilse, more limited in duration, and more specqically identuiable
than in dg; case of environmental ojfenses. Moreoven probabilities of injury usuallv . are ,fairly
well known, either ,from the Food and Drug/idministration or the ojfendefs own records.

Back~und.- This guideline ,follows the same basic structure as the guideline for environmental
Ojjfense loss. As compared with environmental cases, food, drug. and agricultural ofenses
typically have' a less dbjiise impact on *health and safety and the risks are easier to eliminate
or control

£882.7. Re late Re ortin Offenses

(a) Base Loss: the reasonable administrative cost to the regulatory agency caused
bythe offense, but in no event less than $500.

(b) Cross-Reference

(1) If the offense causes, contributes to, or conceals a substantive offense,
refer instead to the guideline applicable to the substantive offense.

Commentagg "

Guideline Coverage.- 'Regulatory Reporting Offense" includes simple recordkeeping or "reporting
o~enses that neither result nor are likely to result in any substantive harm. This' category
also includes rejusals to grant access to government inspectors when required by law.
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Statuto~ Provisions= I8 USC 65 551, 992(m), 100]; 21 USC 533I; .642; 26 USC 9' 5861(d);

29 USC. - -9'£Zll(C), I022 - 31 USC. $5 1058, I08I, 1101, 5313, 5316, 5322; 49 USC 55 322, 522,

1021, 1I909.

Application Notes=

1;  Mdrninistrative .cost to the regulatory agency" includes,  in addition to other costs to

the agency, caused;. by the ojfense, the ggpenses of any civil proceedings necessary Tto secure

compliance, U" not recoveredin the course ofsuchproceedings.

2; The base loss mle's limitation to Freasonablei', administrative costs is intended to

exclude costs- - that- -the€court jindsto.- .be .-acessive;- .in.- relationwto the ,nature,. oj, the violatirgrl,

and is similar? .to the comparable limitation' on criminal enjorcement costs.r ~ the Commentary

to 5834.1 (DeterminingEnforcement Costs ).

3. The" -crosserejerence contained - in subsectionu -cb) makes" it "unnecessary .to considerfthe
substantive aspects' of the regulatory program - - ,when evaluating simple - recordkeeping and

reporting ojj"enses, except insofar as the regulatory context assists - in evaluating the.' ejfect oj
the ojj*'ense on the agencys cost oj' carrying out the programobjectives.

Backgound:  771e basic interest invaded - by regulatory reporting ojfenses is the governments

interest in achieving the regulatory objectives of the  program -

affected /1ccordir1g~ this

guideline determines the loss from regulatory reporting ojfenses by their impact on .the costs,

in terms of government resources expended, of achieving the objective "of the regulation

violated.

This section follows - the Commission's general- approach to regulatory ojfenses (see

Chapter l, 'Part, /l.4(f)), and dijfers: in structure from * the existing. guidelines  primarily by

consolidatingall reportingand recordkeeping ojfenses in a single- guideline.

Other charactenstics of regulatory reporting o~enses, ,such, as .the ojfender's, intent  to

defeat government enforcement activities, are considered in determining" the Ojfense multiple.

~ S ubpart 3 (Ojfense Mult~le ).

<j882.8. - Other 0;-ganizational Offense;

(a) If no specific loss. guideline applies ,to the > otganization's* offense, apply the

most analogous loss guideline.

(b) If no sufficiently analogous, guideline exists, determine
* the Offense loss in

accordance with the policy statements in - part A.2 of this Chapter.

Commentary

Subsection ( a )'follows the approach of 52X5.I(Other Ojjfenses ).

The' ojfense loss guidelines cover the basic types. of organizational offenses, , and  therefore

should provide a sujjicienthl analogous guideline in most instances. .
* Where J theydo nor, the

court is to apply the general principles of organizational sentencing stated at the beginning of
this Chapten
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3. OFFENSE MULTIPLE

€2883.1. Determinin the Offense Multiple

(a) :Base Multiple: >

(1) 'For private  fraud offenses and property offenses' substantially affecting
identifiable private victims: 2.0

(2) For all other offenses: 2.5

(b) Adjustment for Offense Characteristics Affecting Detectabilig. If the
characteristics identified > "under"

=
5883.2

.

(Offense  Charaeteristics Affecting
Detectability), taken together, had' a material effect 'on"'the "overall difficulty of
detecting and prosecuting the offense, then:

(1) if such characteristics materially increased the difficulty of detecting and
prosecuting the offense, increase the niultiple by'1u; or

,

(2) if such characteristics materially decreased the difficulty of detecting and
prosecuting the offense, decrease the multiple by .5.

(c) Adjustments for Acceptance of Responsibility or Voluntagg Reporting.

(1) If the organization clearly demonstrates 'a recognition' and affirmative
acceptance of responsibility for the offense of conviction, decrease the
multiple by 20%, but in no event inay the resulting multiple be less than
1.25: Or

(2) If the organization voluntarily' reported the instant offense conduct to
government authorities prior to the commencement of an investigation, and

reasonably cooperated in subsequent phases of the investigation, decrease
the multiple to 1.0.

Qommentdg

Application Notes=

I. Subsection (11) estoblishes two possible base 'rnultqrles of 2.0 or 2..1 depending upon
the type of Ojjfense involved.

2. Subsection cell I ) establishes £1 bose multiple of
' 2.0 for private * jnzud ofenses and

property Ojjfenses 'isubstantialbt affecting identniable private' victims, " which refers -to situations
whereprivate victims are readily able to perceive that the loss was incurred

3. F or ojfenses not covered by subsection (oz) (1), the base multiple is 2.5. This
category would include most instances of government feud and regulatory reporting ojfenses,
the ojfenses covered by £$5882.5 (Environmental Ojfenses)

' and 882;6 (Food, Drug, and
Agricultural Ojfenses ), and property ojjfenses involving govemrnent property. -
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4 Subsection V(b) is to be applied by first determining whether one or more oj the

detectability characteristics set forth in 5883.2 are present and then determining - whether all
such factors as are present, taken togethen have a material qfect on the overall dbficulty
detecting and prosecuting the ojfense. "Material eject" means that the instant ojj'ense is

substantially more or less duticult to detect and prosecute than it would have been ~ the

identified factors were not present. K no substantial eject is found, then no atbustment is to
be made. If a material qfect erists, then subsection (b) specifies the athustment. In an
unusual case where the  detectability [actors had an extreme eject in one direction or the

othen a departure may be warranted. See 58C5€4 (Departures  {or Extreme Cases oj"

Detectability Factors ).

5. Subsection (c) provides for two downward adjustments to the multiple for either
acceptance of responsibility or voluntary' reponirig' of the' o~ense. The applicability of
mbseaion 5(€)(1) is €quivaz€n£ merrie cmpqrlibie adjustmentpmviz1ed in 53En (,=1€eEp£Em€€ 0/
Responsibility), The a~ustment provided subsection , (C)V(2) is applicable onlv where! the

reporting- (I ) occurred prior to the opening oj a government investigation, whether or not the

organization was aware oj the investigation; and (2) was the official act' of the organization
itse~ as opposed' to 1'whistle-blowing" by an agent of the organization. This .atuushnent also
requires 'reasonable!' cooperation by the organization .in the subsequent investigation, which
ordinarily would include acceptance of responsibility but is not intended to require that the
organization surrender its constitutional rights, or pressure its agents to do so.

Backgound: The basic concept of the multiple is to rejlect the chances against an ojfender
beingdetected and punished.

This guideline section. structures the determination oj the multurle on the basis of ,factors
ajfecting the dqjiculty of=

detecting' and prosecuting the '
Ojfense, at three levels= , (] ) the

general type of ojfensq which determines ..the ,base multiple;  (2) specqici ojfense characteristics
a~ecting detectability;  and (3)

4
UP

the organization's post-0jfense .conduct in accepting
responsibility or voluntarilv reporting the ojfense. The resulting range oj possible multiples;
depending upon the combinationof factors, is from I.0 to 3.5.

The two possible "base" multiple values prescribed by subsection (a) -rejtect the. judgment
that general types oj ojfenses vary in their inherent detectabilit)4 depending primarilv upon the
nature of the ojj'ense's ejfects on victims. 771e "base" ,multiple values distinguish private jraud,
and property ojfenses substantially ajfecting specific private ,victims, from  relativelv less

detectable ojfenses having more
'

dijfuse ejfects on the general public, such as government fraud
ojfenses and safety ojfenses. ln ojfenses primarily ajjfecting public interests, the absence of a

private victim is likelv to render the ojfense more di/j'icult to detect because the qfects oj
the ojfense are notfelt directlv by private victims who can perceive and report the loss.

Subsection (b ) directs the court to the specuic characteristics set" forth in 5883.2 that
may produce an. increase or decrease in the dijjiculty of detection and prosecution in a

particular case. The determination whether such characteristics as are - present had a material

elfect should ,be made Aby considering the duj'erence in dectectability of the instant ojfense
causedby the presence ofthose characteristics.

771e  athustments provided by subsection ( c) involve two applications where the

organizations post-ojfense conduct
'

ordinarily has a substantial effect in decreasing the

di[ficulty of detection and prosecution. The . adjustment provided  by subsection (C)(I ) is based

£!p<>"tlt€ Mme.FtzHEid€<£4ti0"€.£1"4.i€, Gentpetel2leitt mEs<4itH€1€€ .t€z..lth€.,MlQ€Qwt tldiustmerlt for
individuals in 53ELI (Acceptance of Responsibility). The', subsection (c)(2) a~ustment' is an
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extension of that concept as specqicallv applied to organizations, which may be subject to
vicarious liability for ojfenses by agents that were not condoned by the policy ojthe
organization and were unknown to the organizations governing body. Organizations therefore
should be encouraged to report such Ojfenses to the government. When they do so, the
adjustment decreases the multiple to a level rejlecting the consideration that voluntary
reporting and subsequent cooperation will render the  successful detection and prosecution of
the ojfense a neal-certainty.

The outer boundaries of possible multqrles under this section should be adequate for the
vast majority oj the organizational ojj'enses covered by this chapten particularly  when
considered in light of the collateral civil penalties available for most offenses by organtbations.
Howeven upward or downward departures may be warranted in extreme cases. Lg 58C5.4
( Departures jorflxtreme' Cases ojDetectability Characteristics ).

7he lower boundary of I essentially is a logical limitation, because a multqale of I implies
a virtual certainty of detection. Howeven in some situations, the interest in coordinating the
monetary criminal sanction with. available civil penalties may warrant a downward departure
that in eject results'. in a "multiple of less than 1, and . possibly 0 in an extreme' case.

'

See
58C5.5 - (Consideration 'ojcollateral= Civil Penalties); > -

5883.2. Offense Characteristics Alfectin Detectabilit

(2*) Detectability Characteristics Tending to Increase the Multiple:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

the active participation in or knowing encouragement of the offense by
the organizations senior management;

the corruption, bribery, or complicity of a publieofflcial, or an employee,
agent, or other person (including. - "the. defendant) occupying a position of
trust with respect to principal victims ofthe offense;

the commission of- :the "offense - through anonymous "or disguised
transactions, or ,false identification or impersonation,. or unusually
sophisticated means;

active efforts to conceal the nature - or subject matter of the offense or its
consequences > from enforcement authorities or others who might be
expected to detect and report the offense;

active efforts to impede or' obstmct the administration of justice during
the investigation or prosecution of the offense; and

other relevant conduct that the :'court = iiinds to have signi1icantly reduced
the probability that the offensewould besdetected and prosecuted.

(b) Detectability Characteristics Tendingto Decrease the Multiple:

(1) reasonable, good faith efforts by the organizations management to prevent
'

. an occurrence of the type of offense involved;
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(2) the commission of the offense by open and obvious conduct that was not
concealed or misrepresented;

. (3) widespread or obvious effects or results that victims or others were ,easily

able to perceive and report; and

(4) other relevant conduct that the court fmds to have significantly raised the

probability that the offense would be detected and prosecuted.

' Qommentg;1

This section provides spec#ic guidance for "the"- -cour-tls detennination - "whether" - an

amustment for ojfense characteristics ajfecting detectability is' appropriate
'

"under. subsection ( b)
of$883. I (Deteimining the Ojfense Multiple).'

Subsections ca) and ( li) speedy - the detectability" characteristics that "the court is to

consider The presence of such characteristics does' not necessarihr require - an adjustment to

the multhrle, but only that the court make determinationsv of whether and 1*to .what. -extent the

factors present do ajfect the overall dqjiculty oj detecting and prosecuting the ojfense.  Those
characteristics should be evaluated in the contact of the particular ojfense, including a

comparison of the considerations underlying the base "multmle lori the: type of Ojfense involved.

For example,  environmental ojfenses and food, drug.
>
and agricultural ojj'enses have a relatively

higher base multiple because oj their ordinarily diffuse or imperceptible ejfects that are not

readily perceived by victims. Where such an ojfense has obvious ejjfects that victims were

easiiv able to perceive and report, the charactenlstic in subsection (6)(3) may indicate ' ti

downward athustment.

!Ls'enior management}' as used in "subsection (a)(I refers to one or more persons. who

would satisjy the Model Penal Codes dejinition oj "high managerial agent!' to mean 'bn ojficer

oj a coqrorat-ion or an unincorporated partnershqJ, or; in the case of a partnershhJ, a partnen

or any other agent having duties oj such responsibility that this conduct may jairly be assumed

to represent the policy of the corporation or association.'?  Model Penal Code 52.07(3)(c ).

Except for minor - violations, strict "liability ojfenses, and omissibns to perjonn specific duties

imposed by lam the Model Penal Code requires that "the ojfense was authonbed, requested,

commanded, performed, "or recklessbr tolerated by the board of directors or by a high

managerial: agent"' before a corporation may be' convicted dj' the offense.  Id. 52.07(I)(c).

Eederal.law generally
'

imposes ti more expansive standard' oj': corporate liability for the acts of
any agent. Where a federal ojfense in [act -

involves senior management participation, that

characteristic may ajfect detectability.

* Particularhr in assessing ,the eject of the {actors tendinglto increase the d~iculty of
detection, the court should bear in mind that setting the multqrle involves a probabilistic

estimate. The multqjle is an indicator of the ojfendefs prospective chances against being

detected  and punished. The factthat . the ojffender obviously was ,detected and convicted, and

now is presented - for sentencing, does not mean Uthatthe rnultqrle. should be low. If the

Ojfender attempted to conceal the o~ense; an increase in the rnultqrle should be considered of

the concealment substantialhl, - increased the Ojj'ender's prospect . of escaping punishing.

notwithstanding that the concealment ultimatehr was unsuccessful. Major objectives of the

multiple are to deter potential Ojfenders from committing an ojfenso - and; ?" they do commit an

Ojfense, to deter them porn ejforts to conceal the offense or obstruct enjorcement.  On the
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other hand where the conduct or circumstances indicate that the ojfense is substantially easier
to detect, a decrease in the multiple is required.

The court is permitted to consider aLI appropriate indicia oj' the ejfects that the specqic

factors have on increasing or, decreasing the diljiculty oj ; detection, including the views of
regulatory or enforcement agencies and the ejfect of the . ojj'ender's activities on the costs,
length, or di/jiculty of the investigation and prosecution. It is not intended that the
determination embody scientific precision. or .require expert

i

testimony, but rathen like the
detemtination of loss, be based on the reasoned judgment oj the sentencing court, in light oj
the information availablejor sentencing

58833. Dilfering Multiples for Qepa~ble Portions of the OtTense Loss

If only a portion of the offense loss is affected by one or more "of the provisions set
forth in @5883.1 and 883.2, determine the multiple separately for that portion, and apply
subsection (b) of 58C1.1 (Determining the Total Monetary Sanction) when computing the total
monetary sanction.

Commentagj

This - section. provides a nile ; for handling cases inw which applicable guideline multntle
provisions ajfect only a portion of the ojfense loss. Such  situations are most = likely to be
presented in the relatively infrequent case where the - .oj)'ense. conduct includes two or more
entirely unrelated episodes or events. ln . such a situation, the loss can be separated and
dqferent multqrles applied to the separate portions of loss, "with the results aggfegated in
computingthe total monetary sanction under ,68CIJ (Determiningthe Total Monetary Sanction ).

4. ENFORCEMENT COSTS. '

&884.1. ~termining Enforcement Costs

The court £ shall- determiner the... reasonable amount  of the estimated costs of
prosecuting the organization's offense, . plus - the " estimated prospective costs of
enforcing the monetary sanctions to be imposed.

Commenta~

Enforcement - costs represent an additional societal loss caused by a criminal ojfense, jor
which the ojfender should be held accountable. This section directs the court to estimate the
reasonable costs incurred. in prosecuting the instant ojfense, plus the , anticnrated costs of
carrying out monetary sanctions. The resulting estimate is then used in determining the total
monetary sanction under Part C (Monetary Sanctions ). There is long-standing statutory
authority {or the imposition of prosecution * costs in addition to other sanctions,
28 USC 6 IgI8(b).

The courts "estimate of
"

enforcement = costs is limited by the requirement of reasonableness.

U the actual enforcement costs objectively appear to be excessive in relation to the ojfense
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loss or the dijiculties of investigation and prosecution, the court should limit its estimate to
an amount that would .be reasonable in light of those, factors. 771e inclusion of enforcement
costs in the sanction is not intended to encourage increased spending or a shit in priorities by

enforcement' authorities simply to. raise the final penalty but rather is designed to (compensate
for public expenditures that otherwise are justifiedbythe nature - of the offense conductitsel

PART C - MONETARY SANCTIONS

lntroductogg Commenta~
*

17zis Part contains ',guidelines for'21etenninirig*'rlte orgzmizaziorfs total' nmnetarjrfsanctiorfas'
the product of the o~ense loss and multqtle, plus enforcement costs, and, implementing that
sanction through thesentencing options of restitution}' forfeitures, and fines.

Restitution serves the sentencing purpose of - compensation to victims. 771e guidelines
require restitution or an equivalentremedy in every case where feasible.

'

Fon'eitures are applicable only to certain offenses, and are regulated by existing statutory
provisions.

Eines provide the major punitive component .of the organzbati0n's criminal sentence in the

vast majority of cases where forfeitures are inapplicable. Fines are determined by subtracting
the amounts of restitution and , forfeitures imposed or expected > from  the total monetary
sanction, with the remainder providing the midpoint of  a guideline fine. range, within which the
court may select a fine that reflects any additional sentencing factors appearing in the
particular case. ,

1. THE TOTAL MONETARY SANCTION AN D SPECIALASSESSMENTS 

€8C1.1. Determining the Total Mgneta~sangtion

(a) An organizations total monetary sanction is equal to  (1) the offense loss, as
. determined under Part 8;2 (Offense'Loss), multiplied by (2) the offense multiple,

as determined under Part 8.3 (Offense Multiple), plus (3) enforcement costs, as
determined under Part 8.4 (Enforcement Costs).

(b) If more thanone offense multiple. has been applied to separate portions of the
offense loss,' in accordance with €883.3 (Differing Multiples for Separable
Portions of the Offense Loss), then steps (1) and (2) of subsection (a) of this 
section shall be applied by separately multiplying each portion of the offense

 loss byits corresponding multiple, and -aggregating those separate amounts.

Qomrnenta~

77115 section carries out the basic principle that an organizations total monetary sanction
is equal to the product of the offense  loss and multqrie, plus enforcement costs, and recognizes
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Il

the occasional variation for cases where separate portions of the ojfense loss are subject to

different multmles under 5883.3.

After determination under this section, the total monetary sanction is allocated among the

sentencing options of restitution, forfeitures, and lines, in that order. Howeven the amounts

of those sentences, as determined under the niles stated in Subparts 2, 3, and 4 respective~
will not necessarily add back together to equal the 'total monetary sanction, " because the
guideline jine= :..also .depends;upon. .

-other factors, including= (I). .the amounts of restitution
'equivalents" imposed through civil or administrative proceedings,  community service, or other

forms. oj compensation; (2) a requirement that the guideline  jine range midpoint be at least
.3I,000; and (3) the rules establishing the maximum and minimum points for the guideline line
range; See 58C4.I (Determining the Guideline Fine Range). Restitution and forfeitures are
determined independently' under 'Subparts 2 and 3. .  Under Subpart % the sum of restitution and
forjeitures, plus. any restitution - "equivalents,'T is"subtracted ,from the

' total monetary sanction 'to.
establish the midpoint of the guideline fine range, subject to the constraint that the midpoint
may not be less than $],000. 771e minimum and maximum points of the guideline line range are
set at the greater of $],000 or 20%;,below and above the range midpoint. Therefore, the

aggregate sum of the monetary sentences actually imposed could be either greater or less than
the 'Total monetary sanction" under this "section, depending upon the particular circumstances

of the case.

~(31.2. - . Special > Assessments

Special' assessments. shall be imposed on. an organizational defendant in the amount
prescribedby statute, in addition to anyother sentence imposed. 

Qommentag

Under 18 USC 5 3013, special assessments are required . to be imposed in amounts
prescribed by the statute, in addition to any other sentence imposed. Accordingly, this section
excludes special assessments from the total monetary sanction determined under the guidelines.

2.  RESTITUTION

58C2.1. Com ensation to Victims '

The court shall assure that full restitution - or an equivalent compensatory remedy is

provided to victims. This may be accomplished by:

(a) determining that restitution or other compensation to victims already has been
made:

(b) entering a restitution order or imposing a sentence of probation including the
condition that restitution be made;

(c) determining that available civil or administrative remedies are equivalent to
restitution: or
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 (d) determining that restitution or compensation is inappropriate because there are
no identifiable victims.

Commentag *

Remedies or other  compensation to victims that may be  considered to be in lieu of
restitution include civil actions for damages by victims,   community service aimed 'at corrective

measures, (£~ *58D2.5 "(Community' Service) ); corrective administrative - remediessuch as*a - 'clean-

up" orders for an environmental violations or product recalls for ,food and drug .violations, .
- and

rejitnds or product repairs  or jeplacements in private or government jraud cases, where there

are no other identifiable rqfects on victims. In. some instances,' the substitute may be £onhr

partial. ? 2 prliduct recall indy come onlv'" alter slime victimlizihave "beenp injured; in *that cam
jul! restitution ,requires both compensation to the injured ,victims and the completion of the

corrective action.

In situations involving an "administrative remedy the. court should solicit and consider the

appropriate agencyis views as to whether the remedy ,provides julLcompensation. and whether

probation is necessary to carry out or enforce the administrative remedy. -

Under subsection (c), the determination whether 'lzvaiiable civil or administrative remedies

are equivalent to restitution", ordinarilv would consider onhi those' remedies that are reasonably

certain to provide compensation to victims. ?" there is any substantial doubt ' about

compensation by other means, the court should order restitution, which by statute would be set

ojff against a later recovery of compensatory damages in a civil proceeding see 18 USC
.6 3663(e)(2). The determination of equivalence also "should consider whether the alternative

compensation would be materially more burdensome or costly [or victims - to obtain than

restitution under the criminal system, or would be delayed inordinatelv beyond the time that

criminal restitution would be received

58CZ.2. Implementation oERestitution

Unless the court determines that restitution is unnecessary pursuant to subsections
ca),

(:1)

(1=)

(€)

(c), or (d) of £58C2.1 (Compensationto Victims), the followingrules shall apply:

The court shall enter a restitution order pursuant to 18 U.S.C. €5 3663-3664

Whenever authorized. If restitution is not to be made within 30 days after
sentencing, the organization also shall be sentenced. to probation upon condition
of satisfactory compliance with the ,terms of the court's .order of restitution;

See 58D2.1 (Use of Probationln General). 

If a restitution order would beauthorized "pursuant to 18 U.S.C. 53} 3663-3664

but for the fact that the offense of conviction was not an offense under Title
18 or 49 U.S.C. 5 902(h), (i), (j), or (n), the organization "shall be sentenced to

probation upon condition of making restitution.

Whenever restitution is to be ordered,. the amount, ,recipients,. and other terms

of the restitution order or condition shall be determined in accordance with 18

U.S.C.€ 3663(b),'(c);'and (e).
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Commenta~

The provisions of I8 llS.C. 55 3663-3664 permit a sentence dj' restitution for convictions
"under Title I8 or under 49 USC 5 I472(h ), (i),' U or (n ), unless 'the court determines that
the complication and prolongation qf the sentencing process resulting jrom the jashioning oj an
order under this section outweighs the need to provide restitution to any victims, " I8 USC 5
3663(zl).

This guideline section establishes the nile that restitution be ordered in all cases where
permissible under .63663, - unless there is another equivalent remedy available. ln addition, the
guideline extends the general rule oj restitution to non-Title I8 offenses, as a condition of a
sentence of probation, to be determined under standards equivalent to those embodied in I8
llS.C. 55 3663-3664. Under those standards, restitution in certain cases may be awarded to a
third party who alreadyhas provided compensation to the victim, see I8 USC. 5 3663(e)( I ).

58C2.3. ,Restitution by ,joint Offender; (Policy Statement)

"Whemrestitution 'is'ofderedfor an offense "committed by more than one offender, the
responsibility for making restitution ordinarily should be joint and several among all
offenders. However, the court should allocate the obligation to make payment of
restitution, or reduce the amount of an organizational defendants obligation to make
payment of restitution, in' cases where such an order would apportion restitution
payments in accordance with the offenders' relative contributions to the offense loss
while assuring substantially full restitution to victims.

Qomrngntagg

Under case law applying the restitution statutes, the court has discretion to determine
whether the obligation to make restitution should be apportioned among joint Ojj'enders. This
section states the policy that such apporrionment should be made on the basis oj relative
contributions to ojfense loss, unless some oj the joint ojfenders are not subject to an order oj
restitildon "or

i

an" equivalent iliability {or' compensation, as where the joint ojfenders are
insolvent or beyond' the jurisdiction oj US. courts. I'Wtere some of the Ojfenders can not be
reached, their contribution to Ojfense loss should be re-allocated to" the remaining Ojfenders in
proportion to relative contributions to ojfense loss as among the group that is subject to
restitution oran equivalent remedy.

3. FORFEITURES

58C3.1 Order of Criminal Forfeitu

' Criminal -forfeiture shallbe imposed as requiredby statute.

Cornmentag

Criminal jorjeiture is '"required by I8 USC ,6 3554 for convictions - under the Racketeer
Injluenced and Corrupt Organizations Act; I8 ll.S'.C 55 I96I-1968, and the continuing criminal
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enterprise provisions oj the Comprehensive Dmg  Abuse Prevention and Control Act,
2] USC ,695 848, 853. ln addition, criminal jorfeitures are provided for convictions oj' certain

oj'enses involving money laundering and sexual exploitation of minors, see 18 USC. ,65 982,

2253. There also is a "special jorfeiture?' authorized, - under I8 , ILS.C. 55 3681-3682 of proceeds

from the depiction of the crime in a book, movie, or othermedium.

77tis section does not ajfect the operation oj any of the statutory [orfeiture provisions,

but simply recognizes that jorfeiture orders will be required in certain cases. The amounts of
such forjeitures are used in determiningtlte guideline line range undersubpan' 4 (Fines

4. FINES

58C4.1. Determining the Guideline Fine Range

(a) Subtract the total amounts of (1) restitution or ,other compensation to victims

made, ordered, or expected from the organization, plus (2) criminal forfeitures

imposed, from the total monetary sanction determined under, {}8C1.1 (Determining
the Total Monetary Sanction). If the resulting amount. is less than $1,000,

,increase to $1,000.

(b) If the amount determined under subsection (a) is

(1) "less than $5,000, then, the guideline fine range is from;,;$1,000 less to
$1,000 more than the amount determined under subsection.(a); or

(2) $5,000 or more, then the ,guideline f'me range is from 80% to 120% of the
amount determined under subsection (a).

(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b):

(1) if the maximum fine authorized by statute for all counts of conviction

combined is less than the minimum of the guideline fme range established

by subsection (b), then such statutory maximum shall be the guideline

sentence: and

,
(2) if the minimum fme required by statute for all counts of conviction

combined is greater than the maximum of the guideline line range

established by subsection (b), then such  statutory minimum shall be

guideline sentence.

Commentagg

Under subsection (a), the midpoint dj' the; guideline, jine range is determined by

subtracting restitution (or its equivalent) and jorjeitures from the total monetary sanction.

771e subtraction for restitution is not limited to the amount of a  restitution orden but also

includes amounts already
'

received by victims or expected through equivalent civil or

administrative remedies, contractual  obligations, corrective measures (~ ,68D2.5 (Community

,Service) ), ,,or ,otherwise., ,Given the gstandardwpj ,equivalencyrequired bejore a restitution order

may be denied , Lg the Commentary to ,€BC2.I ( Compensation to, Victims) ), this determination
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I

will not involve the court in undue speculation regarding collateral or jin-ore events. (t' jul!
compensation appears assured but its amount cannot be estimated one 'inultqnle" of the ojfense
loss should be subtracted from the total monetary sanction. Howeven the subtraction should
be made only in cases where some type oj cornpensatory or restorative measure in fact will be
required from the ojfender itse~ There should not be a deduction where the o~ense has no
identifiable victims (ge $BC2.l(d)) and no corrective measures such as 'tlean up" or the like
will be taken by the ojfenden as opposed to a third party orgovernment agency;

Subsection (b) establishes the guideline line range as 20% above or below the midpoint
supplied by subsection ( ti); lfiibject to the ertceptiifnfdiaiiiounts ofless MW $5000.

'

Subsection (c) provides' rules for reconciling the guideline line range with applicable
statutory maximurns or minimums.

$801.2. Im ostu n and Pa ent of the Fin

(€1)

(1>)

The court shall impose a fine within the guideline fine range, after considering
such factors as are required or permitted by law,' including the policy
statements set forth in 558C5.3 (Consideration of the Passage of "Time Between
the Offense Loss and Charging), 8C5.5  (Consideration of Collateral Civil
Penalties and *

Disabilities), v8C5.6 (Consideration of Penalties Against
Organizational Agents), ,and" 8C5.7 (Consideration of Penalties Against Joint
Offenders).

The fine shall be Ainiposedlfor immediate payment whenever the organization is
able, and otherwise under an installment schedule calling for full payment at
the earliest possible date, or under such other arrangement as is ordered by the
court in accordance with 58C4.3 (Inability to Pay).

£ornrnent~g

Within the guideline line range, the court "may select a line based upon such "sentencing
{actors appearing in the case as are required or permitted by law. See 18 U&C 65 3553(a),
3572. Of course, most

>

oj' these factors are considered explicitly or implicitly in determining
the guideline line range but thecourt may decide to place greater or lesser stress on certain
[actors in the circumstances of the particuldr case. In

i

addition, subsection (a) directs
attention to the policy statements in Subpart 5 (Departures and At~ustments to Fines) regarding
{actors that are not included in the determination oj the guideline line range.

Subsection (b) requires the ,fine selected to be imposed for immediate payment, unless the
organization jinanciallv is unable to pay immediately. In "that case, an installment schedule may
be considered. U' the organiiation appears unable or unlikely to pay the fine within any
permissible installment schedule, the court should refer to 9'8C4.3 (Inability to Pay) for a
determination of other sentencing options. Whenever an installment  payment 'schedtllen is
adopted, the organization also will be subject toMdsentenceo]ihi

probation
=

N968D2J
(Imposition ofProbation ).
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58C43 Inabili~ to Pa!

(a) The amount of the fine shall not be decreased below the guideline fine minimum

Lnerely because of the' organization?) inability  to pay the line. However,

current inability to pay is a reason to adopt an installment payment schedule,

ot' to accept' equity or debt obligations in lieu of all or - a portion of a fine,

provided the organization consents.

(b) The court; shall avoid ifiposing a flheiiii a niannei- "tl1hit would foftfe terinination

of the organizations legitimate ibusiness "operations and liquidation' of
'{

- the

organization's ;assets, unless (1) the organization - has no .value as a going

concern or (2) all or substantially all of the' organizations value as a going

concern is attributable to criminal activities.

Cgrnmeniagr

77iis section - applies where the organization, fis unable ; to - pay the minimum guideline line.
The guidelines consider and reject the ,idea that an organizationis inability to pay is an

appropriate, basis for imposing a line that is below the guideline minimum. Even where the

inability to pay lis genuine, sentence reductions for this factor would produce
I

unfavorable

incentives for organizations and their' ' controlling individuals, and generally undennine the

deterrent qfects oj' organizational sanctions. Moreoven
'

reduction oj a line jor the

organization's inability to pay is neither the onhr non - in most circumstances, the most

desirable disposition of the case. 77115 section directs the court to the other options available,

both ,  within the criminal process and through
V

the lfederal bankruptcy system. Legitimate

business values can be preserved without compromisingthe effectiveness of criminal punishment.

Subsection (a) states the general rule that lines should not be reduced below the guideline

minimum merely because of inability to pa);. and recognizes ,the altematives oj an installment

payment schedule imposed by the court, or it non-cash line agreed to by the organization,

which is similar in eject to a jinancial rearrangement of the organization. In considering the

non-cash alternative, the court should not accept non-marketable instmments and should assure

that the market value of
.

any securities accepted is the full cash ,"equivalent of the ,fine,

par1icularlv considering any dilation or other,. jinancial e~ects resulting - nom the issuance oj
such securities. The court should avoid a situation in which the ,United States

'

Govemment is

le)? with equity or debt investments'in a private jiim, and "should encourage the organization

to involve a jinancial intermediary or private investorin any arrangement of this type, iso that

the Government receives the full cash ,equivalent of "il-ie ,fine. In certain instances, applicable

state law may preclude or limit the applicability ofthe non-cash option.

S ubseclioni'  ( b) states a rule of preference against lining , mechanisms that would force the

liquidation of a business having a legitimate going concem value.
'

Howeven reorganization

through the bankruptcy courts is an option, that the court should consider even for legitimate

businesses, because the bankruptcy system 'tis jar better "eijuioped than the criminal system to

reorganize or rehabilitate business organizations.

ln some instances, reorganization under Chapter II oj the Bankruptcy Code of an

organization that is unable to pay the jiue may be desirable. Absent consent from the

adversehr ajfected parties, arrangements must be made in
'

bankruptcy to satisfy debts to

creditors, including employee; in full before a line or penalty is paid, and lines and penalties

must be satisjied before the shareholders may retain any equity. See II USC £$5 724(a), 726,
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1122 During reorganization, the organization may continue to operate as a going concern, thus
protecting employees and preventing a loss of goodwill or going-concem value; management,
however; may be - replaced. Furthermore, the Bankruptcy Court is best situated to supervise a
corporate restructuring As - one of the organizations creditors, the United States Government;
through the Department ofJustice, can take a role in the reorganization process.'

'Iitle II provides for the discharge of fines imposed on an organization that reorganizes
pursuant to Chapter 1 I. See I1 USC. 6 II41. However; it is unclear whether this provision
for, discharge may be superseded by,IB USC. 35 3613 in some or.all circumstances. - "hf discharge.
is not allowed,  liquidation under Chapter 7. could be - forced, thus limiting the desirability of
this option where the liquidation would result in "a loss of legitimate going concern value as
opposed to the sale dj' operatingbusiness units.

The guidelines also provide. thejur1her option oj a sentence "to probation under conditions
of

'

financial supervision, which is' required unless the organization' is to enter the bankruptcy
system. See 58'D2.I ca) (Imposition of Probation ). While less desirable than bankruptcy
reorganization (because necessi rating on going judicial supervision oj" - a business enterprise ), a
sentence to the maximum term of probation under the stringent conditions specqied in the
probation guidelines still is preferable,

" [rom the perspectives of both deten-ence and just
punishment; to a reduction oj the line. if upon the successful completion of the full probation
term the organization remains. a viable and legitimate enterprise, the court then might wish to
consider a modification or remission' of the unpaid portion of the line under 18115.C. 5 3573.-

S.' DEPARTURES AND ADJ USTMENTS TO FINES

58C5.1. - De rture In General (Policy Statement)

(a) Departures should be considered as an increase or decrease in the organization's
fine; after the guideline fme range has been determined.

(b) In determining the amount of a departure from the guideline fine

(1) Departures from the guidelines in Part 8.2 (Offense Loss) should be
multiplied by the guideline offense multiple determined under Part 8.3
(Offense Multiple). '

(2) Departures from the guidelines in Part 8.3 (Offense Multiple) should be
multiplied by the guideline offense loss determined under Part 8.2 (Offense
Loss).

(3) Departures from the guidelines in Part 8.4 (Enforcement Costs) should be
directly added to -or'subtractedfrom the guideline fme.

*

Qomrrfgntagg

This section provides guidance for determining the appropriate amount of a departure, ?'
one otherwise is warranted.

<137
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5885.2.  Departures for Egpgcted Loss from Risks . of Death or Bodily Injugy (Policy
Statement)

If an offense resulted in a foreseeable and substantial. risk of serious bodily injury or

death, the court shall determine whether an upward departure from an, offense - loss

guideline is warranted on the basis of the amount of expected loss produced by the

risk.

Cgmment~v

This section provides a guided basis jor upward departures. jrom the loss guidelines when

an 'ojfense results in a forseeable and substantial risk of serious bodily injury or death, as

recogniged ,,bye, references, ,to  this ,section from, the loss guidelines for govemrnent fraud
(.6882;2(b)(2)), environmental ojjenses (9'882.5(c) and  food, drug. T and agricultural o~enses

(gTBB2.,ti(c)). Ihebasic standard for considering,such ,risks, is Zeapectedv loss,"v which evaluates

potential loss in terms ofbothtmagnitude and probability.

ln considering an upward departure for risks of injury or death, the court should jirst
determine whether the expected loss crosses a threshold oj' significance, both absolutely and in

relation to losses already recognized by the applicable loss guideline; Obviously criminal

sentencing decisions should not rest on speculative risks or "worst case scenarios" - as @7 . they

were likely to , ocean Rathen the  risk should be objectively foreseeable,. and objectively

substantial in terms of increased expected loss, before even warranting consideration.

Moreover; the significance oj the risk is likely to vary' with the: context of the oj'ense and the

components of the ojfense loss nile.  For example, the minimum loss amounts for environmental

ojenses have been , established at relativehl high levels to rejtect the inherent risks oj that

type of o~ense. Therefore, the Ojjense in question would - have - -to€present'< -a - ,level of expected

loss materiallyhigher than the nonnal Ojjense of its type before it would warrant a departure.

Both in considering the threshold question, and in evaluating the loss U" a .departure is

warranted the court should detennine the "expected . ,loss, " which is an estimated amount equal

to: iii the number of individuals that would be ajfected, ~ ,the injury "or death actuallv
occurred; multiplied by  (2) the loss that would result if the injury or death actually occurred

(discounted to. present value ~ the injury or :death would occur at a jilrure time); multhalied by

(3) the probability (between 0 and I) that the injury or death actualhr would occur. If some oj
the individuals threatened would be subjectto dijferinglevels dj' riskin terms of the severity

time,  or probability" of injury the expected loss should be estimated separately for each such

class ofperson.

ln determining the number of individuals ajfected and the nature of the threatened injury,

the court should recogniie that a probabilistic assessment is ' involved. F or example, U'

statistical - data showed that ai product sold to I0 million people contained a defect that would

cause 30 injuries, the number -oi' individuals affected would be ongr30, not I0*million.

The element of 'the loss that would result" ?' the injury ,actualbl occurred requires some

type of monetary estimate for the injury ,which is comparable to the deterrninations made by

administrative agencies in establishing safety regulations; See C Gillette & 71 Hopkins, Federal

Agency 1/aluations oi Human Lite= /1 Reggvrt to the Administrative Conjerence ot the :United

States U1pril 1988). Although estimates of injury costs are subject to wide variation, the very

Low probabilities often associated with the injurious event ,will render those variations relatively

unimportant to . the overall expected' loss. For example, ?" a risk might produce between
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$50&000 and $I,00(Z000 in injury but had only a I in I,000 chance of occurring the variation
in espected loss would be between $500 and $I,000. U' the injury would not occur until six
years in the future, and an appropriate 'societal" discount rate were 12%, then the present
expected loss would vary from $250 to $50(L which might add nothing to the loss estimate
under the guidelines, which is rounded to the nearestsi,000.

,58C5,3. Consideration.of the,pgssage of Timg..Between the..oft'ense Loss and Chagg- ing (Bolicy
Smtementj

For offenses other than tax offenses, the court should consider ,an increase in the
organizations fine to reflect the passage time between the date of the offense loss
and the date of charging.

Commentary

This section rejlects the  princnrle that the passage of time between the ojfense loss and
charging may result in an inadequate monetary sanction through the lost 'Hme value" of money,
particularly' when a substantial period of time has elapsed.

Under the rules stated in Part B (Offense Conduct), the o~ense loss does not include

interests from the date .of the - loss to the date, oj charging except for the ,ta.)= ojfense loss
guideline (.6882.3 ), which adopts the same 'lax loss, " including interest, used in Part T of
Chapter ,Two. 771e exclusion of interest factors from the other ojfense loss guidelines in this
Chapter iis based entirely on considerations oj' administrative convenience in applying the
guidelines. In cases where the exclusion of interest factors has a signnicant ej-feet on the
guideline line range, an upward departure wouldbe warranted.

, The amount. oj the departure. should be. based on. the concept of ,bringing past losses

forward to present value, and then applving the ojfense multiple, so as to prevent a diminution
of the monetary sanction by the mere passage oj time between the ojfense loss and its
detection, as approximated by the date of charging ln apphring an interest [acton the focus
should be on societal loss rather than the ojfendefs gain. 771e proper interest rate is not
based on what the ojfender  earned with its ill-gotten gains, but on the loss of value to   Wctims

and . ,society at large. An appropriate source for 'lsocietal" interest {actors would include the

effective rate
, on US. Treasury bills, which is used by the statutory provision for interest on

criminal lines, see I8 USC 5. 36120). In setting beginning dates jor applying the interest
{actors, the court should make reasonable estimates of the time that the losses were incurred,

U' more precise information is not readilv available. In some instances, some or all oj the loss
,may have been. .incurreli..aj?er.. the ,ojjfense. conduct,. itse~ .. ,For example, a ,government fraud
a~ecting gi contract award may ajfect the governments procurement costs  in a future
procurernent.action. log subsection (a)(2) of $882.2 ( GovemmentFraud), and its Commentary,
Application ,Note 3). In that case, the interest ,factor should be applied to that component as

of the time oj the loss rather than the time oj the o~ense.

58C5.4. , . Depgrture for Extreme Cases of Detectabilig Characteristics (Policy Statement)

In a case where detectability characteristics either increased or decreased the overall
difficulty of detecting - and prosecuting the offense to a degree not considered in
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5882.1 > (Determining the Offense Multiple), a departure from the' guideline offense

multiple maybe warranted.

Qqmmentagg

The ojfense multiple guidelines allow jor possible multiples of I.5 to 3.5 on the basis of
ojfense conduct (excluding acceptance of responsibility and voluntary ,reporting); Tn an unusual

case where the ojfense conduct  rendered the probability that the ojjfender Wotild" be detected

and convicted "quite remote, the multiple should be increased. Similarly, where the ojjfense

conduct rendered the djfense very likely to be detected and prosecuted, the multiple should be

decreased. If the adjustments for"acceptance oj? responsibility or "voluntary' reporting are not

applicable, but the offense conduct was hsuch as to malta detection "End lFonwctidn a virtual

certainty, the multiple should be I, before considering collateral penalties, which  may indicate a

multnrle of less than one. See the j'ollowing5.68C5.5-BC5.TI

€8C5.5; Consideration of Collateral:civil:penalties and Disabilities (Policy - statement)

The court should consider an increase  or
'

decrease in
'

the organiiation's fine to

reflect either or both of ' two factors regarding collateral civil penalties or disabilities

imposed as a result of the organizations offense: (1) unusual circumstances

affecting" the availability or imposition "of civil penalties or disabilities; or (2) :a

disproportion between the detectability of the offense and the combined effect of
criminal sanctions and civil penalties or disabilities.

Commentary

17tis section rejlects the princqrle that, the total penalty for an Ojfense should be the

result oj' the ojfense conduct factors of loss, the rnultmle, and enforcement costs; rather than

mere accumulation ofcollateral penalties for the same conduct.

171e princnral basis for an zidjustment under this section is a comparison between the

detectability oj the Ojfense and the total sanction, expressed as the number of "multqrles" of
the loss, that has been imposed through the combined eject 1of criminal and 'civil penalties : and

disabilities, incl1lding: H
civil Torfeitures, suspension or debar-ment* from government contracting

or other' 'business, the organiiiitions loss of business reputation
"

as iz "collateral ejfect of
conviction, and administrative penalties.

The multiples spec~ed in Part - B (Ojj'ense Conduct) * are  'briminal" multmles my and

assume *a "standard  level of penalties imposed by other means.  I/Were in fact the results" of
collateral pemilties and disabilities are signdicantbl higher oi lower than is ordinarilv the case,

the court should consider a departure from the guideline line range to compensate' for 'such

effects.

More generally * the court should consider whether the total penalty including the

standard collateral penalties; 'is iappropriate in light of - 'tlie' *overall detecrability 'dj' 2 the "instant

o j;fense. F or example, # a
'

government fraud was jolly and voluntarily reported, and ,the

ojfender 'yiilhl cooperated
1 in the investigation and prosecution of the' ojfense, 'but nonetheless

was debarred from government contracting fonseveral yearsf and paid treble damages plus civil

840
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penalties equal to another multbrle oj the loss under the Civil False Claims Act, a large
criminal line on top of the other remedies plainlv would be inappropriate.

€8C5.6. Qonslderation of Penalties Against Ogganizatlonal Agent; (Policy Statement)

(£1) The court 'should consider a "decrease in the organizations fine to reflect
criminal or . civil penalties, is

-icugnedsby ,that individuals,.1responsible; for the
organization's participation in the offense.

(b) The amount of the decrease should be at least equal to punitive monetary
penalties incurred by such individuals, and may also reflect the imprisonment of
responsible agents, but should not exceed such individuals' relative contribution
to offense loss. -

Commentary

17ie amount of an adjustment under this section at least should be commensurate with the
monetary penalty incurred by the responsible individuals, but should not include uncollectible
amounts.

/1 decrease [or imprisonment is particularly. appropriate ,Hwltere it - appears that the
orgamaation itself was unable to prevent the o~ense' by' its agents, despite - a  good faith ejfort
to do so. The Uamount oj' such a decrease may be estimated by the lost value to the
orgameation of the agents services, or on any other reasonable basis.

€8C5.7. Consideration ol'Penalties Against ,joint Offenders (Policy Statement)

The court should consider a decrease in the organizations fine to reflect any
disproportion between the offense loss attributable to independent joint offenders and
thepenalties actuallyimposediupon such offenders;'"

Comme!-trap;

77tis section recognzkes the need to consider the
'

total penalties imposed upon all ojfenders
in relation to the total ojfense conduct.

Under the rules stated in Part B (Ojfense Conduct) and ..tliis - part, tlielentire loss - resulting
from an ojfense is attributed to the particular defendant before the court jor*sentencing," even
if there are other ojfenders who are more directly responsible for all or part of the loss; Asapplied to an a organization and its own employees

'

and:: agents, this rule
"

is appropriate,particularbr when. subject to later adjustments for penalties actuallv imposed "on the agents (,geethe preceding;. - 98C25.6 {Consideration "oj" Penalties Against Organizational ,"Agents) ). . Howevenwheres there tire independent., joint * ojfenders, the full attribution of loss to "the organzbation
may, be disproportionate to its actual contribution to ojfense loss, result in excessive overallpenalties # thejoint Ojfenders also are punished or both.

In these circumstances, the court' should consider. a downward ar~ustment  io  from theorganizations line, based on the relative portions of loss that actuallv were caused or most
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directly caused, by the organization (including its" agents) and the independent joint ojfenders.

The amount of the .adjustment should be assessed  by jirst determining' the amount oj' ojjense

loss that is attributable to the independent joint ojfenders, and
'

then multnrlving by the

guideline multiple. Any such adjustment should be tempered, howeven by consideration oj which

Ojfenders actually were subjectl to punishment. 4' ,all o~enders; are brought to justice, 'the

apportionment oj loss will result in each ofender bearing its' proper share oj' responsibility.

Howeven where some ojfenders cannot be sanctioned appropriately; because they are unable to

pay, are beyond the jurisdiction. of the US. courts, orjor some - other reason '(not including a

plea agreement or similar arrangement),' the Wtotal' sanction 'may be: - = insuj'icient.. In that

situation, unpunzlshed loss' should be re-allocated among Jthe Ojfenders that are subject to

punishment.

"PART l) - NOTICE TO VICTIMSAND PROBATION
"

1. NOTICE TO VICTIMS

€8D1.1. £!rderofNotice tg Victims

(a) For offenses involving fraud or other intentionally deceptive practices; the

court shall order the organization to give notice to victims in the circumstances

and manner authorized by 18 U.S.C. 55 "3553(d) and 3555, if the offense appears

to have affected identifiable victims that previously have not been' identified or

compensated.

(b) The notice shall be made in a nianner reasonably calculated to provide. actual

notice to.victims and the opportunity. for such ,victims to seek compensation for

their losses.

(c) Ifnotice is ordered, the organization shall be sentenced to a term of probation

for purposes of carrying - out the court's order of notice and facilitating

restitution to victims of the offense under a compensation formula to be

established by the court. $9; €8D2.1 (Imposition of Probation).

Commenl~g

This section makes an order of notice to victims. a mandatory sentence ,for all cases in

which notice to =
-victims is

'

authorized by statute and can achieve the
' purpose oj facilitating

compensation tavictims.

17te order oj  notice jto, victims is , .a. new type oj sentence? established - by. the

Comprehensive Crime Control Act. oj I984 and authorized onlv for % defendant who has been 

jound guilty. of wan o~ense involving jraud or .other. intentional@..deceptive  practices," I8' I1S.(l

5 3555; The ,provision was intended. to "facilitate any private  actions that may be iwarranted

for. recovery of - losses," S. Rep. No. 98-225, ,at -.*8.1 and also alert victims io the possible

advisability of other corrective action on their part, such - as- seeking proper medical attention

when they have been provided with fraudulent health care services, .see id. at 84 The purpose

oj , this, sentencejherejore is to jacilitate compensation and not. to impose a sanction of
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'publicity" as such. The statute does not conternplate the use oj notice to victims for punitive
purposes.

2. PROBATION

58D2.1.= -Im osition of Probation -

1

I

!

An organization may be sentenced to probation only in the - circumstances and - upon
the conditions specified below:"

(a) If the organization - is sentenced to make restitution, to pay a fme, or to satisfy
an order of criminal forfeiture, and if - fiilll<payment:ofthe restitution or- fine or
full satisfaction of the forfeiture is not to be completed within 30 days after
sentencing, or if a sentence of.' probation is necessary to impose restitution,
then the organization shall = be sentenced to probation upon conditions that the
organization pay all restitution and fines, and satisfy all forfeitures,  on ' the
schedule, terms,' and conditions ordered? If' the organization appears unable to
pay the full amount of its, fme, then the organization?s sentence to probation
also shall include the conditions set forth in 58D2.2(b), unless the organization
is tobereorganized or.liquidated.under the.Bankruptcy Code.

(b) If notice to victims is ordered;. the organization shall be sentenced to probation
upon the conditions that the organization (1) comply with the terms of the
com-t's order of noticeto victims; (2) make restitution to victims of the offense
identified through the notice procedure, under a . compensation formula
established by the. court; and (3) report regularly to thecourt or its probation
officer on the progress of - the organization?s compliance with the notice and
compensation.requiren1ents. -

(c) If (1) the instant offense was - a .
= felony,. (2) the senior management of the

organization' participated in orencouraged the offense, (3) the organization or
its senior management has a criminal history of one or more felony convictions
of the same or similar type as. ,the instant offense, and - (4) the court determines
that (A) > the organization is: unlikely to avoid a recurrence of the criminal
behavior despite the imposition of a fine, and (B) probation is likely to prevent
a recurrence of the criminal behavior in a cost-justified manner, then the
organization shall be sentenced to probation iupon the conditions set forth in
58D22(c), unless the court finds. that available civil or administrative procedures
will.produce substantiallyequivalent conditions. ,

Qqmmgnt~y

This section authorr~s .a sentence to ' probation for organizations - only ( I where * necessary
to carry out another sanction or deal with an organizations inubilityto pay ai line, or (2)
where supervisory probation might be justified, on the basis of criminal Iristorg as - a means oj
preventing juture ojfenses, either by increasing the detectability oj jimher ojfenses- or by
requiringllle implementation of internal compliance measures.
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Subsection (a) requires a sentence to probation' whenever= iii a monetary sanction has or
will remain unpaid for more than 30 days afar sentencing: or (2) a sentence to probation is

necessary to impose restitution (gee .68C2.2(b) (Implementation oj Restitul-ion)). In addition,
where the organization appears unable to pay the full amount  oj' its line, the sentence to
probation must include the conditions set forth in 58D2.2(b), unless the organization already has

entered or imminently is to ' enter the bankruptcy system. In this  ,context, 'bppears unable to
pay" means thatthe organization contends that it lacks sujfcient funds" to pay the line, has
jailed  to submit a satisjactory installment payment plan, or has jailed to make ,one or more
payments when due (unless there is an excusing event that is unrelated , to the organizotion's
solvency or reliability in making payments).

S ubsection "(b) requires a sentence to probation where notice to victims has been ordered
(~3 .58Dl.J(c), (Notice. "to I*ictiins)), inliifder to' carryout the terms oj the order and achieve
the ultimate purpose ojcompensation to victiins.

Subsectionz(c) authorizes a sentence to probation U' an instant felony ojfense involved the
organizationis senior management, the organization ,or, - its senior management has a criminal
history of similar, ojfenses, and the court' determines that probation is necessary to prevent
similahojfenses in the jziture,*: and  justnied by = its costs. In. balancing the costs and benejits of
probation, the court should consider both 'the' direct costs" to the organization and the
government - as well as the. societal costs imposed  by' governmental intervention into private
economic  activity. Unless  those costs are outweighedr by. the expected *jiiture floss that is likehr
to be prevented, probation is not justuied on this ground. In addition, subsection (c) provides
,for deference to civil or administrative procedures that will achieve a substantialbr equivalent
ejfect.

In assessing the prospects for 'preventive" probation under subsection "(c); the court also

shouldnconsider - theastatutory; limitations- on- organizational probation. */In - - .addition to requiring
that all conditions oj probation Tinvolve' only suche deprivations' of liberty' - ior property as are

reasonablv necessary jor. the
* puqooses [of sentencing]," 18 ILSLCZ - ,5 3563(b), the statute

precludes  the use of probation to prohibit organizations--as distinguished jrorn individuals- ,from
engaging in a particular occupation, business, or*<profession, see' 18 MSC 5 3563(b)(6), except
in the 'rare case in Which an organization roperates in *a generallv illegaimannen" S. Rep No.
98-225, at 62 Even lesser restrictions on business'; activities are oriented toward preventing
"the continuation or repetition oj illegal activities," id. at 96, and legislative history generallv
rejects the - idea 'that the; courts manage organizations as a: part" oj probation supervision," id.
at -99.

77ie court - should also consider? even in cases involving serious violations, that other
options are available  both tor restrain  the organization and to deal. with the responsible
individuals. For 'the unusual case in Which a Tbusinessi" entenrrise consistently operates outside
the lam" S; Repl No. 98-221 at 9'2 "several additional sanctions' may also be available to
incapacitate the illegal enterprise and punish its management. 77ze jorfeiture and dissolution
provisions oj the Racketeer Injluenced and Corrupt' Organizations Act, I8 USC 55 . I96I-1968,
or the continuing criminal enterprise provisions of the Comprehensive Dntg Abuse Rrevention
and Control Ace 2] 'US.C.: £5.848, 853; 'are available - to interdict illegal operations and separate
the Ojj'ending rnanagement,,jrom > organizationalwresources. Furthermore, the "organization is
unlikely: to.  be able to pay ian appropriate  line, and therefore will be > -subject to reorganization
or liquidation through, the bankntptcy

'

system;j: which. is better . equipped than the criminal
probation system to restructure or dissolve:' a business - jim: ' while" protectin g. creditors,
employees, and consumers. Firmly in such' situations, 'bccurring most jrequentlv in cases
where a business exists onlv as a  jront for those indi viduals who use it for their own
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fraudulent purposes," S. Rep. No. 98-22.1 at 62 individual sentencing plays a critical role. Mri
in appropriate cases may include, in addition to lines and imprisonmenpconditions oj probation
or supervised release that prohibit or restrict the individual defendants' ajjiliation with the

organization (see Chapter .2 5 5F5.5 ( Occupational Restrictions ) ).

€8D2.2. Conditions of Probation

. (a) Any sentence of probation also shall include the condition that the organization
not commit another Federal, Stafe, or localrcrime during the term of probation.

(b) When a sentence of probation is imposed and the organization appears unable to
pay the full amount of its fme, then the following conditions shall be applied:

(1) The organization shall - make periodic' submissions' to the court or probation
officer,' at intervals specified by the court, reporting on the organizations
financial condition and results of business operations and accounting for
the disposition of all funds received.

(2) The organization shall submit to a reasonable number of regular or
unannounced examinations of its books and records by the probation
officer or auditors engaged by the court, and pay the' reasonable cost of
such examinations.

(3) The organization shall be prohibited from engaging in any of the following
transactions or activities without prior notice to and approval by the
court: CA)' paying dividends or making any other distribution to its equity
holders; (B) issuing new debt or equity securities or commercial paper, or
otherwise obtaining substantial new financing outside the ordinary course
of business;  or - (C) entering into - any merger, consolidation, sale of
substantially all assets, reorganization, retinancing, dissolution, liquidation,
bankruptcy, or other major transaction. In addition, all employment
compensation or other payments or property transfers by the organization
to any equity holder, director, officer, or managing agent shall be subject
to prior review and approval by the court.

(4) The organization shall be required' to notify the court or probation officer
immediately upon learning of any (A) material adverse change in its
business. or fmancial condition or prospects, or (B) the commencement of
any bankruptcy proceeding, civil litigation, criminal prosecution, or
administrative proceeding against the organization, or any investigation or
formal inquiry byvgovernment authorities regarding the organization.

(~ The organization shall- be required to make periodic payments to the court,
for application to the unpaid amount of the organization's fine, restitution
obligation, or other monetary

'

sanctions imposed, in such amounts as are
specified by the court.

(c) When a sentence of probation is imposed under 58D2.1(c), then the following
conditions shallbe applied:
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(1) .If deemed necessary by the court to avoid a repetition of the
organization's criminal behavior in the instant offense, by facilitating
detection of a further offense or correcting a serious deficiency in the
organization's internal control procedures, the organization shall - - be
required to develop and submit for approval .by the court a plan for
avoiding a recurrence of  the type of felony offense or - offenses of which
it was convicted in - the instant ,case or appearing in criminal - history of
the organization or its senior management. The court - shall approve any
plan Athat -

.
-appears ; reasonably calculated :to - avoid such a recurrence. The

organization shall -not be required to. terminate, restrict,. or .
-unduly burden

any lawful business operation, nor to adopt any compliance measure unless

such. a ,measure is reasonably related to the circumstances; - of the
organizatioms offenses' of  .conviction,,,and reasonably jnecessary to avoid .a
likelihood that there will be a recurrence of the type of felony offense of
which the organization. was convicted in the instant case. If so ordered
by the court, -

- the organization shall distribute copies, of an approved plan
of operation to . employees, equity holders, and creditors of the
organization.

(2) The organization shall. be required to make periodic - reports to the - .court
or probation officer, at intervals  specified -  by - the court, regarding the
organization's progress in CA). implementing any ,plan required and approved
by the court under subsection (c)(l), and (B) avoiding the commission of
further criminal offenses. - Such reports should be in a form to be
prescribed by the court, but (i) should - - disclose any criminal prosecution,
civil . litigation, or administrative proceeding commenced against the
,organization, or any ,investigations or formal. inquiries by government
authorities, of which - the .organizatic;n learned since - -its last report, (ii)
shall not require disclosure of any trade - secrets or other confidential
business ,information, including rfuture business plans, and (iii) shall  not be
unduly or unreasonably burdensome to the organization or its legitimate
business activities.

58D2.3. Terms of Probation -

(a) , When a sentence to probation is imposed to ,enforce payment of a fine or
restitution, to impose restitution, or to carry out an order of notice to victims,
the term shall be sufficient to enforce payment or completion of the notice, but
not longer than five years.

(b) .When .;:1 sentence, to probation inclt1desrthe -

- ,conditions prescribed by 58D2.2(b),
,and the organization appears unable to pay the full amount of the monetary
sanctions imposed, the term shall be the maximum authorized by law.

(c) , Whena sentence to probation is imposed under &8D2.1(c), the term is:

(1) . if the organization is convicted of a Class A, B, or C felony, live years;
and

(2) in any other case, three years. 
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(d) If a sentence to probation is imposed on the basis of a felony conviction, the
minimum term is one year.

€8D2.4. Early Termination of Probation

The court may order early termination of probation" and discharge the defendant at
any time after the minimum term required by law, if the circumstances requiring
probation no longer exist and are not likely to recur.

58D2.5 Qommgnit! Service (Policy Statement)

An organization should not be ordered to perform community service unless the
organization is uniquely situated to repair harm caused by the offense, or it is
essential to repair the harm immediately. Community service should be limited to
taking such corrective measures.; The cost of performing community service shall be
deducted from the organizations total monetary sanction as the equivalent of
monetary restitution.

Commentary

An organization can only per,-/orm community service by paying its employees or others' to
do so. 771us, the €/feet oj' community service on an organization is equivalent to an indirect
monetary sanction, and therefore is less desirable than direct monetary sanctions such as linesor restitution. In some instances, hon/even the convicted organization may possess unique
knowledge or skills that place ir in the best position to repair damage caused by the ojfense.
Where that is the case, community  service directed at repairing damage caused by the o~ense
may provide the quickest and most ejficient means oj' preventing further harm, and could
obviate the need for other sanctions such as an order of notice to victims, an order of
restitution, or other compensatory or corrective remedies. ln essence, community service Ls an
in-kind substitute for the compensatory sanction oj restitution.
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Appendix: Additions to the Statutoiylndex

Statute

2 U.S.C. 5 4379
2 f13s.c.s'441a

= 2 - U;S.C. €4416
7 U.S.C. 5 136j(a)
7 U.S.C. 5 1361(b)(1)
7 U.S.C. 5 608c
7 U.S.C. € 620(c)
7 U.S.C. @ 2024
8 U.S;C. 5 1324
15 U.S.C. 5 1
15 U.S.C. 5 77q

' 15 U.S.C. 5 77x
15 U.S.C. 5 78dd
15U.S.C. 5 78dd-1
15 U.S.C. 5 78dd-2
15 U.S.C. 5 714m(a)
1.5 U.S.C. 5 714m(b)
15 U.SLC. 5 714m(c)
15 U.S.C. 5 714m(d)
15 U.S.C. 5 7177(b)
15 U.S.C. € 754(a)(3)(B)
15 U.S.C. 5 1172
15 U.S.C. S 1984
15 U.S.C. & 1986
15 U.S.C. g 1988(b)
15 U.S.C. € 1990
15 U.S.C. 5 2605
15 U.S.C. 5 2614
15 U.S.C. 5 2615(b)
16 U.S.C. € 551
16 U.S.C. € 703
16 U.S.C. 5 1538(a)(1)(t)
16 U.S.C. 5 1540(b)
16 U.S.C. € 3372(a)
16 U.S.C. 5 3373(d)(1)
16 U.S.C. 5 3373(d)(2)
17U.S.C. 5 506(a)
18 U:S.C. ~ 2
18 U.S.C. 5 4
18 U.S.C.'5 13
18 U.S.C. 5 152

18 U.S.C. 5 201
18 U.S.C. € 203
18 U.S.C. 5 209
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882.8
882;8

 882I8
882.5
882.5

' 882;6
882.1
882.2, 882.4
882.8
2R1.1(c)

'882;1
8132.1

882.1
882.1
882.1
882;2
882;2, 882.4

- 882;4
882.41

*882.8
882.8
882.8
882.1
882.1
882.1*

' 882L1
882.5, 882.7
882.5. 882.7
882.5. 582.7
882.4
882;8
882.8
882.8
882.8
882.8
882.8
882.4
see*note 1

seeinote 1

See note l
882.1
882.2
882.2
882.2
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18 U.S.C. 5 286
18 U.S.C. 5 28?
18 U.S.C. s 311
18 U.S.C. £401

*18 U.S.C. 6 402
18 U .S.C. 5 495
18 U.S.C. 5 541

18 U.S.C. 3542
1 18 U.S.C.1 €545
18 U.S.C. s 551

"18 U.S.C.5 641
 18 U.S.C.,€.658
.
18 U.S.C.€:661
-18€U.S.C=. -5 -836

18 USC.} 842(j)
18 U.S=CB5922(b)
18 U.S,C. 5 922(m)
18 U.S.C. 5 1001
18. U.S.C. 5,1003
18 U.S.C. 5 1005*

18 U.S.C. 5 1010
18 U.S.C.fS 1012
18 U.S.C. 5 1014

18 U.S.C.'5 1018
18 U.S.C, 5 1027

18 U.S.C. 5 - 1341

18 U.S.C. 5 1343
18 U.S.C. s 1344(a)
18 U.S.C. 8 1361.

18 U.S.C. s 1461
18 U.S.C. - 5 1462
18 U.S.C. 5 1503
18 U.S.C. 5 1542

18 U.S.C. 5 1623
18 U.S.C. 5 1701
18 U.S.C. 9 1703(b)

'

18 U.S.C. 5 1707
'

18 U.S.C. € 1852
18 U.S.C. 5 1952
18 U.S.C.,S 1954
18 U.S.C. 5 1955
18 U.S.C. 5 1962
18 U.S.C. S 2314
18 U.S.C. 5 2315
18 U.S.C. .5 2318
18 U.S.C. 5 2319(b)
18 U.S.C. 5 2320
18 U.S.C. 5 2321
18 U.S.C. 5 2511
19 U.S.C. & 1304

II -
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882.2
582.2
see note 1

 582.8 *

882.8
882.2
882.3
882.1. 882.2, 882;3
882.1, 882.2, 882.3 
882.3, 882.7
882.4
*882.1. 882.2, 882.4

 882.4.
,882.8,
882.1 ,

,882.8.
 882.7
882.1, 882.2, 882.3, 882.5, 882.6, 882.7
882.2
882.1. 882.2 
882.1, 882.2
882.1. 882.2
882.1. 882.2
882.1. 882.2

 882.1, 882.2,.882.3
882.1. 882.2, 882.3
882.1. 882.2, 582.3
882.1.
882.4
882.8
882.8
882.8 .

882.8
882.8
882.8
882.4 
882.4
882.4
882.8
882.1
882.8
see note 2
882.1, 882.2, 882.4
882.1. 882.2, 882.4
882.4
882.4,

882.4
882.4
882.4
882.1
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20 U.S.C. 5 1097(a)
21 U.S.C. 5 111
21 U.S.C. 5 120

21 U.S.C. 5 122

21 U.S.C. 5 331(a)
21 U.S.C, 5 331(e)
21 U.S.C. 5 331(k)
21 U.S.C. €*331(n)
21,U.S.C. 5 333(a)
21 U.S.C. 5 333(b)
21 U.S.C. 5 461(a)
21 U.S.C. 5 610(a)
21 U.S.C. 5 610(b)(1)
21 U.S.C. 5; 610(b)(2)
21 U.S.C. S 610(c)
21 U.S.C. 5.611(a)
21 U.S.C. 5 642
21U.S.C.*5 676(a)
21 U.S.C. 5, 829(c)
21 U.S.C. € 841(a)
21 U.S.C. € 844(a)
21 U.S.C. Q 845(a)
21 U.S.C. & 845a
21 U.S.C.€; 846
21 U.S.C. 5 952(a)
22 U.S.C. S 2778

26 U.S.C. € 5762(a)(3)
26 U.S.C. 5 5861(d)
2/6 U.S.C. € 7201
216 U.S.C.*€ 7203
26 U.S.C. 5 7205
26 U.S.C. 5 7206
26 U.S.C. 5 7207
29 U.S.C. S 186(a)
29 U.S.C. 5 207
29 U.S.C. 5 211(c)
29 U.S.C. 5 1027 ,

30 U.S.C. 5 820(d)
31 U.S.C. 5 5313
31 U.S.C. 5 5316
31 U.S.C. 5 5322
33 U.S.C. {5 406
33 U.S.C. 5 407
33 U.S.C. € 411
33 U.S.C. 5 441
33 U.S.C. € 1311(a)
33 U.S.C. 5 1311(i)
33 U.S.C. 5 1317
33 U.S.C. 5 1319(c)(1)
33 U.S.C. 5 1321(b)(5)
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882.2. 882.4
882.6
882.6
882.6
882.1. 882.6
8152,6, 8132.7 ,

882.1. 882.6
:882€6
. 882.1..882.6. 882.7
882.1. 882.6. 882.7
.882;1..882.6
882;1. 882.6
882.1. 882.6
882.1. 882.6
882:1, 882.2, 882.6
882.1, 882.2,,882.6
882.7
882.1, 882.2, 882.6, 882.7
582.8
882.8
882;8
882.8
7882.8
882.8
882.8

' - 882;8
882.3
582.7
882.3
882.3
882.3
882.3
882.3

8132.1
882.3
8132.7

882.7
882.8
882.7
882.7
882.7
882.5
882.5
882.5
882.5
882.5
582.5
882.5
582.5
882.5
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33'U.S.C. 5 1319(c)(1)
33 U.S.C. 5 1321(b)(5)
38 U.S.C. 3 3502(b)
41 U.S.C. 9 51

42 U.S.C. S:408
42 U.S,C. 5 1307(a)
42 U.S.C. 5 1320a-76

'

42 U.S.C. 5 17609
42 -U;S1C.'5 2273
42 U.S.C. 5 692-5
42 U.S.C. 5 6928(d)
42 =U.S.C. 5 7413(c)(i)
42 U.S.C. -59603(b)
43 U.S.C. .5. 1733(g)
43 U.S.C. 5 2801
47 U.S.C.;.5'.223(b)(1)
47U.S.C. 5 302(a)
47 U.S.C.5 501
49 U.S.C. 5 121
49 U.S.C. 5 522
49 U.S.C. 5 526
49 U.S.C. 5 1472(a)
49 U.S.C. 5 1472(b)
49 U.S.C. 5 11904
49 U.S.C. 5 11906
49 U.S.C. 5 11909
49 U.S.C. 5 11910
49 U.S.C; 5 11914
49 U.S.C.S 11915
49 U.S.C. App. 5 121
49 U.S.C. App. 5 1809(b)
50 U.S.C. 5 1702

50U.S.C.APP. 5 10(b)(1)
50 U.S.C. App. 5 2073

50 U.S.C. App. 5 2410 (a)
50 U.S.C. App. 5 2410(b)(1)

1/ Refer to thestatute for the underlying or objectoffense.
.2/ Refer to the statutes for the predicate offenses.
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882.4
882.4
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882.7
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2. ORGANIZATIONAL PROBATION

Introduction

a. Background. With the Sentencing Reform > Act of 1984, a

sentence to probation is now an available sanction that the sentencing

court can impqse.on avcgnyicted organization, either independently of

any other sanction or in addition to themaximum sentence otherwise

imposable. See 18 U.S..53551(c). Probation is authorized unless the

crime is a'Class A or tlass B felony or "is an offense for which

probation has been expressly precluded" (18 U.S.C. 53561(a)). Under

prior federal law, organizational probation was occasionally imposed,

but had to be implemented through the suspension of another sentence,

thereby precluding the court from imposing both probation and the

,maximum sentence" Relatively few cases had considered the scope of the

court's authority in imposing this sentence, and considerable

uncertainty existed., Compare United States v. Atlantic Richfield

Company, 465 F.Zd 58 (Tth Cit. 1972); Unitedstates v. Mitsubishi

Intern.corp., 677 F.Zd 785 (gth Cir. 1982). For an overview of the

prior case law, see Gruner, Let the Punishment Fitthe Organization:

Sanctioning Corporate Offenders through Corporate Probation, 16 Am. J.

Crim.L, (1988). Under prior case law, defendants were generally

"viewed as having the.power to reject - probation,and e1ect,to.havethe

maximum sentence imposed. United States v. Mitsubishi, supra, at 788 -

89. Possibly as a result,only sporadic use appears to have been made

of organizational probation. U.S. Sentencing Commission data show some

AA sentences of probation between January 1, 198h and February 28, 1985
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(out of 242 corporations convicted in federal courts during this

period); typically, the sentence to probation was imposed only to

enforce a fine or order of restitution,

The potential utility of the sanction exceeds the limited use

to which it has been put to date. A four year survey conducted'by the

U.S. Sentencing Commission covering the years - 1984 to 1987*shows that

on average 305 organizations are convicted a year, roughly 70<75% of

which convictions are for fraud; antitrust;'or£property - crimes, with

another 20 - 25% involving regulatory offenses. Roughly 13% of these

convicted organizations were large, publicly held.corporations or the

subsidiaries thereof, and the rest were almost eiclusively closely -held

corporations. .Although this data indicates that organizational

Offepdersare under 1% of the total number of.offenders facing

sentencing in federal court, it also shows that thetproblem of

organizational sentencing arises with sufficient*frequencykto justify

guidelines, particularly becausemost district court judgeswill have

had little experience.with this type of sentencing.' The limiteduse

made of probation inthe past'may reflect the courts' lack of

familiarity with its availability or rationale in this context.

Judicial education may then need to.precede greater use.

b. ' > Rationale. The - question*thus.framedis - whenwand Why

should organizational probation be used. = These guidelines answer.that,

although organizational probation is authorized > asanindependent

sanction, itshould properly be viewed as'a supplementary sanction, one

that can sometimes.add.necessary preventive restraints to the deterrent

threatof financial sanctions. Thus, it will generally not be a lesser

- 3.
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alternative to some.other sanction,"but rather a.means.ofcumulating

sanctions in order to minimize the prospect of a repetition of the same

or similar criminal,behavior. Although primary > reliance should be

placed on'financial sanctions e.g.; fineseand restitution to

deter organizational€misconduct,'there are'important reasons why'

financial sanctions,standing alone, may not be,sufficient and.may need

to be supplemented in somecases by.the:useof additionalpreventive'

restraints imposedas probation conditions under'a sentence to

probation.

First, placing exclusive reliance on fines to deter serious,

instances of criminal behavior tends'toexaggerateithestate,of

existing knowledge:about deterrence. To.be sure; in*economic theory,

deterrence can*beachieved by raising the expected penalty so that it

exceeds the expected gain from the misbehavior (afterdiscounting both

by the.probability.of,detection and conviction). .Yet, even if one

,accepts thisvtheory =without'reservation = (and most,criminologists*do

not); it'is;unlikely that this approach can be reliablyiimplemented .

today orin the foreseeable,future, because we simply lack the ability

to estimate accurately"the critical.variablesthat this approach

depends upon namely, the likelihood of apprehension andconviction

that the offender faced (or, more;accurately, that > theoffender

perceived) and theexpectedgain orloss from the crime (which.may be

greater orlesser than the actual gain or loss). - Even if - loose

"ballpark"vestimates can be made of the overall riskiof apprehension

for particularccrimes, such knowledge can bevery?misleading when

applied to"a specific case, both - becad3e individual defendants'may vary

,4;
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greatly in terms of their.level of skill and sophistication (or in

terms of their own self - estimates of their likelihood for success,

which.is the critical variable) and.because past data may not'prove

predictive for the future, as new and more ingenious frauds are

invented.

Even if = one could determine the'precise expected penalty cost

that would deter theorganization as an entity, there is no assurance

that its agents would be"similarly deterred. Individuals within an

organization are subject to different pressures and incentives:and for

personal'reasons may,cause their organization to act illegally, even

when it is notinthe organization's rational interest (narrowly

conceived) to do so. As a result, to cause theorganizationto invest

in monitoring controls to detect and prevent its agents from acting

illegally, it is logically necessary to overdeter it by not only

canceling the expected gain, but also creating anlexpected loss that

justifies investment in monitoring controlsl unless other means

1 Merely removing - the expected gaindoes not of.itself give the
organization an adequate incentive to invest in monitoring expenditures
to prevent its employees andagents from'acting illegally. To
illustrate, assume in a given case that the expected gain is
$1,000,000, and the likelihood - of apprehension for the corporation is
10%. In theory, it would take a fine of $10,000,000 here to deter the
organization, but even.this punitive'a fine will'not'necessarily deter
the individual actor who may face a much lower risk of apprehension.
Ifyweyassume'that individual actors within the organization are often
harder to detect and convict than the organization, it follows that
they maynot be deterred when'the organization is. Assume further that
a $200,000 investment in monitoring controls would prevent employee
misconduct that could create liability for the corporation. Given the
10% likelihood of corporate apprehension, it should in theory take an
increase of $2,000,000 in the fine to'justify this investment. An
order of probation might impose adequate.internal controls much more
cheaply without the need*for extraordinarily severe financial
penalties.

- 5 -
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(such as the useof probation conditions) can be employed to assure the

court that adequate monitoring controls have been installed. In this

light, a sentence to probation can.be means by which society economizes

on the costs of punishment.

More generally, preventive probation conditions are a'

safeguard against,thedanger thatexcessive,reliance on the logic of

general deterrence may lead us systematically either to."underdeter" or

"overdeter" organizations*with threatened fines. For example,under

58B3.1,,which addresses fines, the presumptive."offense multiple" is*

set at 2, unless a higher or lower multiple*is specially justified.

Thus, if the actual risk.ofapprehensionzis less than fifty percent (as

itmay be for many hard - to - detect offenses), financial penalties based

on such a- multiple should systematically underdeter, because they do

not adequately compensate for the lower than estimated'detection risk.

Conversely, if individual sentencing.judges seek'to utilize higher

multiples (upto the permittedcei1ingof,5) becausethey underestimate

the"likelihood of apprehension and conviction, they may err inthe

opposite,direction and impose unnecessarily severe*penalties. Inthis

light, imposinggpreventive probationconditions,can belviewedvas a

means of de - emphasizing the importance ofethose variablesthatwe

cannot reliably estimate,.such*as the apprehension.risk;*

From a policy perspective, - the critical issuesurroundingthe

use ofprobation for organizational offenders is'the cost of such a

strategy in relation to its benefits. If a > sentence of probation'were

conceived ofas granting the sentencing court a broad charter to

intervenein internal corporate*decision - making; the costs of'such an

- 6.
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approach might be'high, asa danger of bureaucratic interference would

arise that could chill economic efficiency. Still, Congress addressed

these concerns in the statute and providedin 53563(b) that all

conditions of probation "involve only such deprivations of liberty or

property as are reasonablymnecessary for thepurpQses of sentencing";

in.addition, 53563(b) specifies that > probation conditions not preclude

theorganization from engaging in.any legitimate occupation, business

or profession. In compliance with these directions, these guidelines

take a narrow view of the court's role in setting probation conditions. -

No authority is granted the court to interfere in, or supervise, areas

of legitimate'business discretion. The central aim of these guidelines

is to improve the"corpbration's own- monitoring controls and to increase

thewprobability that internal warning systems will detect future

criminal behavior. Voluntary compliance is encouraged, and it is

anticipatedthat the corporationwill normally take'a leading rolein

proposing the probation conditionsfand internal controls that should'be:

imposed. See 58D2.5.

For the most part, the types of internal controlsthat might

be imposedunder a sentence to probation are not - novel and have well

establlshedprecedents, both in the standard'practices'ofthe

Securities and Exchange'commission, which more than,a decade ago

pioneered the development of improved monitoring and auditing controls

throughconsent decrees andinjunctions,2 and'inearlier practicesof

2 Consistent with the SEC'S approach on internal controls, no
attempt has been made in these guidelines to mandate any particular
system of internal = controls; Rather, asthe SEchas'observed, " [ t ] he
test is whether a system,*taken as'a whole, meets the statuteis
specified objectives. 'Reasonablenessi, a familiar'legal concept,
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federal courts in fashioning injunctive remedies, which sometimes have

involved monitoring corporate conduct through judicially appointed

overseers.3 In principle, there is no reason why a sentencing court,

following a criminal'convictionbased upon proof beyond a reasonable

doubt, should have less flexibility in the preventive restraints that

it can impose thannanother federal court, which may grant aninjunction

in a civil actionlbrought byan,administrative agency,based only upon a

preponderance of the evidence and without any showing that criminal

conduct has occurred. Moreover, thebar generally has not opposed, and

has.in!many cases adopted, the SEC'S standard consent decree

conditions. Today, in the wake,of a major corporate scandal,.the

corporation's board will usually conduct a detailed internal

investigation,.typically involving the use ofoutside special counsel,

and resulting in a lengthy self - study and improved internal.controls.4

Federal law also requires most publicly held corporations to maintain

anadequate system of internal accounting controls.5 In this light,

depends on an evaluation of the facts and circumstances.", SEC Exch.
Act. - Rel. No. 34 - 17500 (1981) -

3 This tradition.traces back - at least to.Georgia v. Tennessee
Copper Co., 206 US. 230 (1907), which upheld injunctive relief
involving the appointment -of a monitor tovprevent further criminal
conduct by the defendant corporation. Seealso Reserve Mining Co. v.
EnvironmentalHprotection Agency, 514 F;Zd 492(Bthcir. 1975);
Pennsvlvaniay, Porter, 659 F.2d"309 (3rd Cir. 1981).

A For recent"cases, see In re E.F. Hutton Banking Practices
Litigation, 634 F.supph 265(S.D.N.Y. 1986) (noting study conducted by
formerAttorney General Griffin Bell following Hutton's conviction);
Allison v. General Motorscorp., 604 F.Supp. 1106.(D.C. Del. 1985).

5 Section 13(b)(2) of the Securities Exchange,Act of 1934,
added by the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977; requires all
"reporting" corporations to - "devise,and - maintain asystem of internal
accounting controls sufficient toprovide" certain specified assurances.

.3;
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corporategprobation representsnot a new departure, but a codification

of existing practices and requirements, coupled with a clearer judicial

role to ensure the integrity of the process.

A final reason forauthorizing corporate probation involves

public confidence in our system of criminalrjustice, In thempublic's

eye, a precisely,calibrated system of fines.may.be perceived as

amounting to a tariff system that permitscorporations and other

business entities toengageincriminal behavior so long as they are

prepared to pay the specified tax.. Ultimately, the aim of the criminal

law (and:ofcongress);is to.prevent theprohibited behavior, not simply

raise the cost of engaging in it. Thus, while it - is defensible to

structure a system of penalties so that the fine'approximates either

the expected benefit or the expected social loss,:it is particularly

important in such instances.to communicate clearly that this effort to

price thecrime does not > legitimize it. Organizational probation, as a

supplementary sentence,'makes clear that there is.no price that, when

paid, entitlesthe organization to engage in the'misbehavior.

5 8D2.1 Imposition to a Term.of Probation

(a) In addition to any othersentence = imposed by the court,

an organization should be sentenced - to*probation, subject to.the

restrictions in subsection (b)below,when

(i) .the offense was.either

(A) *a felony, or

(B) a misdemeanor that (1) resulted in a loss of

human life, (2) otherwise threatened'the health or
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safety of any individual,or (3) was part of a pattern

Vof criminal behavior involving at least one other

criminal conviction within the five years immediately

preceding the datevof'the instant conviction; and

(ii) the court1finds'that

(A) management policies or practices of the

organization, including any inadequacies in its*internal

controls, encouraged, facilitated, orotherwise;

substantially contributed,to thecriminal behavior or

delayed its detection, and > such - policies orpractices

have not'been corrected in a manner that makes

,repetition ofthe.same or similar criminal behavior

highly unlikely;tor

(B)the circumstancessurrounding the offense,'

including the'possible involvement,of senior

organizational officials,.have not beenadequately

clarified;wand the*failure.to obtain such clarification

is likely to diminish respect for the law, hinder

internal;accountability,;or otherwise be contrary to the

public interest; ore

:(C) the organization would not otherwise be

required to makemrestitution toany personor - persons

injured as a proximate,result of its criminalbehavior,

and anypcomplication orprolongation of the sentencing

process;resulting fromawarding suchrestitution as a

condition ofiprobation is odtweighed by the need for

- 10 -
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restitution of such victim or victims: or

(D) the organization is able iq provide essential

community service or interim relief for the benefit of

the victims of itscrime, ornto repair or restore

specific harmsor injuries, providedtha;*in all cases

hereunder thewcourt first,finds that an order of

restitution is either,not feasible or not otherwise an

adequate substitute; or

(E) the organization is sentenced to pay a fine,

make restitution, satisfy an order oflcriminal

forfeiture, comply withanorder ofnotice, oryperform

community service, and either it is unable to performor

make full payment thereof, as required, or;such payment

or performance is - to.be delayed,in whole or part for - a

period extending more than 30 days from thedate of

sentencing,.

(b) ,A sentence of probation may notpbe impospdin the event:*

(i) the offense of.convictionhprecludes.probation

as a sentence:

iii) theeoffense of conviction,is an infractiqn:

Counentagy .

Rather.than make,probation- a mandatory sentence for all

felonies and serious misdemeanors, this:sectionauthorizes a sentence

to probation only in five.circumstances:

First, where management policies, practices or.inadequate

controls bear a,causal responsibilityfor the criminal behavior,

- 11 -
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subparagraph (A) of €BD2.1(a)(ii) instructs the court to imposea

sentence to probation, unlessthe court finds that these deficiencies

were subsequently corrected so'as to minimizeithe risk of recidivism,.

In making both of these determinations;'it is assumed that the court

will consider} anH*may:rely"upbn;"information ahd evaluations contained

inuthe presentence*report prepared >bytheprobation officer, who may be

specially appointedby.the courtunder = 58D2;5. "However, the

organization, itself, will have the opportunity to comment on this

report*and may seek to convince'thecourtjthatany problems;or

deficiencies*noted init have been corrected so as to obviate the need?

for a sentence to probation. .See58D2.61: Thus, this section creates

an incentive for voluntary.compliance.

The following examplesillustrate circumstances in which the

conditionsspecified in subparagraph(A) might require the preparation

of such a compliance plan;

I

Illustration One. XYZ Corp. is convictedlunder the Foreign

Corrupt Practices Act, after'having madecash payments to political
/

officials*and purchasers'representatives - in several foreign countries.

At trial, it is proven that a $10 million'slushfund -had been

established, which had'never come'td the attention of the corporation's

audit committee, although it was knownvto - certain of its'accountants.

IllustrationvTwo. 'B. Corp. and several of its executives are

convicted of having'sold colored water asiapple juice*overa five year'

period. Midway during the period,'senior corporate executives learned

of this illegal practice'and -consulted'the'corporation's lawyers as to

whether it must"behalted; however, - no report or other communication
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about this on - going problem ever reached theboard of directors or its

audit committee.

Illustration Three. ABC Corp., a'brokerage firm, is

convictedof 500 counts of mail fraud for systematically defraudingits

commercial banks  throughMastandardwprocedure' of makingoverdrafts'onm

its accounts. Over fifty of the firm's local branch offices are found

to have participated in this program of overdrafting.

Illustration'Four. On three occasions within'the last five

years, Widget Corp. has been found tohave leaked*a toxicmercury

substance into local waterways and to have contaminated local drinking

water. Two of these prior instances resulted in civil penalties, and

the third and most recent instance led to a criminal conviction on a

misdemeanor conviction.

The foregoing examples are only illustrative and not

exclusive, but they show factors repetition,'involvement of senior

management, a systematic practice, persistent information blockage

within the organization, or dysfunctionalinternal controls that

should be addressed at sentencing and that may justify use of a

sentence to probation. Essentially; this same vievithat preventive

restraints constitute legitimate'probation conditions has been endorsed

by the American Bar Association in its Standards for Criminal Justice.

See ABA, Standards Relating to Sentencing'Alternatives and Procedures,

18 ABA Standards'for Criminal Justice €2.8(a)(v)(A) (recommending as a

precondition for the imposition > of a sentence to probation that the

court find that the underlyinglcriminal behavior have been "facilitated
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by inadequate internal accounting or monitoring controls or that a

clear and present danger exists to the public health or safety?).

Where the corporation is publicly held and has an independent'board,

the focus of probation,conditions should be on the re - establishment of

internalaccountability, Where this is not the case and"the

corporation is controlled by persons,who may benefit from the crime,

more interventionist strategies mayysometimes be appropriate, involving

special recordkeeping procedures that.the probation officer will

supervise and reports from designated officials or employees.,.see

58D2 .4(b)(1).,

Subparagraph (B) of 58D2.1(a)(ii)establishes the triggering

conditions fora probation condition that essentially codifies the

SEC'S established practice of requiring an internal investigation and

report. The premise here is,that adequate internal accountability

normally cannot.be.restored unless,and until the board of directors

(or, if there is not a,disinterested;board, the shareholders) has an

adequate understanding of the events resulting in the conviction. In

addition, subparagraph (B) is alsoa response to an unfortunate plea

bargaining dynamic{that often results when corporations are prosecuted,

Recurrently, the charges are dropped against individual officials at

the same time as the corporation pleads guilty*in exchange.,in such

instances, the corporation's plea of guilty may,establish very.little

factually about the nature ofthe criminal conduct. Indeed, the

contrast is striking betweena plea of guilty in an'individual case,

where Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure requires the

.14 -
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court to ascertain that.the defendant's pleais knowing and voluntary

a process that as a practical matter,requires the courtto review

the factual elements of the indictments and a corporate prosecution

where thecorporation1s plea*of*guilty(ornolocontendere)

communicates.very littleinformation about what actually happened;

Although the permissibility of plea bargainingis notnhere - questioned,

53553(a)(2) states.that.a purpose of sentencing - is "to promoterespect

for the law,",and.this obligation implies.that theucourt should not

permit the sentencing.process to serve asa shield by which the

involvement of culpable individuals can - be effectively screened'from

public view.

When the court finds thatethe circumstances specified in

subparagraph CB) of SBD2.1(a)(ii) are present, it,should require an

investigation,under - 58D2.4(b)(2). It should be emphasized, however,

that the purpose of the investigation is to restore internal

accountability andmaintain'respect forothe law, not to gather evidence

for further criminal proceedings,against individual officials. As

noted in 58D2.4(b)(2), no individual should be required to waive the

privilege against self - incrimination; nor should the organization or

anyindividual be requiredwtoawaivetheattorney/client - privilege =
- - The

court mayalso;substitute a genericdisclosure,of the broad outlines of

the conduct for'a specific factual disclosure if*it finds that

/
6 See Henderson v. Morgan; 426 U.S; 637 (1976) (failure to*

ascertainthat defendant understood elements of the crime and
acknowledged committing them,prevented'court frpmaccurately
determining whether the plea was voluntary).
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I"unjustified" > injury to any individual or the organization would

otherwise result. See 58D2.4(b)(2).

Subparagraph (C) of 58D2.1(a)(ii) authorizes the use of

probationwas a means to provide restitution where -an'independent

sentence of restitution*could not be imposed, because 53663 ("Order of

restitution")'authorizes"restitution"onlyfor offenses"under'Title"l8'

and one other statute.'The'legislative history ofthe Comprehensive

Crime Control Act of 1984 expressly indicates that restitution may be

imposed as a condition of probation where it.cbuld not:be ordered as an

independent sentence. Senate Report No..98 - 225 states thatthe Act

"carries forward the current law provision permitting imposition of a

condition that the defendant be required to make restitutionto a

victim. The court could in an appropriate case order restitution not

covered by paragraph [ 53563] (b)(3) (and section 3556) under the general

provisions of subsection [ 53563 ] (b)(20). In'a case involving bodily

injury, for example, restitutionas a condition of probation need not

necessarilybe limited to medical expenses." (at pp. 95 - 96).*

Section 3663(d) requires a sentencing court toorder

restitutionby thedefendant; unless the complication or prolongation

of the sentencing process > resulting from the fashioning of such an

order.outweighs - the need to provide restitution to any victims. This.

same standard should govern when restitution is awarded as a condition

of probation,and the last clause of subparagraph (C) adopts

essentiallythis - formulation;*However - whenthe - court determinesuthat
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the victim's need for restitution does outweigh these considerations of

delay, it is not limited'by the standards of 53663 and may, for

example, order restitution of non -medical expenses. See S. Report No.

98 - 225 at 9596.

Subparagraph*(D)of"58D2.1(a)(ii) specifies the circumstances

in which an order of community service is deemed justified. Section.

3563(b)(13) provides.that the court may require as a*condition of

probation that the defendant "work in community service - asdirected by

the court," and the Senate Report indicatesthat " [ t ] his*condition

might prove especially useful in a case in which the imposition of"a

fine or restitution is not appropriate, eitherebecause of the

defendant's inability to:pay or because the victims cannot be readily

identified or the actual amount of the injury is slight." See S. Rep.

No. 98.225*at p. 98. No indication existswthat Congress intended this

condition'to apply only to individuals, and prior case law had also

upheld the =imposition -,ofwa'communityservice probation condition on*a"

convicted corporation. See United States v.Danilow Pastry Go - ,Inc.,

563 F. Supp. 1159, 1164 n. 11 (S.D.N.Y. 1983). An illustrative case

where an order of community service might be appropriate would be one

involving environmental damage, resulting from an oil spillicaused by

illegal activity. In such a case, much?of the'harm or injury might not

occur to identifiable individuals (or might occur to wildlife), and:

thus an order of restitution'wodld be either infeasible or not an

adequate substitute for an order of community'service requiring the

offender to restore the damage.
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Under 58D2.4(b)(5) when probation is imposed to facilitate an

order of community > service, the cost tothe organization fromsuch an

order should.not be disproportionateto.the maximum.fine;imposable.

However,.this costneed not be subtracted from the fine actually

imposed (whether or not such fine is the.maximum fine allowable). This

'rule - is necessary to provide<some outerlimiton the.courtfs authority

and is also consistent withstheprevailing lawthat probatione

conditions need only be reasonablyrelated to thecrime.and,the

purposes ofnsentencing; See€3563(b).(requiring that probation;

conditionsinvolvingdeprivations of,property be "reasonably necessary;

for the purposes" of.sentencing). The purposes of sentencing include

the imposition of "just punishmentfor,the offense" (see

53553(a)(2)(A)), which concept > certainly.includes,making victims whole.

Subparagraph (E).of 58D2.1(a)(ii) recognizes thata sentence

to probation is a useful and appropriate mechanismby which - to enforce

orders to payva fine, restitution; or perform acts;having - financial or

other costs, For the corresponding -probation conditions;1see

,58D2.4(b)(4). See*also 58D2.7 onenfqreement.

58D2J2 Term of Probation

(a) When a sentenceto - probation is imposed, the term of

probation shall be:

(1) in;the case of a felony; at1east;oneyear, but in

no1event - more<than five years;
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(2) in any other case. no more than three -years; provided,

however, that the term of probation should not extend'beyond the

court's immediate'objectivein imposing - a'term of'probation, unless a

longer termiis required by law.

"(b) After considering the factofs?set fdrthinf53553(a) and .

the recommendations,'if'any; of the probation"officer;'and"after:giving

notice and an opportunity to respond'to'the government the courtmay

order early termination of"probation and"discharge theorganization,'ff

it finds that (1) no condition of probation'has beenviolated,*and'(ii)

the circumstances requiring probation no longer exist"andareinot

likely to recur; provided,*however,'that,'in case of a'felony, any - such"

termination and discharge shall not take place prior to the completion

of at least one year of probation.

(c) The court may; after a hearing;"extend a termof

probation, if less than the maximum = term was previouslyimposed, or'

modify or enlarge the conditions'of probation,iat any'time prior to the

expiration or termination"oftheterm of probation;"as provided in - 18

U.S.C. 53564, ifit - finds that a condition of probation Was violated or
if it acquires new information not in its'possessionat the time ofthe
last sentencing hearing that indicates the need for such an extension

in light of the purposes of sentencing.

Be Commentarv

When the court imposes a sentence to probation in order to

facilitateanorder of restitution or community service or to ensure

payment of a deferred fine; = the term need not exceed the period

- 19.
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necessary to determine and award restitution, perform the required

community service, orpay the deferred fine unless the'crime is a

felony.. In thecaseof a felony, 18 U.S.C; 535€1(b) requires a minimum =

term"ofone year (and also specifies a maximum.termof five years). In

a caselwhere - any,required.restitution or fine'ispaid shortly after

sentencing, the organization will'thus remain subjectto 53563(a)fs

mandatory condition thatitNnot commit another crimeduring the

remainder of the mandatory one year term of probation. If it violates

this condition, additional preventive conditions'may be imposed, the

term ofprobation.may,be.extended, or probation may be revoked and a

higher fine imposed (if the maximum fine wasnnot originally imposed).

Subsection (b) of 58D2.2 tracks thelanguage of18 U.S.C.

53564(c),"inc1uding its minimum one year term. Where theconditions

specified in subsection (b) are satisfied, it.may be assumed that the

interests of justice,warrant,termination. .Extension of a term of

probation is authorizedby@53564(d),.and modification of the conditions

ofa sentence to probationby 53563(c). .See also Rule'32.1 of the

Federal Rules of Criminal.procedure,

5 8D2.3 Conditions of Probation 

(a) Any sentence of probation shall include the condition

that the organization not commitlanother federal, state, or local crime

during.theterm of probation; provided, however, that ifanother crime

occurs within a different and unrelated unit of the organization, the -

court,shouid revoke probation only if it finds that the new violation

- 20 -
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evidences a pattern of violations or otherwise indicates that the

organization has not attempted diligently and in good faith to comply

with the conditions of probation.

(b) The court may impose other conditions that (1) are

reasonably,related to,theinatuteHand,circumstancesiofwthe offense,the,

history and characteristics of the defendant, and the purposes of

sentencing, (2) do not require the defendant to refrain from engaging

in any lawful occupation, business, or profession (18 U.S.C.

53563(b)(6)).Nand (3) invQlveonly such deprivations.of liberty or

property as are reasonably necessary to effect the:purposes ofv

sentencing, including the need to secure.the defendantfs obligation to

pay any deferred portion"of a fine or order of restitution.

Recommended conditions are set forth > in 58D2.4 below..

(c) If a term of probation is imposed for a felony, the

court shall impose at least one of the following as a condition of

probation: a fine, an order of'restitution, or an order of community

service.

(d) If the court is.apprised of the existence of victims of,

the defendant's criminal conduct who wouldbe eligible to receive

restitution if a sentenceof probation wereimposed and the court

declines to impose such a sentence or to make restitution a condition

thereof, the court shall state its reasons on the record for declining

to do so.

Commentary

Subsection (a) is derived from 53563(a)(1),which provides

- 21 -
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that it is,a mandatorycondition of probation that the defendant not

commit "another federal, state*or local crime,during the term of

probation." This mandatory language is not, however,.sensitfveto the.

uniquestatus of the large publiclyheld corporation, particularly the

conglomerate, which'may operate through numerousand unrelated.

subsidiar1esL'"Thefact that such a firm commits one violation inla

bankingsubsidiary*and - anotherjin a*construction subsidiary,several

years apart; may not necessarily signify anything more than that it

controls several billion dollars in > assetsand operates on a sizable

scale. Hence, 58D2;3(a)'s final'clausereminds the'courtthat

revocation of probation is discretionary, SeeRule 32.1 of the Federal

Ruleslof Criminal Procedure and 53564(a)(1);, Of course,'even when the'

court doesvnot revoke probation, it,may extend its termormodify its

conditions in light of the'newviolationorvother information; See 55

3563(c) and 3564(d).

Subsection (b) essentially tracks the language of53563(b),

including'the implicit restraint set forth'in 5 3563(b)(6), applicable

only to organizations, that thecourt not prevent an organization "from

engagingin awspecifiedoccupation, business, or*profession...F

Subsection (c)Tis'mandated by.53563(a)(2). Subsection'(d)'

"parallels the requirement in 53663(a)(2), which specifies that if the -

court does not order restitution. or'ordersonly partial restitution,

it "shall state on the record the reasons therefore." Consistency

requires that a similarobligation to state reasons berecognized when

-22.
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restitution is imposed only as a condition of probation, which

alternative method is*necessary whenthe crime of conviction does not

fall within those referred to in 53663(a)(1).

SVBD2.L Recommended Conditionsof Probat1on'(policy'

Statement)'

(a) The following "standard" conditions'are generally

recommended:

(1) the organization shall answer in writing truthfully,

completely, and promptlyuall'requestsfor information,

financial data, or reports on business operations made by the

courtvorithe probation officer and shall use'its best efforts

to causeiits officers, employees, andagents to execute and

deliver such written assurances andicertifications, which may

be,required to be sworn under oath, as the court or the

probation officer shall direct; provided, however,'that no

individual should be required to sacrifice the privilege

against self - incrimination, and neither the'organization nor

any individual should berequired to produce materials

protected by'the attorney - client privilege or'to provide

infofmation thatvthe courtxfinds not tolbe related"to any

probation condition or sentencing purpose;

(2) the defendant shall provide the probation officer,

or the agents thereof, with immediate access to the

defendant's offices, facilities,'and other properties, shall

promptly submit for examination any books or records, and
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shall provide such further written assurances, in each case

as the court or probation officer deems necessary to monitor

compliance with any probation condition;

(3) the defendant shall notify the probation officer.

promptly of the filing of any indictment on information

charging it, or a subsidiary, with criminal,conduct, whether

in local, state, or federal court, and of any conviction on,

or plea entered with respect to, such.charge or charges.

(b) The,following "special" conditions of probation are

recommendedin particular cases, as described below:.

(l)comgliance Plan. If the court finds pursuant to

58D2.1(a)(ii)(A) that management policies or practices

encouraged, facilitated,"or otherwise substantially

contributed to the criminal behavior or delayed its

detection, the court should require (A) the filing by

defendant or, if necessary, the probation officer of a

compliance plan, satisfactory to the court, detailing the

specific procedures that willbe implemented to correct such

policies, practices, or inadequacies at or prior to the date

of sentencing, and CB) the communication of the terms of such

plan'and the conditionsof probation to relevant personnel.

Compliance with such plan'should, itself, be a condition of

probation. Suchplan,may require:

(A) the conduct of a special audit or other internal

investigation or inspections,which may be required

periodically during the term ofprobation;

- 24.
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(B) the appointment of independent counsel or the use,

if available, of a special committee of independent

directors:

(C) the hiring and use of special consultants;

(2)l;he,adQp;iQn ofnewor revised1nformat1on gathering

procedures and the preservation and centralization of such

records or of any other information gathered by the

organization;

,(E) thedesignation of a special complianceofficer with

responsibility for supervising organizational activities

related to the criminal offense:

(F) the revision or adoption of formal corporate

policies, including those expressed in employee manuals and

other written procedures, including notification procedures

for the reporting of specific transactions or events to

- specified personnel with the organization, including the

board of directors.

(2) Internal Investi ation. If, pursuant to 5 8D2.1(a)

(ii)(B), the court finds that clarification of the

circumstances of.the crime, including the possible

involvement of any officers or agents of the organization, is

appropriate, the court should require the preparation of a

specialH;tudy,,to.be conducted,,as the,court,shall.direct,

either.by agents of the corporation approved bythe court or

by special counsel appointedby the court, which report shall

set forth a factual account of the criminal behavior, the
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involvement of corporate personnel therein, and an evaluation

of existing and possible internal control systems. When

completed, such report shall be filed with the court as a

public document, except to the extent that the court permits

the substitution of a factual summary therefore in order not

to exposethe corporation or others to unjustified injury;

(3) Restitutionx*'lf the<court'finds, whether pursuant

to 58D2.1(a)(ii)(C), or otherwise, that victims of'the crime

should receive restitution, it should'specify procedures for

the conduct'of a restitution hearing, including, when

permitted under 18 U.S.C. €3555, procedures for the giving of

an*order of notice tovictims, and'should require the

organization to make restitution in compliance therewith and

provide the court with detailed reportsas.to all claims made

upon the organization for restitution or damages with respect

to the criminal behavior and all payments made > byit or on

its behalf.

I

I

I

(4) Securit Provisions. If the organization is unable

to'pay (or otherwise satisfy) immediately any fine, order of

restitution, order'of notice, or criminal forfeiture imposed

"by the court, theiorganization'maybe'prohiBited from

iengaging in any of"the following transactions"or activities

withoutvprior notice to, and approval by, the court: (A)

paying dividends or'making any other distribution to its

equityholders} (8) issuing newldebt or equitysecurities or

commercial paper,'or otherwiseobtaining substantial new
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financing outside the ordinary"course of business; or (C)

entering into anymerger, consolidation, sale of substantial

assets, reorganization, refinancing, dissolution,

liquidation, bankruptcy, or other,majortransaction. .In

.addition..all €mpl0ym€nc€QmpeBsatipn:9r.9;her payments dr,

property,transfers bythe - organization to;anyequity.h01der,

director, officer, subsidiary affiliated corporation, or

managing agent may be'made subjectvto prior review and

approval by.the court.

(5) Community Services. If the court finds, pursuant

to 58D2.1(a)(ii)(D), that the:organization.is able to provide

essential community service or.interim.relief, or to repair

or restore specific harms or - injuries, forvwhich an order of

restitution is either not feasible.or not an adequate

substitute, the court should<specify the specific services

that the organization - is - to provide and require,performance

of.such services for the,benefit of.its victimsras a

condition of probation; provided, however, that the costs of

such,services should not.be disproportionate;to the maximum

fine imposable for the,offense.

(6) Expenses. The defendant shall paypthe reasonable

fees and expenses of anyspecial counsel or probation

9£fiQer and anyagentstherebfe appoinced.by the.court

pursuant,to 58D2,5 and any.other;expenses incident to

preparation of the reports - described in special probation

conditions (3), CA) and (5) above.

- 27 -
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(c) Preventive probation conditions (i)should beimposed

only to reduce the likelihood of.future criminal violations similar or

related to the instant offense,(ii)shouldbe limited'in theirscope'

"to those portions ofthe,organ1zation's operations ormanagement

involved in the offense or responsible for its'detection,and (iii)

should - principallyseek either to,increase the.probability of detection

of future criminal behavior or the.monitoring'capacity of internal

organizational'organs. Conditions - of thefollowing type are not

authorized for an organization and shallbe considered - inconsistent

with"18'U;S.C. 53563(b):

(1) *Conditions requiring the dismissalor demotion of

organizational personnel or infringing on the shareholders'

rightto elect directors;

(2) Conditions that undulyburden or constrain the

legitimate financial, investment, or business discretion of

organizational officials,suchasby restricting the opening,

"EIB31n~Sr fEI8€StTbh of"plantsTtHeThifiHg ordhism13€siofp'

employees, changes in products, or other business - operations;

- (3)Conditionsthat impose unreasonable costs or delay

on the organization in relation to the potential'social harm

from.the'offense:and -

(4)Conditions that require theumakingof charitable or

other financial contributions to any person or organization'

that is not a victim of the crime entitled to receive

restitution or communityservice.

- 28 -
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Commentary

The "standard" conditions setforth in subsection (a) of
58D2;4 parallel those typically required of individual probationers,

with necessaryadjustments. > Although it might be constitutionally
permissible to require the organizationtowaive = the attorney =client*
privilege, 58D2;4(a)(1)does not permit such a compelled waiver in"the
belief that this might expose the organization to increased civil

litigation, because the waiver could create rights in third parties.

The corporation (and other business entities) -has no constitutional
right against self - incrimination.

The "special" -conditions of probation set forth in subsection
(b) of 58D2.A directly correspond to the triggering criteria for the

imposition of a sentence to probation set forth'in 58D2.1; Several

different limitations are set forth in 58D2.4. First, when a

compliance plan is ordered, a specific plan must be approved by the

court under 58D2.4(b)(1). This requirement responds to the concerns

expressed in Unitegstates v. AtlanticRichfield, 465 F'Zd 58 (Tth Cit.
1972), where the sentencing court hadinstead ordered the defendant to

"set'up a program within forty - five(45) - days to handle oil spillage
into the soil and/or stream." Id. at 61 and n.l. The lack of'
specificity - of such an order was found objectionab1e by the appellate

court, becauseiit left the defendant with an inadequate basis for

knowing whether it had compliedwith the probation conditions."

*Before -determining'whether to order an internal investigation
under 58D2.4(b)(2), the court should first review the presentence
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report. If adequate clarification is obtained in that document and

such information has been presented to the board, aspecial probation

condition ordering an internal.investigation should be ordered qnly if

necessary to maintain "respect for the law" under 58D2.1(a)(i1)(B).

This approachalso createsa positive incentive for early'disclosure to

the probation officer, because the presentence report is a confidential

document. See - 58D2.6(b);

Subparagraph (6)(6) of 58D2.4 requiresthe defendant to pay

II

J.

the reasonable expenses of probation.
>

Courts havefapproved the

fairness of arule requiringpprobationers to repay.costsoftheir

prosecution or state - provided defense. See, e.g., Fuller V. Ore

417 U.S. 40 (1974);79 A.L.R. 3d 1025 (1977); Comment, Charging C

of Prosecution to the Defendant, 59 Geo. L.J. 991 (1971).

on,

Subsection (c) of 58D2.4 specifies certain impermissible

conditions. Under subparagrapb (c)(l), the court may neither require

the dismissal of a;senior officer or the election ofnewdirectors;

these choices properly belong tothe shareholders,and any contrary

rule would visit a penalty on persons who hadnot been*convicted'of any

crime. Under18.U.S.C. 53563(b)(7), a probation conditionmayrequire

the probationer to refrain from Fassociating unnecessarilyvwith .

specifiedipersons." In the case of organizations, the provision should

be read narrowly and applied only to convicted individual felons.

Thus, if a corporate president were convicted and resignedpfrom office,,

it wouldube permissibleltopbar the corporation from hiring himin any
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capacity for the termof probation.

Under 58D2;6(c)(4), charitableecontributions"may not'be

ordered as a conditionofprobation. Although a few courts have done

so, (see, e.g., United States V, MitsubishiMintern@#corpv; -617Frzd"785
(gth CirJ 1982),.most have disapproved..'courts are not well positioned

to act as foundations, and judges may also have strong preferences for
local charities that can sway their judgment. To be sure,

organizations can still makencharitable;contributions, and - this may

sometimes cause the*cDurt to - reduce the fine imposed, but the adoption
of guidelineslfor fines should reduce the use of this technique for
evasion.

Subparagraph (c)(2) of'58D2.#(c) essentially flashes out the

restriction implicit in53563(b)(6); whichvauthorizes - only an

individual - to be restrained from"engaging in a specified occupation;

business or profession;..." As.explained in SenateReport No. 98#225,

because of "business concerns [about}' inappropriate = use [ of this
condition ] to put a legitimate enterprise out of business, that part of
the provision has*been modified'torelate'only'to individual offenders.
This deletion should not be construed to preclude the imposition of
appropriate conditions designed to stop the continuation of a

fraudulent businessin.the unusual casein which a'businessenterprise
consistentlyoperates outside the law;" (id. at > 97).* > The Senate Report

also notes*the propriety of a probationcondition directed at requiring
an organization convicted of executing a fraudulent scheme "to operate
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that part of the business in a manner thatwas*not1fraudulent." - cid. at

96). In this light, the watershed between permissible and

impermissible conditions appears to be.that preventive probation

conditions are not precluded by 53653(b)(6), so long as - they are

specific*and reasonable, while,prophylactic or'punitive,restrictions

are improper if they bar the organization from'participating in

legitimate - business activities, markets,.or lines of commerce.

58D2;5 Special Probation Officers'

(a) An organization sentenced toprobationshall be monitored

by a probation officer during the term imposed tothe degree,specified

bythe sentencing court.

(b) The sentencing court may appoint one or more qualified

persons to serve, with.or without compensation,,as special probation

officers'to oversee an organizational probationer. A person shall be

qualified to serve as - a probation<officer for.an organizationalh

probationer if the person hassufficient training or experience to

effectively monitor the - conformity ofthe organization's conduct to its

terms of probation.

(c) A,probation officer,appointed to monitor*an

organizational probationer should:

(1) ,inform officersofethe organizationas.to the probation.

conditions specified by,the sentencing court, and'

provide them with a written statement clearly setting

forth all suchconditions;
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(2) keep informed concerningtheorganization's conduct,

condition, and compliance with the conditions of

probation, including the payment of a fine or

restitution, and report thereon, as necessary or

app1;gEriaJ;;€,..SB ,File , eetEEe.r;ging,.EQur.t

 (3) revfew.and'comment on,.as appropriate, any reports

prepared by the,organization for transmittalto the,

sentencing court in connection with its probation

sentence:

(6) perform any otherduty that the sentencing court may

designated

Commentagy

This section describes the qualifications and duties of

personsappointed to serve as probation officers for organizational

probationers. Theseaduties include the monitoringof the

organization(s compliance withits terms of probation, but do not

extend to monitoring.orcontrol over other aspects of organizational

activities. The monitoring powers of probation officersfor

organizational probationers are constrained by the term of probation;

such officers donot have the power to indirectly modify terms ofr

probation specified by the court through excessive monitoring.

,Because of<the diversityof organizations potentially

sentenced to probation and the wide range of probation conditions that
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may be involved,'it will typically be the'case that a*special probation

officer will be required for each organizational'probationer. Persons

qualified to servein - thiscapacity*may*have;diverae"backgrounds and

training; indeed, in orderto assembie.the pfoper expertise,to properly

monitor organizationalcompliance"with probation'terms it may be

necessary'to appoint a panel = of,probateon officersfor -aysingle

probationer." Forexample,an organizationconvictedof.pollution

offenses might have its probation overseen by'a panel composed of av

lawyer, - an environmental'expert,*and an industrial engineer; Insofar

as law compliance will be the focus of most probation terms,special

counsel will often beappropriate probation officers for organizational

offenders, acting either alone or in conjunction with other

specialists;

Some of the duties ofa probation officer > overseeing an

organizational probationer are specified in theguidelines, with

allowance for further duties specified by thesentencing*court. The

enumerated duties > requirethatthe probation officer maintain

- surveiliance'of only those organizational operations related'to the

instant offense. Directmanagement of organizations byxprobation

officers or monitoring of organization activitiesthat are irrelevant

to the offense leading to'probation"are not'authorized.

In performingthe specified duties, a probation officermay

seek the aid of agents acting on'his or herbehalf. Thus, for example,

a probation officer wishing to confirm thechemicalanalysis of samples
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of plant discharge might engage a chemical testing laboratory to

provide expert chemical analyses. The reasonable costs of such

studies, . > ! asHwellasthg feesof thgprobatignoff;cers themselves, will

normally be imposed on the defendant organization as a condition of its

£probation; > -  See@58D2.4(b)(6)

5 BD2.6,,,procedures,(Bolicy Statement)

(a) Preparation of Report. .The probationlofficer or other

personwappointed -bythe.court toepreparethe presentencereport (the

"Preparer") on a convicted organization should include in such report

(the "Report") recommendations regarding he desirability of a sentence

to probation and any particular terms of probation believed

appropriate.

(b) Preparation ofcomgliance Plan. If the Preparer

proposes a requirement of.a ComplianceHplan, asdescribed in

58D2.4(b)(1), the Preparer should normally provide the organization

with an opportunity to propose its own Compliance Plan for inclusion in

theReport. Such a proposed Compliance Plan*should conform to the

following procedures:

(1)/ Proposed Compliance Plan. The organization's proposed

Compliance Plan should set forth the names of'the

organizational officers responsible for its preparation

€ndrde =EribeEhe =invEseigaeion,aB4,QEh€;prqce4Bres

semployed in its development.

(2) Proposed Compliance Plan, Undertakings.' The proposed

Compliance Plan should'be signed by the chief executive,
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(3)

CC)'

the chief legal officer, and theappropriate vice -

president of the organization, who should undertake to

disseminate the terms of'the Compliance Plan - andthe

court*s sentence to all organizational members whose

conduct is to be affected thereby. Afcertified copy'of

.the minutes of the'board'of directors of the company,

indicating"that"they:have = Been informed of the proposed

Compliancewplan, should be"fiied along with it.

'Progosed.com~1iance Plan Objections bg Pregarer;"

Informal, Conference; "If the Preparer objects in any

respect to the organization's proposed Compliance Plan,.

the Preparer should attempt to resolve differences with

the organization informally; making due allowance for

the presumed expertiseuof the organizationin

establishing internal management procedures.

Filin of Re ott. The Preparer should file its final

Report with the'courtvahd'with'bothiparties, and, at the discretion"of

the sentencing court, with agencies havinga legitimate interest in the

information contained'therein. Such disclosureshould be made

sufficiently*prior to the imposition of sentence to afford areasonable

opportunity to prepare responses and to comment thereon, and in no case

less than 10 days before sentencing, as:required'by 18 U.S.C. 53552(d).

No portionof the Report shall otherwise be made'available to the

public. On filing of theReport, either party may file with the court,

on notice to theiradversary, objectionstothe Report, and a motion
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for a Hearingthereon.

(<1) Pre - Sentence'Hearin If objections have been filed and

motionfor a hearing made,'or of its own motion,the Court, on notice

to all parties and to >any*appropriate agencies, should hold a hearing

at which'parties should = be entitled = to = callwwituessesrandrpresent-

evidence to the same extent - 5sin'a hearingfor a civil injunctionj

After considering the recommendations in the Report, the court should

adopt such probationary conditions, if'any, as appear by a

preponderance of the evidence*to be reasonably relatedrtothe goals*of*

criminelsentencing.

Commentary'

This section describes a recommended procedureofor the

assessment of the*desirability of probation in organizational'

sentencing, and for the development of related probation terms; In

each instance where an'organization is sentenced and'a presentence

report is prepared, this section = recommends that the report address the

desirability of - a probation sentence in light of the prerequisites for
sucha sentence under'58D2;1. The'preparer of the presentence report

may be either a probation officer (including a special probation

of~icer'appointed as described in 58D2.5) or another expert appointed"

by the court to prepare the presentence*report in accordance with 18

U.S.C'. 53552.

If the Preparer determines that any of the criteria for

probation specified in 58D2.1 are met, the Preparer should so notify
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the defendant and should prepare a corresponding recommendation

regarding particular probation terms as part of the presentence report.

Where the probation recommendation involves a Compliance,plan,the

defendant organization.should be givenpanopportunity to prepare a

proposed Compliance Plan as described in 58D2 -6(b). The Preparer may

incorporate all or part of any proposedcompliance Plan in the

presentence.report, as wellas comments on any,portionsnot so.

incorporated. The Prepare; may also consider,and recommend further

Compliance Plan provisions; however, the - preparer should.give due

weight to the organizational expertise of officers of the defendant in

evaluating both the costs and benefits of additional Compliance Plan

terms. Some regulatory negotiation over terms of the Compliance Plan

is contemplated by,this section. *Of course, in the absence of

cooperative participation by the defendant organization when it is

given the opportunity to develop a proposed Compliance Plan, the

Preparer should, itself,
>

develop such a plan, calling on.the advice of

organization.specialists or other experts as needed.

Disclosure of the Reportto both*parties is authorized'under

this section in accordance with 18 U.S.C. 53552. Further disclosures

to interested agencies are provided for at the discretion of*the court.

This procedure will allow agencies having continuing regulatory

responsibilities concerning aconvicted organization an opportunity to

comment to the court, the prosecution, or the probation officer on the

terms of probation and to assess how those terms pertain to the

agency's subsequent regulatory activities.
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58D27 Enforcement (Policy Statement)

"(a) "If an organization violates a condition of probation at

any time prior to theiexpiration or terminationofits probation, the

court*may,iafter"a hearing pursuant'to Rule'32.1 of'the'Federal Rules

ofcriminal*Trocedure and after consideringthe factors -set forthin*18

U;s.c.ysi55i(a)"ta'€h€ exEBa€tEE€'theyraee'aspliabre

(1)" continue the organizationeon probation, with or without

extending the term or modifying or enlarging the

conditions: or

(2) revoke the sentence of'probation'and impose any other

sentence thatwas available at'the time of sentencing.*

(b) The court should exercise all other authority provided

it by law to require compliance*with theconditions of probation,

including its authority to hold in contempt any person who - willfully

violates any'undertaking or other representation provided by such

person to the court or"any person who"prevents, obstructs,'impedes or

interferes with the due performance of'any probation condition - or who

intentionally hinders or delays the communication of any probation

violation to'the court or the probation officer throughthreats,'

harassment, or misleadingconduct.

Commentary

This section clarifies the sanctions available for violations

of organizational probation terms and forrelated misconduct by

organization members or other related parties.' Where a probation
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violation is established through'a hearing meeting the requirements of

Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 32.1, a sentencing court may either

impose,new,more stringent terms.of.probationor resentence the

organizational defendant to.any harsher sentence that would have,been

available at the original,time oflsentencing. This;latter approach

preserves the optionof imposing amaximum fine, an option that courts

"formerly achieved by suspending the imposition.of:a,sentence during

probation under prior law.

If a probation violation ispresent, the choice between a new

probation sentence or some other sentence should be'based on the

court's assessments of whether the goals of probation sentencing as

specified in these guidelines might still be achieved through more

stringent and extensive probation restrictions.on the defendant

organization. The organization's role in disclosing the violation,

remedying any associated harm to others, andin adopting internal

reforms independent oficourt compulsion"should be weighed by the

sentencing court in considering,continued prpbation, - Where thegood

faith of the organization's management towards probation complianceis

in doubt, either a substantial revision of its probation terms or a

complete revocationof probation and resentencing to a.maximum fine

would be warranted.

Because the.sentencing ReformlAct of 1984 does notauthorize

:theuse of the contempt power to enforce probation conditions, a

potential enforcement problem exists if the organization is prepared to
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openly resist the probation conditions and accept themaximumfine.

Although this.problem deserves legislative attention, it = should also be

noted that the SentencingReform Act*doespnotlimit the existing

contempt powers of the court. By definition, a sentence of probation

is an..orderrofhthecourt,sand - under@18 - u+s-G+51505€Eany-personwho,

"by threats'br >force, willfully prevents,*obstructs, impedesor

interferes with, the due exercise of.righgs or the performance of

duties under,anyorder, judgment, > or decree of a court of.the United

States" commits a crime;.such conductMalso.may beenjoined underslso9;

In addition,18 U.S,C..51512(b) covers not only force.and'intimidation

directed at any*other person (including organizational personnel

seeking to comply with a probation condition.or report itsviolation),

but also "misleading conduct toward another person, with intent to

hinder,.delay - or"prevent the communication to a law enforcement officer

or judge of the United States of information relating to the commission

or possible,commission of a violation > of conditionsof

probation...;"Hthe term "law enforcement officer" includes both

employees ofthe'united States Probation Service and"private personsi

actingin'that'capacity. See 18 U.S.C. 51515(4). Section 1512 also

reaches'misleading conduct intended "to cause orinduce:anypersonto?

withhold a record; document; or other object, from anofficial

proceeding.E Finally, under 18 U;S.C. 51514, the sentencing'court,"

uponiapplication by;theattorneyGfor the government;may - issue - auL

temporary restrainingorder prohibiting harassment of any witness or

victim, andsl514(c) defines'theterm "harassment" broadly tb*1nclude

"a course of conduct directed at a specific person that causes
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substantial emotional distress in such person; and serves no legitimate

purpose." Threatened reprisals,including demotionsordismissals,

would seem tosatisfy this standard if theywlack'a legitimatebasis.

Becauseone.ofthe terms of a sentence'to probation will

require'that - allprobation conditions be broadlydisseminated to

corporate officials,and > employees (see - 558D2.5(c)(1) and.BD2;6(c)(2)),

these criminal provisions becomeapplicable and provide ample authority

to'deal with conduct.that attempts*to'hide or*conceal information about

a probation violation;@moreover,vtheeexistence of these criminal

provisions should*be prominently noted in the document summarizing#the.

probation conditions that is disseminated.

Finally, the court's contempt power clearly reaches any

willful,breach of any undertaking orrepresentation made -by an

organizational official to the*court,Thus, any undertakings delivered

by corporate officials'atthe = time the.sentence to probation issimposed

can - be punished = by contempt,penalties:if subsequently'these

undertakings are willfully breached., See58D2.6(c)(2) and > 58D2.4(a)(1)

(requiring organization to fuse best efforts"Eto1providewritten

assurances and undertakings by officers).< For example,(ifa.corporate.

president undertakesin writingat'the;time sentence toeprobation is,

imposed to informthe - court;of any probation violation that,becomesw

known to him, a willful > failure to,do so could;trigger - such a penalty;

Accordingly; the enforcement problem caused > by the absence'of contempt

or"other penalties*in the statute,can be substantially rectified by use
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of model form undertakings, which would be delivered by senior

organizationalpersonnel at the time sentence to probation is imposed.
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I. Introduction

This report summarizes data collected by the U;S. Sentencing
Commission on criminal*prosecutions and*sentencings of
organizations in the federal courts during the fouryear period
from January 1, 1984,through December31, 1987. Section II
describes thedata sources and methods of collection employed.
Section"iii"provides'a*summary descriptioniof'organizational
prosecutions:andesentencings durrngthehl984 -1987 periodr -

Section IV provides a more.detailed analysis ofoffender and
offense characteristics = for a sample ofconvictedvorganizational
defendants. Sectionwvprovides - ambrief conclusionywhighlighting
the preliminary nature of this report and topics forlfurther
study.

Throughout the report, an attempt"has been made to link the
presentationand discussion.ofdata -tothe U.s.Msentencing
Commission's'draft guidelines on organizational sanctions. *Many'
of the tables reflect crime categories as defined in the draft
guidelines. However, it also should be noted that thishas been
aniterative process. = During the process of preparing the draft
guidelines, thecommission staff oftentook account*ofthis
ongoing research project in order to determine (l)which offenses
are most often prosecuted in the federal courts, and (2) which
offense characteristics:are generallyobservable. Information on
offense types assisted drafters in establishing guideline
categories. Information on - offensecharacteristics facilitated
the drafting of guidelines that could be applied tomostcases
encountered within each crime category.

II. Background on Datasources

- This report is based on four basic sources of data: (I)the
"Masterfile" maintained by the Administrative Office of the U.S.
Courts, which includes data on all criminal cases and defendants
commenced and terminated - in the United States District Courts,
excluding petty offense'cases disposed of by United States
Magistrates; (2) the Administrative Office's Federal Probation
Sentencing and.supervisioninformation System ("FPSSIS"); which
includesdata onecriminal = defendants'referred"to;probation

Offices = (3) Presentence - investigation Reports;(PSI's), whichare
prepared by probation > officers'prior - tosentencing;Eand (4) other
court records including charging documents (indictment,
information, or complaint), docket sheets, judgment and
commitment orders, and cash ledgers.

The major data collection difficulty encountered was the
separation of "organizations" from the total population of
defendants, which was not coded definitively in eitherthe
Masterfile or FPSSIS. Ultimately, this task was completed by a
combination of computer searching and a manual review of the
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,complete list of over 220,000 defendants whose prosecutions were
completed during 1984 - 1987. From that overall total,ithe,
researchers compiled a list of 1,659 organizational defendants

*which then was usedto collect,data from all sources.

The Masterfile and FPSSIS datacontain only basic
- information on organizational,defendants andoffenses.€ These
data bases -include'information about.the statutory offenses of
prosecution and conviction<dates;of filing, conviction.and
sentencing, andcertain;sentencing information,such - asfine
amounts and probation terms; However, there is little offense -i
or.offender -specific,information in.theseldata.sources.iuonthe;
other hand, if<a PSI,has been,prepared, it eenerally - contains
substantial information concerning the nature of the offense,

,monetary losses, victims, culpability, and financial statusof
the - offender.H Therefore,thewMasterfile - andiFpssisdataprovided
only a "core".of data, which was.supplemented by data manually
retrieved'from PSI'S, charging documents, and.court records,

Given the unavailability = of reliable earlier data through
FPSSIS, the - beginning date of the study period was set at January
1, 1984; 'In - order to assure relatively complete data, the ending
date of the studyperiodwasset at December 31, - 1987.

The study population was further,defined to include only =

(l)defendants "terminated" - -the Administrative Office's term for
a final disposition by dismissal, acquittal, or sentencing -- '

during the study period; p1us.(2) any - co - defendants in the - same =

case (under the same docket number), whenever they were
terminated, so long as at least one organizational defendant wasv
terminated within the study period. Thus, the data do not
include cases or defendantsfor whichprosecution was commenced
or pending during the study period, if*the case did not include
at least oneorganizational defendant "terminated? withinthe
period.

III. General Description of Criminal.cases - Against Organizations

This section'provides ageneral.description.of.the.total.
groupof 1,659 organizational defendants terminated duringthe
1984 - 1987 period, in terms of (A) the.numbers and types of
offenses and.offenders; (B)monetarysanctions, and (C) non-
monetary sanctions.

4
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A.

1.

Distribution of Offenses and Offenders

Offense T:
convictions for all organizational defendants by offense types
corresponding to theoffense less - categories*contained*in*the
draft guidelines. The draft guidelinewcategories cover about 76%
of organizational defendant convictions, and#antitrust
convictions comprisekthe remaining"24%.Thistable'also"showsv
the percentage of prosecutions that result in EbhvietioHY*'bfnthe
1,659 organizational defendants prosecuted, 1,283 (77%) were
convicted.

esl. Table lpresents'thedistribution of

.2.; Multi
organizational defendants convicted; thereTwerevsomewhatwfewer
separate cases involving convicted'organizations 1,122; Thus,
some cases involve multiple organizational offenders.' As shown
in*Table 2, only about 8% of the 1,122 cases involvemultiple
organizationaldefendants; Antitrust - cases*areFmuch*more*likely
to involve multiple corporate defendants,€with - about 24% ofthese
cases involving more than one corporate*defendant. If antitrust
cases areexcluded from Table 2, the incidence'of multiple
organizational defendants is less than = 5%.

Table 3 shows the distribution of "individual"
co- defendants2by guideline category for the 1,122 cases
involving organizational convictions. Overall;nearly half (49%)
of the cases involve no individual co- defendant, 24% a single
individual co- defendant, and 27%*mult&ple individual
co - defendants.

le Defendants." - Although - there were'i,283:

3. Distribution b Circuit. Table 4 shows the.geographic
distributionof organizational - defendants*by"circuitforthe
period 1984 - 1987 and compares*it t6the:distribution'of all
defendants for the Administrative Office's "Court Year" (CY) 1987
(July 1, 1986 - June 30, 1987).

1In.some instances, the staffcould not identify thenature of
offense based oncurrently available information. These offenses
are categorized as "unidentified"inTables 1- 3wand:6; A review
of the available information indicates thattheseoffenses would
fall*within one of thevfirst sevencategories, and*areiheavily
concentrated in - theifraud andother - property crimecategories.
The staff is continuingtoecollecteand;analyzeadditibnal'court.
recordsfon these offenses;and expectsnthatitheywillbe*
categorized definitively in the final*version ofthis"paper.

2 "Individual" co - defendants refers - to cases'in'which.one
or more individuals (natural persons) were named as defendants
under the same docket number as an organization.
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4. Size Distribution.vsince court records do not routinely
'containinformation about a corporate defendant's size, the staff
examined whether the name,of each,prosecutedicorporation in the
sample was in- Standard andpoor's 1987 Register of Corporations,
whichlattempts to include allvcorporations with'sl million or.
more in.annual sales,and 50or more employees. - About 10% (169)
Of the 1,659 firms were listed - Of,thpse firms, 41.(2 - 5%.of the
total).had,stockAthat,was;traded,either gyerthe counter or on an
organized exchange.

B. Monetary'sanctions;

TableM5shows the distribution of fineaamounts - for convicted
organizational defendants. - - About'48% of all defendants are fined
less than $5,000, and just;under 80% are fined;$25,000 or less
Less than 2% received fines;in excess - of7$50o,0oo.

Table 6 computes'themeanfine.and restitution.for each
offense type. Overall, the mean fine,is $48,000 and ranges from
$4,000 (Obstruction of;Mails).to $166,250 (Drug). Overall,.the
mean restitution = is,$217,724,and ranges from $1,251 (Regulatory
Reporting) to $375,671 (Private Fraud).i'These means are not
directly comparable across offensetypes because they do not
control for differences in average magnitude of offense types.

 C. Nonmonetary Sanctions

In addition to fines - and.restitution courts may impose
nonmonetary sanctions, generally in the form of probation or
community service. Table 7 shows that.fines are relatively
frequently used (89% of defendants - were sentenced to pay fines).
By comparison, other sanctions are relatively rarely imposed on
corporate offenders., Ten percent of defendants are ordered to
make restitution,.and 2% arevordered.to.pay enforcement costs.

3 As discussed in Section II, Masterfile and FPSSIS data,
do not contain enough information to fully analyze organizational
sentencing practices- - Thus, - the#commission staff is collecting
andicoding information from actual court records,<including:
judgment and:commitment orders and cash ledgers.However, to
date these records have been;received on only 825/0f the'total of
974 organizations convicted of - non - antitrust,offenses. Sections
III. B#and.c.in this preliminary,draft are - limited to the
available data., Results pertaining to the remaining 149 .

convicted organizations will be.included in the final version of
this report. .Also, antitrust,cases are excluded'from the -

analysis in these sections because thereis an existing guideline
for antitrust offenses by organizations. -
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Nonmonetary sanctions alone are used in less than 10% of
convictions. Even when combined with other sanctions, community
service is used in only 2% of convictions.

In many cases, probation for corporate offenders.is meant
simply to extend the period of time within which the defendant
may make payments to satisfy the fine.or restitution. In
addition, = the terms ofeprobationmoften = specify;that.thevfirm -
shall,GQmply.wifh,existing,lawsnandr;gqulatiqns In the Case Of
environmental crimes, probation sometimes is used to ensure that
cleanup will take place and that - the firm will takevthe necessary
steps to prevent,an illegal discharge in the future.

IV. Analysis of Presentence Investigations

This section analyzes Presentence Investigation reports
(PSI'S) for - organizations convictedof federal offenses
(excluding antitrust)4 during the time - period1984 - 1987. As
discussed in - section II, the PSI contains information concerning
both the offenseandthe offender that is not available
elsewhere. However, PSIfS are not prepared for all corporate
offenders. .Thus, any analysis of PSI'S necessarily must be based
on a sample of cprporate offenders. The sample used for this
report contained - psi's on 288 corporate offenders, representing
approximately 30%;of,a11 convicted defendants, and approximately
80% of all;convicted defendantsvfor which a PSI was,prepared, in
the group of 974 organizations convictedof non- antitrust
offenses. ,Although this sample is not totally representative of
the entire population of corporateoffenders, - it is large enough
so that it encompasses virtually all types of offenses that
normally appear inythe federal system.

Given the factors associatedwith the preparation of a PSI,
it is not always possible to,generalize from the PSI sample to
the entire population of corporate defendants. Certain types of
cases are more (or less) likely to have PSIES prepared. PSI'S
are more likely to be prepared where a sentence to probation is
involved,5 and less likely to be prepared in cases involving

I

4 As in Section III. B and C, antitrust cases are
excluded from this analysis because the currently proposed
guidelines.for.organizatiQns dognp ~cpver;antitrust,offenses,
which are governedvby existing.guidelines52R1.1(c).

5 - For,conyicted organizations generally,:the incidenceaof
probation.sentences 15.18%. (See Table 7). Among the group,
covered by PSI'S, this figure rises to approximately 30%.
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either very smallor large fine amounts.6 In addition, certain
offense typesare slightly overrepresented or underrepresented in
the PSI group.7

A.  Total. Monetar Sanctions

Table 8 displaysthe average monetaryjsanction in this
sample - forreachtofathe - guideline categories; "Only 7of the€288
cases'involved multiple"guideline categories in*the same case;7
Overall, the average fine'was  $48,404. Restitution averaged

$37,132. Thus, the average court-imposed monetary sanction in
thecriminal system was $85,536; > vhowever,Ethe total monetary
sanction for a corporate offender might.include other payments in
addition to court - imposed criminal sanctions, such as civil
penalties, voluntary restitution, andprivateciviiawards or
settlements.

Data onsanctions outside the criminal system areeonly
sporadically included in the'PSI. In many cases,the1psi only
refers to ongoing negotiationsor civil actions that are pending.
Althoughone can:anticipate somevtype of collateral sanction, it
is impossible to estimate this amount from - the data - onhand.
Thus, the average "other" monetary sanction reported inTable 8
of$55,085 probably underestimates the true size - of this
component of totalrmonetary sanction. Although'TableHB refers to
the average "total monetarysanction" as being $140,621, the
reader must bear in mindthat the sanction being reported here
is: (1)4thewcourt - imposed - crimina1 > sanction;'p1us - (2) > any
collateral sanctions already imposed or aboutto be imposed at
the time of;sentencing and noted bythe probationofficer inthe
PSI .

*B. Loss Multiples under Current Practice

Out of the288 cases in this sample, monetarylosses could
be calculated in about 62% (178 =cases). The*calculation of
losses was done on the basis of the "offense loss" as defined in

6 In general, 37% of convicted*organizational defendants
receive PSI'S, but this figure drops below 25% in cases of very
small fines (less than $1,000) and very large fines (greater than
$500 , 000) .

7 *Among the seven principaltypes ofnon - antitrust
offenses, the overall PSI preparation rateof 37% is matched by
private and public fraud. Tax (52%), environmental (50%) and
food, drug,and agriculture (50%) have"slightly higher rates,
and property (30%) andregulatory reporting(27%) have slightly
lower rates,.
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the draft guidelines.8 Although no estimates were available inthe remaining 38% of cases, in'many instances that is simply
because the probation officer is not currently obliged to providethistype of information. Reasonable estimates of monetary
losses probably can be'madein most of thesecases.

One way toycpmpare more directly the averagesanctions*for
each"~Hide1ine"categ3ry is to examine the ratioof sanctions'tomonetary - lossestimposedon"society bymthe"BffenHer?""ThiE"ratio"
is oftenltermed the "multiple," since it = measures the "cost"totheuoffender forveachdollar of harm imposed. Thus, for example,if the crime involved an overcharge on a government contract'of$10,000, and the sanction involved full restitution and a.$20,000fine} the "fine multiple"wouldbe 2. Since thetotalsanctionin this examp1eis*$30,000, the "total sanction multiple" is 3.

Table 9 compares - the estimated multiples:by guideline
category for those offenses whereestimatesiofwlossesareHavailableand where the firm can afford to compensate for the
harm imposed (i.e., the firm can afford to pay a multiple of atleast 1). This reduces the sample of firms for which lossestimates are available from 178Vto 122. Because the*sample - ofcases that meetvthis criteria is relatively small and because
thereis such wide variation among the multiples imposed within aguideline category, it is difficult to make statisticallygvalidgeneralizations concerning differences acrosslcategories.

Although there are only four cases in the sample, it does
appearbthat environmental crimes have significantly higher
penalties. Losses'in these cases are based on the cost ofcleanup. The higher multiple in environmental casesmay be anattempt to account for the inherent risk associated with suchcrimes as well = as the'difficulty in detecting many of theseViolations.

Based on Table 9, the average monetary sanction for firmsthat can afford to compensate is 1.7"times the harmthey
impose.10 Moreover, the average fine is just equal to the harm.

8 Distinguishing between the loss narrowly associatedwith the "charge" offense of conviction andthe'broader "real"
offense conduct affects theloss estimate in less than 10%ofthese cases.

f9 f~braexampre,"although"itappeafs that'governmentifraud*
cases generallyhave a higher*multiple, this hypothesis fails topass a statisticaltest of significance.

10 For 88% of the 122 defendants, the sanction was'
: ?

imposed on the basis of a plea of guiltyor nolo contendere.
Therefore, the overall multiple of 1.7 reflects any "plea

9



However, the median total sanction "multiple" and median fine
"multiple" are considerably lowerthan the averages in both

"instances.

As shown in.Tables 10 and.ll, thedifferencebetweenthe,
mean and median multiplescan be attributed to the fact that most
of the crimes involving smalldollar losses (under$100,00Q) have
multiplesnear or ekceeding one,;whereas most of.the.offenses
involving larger - dollarlosses have,considerablyllower'multiples.
In general,thehigher.the loss, thelower the multiple. This
is trueeven when isolatingfirms that canafford to compensate,
forthe loss.

There/are several,possiblereasons whymultiples.might be,

lower as theloss'increases., First, larger*losses are easierto
detect. Second;largerlosses are more likely to be associated
with collateralicivil suits. Third, at relatively low levels of

loss, the courts may beapplying a "minimum" fine or loss.11

C-  Sentencin Patterns

Although the analysis of.the sample of corporate defendants
did not uncover strong systematicpatterns'of sentencingu
behavior, two general commentscan"be made.*First, the most,

obvious pattern is thelarge;amount of disparity inthe system.
There are many instances.wherevirtually identical crimesand
losses result in different sanctions, both absolutelyand in?
terms of the calculated*sanction/loss and fine/loss multiples.

For.example, the sample containedtwo similar cases of,
odometer tampering with,very different sentencing outcomes.,in
one case, the total sanction was*over three times"theloss,asl
the firm was ordered to pay fullwrestitution and given a fine
over twice the.loss Inthe1other case, the.firm was fined about
1/3 - the loss and norestitution was ordered;A secondvexampleof
disparity concernstwo virtually identicalinstances,of. :

mislabelingbeef. Inone case, the finewas 21/2.times the

bargain" -discountlthat may be present.

1; Two examples of this,factor were.providedEby cases of
overchargingBfor meat purchased bythe government.,in both?
cases, the overchargeswere less than $500; yet one firm.was
fined $2,500 and the other $5,000, resulting in multiples.of
around 14£ If these:two outliers were excludedefrom Table10,
the overall mean multiple,woulddecrease'from*i.o3to0,81.in
Table 11, which displays the distribution for total,sanction
multiples by loss category, excluding these outliers reduces the

mean multiple from 1.72 to 1.33, while themedian.remains nearly

the same at 1.03.
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loss; in the other it was only 4% of the loss. Solvency did notappear to be an issue in any of these cases.

Second, despite the cases cited above, it is clear that
generally,'the higher thelgss, the higher the sanction. As
shown in Figure 1, although a linear relationship is evident,there is also a high degree of Variance.

Fiqure 1
Monetary Sanction by Monetary Loss

,(Sample.of 122 Firms that.can Compensateufor Loss)

Honetarg Sanction
(Thousands of Dollars)

"

. ~ .

8. %

8 58 108 158 288 258 380 - 358 488
honetarg Loss (Thousands of Dollars)

11

!

5



V. Conclusion

This preliminary*study reports someof the basic facts
regarding organizational prosecutions and sentencings inwthe
federal courts. The'total volume of organizationalBprosecutions
is relatively small less than 1% of allyfederal criminal
prosecutions. Of the 1,283 convicted organizations, at least
two - thirds are convicted of antitrust, fraud,tax, or other
property offenses. Outside of the antitrust context,
prosecutions against multiple organizational defendants are
infrequent (lessthan 5%"of cases), but"individual co-defendants
are involved*inmapproximatelyM50%cofcases.;Theeconvicted firms
tend to be small and closely - held: only about 10% crossed the
threshold of $1 million inxsales and 50 employees; lessthan 3%

had traded stock.

The vastly predominant form of sanction is a fine, which is
imposed in 89% of sentencings. A fine and probation are combined
inll% of sentencings, and probation alone is used in only 7% of
sentencings. Community service is involvedin 2% ofsentencings.
Restitution currently is ordered in 10% ofvsentencings.

Amore detailed examinationof presentence reports for 288

non - antitrust convictions shows'thatthe overall mean ratio of
monetary sanctions to loss is 1.7, with a median'of approximately
1.0, and some variation across offense types. Although monetary
sanctions arerelated significantlyto loss, there is a high
degree of variance, and few other indications of strong
systematic patterns in past sentencing practice. There = are
instances of sentencing disparity that are not explained}by
solvency constraints.

The conclusions stated here are stilltentative and
preliminary, as.thestudy is ongoing and further data are being
collected, coded, and analyzed. So far as we are aware, this
study is the first systematic attempt to describe criminal
prosecutions and sentencings of organizations in the federal
system. The results suggest the desirability.of furtherdata -

collection and analysis, particularly including a more
comprehensive examination of non-criminaliremedies and more
detailedinformation onoffense characteristics and sentencing
factors.

VI. Tables
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Table 1
Organizational Defendants: Nature of Offense

and Rate of Conviction

Convictions
Nature of Offense b Offense

-&= :PConV1Ctibns
Conviction,Rate

(Prosecutions)

96.3
93.3
96.3
82.2
87.7

92.9

89.3

(161)
-(Y254)

(-80.) .

(73)
(65)

(42.)

(75)

36.7 1/ (341)

74.9 (1,091)

75.8 (207)

I

1 . Private Fraud
2 . Government Fraud
3 . Tax
4 . Property
5 . Environmental
6. Food, Drug, and

Agriculture
7 . Regulatory

Reporting

Unidentified (see fn. 1)

Subtotal

8 . Other

Conservation
& Wildlife

Administration
of Justice

Motor Carrier Act.
Mine Safety
Drug
Export Control
Immigration
Obscenity
Election Law
Radio Reception
Gambling
Obstruction

of Mails
Miscellaneous

Subtotal '

Antitrust. £;

TOTAL

12.1
.18.5

6.0
4.7
4.4

3.0

5.2

9.8

63.7

12.2

1.9

0.8
3.0
0.6
0.4
2.3
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.8

0.1
1.4

75.9

24.1

.100.0

(155)
(237)

(77)
(60*)
(5*7)

(39)

(67)

(125)

(817)

(157)

(24)

(10)
(39L)

(8)
(5)

'(29)
(4)
(6)
(2)
(0)

€(11)

(1)
(18)

(974)

(309.)

(1,283)

82.8

47.6
92.9
8.8 >.9
22.7
87.9

100.0
85.7

100.0
0.0

78.6

100.0
81.8

75.0

85.6

77.3

MNote: Convictionrateoverrepresents dismiacquittals in currently "unidentified" category.

(29)

,(2 1)
(42)

(9)
(22:)
(33)

(4)
(*7)
(- 2)

, (1).
(14)

(1*)
: (22) -

(1 , 298)

(3 61)

(1 , 659)

ssals and
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Table 2

Convicted Organizations = Frequency of Cases
Involving - Multiple Organizational Defendants

Nature of Offense Cases

Multi le' Or an. - Defendant Total
(Number)

1, PrivateEraud
2. Government.Fraud
3. Tax
4. Property
5. Environmental
6. Food, Drug, - andv

Agriculture
7. Regulatory

Reporting

Unidentified (see fn.l)

Subtotal

8 - Other

Conservation
& Wildlife

Administration-

of Justice
Motor Carrier Act
MineEsafety
Drug?
Exportcontrol
Immigration
Obscenity
Election Laws
Gambling
Obstruction

of Mails
Miscellaneous.

Subtotal

Antitrust

TOTAL

7= .8.
2.2

<13...3
'7.'3
5.6

2.6

1.5

1.6

4.6

4.7

*9.5

11.1
2 > .6
0.0
.0,.0
3.6

£0.0
20.0

0.0
1 ]: 1

0.0
0.0

4.6

:23.*6

8.1

(11)
(5)
(8)
(4)
(3)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(35)

(7)

(2)

(1)*
(1)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)

(0)
(0)

(42)

((49)

(91)

4.41
*229.

6.0
55
54

66

123

766

148

21

9
 38

8,

28
; 4
5

2
,9

WI 1
18

914

208

1, 122
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Table 3
Convicted Organizations: Frequency of Cases

Involving Individual Co- Defendants

Cases

Nature of Offense Individual Co- Defendants
-None- ; * Sti:ngfe' * ""Multiple

Total

Percent

li

1. Private Fraud
2. Government Fraud
3. Tax
4. Property
5. Environmental
6. Food, Drug, and

Agriculture
7. Regulatory

Reporting

Unidentified (see*fn.l)

Subtotal

8. Other

Conservation
& Wildlife

Administration
Of Justice

Motor Carrier Act
Mine Safety
Drug
Export Control
Immigration
Obscenity
Election Laws
Gambling
Obstruction
of Mails

Miscellaneous

Subtotal

Antitrust

TOTAL

50.4
38.4
45.0
40.0
55.6

28.9

62.1

45.5

45.1

64.2

57.1

..2,2..,2.

94.7-

25.0
40.0
57.2
50.0
60.0
50.0
22.2

100.0
89.0

48.1

51.4

48.8

18.4
28.8
21.7
20.0
20.4

42.2

16.7

28.5

.24.8

13.5

9.6

4.4. -5
0.0
0.0

20.0
21.4
50.0
0.0

50.0
33.3

0.0
5.5

23.0

27.4

23.8

31.2
32. -8
33.3
40.0
24.0

28.9

21.2.

26.0

30.1

22.3

33.3

33.3
5.3

75.0
40.0
21.4

0.0
40.0

0.0
44.5

0.0
5.5

28.9

21.2

27.4

141
229

60
55
54'

38

66

123

766

148

21

38
8
5

28
4
5
2
'9

1
18

914

208

1, 122
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Table 6

Convicted Organizations: Mean Fine
and Restitutionby Nature of Offense

(Excludes Antitrust Offenses)

Defendants
Nature of Offense Percent (Number) Mean (5) Median (5)

FINE

1. Private Fraud
2. Government Fraud
3. Tax
4. Property
5.Environmental
6. Food, Drug, &

Agriculture
7. Regulatory

Reporting

Unidentifiedv(see fn.l)

Subtotal

8. Other

Conservation
& Wildlife

Administration,
of Justice

Motor Carrier Act
Mine Safety
Drug
Export Control
Immigration
Obscenity
Election Law
Gambl ing
Obstruction

of Mails
Miscellaneous

TOTAL

RESTITUTION

1. Private Fraud
2. Government Fraud
3. - Tax
4. Property

- 7.*Regulatory Reporting
9. Unidentified

TOTAL

17
27

8
6
6

4

7

10

85

15

2

1
4

<1
<1

3
<1
<1
<1
<1.

<1
2

100

19
57

1
11

1
11

100

(139).
(222)

(70)
(48)
(47)

(33)

(57)

(83)

(699)

(126)

(18)

(9)
(38)

(2)
(4)

(22)
(4)
(6)
(2)
(7)

(1)
(13)

(825)

(15)
(45)

(1)
(9)
(1)
(9)

(80)

59, 072
66,357
17, 036
32:, - 018
49,799

9, 800

64 ,413

22,762

48,493

56, 998

.6, 917

128, 333
7,*174

35, 000
166,250
109,955
90, 750
58, 667
62, 500

5, 571

4, 000
8,854

48 , 000

375, 671
226,710
124, 000

43, 593
J.;251

142, 336

217, 724

7, 500
10,.000
10;000
10, 000
.10, 000

2,000

5, 000

10,000

8, 000

4, 939

2 , 500

20, 000
2 , 500

35, 000,
102, 500
20, 000
4,5.00

40, 000
62 ,500

2 , 000

- 4, 000
3 , 100

7 , 500

31, 468
39, 000

124, 000
28,741

1,251
63 , 500

31, 468

. i

i
%

I

)
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Table 7
Convictedorganizations: Frequency of Fine,'

Restitution, and Other Sanctions
(Excludes Antitrust Offenses)

Defendants
Nature of Sanction Percent (Number)

FINE

Fine Only

Fine as a condition of Probation
No Fine

RESTITUTION

OTHER

Probation Only (NO Fine)

Community Service

Enforcement Costs Imposed '

78

11

11

10

7

2

2

(646)

(92)

(87)

(80)

(57)

(17)

(15)

Note: This table is based on 825 convictions.
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iTable£8
:rAvei%a:ge, . Monetary sarrc*t.j;*<m my - s;o'ffen:s-:ve: JType

:€£(:Saai1pie€', of€£28€8 Fir -ms?) PS€IfJ.:S)
;2 £J

'
1.7

-

; € :r r
' * * -

Nature of
Of fgnse

Number
:,E,ofi1€Ei~si.. ,,Fine

Other
Restitution Monetar * Total

2 .
221

Private
Fraud

Government
Fraud

Tax
Of fenses

Property
Offenses" ;

Environmental
Offenses

Food & Drug
Offenses.'

Other
Offenses**

50

101

23

15

29

14

56

~ €'E€'I

OVERALL 2 8 8

"J ; ;19 %

"$50, 273

8.~ , 550

14 , 143

'29 , 731

46, 795

$12 , 679

102 , 362

,?{'TI.

$48, 404

Note = Regulatory reporting
the related substantive offense

$7 6 , 02 1 $75,016 $201,310
€

= 1 '!

.55 , 7 60 84 , 642 2E iv'?. ,<9:5 -25

90,823 104,966

6 , 242 1'/8

29 , 310 20,946 97 , 051

..;]£g1€;€6?/9*3

; , ,7

5 , 67 1 15,460 123,493

.mi
$37 , 132 $55,085 $140,621

violations are included in
category.

* Includes voluntary restitution, civil penalties
and other payments reported in the PSI.

Includes 7 cases of multiple offenses that fall
into two of the above categories. The remaining cases
can be classified as follows:

Export Controls 11
Currency Reporting 13
Protected Wildlife 5
Worker Safety 7

Payments to Foreign
Officials 2

Miscellaneous 1 1
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Table 10,
Distribution of Fine Multiples by Loss - category

(Sample of 122*Firms that can Afford to Compensate)

Ran e of Lossesg Fraction Fraction# of Mean Median
Cases of Cases of Cases

Below 0.5 Below14o

< $10,000 30
$10 , 001 5*0,, 000 30
$50,001 100,000 21
$100,001 - :250,000 *21
$250,001 500,000 6
$500,001 1,000,000 9
> $1,000,000 5

Overall 122

2.41
0.96 -

0.81
'0..19
0.07.
0.20
0214

*1..03

1.17
0.38
0.18
0.07
0.03
0.05
0.04

0.20

0.37
0.57
0.62
0.90
1.00
0.89

*1.00

0.64

0.47
0 =80.
0.76
0.95
1.00
0.89
1.00

0.76

Table 11
Distribution of Total Sanction Multiplesby Loss Category

(Sample of*122 Firmsthatcan Affordto Compensate)

Range of*Losses # of Mean' 'Medianl Fraction Fraction*
Cases of Cases or Cases

Below 0.5 Below 1.0

< $10,000 3 0
$10,001 - 50,000 3 0
$50,001 - 100,000 2 1
$100,001 250,000 21
$250,001 500,000 6
$500,001 1,000,000 9
> $1,000,000 5

Overall 12 2

2.85
2.19
1.30,
0.61
0.91
0.82
1.10

1.72

2.14
1.05
1.04
0.44
0.93
41.00
1.03

1.04

0.20
0.27'
0.29
0.52
0.33
0.33
0.20

0.30

0.2*3
0 - .47
0.43
0.62
0.50
0.44
0.20

0.41
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Author's Abstract

Recent U.S. legislation has called for the reform of the criminal sentencing process at the federal
level, to be carried out largely through determinate sentencing guidelines and policy statements
promulgatedby a permanent and independent sentencing commission. The newly-created U.S. Sentencing

Commission already has promulgated initial sentencing standards for individual defendants (natural
persons), and now is turning to the subject of "organizational" defendants, predominantly business
corporations.

This paper, written by a member of the U.S. Sentencing Commission's staff, considers the problem.
offormulating determinate sentencing standards for organizations. Part I of the paper reviews the
characteristics of organizational offenders and offenses prosecuted in the U.S. federal courts (pages 3-

1~ and the provisions of the recent reform legislation as it bears on the Sentencing Commission's
consideration of organizational penalties (pages 15-32). The major findings are that organizational
offenders in the U.S. federal system are predominantlybusiness corporations charged with property or
regulatory crimes, and criminally penalized primarily by monetary sanctions, within an overall
enforcement system that relies heavily on civil and administrative procedures to complement criminal
prosecutions.

The remaining parts of the paper (pages 33-66) state and develop an approach to organizational
sentencing that draws upon thetheory of harm-based "optimal" penalties developed in the "law-and-

economics" literature, as applied to the characteristics of organizational offenders in the U.S. federal
system and considered in light of the Sentencing Commission's mandate to develop determinate
sentencing standards. The basic thesis, developed in Part II (pages 33-50), is that a focus on harm,
coupled with a recognition that both crimes and punishments can be harmful, provides the basis for a

practical organizational sentencing policy that promotes the traditional purposes of criminal punishment,
the general aim of the criminal law to prevent harm, and the rationalization of the sentencing process
sought by the reform legislation. The conventional "purposes" of criminal punishment are examined
critically and reconciled within a harm-based penalty structure, which also is shown to be consistent
with the harm-prevention aim of the substantive law. The harm-based approach, as applied to business
corporations operating in a competitive economy, also strongly favors a monetary form of organizational
sanction.

Parts IH (pages 51-61) and IV (pages 62-65) address some of the more practical problems of 
developing and implementing organizational sentencing guidelines under the "optimal" penalty theory of
harm-based punishments. Part V (page 66) restates the basic conclusions that harm-based monetary

penalties are superior to alternative penalty measures based on gain or organizational size, and to non-

monetary penalty forms such as direct governmental intervention through organizational probation; and
that conventional interpretations ofpunishment "purposes" are unsatisfactory for criminal sentencing
policybecause they fail to recognize systematically that punishment has costs as well as benefits.
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relation to the losses caused by organizational offenses.9 By restructuring andraising nearly all fine
limits dramatically, the Sentencing Reform Act reflects ajudgment thatf1ne levels under prior practice
may not be an appropriate basis for sentencing reform.

The imprisonment level structure of the existingguidelines for individuals obviously is inappropriate
for organizations, which are subject neither to imprisonment nor to any closely BI1alOgOUS sI-11IC£i0l1 -

Moreover, giventhe relativelysmall numberof organizational prosecutions and the recent revisions IO

statutory fine- authority, ajpredominately empiricalapproach relying on;past praetice -is unlikely to
provide an adequate and consistent basis for organizational sentencing reform. The developn1enifof:2111

organizational sentencingpolicy willrequire bothzempirical analysis and consideration of principled
approaches to the applicationofsanctions toorganizational conduct.

In this paper, 1 presentan approach to organizational sentencing that draws upon the theory of
harm-based optimal penalties developed in the 'Iawiandgeconomics" "literature over the past twenty
years.10 My aim is not to arguetliat- an "economic" approach tocriminal punishment is always 7'right,"
while all other possible approaches are always "wrong.' Rather, my objective is to show that relatively
simple principles drawnfrom, the Feconomic" theoryprovide a soundbasis for a realistic and effective
organizational sentencingpolicythat furthers thetraditional purposes of/criminal- punishment; the
rationalization of the federal criminal sentencing system sought by the'sentencingreforni Act, andthe
general aims of the criminal law.

The.discussionproceeds.in four principal parts: Part I sets the context for organizational
sentencing policyat the federal level,by: (a) reviewing the basic facts regarding organizational
offenders in the federal courts; who, are predominantlybusiness corporations charged with property or
regulatory crimes, andconvicted -under astandard ofvicarious liability for the acts of their agents; and
(b) analyzing the Commission's;role,inthe federal sentencing process underthe SentencingReform Act,
which focuses on the creation ofdeterminate sentencing rules to operate within the existing system of
criminal prohibitions and enforcement activities. The next three parts of the paper then address the
formulation of an optimal penalty policy for organizations, in progressively more detail.

Part II considers the basic optimal penalty theory, and its generalirnplications for the purposes of
criminal punishment and the appropriate forms of sanction for organizational crimes; The theory -

advances the analysis of criminal punishmentby recognizing thatboth criminal behavior itself gig
efforts to prevent, detect, and punish crime are costly to society. The "optimal" penalty for crime is

The effective date of the Sentencing Reform Act wasdeferred from its enactment in October 1984
until theimplementation of the initial guidelines on November 1, 1987. Sentencing Reform Act, Pub.
L. 98-473, Title II, Chapterll, 5235, asiamended. For the interim period, Congress enacted the
Criminal Fine Enforceijnentlactof 19M, Pub; LAND. 98~96, -98 Stat. 3134. (October 30, 1984),.~dilied
at 18 U.S.C. former $$3621-3624, which applied similartine revisions to offenses committed between
January 1, .1985 and october31, 1987.

gsgq Pan 1, €SA.4 and 83, below.

10'Fnis literature usually is dated from Gary Becker's 1968 article,Qritng and Punishment; An
Economic Apprgg' gb, 76 J . Pol.Econ. 169 (1968). Specific sources are cited throughout the paper, and
a selective bibliography is collected in Appendix A. Brief introductions to the literature are
providedby -A. M. Polinsky, Intrg dggitign tgtlgw'gnelE£ gngmig,1 ch; 10 (1983) andR. Posner, Economic
Angl~is gfLaw.ii7.2,(3d ed.; 1986); FOr.a recent and moredetailedlintroductorfy treatment, see R.
Cooter and T. Ulen, Lgwgi p d€E'gqnomi~,.ch. 11 5 IV and ch. 12 @5 II and III (1988).
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one that minimizes these total costs of crime and punishment; In its simplestform, the theory specifies
an optimal penalty equal to the total external harm or loss causedby an offense (including enforcement
costs), divided by the probability that the offense would be detected and punished; As applied in the
organizational sentencing context, this simple penalty rule effectively addresses the problem of providing
the organ1za"tion with measuredincentivcs to control it;s'own'ageiits; iandlprodiices penalties that are
consistent with the sentencing objectives ofadeterrence, proportionality, publicprotection, and restitution
to victims, because thepenalty isbased on precisely the same fundamental 'asthe substantive
€r.

-mimi nw--to pmtea €<>EietyEr€>m<u1e naml- :riu:e1:re€£€ ar
e

in
-a'1'beuavi6;Fi=un

o'e'le

heimaiejmeapririia1
penalty-theory-identities--monetary-sanctionsas the most desirable-form'of'sentence'for'organizatioiia1"
offenders in general, because a monetary penalty both minimizes the societal losses resulting from the
sanctioning process and most directlyaffects the nxonetaryincentives that drive organizational behavior;

Part III provides a more detailed analysis of optimal penaltiesas - a practical sentencing - policy, by
examining the assumptions and constituents of the simple penalty rule of loss times a "multiple"
representing the chances against detection andpunishment,11 includingsome problems of measuring and
applying those two factors, and the limitations on the use of monetarypenalties created by non
monetary harms and organizational insolvency. Part Ivdescribesa -framewoi-k'for translating an optimal
penaltypolicy into organizational sentencing guidelines andpolicy statements.

My general conclusions (Part V) are that optimal monetarypeualties provide a theoretically superior
and practically feasible goal for an organizational sentencing system; primarilybecause they are
congruent with the harm#prevention ainfof the criminal law ingeneriil; and simply extendthat to
the process ofpunishment. The standardljustificationsfor criminal punishmenfare inadequate to deline
a system ofpenalties,because they fail to - recognize that both crime ~ punishmentare costly. The
synthesis of a penalty system requires a balancing of the benefits and costs of punishment. Optimal
monetary penalties can provide that balance for organizational sentencing, with a simple penalty rule
that harnessesprivate incentives to achieve crime control while avoiding destructive governmental
interference with lawful and productive private activity.

I. The Qgntgxt of Qgganizgtignal Sentencing

This Part reviews the background to the problem of organizational sentencing. -atitheifederalflevel,
in two sections addressing: (a) the basic features of organizational crimes prosecuted in the federal
system; and (b) the Sentencing Commission's role in establishing criminal sentencingstaiidards for the
federal courts.

As used here, "organizational' crime refers to criminal offenses for which artificial legal persons
are liable, andis distinguished from "organizgg" crime, which refersto offenses by groups of
individuals. Althoughthere can be someoverlap--as where a legal organizationeitists only as a "front"
for wholly criminal activities by a group of individuals--organizationalfi£rime generally is distinguisliedby
the separate legal existence and independent 'criniinal liabilityof thejlegitimate"'orgamza'ition;" ' Fedei-al
criminal law defmes ?'organizationt to mean "a person other than' anindividual,"12 and therefore includes
only artilicialpersons whose legal existenceis recognized by federal law, such as "corporations,

11The "multiple" is simply the reciprocal of the probability of punishment, so that, for
example, a probability of .~ (25 percent) translates to a "multiple" of 4 (1 dividedby .25).
Because the probability is always equal to or less than one,'its reciprocal is always one or greater,
and hence the term "multiple."

1218.U.S.C. 5 181(Supp. V' 1987), as added by 538(a) of the CtiminalLaw and Pfocedure Technical
Amendments Act of 1986, Pub. LI No. 99-646,1005tat. 3592,3599 (November 10, 1986).

3
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against corporations - involve individual co-defendants, who typically are officers or employees of the
charged firms.

(3) Approximately70-75% of organizationaldispositions involve antitrust offenses, fraud, or
other property crimes,. and another 20-25% involve regulatorypoffenses, predominantlyin the arras of
environmental regulations, food and drug laws, expdrt control; andcurrency transaction reporting.
Organizational prosecutions for crimes of violence or controlled substance offenses arevirtually non
existent, and prosecutions for gambling, obscenity, or racketeering offenses are infrequent.

(4) V The -predominant form of sentence is a inonetaryline, which is used; byitself or in
conjunction -with a restitution order, for 82% of convicted organizational- defendants. The

major alternativevof -probationary supervision is Vnsedfor 16% of defendants, and then typicallyfor

purposes of'eriforcinga fuieior carry1n- 'goulrestitiitioii!
"

(5); Most federal offenses by organizations'involvesfatutoryviolations for which civil
remedies, includingpunitive civil penalties, are available' at the- behestofga federal agency, injured
victims, or both. Although the evidence gathered to dateisionly suggestive and incomplete, it would

appear that civil or administrative enforcementis invoked more commonly for organizations than for
individuals. It is clear that public civil andadministrativeenforcement actions far outnumber criminal
prosecutions against organizations.

I will discuss each of these features in more detail in the following subsections. Taken together,

they narrow the principal focus of organizational sentencing policy in thefederal system to business
firms convicted of property or regulatory crimes, traditionally punished through monetary fmes, and
subject to additional penalties through collateral civil and'administrativeenforcement.

I. (,Kg-~;' rate Offenders

Of the 1,221 organizations convicted and sentenced during the four year study period, virtually all
were business firms operated for prolit.19 The business firms were predominantlybusiness corporations,
but also included a sprinkling of professional corporations and partnerships.

Less - than 15 percent of the organizational defendan~ were large "or weil-known eorpoiationszo
Instead, the typical corporate offender was a relativelyssniall, closely-held firm.

For both large and small firms, the nature of organizational offenders focuses federal sentencing
policy on' the interests and objectivesofbusiness corporations. Anype1ialty system logically must
recognize the characteristics of the actual and potential offenders it faces. Criminal penalties
traditionally have emphasized very fundamental interests; such as an individual's interests in life and

19Less than 1% of the organizational defendants appeared lobe entities other than business
firms, and those exceptions were trade or professional associations or cooperativesl Although there
are reported cases ofprosecutions against labor.unions and non-profit associations, none appeared in
thecommission staffs study of- cases Tterminated duringtheperiod from Januaryl, 1984 through
December 31. 1987.

200nly about ll%'of the charged organizations could be located in Standard & Poor's 1987
R r f mor ions. About 2% of the organizations (30 firms) were either listed (13) or
subsidiaries of companies listed (17) in the 1987 "Forbes 500* listingof 790 large U.S. finns,
Comprising the largest 500 firms in leach of the categories of sales, profits, assets, andmarket
value.
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physical liberty, to which offenders are likely to bemost responsive. By their very nature, business
firms have different interests and objectives from individuals.

Business firms are economic organizations, which exist fundamentally for the purpose of producing
goods and services valuedbyLheir customers, at a profit to their owners. Inour competitive economy,
fmancial profit incentives are the primary organizing Md motivating force that produces economic
progress. Thus, while business firms (like all producers) are motivated immediatelyby their own
pecuniary gain, theinpr e ductivemctivities create;benefitsethat= all- of society -has-an interest -in
presemng.

These basic considerations have immediate implications for - the.-forms - and objectives of
organizational sentencing. First, the corporate offenders are motivated primarily if not exclusivelyby
monetary incentives, and therefore are likely to be most responsive to monetary forms ofpunishment,
which directly affect financial results; Uiilikeindividuals, corporations have noiotherfundainental
interest: corporations value - their '?liberty"from supervision,'even. their very existence, onlyas a means
to the end of favorable fmancial results. Second, again unlike an individual, a corporations own
interests are merely instrumental to its economic function in society. A punishment that affects the
corporation's interests also willaffect that function. Third, the corporation's economic function
represents more than the profit motivation of its shareholders; it also represents the general societal
interest in the process of value creation through competitive business activity. A system of corporate
penalties should avoid imposing punishmentin a form or manner that disrupts the competitive process,
which provides benefits to society as a whole.

2. Vicg riggs Liabili~ and Joint Prgsgmtion with Agents

Under the longstanding rule of federal criminal law, business organimtions are subject to vicarious
criminal liabilityfor offenses committedby their agents, if the agents were acting (1) within the scope
of their employment or authority, and (2) for the benefit of the organization.~ The agents themselves
need not be prosecuted, convicted, or even identified, so long as it is shown that one or more corporate
agents engaged in conduct that, individually or collectively, constitutedan offense.22 In contrast with
the prevailipg statelaw rulerequiring the involvement of a "superior agent" to establish organizational
mens reg,"" under federal law a corporation is criminally liable for offenses by "subordinate, even

21New York Central ~i -iudsonRiver R, v. Unitedstgtes, 212 U.S. 481(1909); see generally - 1 K.
Brickey, Corporate Qriminal Liabilig, chs.3 & 4 (1984 & Supp. 1987); 1 National Commission for the
Reform of Federal Criminal Laws, Wgrking Papers 168-73 (1970). The requirement that the agent act
"for the benefit" of the corporation means only that the agent intends to act in behalfof the
corporation, and does not require that a benefit be received by the corporation, ge United Statesv,
Carter, 311- F.2d 934, 942-43- (bth Cir. 1963); OldMgngstegy Co.:v. United States, .147 F.Zd 905 (4th Cir.
1945), but would exclude the case where an agent acts solely for his own or a third party's -benefit,tsee
Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 307 F.Zd 121) (Sth Cir. 1962).

225~ L:lnitedtstatgs v,Amgrican Stgvgdgrgs, Inc., 310, F.Zd 47 (Zndcir. 1962); Inland Freight Lines
v, United States, 191,F.2d 313 (10th Cir. 1951);'United States v, T.l.M.E.-D.Q., Inc., 381 F. Supp. 730,
738-39 (W.D. Va.€1974).

Bg 1 W. LaFave & A. Scott, Substantive Criminal Law 53.10, at 366-67 (1986); 1 American Law
Institute,.Modgl?penal'code.gndEQommentaries:' Part 'I, Comment -to 5207, at -335-40 (-1985).* "Under the
Model Penal Code, except for minor violations and emissions to discharge affirmative duties specifically
imposed bylaw, corporate liability requires that "the commission of thepffense wasauthorized,
requested, commanded, performed or recklessly tolerated by the board of directors orby a -high
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menial, employees,"24 or outside agents for the corporation,25 without any knowledge, authorization, or
participation by corporate management and even if the n1anage,inent'has specifically forbidden the
conduct and taken reasonable' measures to prevent the offense.

In addition to this,expansive,standardof organizational liability, federal law holds agents
individually responsible for offenses committed or aided in the course of their employment; under general
principles of complicity.27 For certain offenses, organizational agents alsomaybe subjectfto a form of
expanded liability for the firm's'violations=

byvirtue'of their~~sition in the
-company, -either -under .

special statutory provisions broadening accomplice liability, or under Supreme Court decisions
construing the federal food and drug laws to impose strict criminal liability on officials having a

responsible relation" to an organization's offense.29

Thus,.in.principle most federal "organizational" offenses willproduce dual liability in bothithe
organization and its individualagents. In fact, roughlyhalf of all federal prosecutions against
organizations involve individual €o-derendms.30 Wane the expmiverfeaern smndard omgmimirmal
liability makesfit difficult to distinguish degrees of managerial involvement from court records, -at least a

managerial agent actingin behalf of the corporation within the scope ofhis oflice or employment."
Model Peng! Qgde 52.07(l)(c) (1985). "High managerial agent" is defined to mean an officer or other
agent "having duties of such responsibilitythat his conduct may fairlybeassumed to represent the
policy of the corporation," id. <j2.07(4)(c).

~stgnggrd Oil Co; v. United*states, 307 F.Zd 120, .127 (Sth Cir. 1962);
United S gates, 1504F.2d 85 - (9th Cir. 1945); Qniteds££19 s.v,< Gegrgg;E-,,Fish, 1

cert. denied, 32-8 U.S. 869 (1946). 

also .I.T. Co .V

Egg T~s-Qklahoma Express, Ing, v, Qnitedst-ale5 , 429 F. 2d 100 (10th Cir. 1970).

265,9;, eg, Qnitedstates v, Automated Medical Laboratories Inc., 770 F. 2d 399 (4th Cir. 1985);
467F;2d 1000, 1004 (9:h ci;. 1912), giggqe~gq, 409 U.S. 1125

(1973);eL1:ni££Elst£;£;.v. Amerin Rggi~r & ganga; g s£Ei;£;E~m., 433 Em 114 (3d ci;. 1910), ~
aging, 401 U.s. 948 (1911).

275;; 18 U.S.C. s 2; Lg igg; - sag; !, Wig; 310 U.s. 405'(1962).

l*National Commission for Reform of Federalcriminal Laws, Working Papers 176-

180, 209-213 (1970).

29;1ni;;d Sggigs v, Park, 421 U.S. 658 (1915);11ni;;g 5;;re; !, Dg;;;rw;ieh, 320 U.S. 211 (1943).
The precise nature and scope of the ,Qgttgrweigh-park standardis unclear as to whether the liability is
absolute or requires at least some type of negligence. 5,~ 1W. LaFave &A. Scott,subs1gntivg Criminal
L~ S3.10, at374-76 (1986). So far, the doctrine generallyhas not been applied outside the food and
drug context.

30111 total, approximately4,200 individuals were prosecuted jointlywithorganizations, for an
average of nearly3 individuals for each ofthe 1,569 organizations. However, even when individual co-

defendants are, a(ld€d,<;ases involving organizationsaccount forfoniy2.6% of defendantsdisposed -of in
the federal criminal system.

'
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substantial portion of federal cases do not appear to involve management culpability of the type
required under the Model Penal Code.31

The federal criminal liability standards, and the resulting pattem of joint prosecution against
organizations andindividuals, underscore two important issues facedby organizational sentencing policy
at the federal level= (1) coordinating organizational and individual sentencing; and (2) encouraging the
organizations internal control over its agents. Unlike the state law pattem representedbythe Model
Penal Code,;federalesubstantive law does notallocate criminal responsibilitybetween the individual and
the fu-in, anclimposesdualliabilityon both. At..the federal level, that allocation is left to the
sentencing function.

As I will discuss further in Part II of this paper, the problem of the organization's internal control
over its agents is central to a consideration of organizational crime and the development of an effective
sentencing policy. Individual agents often will not have the same objectives and motivations as the
organization; and therefore the organization mustexpend resources to prevent agents from :committing
offenses. The penalty system, whether by design or otherwise, in fact will provide organizations with
incentives for compliance expenditures. The key to an effective organizational sentencing system lies in
selecting penalty rules that will provide organizations with the mostdesirable incentives for their
compliance efforts.

3. Pr I' and R l 0 Crim

The Sentencing Commission staffs study shows thatithe majority of federal prosecutions against
organizations involve economic or other property crimes, and the remainder involve mostly regulatory
offenses. Table 1 provides a breakdown of all organizational prosecutions and convictions based on
groupings ofthe "offense code" assigned by the Administrative Office ofthe U.S. Courts, which is linked
to the principal charging statutes:

31As part of the Commission staffs study, law studentlcoders were asked to rank "officer
culpability" from a sample ofpresentence reports. Despite the small size of most ofthe
organizational defendants, at least 21)% of offenses were identified as not involving officer
participation.

9



Table 1

Organizational Defendantsby Offense Code Groups, 
January 1, 1984 - December 31, 1987

Prope~ Crimes

Antitrust
Fraud
Tax & Customs
Other Property Offenses

Regglatogcl-imgg

Food and Drug
Motor Carrier Act

' Agriculture
Firearms
Others

Other Crimes

Racketeering, Gambling,
& Perjury

Bribery
Drug Abuse Control
Immigration
All Other Offenses

Totals

Prosecution;

L~ (68 -6%)

322
578
113
63

~ (23-3%)

87
62
42

8
167

127 (8.1%)

28
24
31

4
40

.1..562(100%)

Convictions

~ - (69;0%)

274 .

432
94
42 *

~ (25.4%)

76
55 .

35
6

138

£2 (5.6%)

18

19
14

3
15

1,221 (100%)

There were almost no crimes ofviolence: the group of offenses induded 1 assault, and no homicide,
robbery, burglary, or kidnapping. Of the 1,221 convictions, 962 were for felonies.

This analysis of charging offenses is not completely descriptive of underlying conduct, because: (1)
some of the more general statutes, such as those prohibiting fraud and false statements,32are used to
charge a wide variety of conduct, which in the case of "mail fraud" could range from antitrust offenses
to safetyviolations; and, (2) the Administrative Office's statistics do notseparate some of the regulatory
offense categories, such as environmental violations. Accordingly, the Commission's staff obtained

32'The major examples .are.18. U;S;C. .55287£(false claims),.1001" (false statements),1341(mailvfraud), >

and 1343 (wire fraud).
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and examined the full presentence investigation reports:" on a sample of370 convicted organizations,
and reclassified those convictions into the modified offense. categories34 used in Table 2.

Table 2
Sample of .370 Convicted Organizational Defendants

by Modified Offense Category,
January 1, 1984 - December 31, 1987

Prgper~ Crime;

Antitrust
Fraud-private Victim -

Fraud-Govemment Program
or Procurement

Tax and Customs
Other Property Offenses

Regglatog Crime;

Environmental .

Food and'Drug
Currency Reporting
Export Control
Motor Carrier & Worker Safety
Protected Wildlife
Import Control

Other Crime;

Totals

Number
274

79
-44

106
26
19

~
31
17

12
11

7
3
2

3.79

Percent of Total
'

14,1~
21.4%
11.9%

28.6%
7.0%

 5.1%

22.4~
8.4%
4.6%
3.2%
3.0%
1.9%
0.8%
05%

1 G l ~

This analysis shows that organizational convictions are even more heavily concentrated in economic'
or property crimes (74.1%) than is indicated by the charge offense breakdown. The remaining 
convictions are predominantlyfor regulatory offenses (22.4%), with environmental violations as the
largest group.

33The presentence investigation report is prepared by a probation officer to provide the court with
information pertinent to sentencing, including the circumstancesof the offense, the impact on victims,
and the background of the defendant. 5;; Fed. R. Crim. P. 32(c)(2); 18Y-U.S;C. - 53552. Under prior law,
the presentence investigation could be waived by the defendant, with the permission of the court. The
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984 changed that rule, by requiring a presentenee investigation and report
"unless the court finds that there is in the record information sufficient to enable the meaningful
exercise of sentencing authority . . . and the court explains this finding on the record." Fed. R. Crim.
P. 32(c)(1), as amended by Pub. L. No. 98-473, Title II,&215(a)(4), 98 Stat. 2015 (October 12, 1984).

34These categories are defined in Appendix - B.
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Thus, not surprisingly, virtually all federal organizational prosecutions involve 'Ywhite collar'? crimes,

committed by non-violent means and generally -motivated by linancia1 gain. rurthermore, approximately
three-fourths of the prosecutions involve economic or property crimes for which the primary harm or
loss also was monetary. These characteristics, coupled*with the fact that nearly all offenders are
business firms operated for profit, suggest that monetary sanctions are appropriate to both theoffenders
and most offenses encountered in the federalsystem.

4; Monetary Qriminal Sgngtigns

In fact, monetary fmes and restitution arethevastly predominant form of organizational
punishmentimposed by the federal courts.

Of the 1,221 organizational defendants convicted during the 4-year period examined by the
Commission's staff, 1,003 (82.1%) were punished solely- by monetary sanctions, consisting of a fme alone
or a combination of a fme and restitution payment; Atotal of 197 defendants (16.1%) weresentenced to
some form ofprobatk~. Over two-thirds ofthe probationary sentencings alsoinvolved the payment of a

fine. In mostinstances, the conditions ofprobation focus on the installment payment of a fme or the
provision of restitution to victims or -another type of restorativeremedy, such as "clean-up"for an

environmental offense. Othertypes of- probation conditions, such as "community service, appear to be

used rarely (2% or less of cases), although precise figures are not yet available.

For the entire group of sentenced organizations, the average fine was $57,324 when imposed
without probation, and $57,036 when imposed with probation. . Probation terms averaged 36.2 -months

when imposed without fines, and 39.6 months when imposed with fines.

A more detailed analysis ofsentence types, including fines, probation, and restitution,:was
performed for the sample of370 organizations for which the full presentence report was exami.ned,which
are weighted mere -heavily toward probationary sentences (102 out of 3?0, or 27.6%, as compared -with
the general figure of 16.1%).35 Of the 102 probationary sentences, 22iinvolved probation alone and 80
involved a combination of probation with monetary sanctions, including fines (57), restitution (9),. orboth
(14). For the remaining268 defendants penalizedby monetary sanctions alone, 4 involved only
restitution, 18 involvedboth restitution and fines, andthe remaining 246 involved only fines. The
average fine for the entire 370-defendant sample was $70,113 andthe average total monetary sanction
(restitution and fines combined) was $99,012. In the subgroup of*80 defendants where both probation
and monetary sanctions where used, the averagefine was about the sarne($71,10'7),but the average total
monetary sanction ($144,700) was much higher than the sample as a whole.

Inanalyzing theirelationshipbetweeninonetarysanctions and dollar loss caused bythe offense, the
staff examined a subsample comprising 132 of the 370 defendants for -whom loss was reported through
the Federal Probation Sentencing and Supervision Information System (FPSSIS). In that group, the
average ratio of total monetary sanction to loss was 1.91. The ratio of the fine alone to loss was 1.98

where no restitution was ordered, and 1.43 where restitution was ordered. There is considerable
variation in this ratio across offense ,types and absolute levels oftdollar loss. However, the preliminary
analysis has yet to isolate a definite structure to the variation, which may not be feasible given the

small number of cases available for analysis. '

35Full presentence investigation reports appear to be prepared farless frequentlyfor
organizations than for individuals, but we do not yet have a-precise-percentage.
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5. Collateral Qivil Enforcement

Nearly all of the organizational offenses prosecuted in the federal courts involve violations for
which federal law also provides civil remedies, including punitive civil penalties in most instances. Table
3 (following this page) provides a summary 6f the collateral civilremedies available under federal law
for the five most common types of offenses--fraud, antitrust, environmental, tax and customs, andfood
and drug--which together account for over 80% of organizational convictions in the federal courts. For
all types other than food and drug offenses, punitive civil remedies--civil or administrative penalties or
multiple damages--are available at the instancewof a federal- agency, a private - victim, or both. -

The existence of both criminal and civil sanctions for the same conduct obviously raises the
question of coordinationa1nong those sanctions. Although present to some degree also in individual
sentencing,36 the coordination problem is more critical to thedevelopment of orgaubational sentencing
policy at the federal level, for several reasons.

First, the organizational offenses are heavily concentrated in the "white collar" category, for which
collateral civil remedies are more likely to be available and practicable. For federal offenders generally,
white collar crimes accountfor less than 25% of prosecutions.37 For organizational offenses, the

comparable proportion is over 95%.38 Moreover, organizations are even more likely than individual white
collar offenders to have assets reachable by civil remedies.

Second, the organizational offenders and offenses are a principal focus for a broad range offederal
law enforcement activity. Many of the major federal regulatory agencies--the ICC, FDA, FTC, SEC, and
EPA, among others--were established primarily to regulate interstate business activities, which are
carried out mostly by organizations rather than individuals. Approximately half of all organizational
prosecutions in the federal courts are adjuncts to either business regulation or antitrustenforcement.
Most of the remaining prosecutions involve fraud affecting federal government activities, either in
procurement (predominantlyby the Department of Defense) or in carrying out social programs, such as

Medicare and Medicaid. In all of these areas, criminalprosecutions are accompanied by active and
extensive programs of enforcement through civil and administrative procedures.

Third,'criminal,and civil sanctions are closer substitutes for organizations thanfor individuals.
Imprisonment plays a central role in individual sentencing,,but is not an available option for
organizations. Given the absence of the imprisonment option, coupled with the general availability of
punitive civil or administrative penalties, both criminalandcivil sanctions for organizations take the
same two basic forms: (1) monetary; and (2) specific relief. Civil damages, penalties, and forfeitures
can have essentially the same effect as criminal restitution, fmes, and forfeitures; and civil injunctions
and administrative orders can achieve the same results as criminal probation sentences for organizations.
To the extent that civil and criminal enforcement can produce equivalent effects, it is only sensible to
avoid unwarrantedduplication of effort and coordinate the parallel enforcement systems in themost
effective manner possible.

36The Commissions existing guidelines for individuals include provisions for coordinating
monetary f1nesfwith restitution and collateral civil remedies. See Initial Guidelines 555E4;1(b),
5E4.1(d)(4)'&(5).

375;; Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of J ustice, Federal Offenses and Offenders:
White Collar Crimes, BJS Special Report, NCJ-106876, Table 5 (page 4) (September 1987).

38See SA.3, above.
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Federal Civil Remedies Available For Organizational Offenses

Offense Ty~sa

1. Fraua (4o.sx)b

- Federal Prograns and

Procurement

- Securities Fraud

- Consuner FraLld

Odometer Tampering

2. Anti trust (Z1.4Z)j

TABLE 3: -

Federal Agencies

Federal agency affected,
Pfedominately the Department
of Defense.

Securi ties and Exchange'"

Conmi ssion

Federal Trade Conmission

Civil Divi sion, Department
of, Justice -

Antitrust - Divisiori, Department
of Justice

Federal Trade Commission

Public Remedies

(1) Civil penalties of $5,0043-$10,000 per false
claim, plus treble damages. Civil False Claims
Act,31 U.S.C. 53729-3731.
(2) For false claims mder $150.000:
administrative penalties of $5,000 per false
claim, plus double damages. .Program Fraud Civil
Remedies Act, 31 U.S.C. 53802;
(3) Forfeiture. 28 U.S.C. 52514.
(4) Debannent for lp to 3 years. Federal

'Acquisition Regulations, Subpart 9.4.
'

(1) Civil penalties for insider trading: three
times the profit gained. or loss avoided, 15 U.S.C..
578u(d).
(2) lnjmctive relief.
(3) Suspension or.permanentdisqualification from
the securities industry.

'(1*) CiviL penalties ofi.p to $1,0,000 per
violation, 15 U.S.C. 545(U, (m).

;..(2) Specific relief and order of restoration to ,

victims, 15*U.S.C. 557(b).'
(3) injmctive relief, 15 U.S.C.545,(l).

(1) Civil penalty of lp' to $2,000 per violation, up

to a maxirmm of $100,000 per series of related
violations, 15 U.S.C. 51990(b);
(2) lnjmctive relief, 15 U.S.C. 51990.

(1) Injmctive relief, 15 U.S.C. 554, 18a, 25.
(2) If the federal government is a victim, the

'

plblic remedies provided for programand

Procurement fraud,"

(1) Specific relief.
(2) Civil penalties, for violations of orders under

55 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. 545(l).

Private Remedies

Damages suits by any private parties injurmi,
31 U.S.C. 53?30(b).

Investor suits for rescissionor single damages

plus costs and attorneys' fees.

.Credit and Truth - in - Lending Violations: - victiirs'
siiits fer - daiiages, 15 U.S.C. 51640, 1692(k).

Victims' sui ts for treble damages or $1,500,
whichever isigreater, plus costs and attomeysi
fees,' 15 U;S.C. 51989*.

(1) Victims' €suits for treble damages, plus costs
and attorneys! fees, 15U.S.C.515.
(2) Victims' {suits for injmcbive ,relief, 15 U.S.C.

526. 1*



3. Environmental (8.4%)

4. Tax & Customs (7.0%)b

5. Food & Drug (4.6%)

Envi romiental Protection Agency

Internal Revenue Servi ce,
Department of the Treasury 

United States Customs Service,
Department of the Treasury

Food and Drug Adni nistration,
Department of Health and Hunan

Services

Civil Division, Department

of Justi ce'

(1) Civil penalties of $25,000 - 40,000 per day for
violations of principal environmental statutes
regulating air and water pollution, hazardous and

toxic substances, and pesticides.c
(2) Injunctive relief.

Civil penalties: 50% of tax due (for fraud), 26

U.S.C. 56653(b).

(1) Civil penalties generally ecpal to tuice the '

value of the article or merchandise involved, or up

to $10,000 per violation.'
(2) Forfeiture, 19 U.S.C. 551595(a), 1462.

(1) Injmctive relief, 21 U.S.C. 5332.
(2) Sei zure of adulterated or misbranded products,
21 U.S.C. 533A.

Private enforcement suits, 15 U.S.C. 52619;

33 U.S.C. 51365; 42*U.S.C. 554911, 6972.d

None.

None.':'

 The percentages shoun for offense types arebased upon the 370-defendant sample. see Table 2. The cunulative percentage for the types shoun is 81.9%.

b In addition to the remedies sham, multiple acts of fraud may triggeriithe availability of the ptblic and private civil remedies provided under the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization ACt,("RIC0"), 18 U.S;C. 51964, including private treble damages and attorneys' fees and civil enforcement actions imposing restrictions
on future activities of violatorsjiincluding "dissolution or reorganization of any enterprise, making due provision for the rights; of; innocent persons." 18 U.S.C.
51964(a).

C
See 7 U.S.C. 51361, 15 U.S.C. 52615; 33 U.S.C. 551319, 1415;.A2U.S.C. €5300(j),4910, 6928, 6973, 9609.

d In these cases, private victim are likely to have rights of action order state lau for personal injury damages.

9 See 19 U.S.C. 55469,'1436, 1439, 1440, 1454, 1455, 1459, J581, 1584-1590.



In fact, federal law enforcement authorities do rely heavily on civil and administrative remedies in
lieuof or in addition to criminal sanctions, and do seek to coordinate the overall enforcement effort
For all major types of organizational offenses in the federal system, civil and administrative enforcement
actions far outnumber criminal prosecutions.39 The cases that do enter the criminal system generally
have been screened by both a referring agency and the Department of J ustice on the basis, among other
factors, ofthe availability and adequacy of collateral civil remedies, and thereby reflect to some extent
a process of coordination.40 Some agencies, such as the De artment of Defense,have adopted formal

policies of coordination among criminal and civil remedies 4EI

The interplaybetween criminal and civil sanctionspresents both challenge and opportunity to
organizational sentencing reform. The challenge is to assure that, at a minimum, reformed organizational
sentencing standards do not disrupt the appropriate relationships among theseveral parallel means of
enforcement or impair the overall effectiveness of the federal law enforcement system. The opportunity
lies in developing an organizational sentencing policy that afllrmatively will promote the effective
coordination of parallel criminal sentences and civil remedies to achieve an appropriate overall sanction
at the least cost to the government, and to society-at large.

B. The Sentencing Commission's Task

The United States Sentencing Commission is charged with the principal responsibility for
implementing the sweeping reforms to the federal criminal sentencing process mandated by the
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984. The basic thrust ofthe Reform Act was to shift the federal system
from discretionary to determinate sentencing, by fostering the development of a comprehensive and
coherent body of law to guide the sentencing decisions of the federal courts. The Commission's major
role is to "establish sentencing policies and practices for the Federal crimi1ialjustice system" to carry
out the reforms ,envisioned by the Act,42 by promulgating sentencing guidelines that are binding upon

39For example, in fiscal year - 1986 the Securities and Exchange Commission initiated 312 civil
and administrative enforcement actions against 697 respondents, as compared with 72 criminal
prosecutions in SEc-related matters. U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 1986 Annual Report 7
(1987). In gross terms,' federal civil cases in which the United States is a party--many ofwhich are
enforcement actions --outnumber criminal cases by more than 2 to 1. See Administrative Office of the
U.S. Courts, 1986 Annual Report of the Director, Appendix T ables C-3 & D-4.

mg U,.S. Department of J ustice, Frinciples of Federal Prosecution Ss & Comment, at 13-14

(1980): "Although on some occasions [parallel civil and administrative remedies] should be pursued
in addition to criminal law procedures, on other occasions they can be expected to provide an
effective substitute for criminal prosecution. In weighing theadequacy of such an alternative in a

particular case, the prosecutor should consider the nature and severity of sanctions that could be
imposed, the likelihood that an adequate sanction wouldin fact be imposed, and the effect of such a
non-criminal disposition on federal law enforcment interests.

41See Secretary of Defense, DOD Directive No. 7050.5, "Coordination of Remedies for Fraud and
Corruption Related to Procurement Activities" cJune 28, 1985) (on file at the U.S. Sentencing
Commission); Office of Inspector General, Department of Defense, Indicators of Fraud in DOD
Procurement, Publication LG, DOD 4075.1-H, € 11 -2, at 19 (J une 1987).

4228 U.s.c. € 991(t))(1).
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the courts except in extraordinary cases
~' and sentencing policy statements that the courts are required

to consider in imposing a sentence.'

In essence, the Con1mission's task is torationalize the sentencing phase of the federal criminal
process, through guidelines and policy statements that will form the core of the new federal law of
sentencing. The Commission alreadyhas taken the first step along that path, by promulgating its initial
set of guidelines and policystatements, which cover' most federal offenses but, with the exception of
organizational times for antitrust offenses; apply only toindividiials and are:structured'>arbund the
rmprisomnent.option;..,

For organizations, the basic objectives of sentencing reform are the same, but the essential nature
of the offenders andthe available sanctions are different. Unlike the imprisonment sanction for 
individuals, which was left largely unchanged from prior law, the Sentencing Reform Act made significant
changes in both the nature and authorized levels' of the sentencing options for organizations. Moreover;
because imprisonment is not an option, sentencing guidelines and policy statements for organizations
must be basedupon a different structure than the guidelines for individuals, in order to achieve the
objectives of coherence and consistency in imposing sentences that are appropriate to the organizational
offenders and offenses presented in the federal courts. 

1. The Sentencin Reform Act

The Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, "the first comprehensive sentencing law for the Federal
system,"45 had its roots in several decades of criminal law reform efforts, beginning with the Model
Penal Code and continuing through the work of the Brown Commission. and subsequent Congressional
efforts at comprehensive recoditication ofthe federal criminal laws, as well as sentencing reform and
victims' rights initiatives at both the state and federal levels.46 - By the mid-1970's, the proposals for
sentencing guidelines promulgatedby a permanent federal sentencing commission had evolved essentially
into their ultimate form as a part of the federal criminal law recodification under consideration by the .

Senate.47 However, the full.congress was unable to act oncomprehensive recodification. In the early
1980's, the sentencing reform proposals were renewed as one aspect of "crime control" legislation, and
finally enacted as Chapter II of the "Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984,"48 which was signed into
law by the President on October 12, 1984.

4315 Usc. € 3553(a)(4) & (1>).

4418 U.s.c. s 3553(a)(5).

455. Rep. No. 98-225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 37,(1983) [hereinafter cited as "Senate Report"] .

Because the -Act ultimately was passed as part of apackage of crimecontrol measures that i'tselfwas' 7

incorporated into a even larger piece oflegislation making continuing appropriations, tliereis no
defmitive House report, and therefore the Senate Report is the principal source oflegislative history.

46For a more detailed description of the history of federal sentencing reform, see Chapter 1 of
the Sentencingftiommissign Report on the Initial.Guidelines: > ?.? 

Wi S. 1437, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977); S. 1722, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. (1980); S. 1630,
97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981). All three bills were reported by the Senate Judiciary Committee, and
S. 1437 was passed by the full Senate on January 30, 1978, see 124 Cong. Rec. 1463 (1978).

48Pub. L. No. 98 -473, Title II, 98 Stat. 1976 (1984).
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In addition to sentencing reform, the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 1984 made a number of
important changes in - federal criminal law, affecting bail, criminal forfeitures, justice assistance, victim
compensation programs, the insanity defense, definitions of particular federal crimes, and many other
matters.49 But even by itself, the Sentencing Reform Act is a very significant piece of legislation,
because it charts on entirely new coursefor the federal criminal sentencing system.

The Sentencing Reform Act essentially replaced all previous federal sentencing provisions with an
entirely new and comprehensive statutory structure governing the imposition and execution of criminal
sentences, and creating the Sentencing Commission as a permanent and independent agency toprescribe
the practices and policies to be followed by the courtswithin that structure. For the first time in the
federal system, the Sentencing Reform Act ,established general statutory provisions specifying the
available sentencingoptions, settingrforth the basic principles and purposes of criminal sentencing,
enumerating factors to be consideredby the sentencingjudge, classifying offenses by ai uniform grading
system, governing postsentence. -administration,,andsetting forthstandards, forappellate review;of a

sentence. In addition, although the Act did not change authorized imprisonment levels for federal
offenses, it didmade other substantive changes incriminal sentences,.by.generally raising and
restructuring statutorily authorized fine levels, establishing probation as an independent sentence;
incorporating statutory - authority for restitution, creating the new sentence of notice to victims, and
completely abolishing parole in the federal system. In its authorization of the Sentencing Commission,
the Reform Act established the basic purposes andprinciples of sentencing guidelines and policy
statements, as a well as providing a number of specific requirements and directives for the'commission's
Work.

A full and detailed analysis of the Sentencing Reform Act's provisions is beyond the scope. of this
paper. However, for purposes of considering the Commission's task of creating new sentencing
standards, both generallyiand for organizations in particular, I believe that the reforms sought by the
Act can be summed up by two major themes to be found' in the statute and its legislative history:
(1) determinate sentencing; and (2) a principled law of sentencing. Bpththemes arise' from the
background of the legislation, which was a response to problems of ,uncertainty and inconsistency created
by the pre-existing system of broadly discretionary sentencing in thefederal courts.

Determingtg Sentencing. One major impetus for the Reform Act was 'a growing dissatisfaction with
the results produced by the system of discretionary sentencing that had prevailed in the American
criminal process, at both federal and state levels, for most of this century. At the federal level, the
Congress found that "the unfettered discretion the law confers on [sentencing] judges and parole
authorities" hadcreated both uncertainty as to the actual sentence that an offender would serve and
unwarranted disparities between sentences imposed on similarly situated offenders.50 In part, the
indeterminacy of sentences was built into the system, because "criminal sentencing is based largelyon an
outmoded rehabilitation model,"51 which most artici ants in the sentencing process now agreed was "not
an appropriate basis for sentencingdecisions. The disparity and uncertainty created by the,,55

9
. .

discretionary sentencing system also was thought to be'unfair to bothoffenders and the; public, and to
have undermined the efficacy of the criminal justice system in deterring crime:

49For zt summary of the provisions, see U.S. Department of J ustice,.Handbook on the Comprehensive
Crime Control Act of 1984 and Other Criminal Statgtes Enacted by the Zgth Congress (December 1984).

50Senate Report, at 38-39; see id. at 41-50

 511d. at 38.

52Id. at 40.
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" [T]he existing Federal system lacks the sureness that criminal justice must provide if it is to
retain the confidence of American society and if it is to be an effective deterrent against crime."53

To remedy these defects, the Reform Act sought to replace the broadly discretionary system with a
more determinate, but still flexible, sentencing process. After examining the options and considering the
experience of several states with sentencing reform,54 the Congress chose to implement determinate
sentencing by establishing a permanent and independent Sentencing Commission to promulgate sentencing
guidelines and policy statements thatewould guide judicial sentencingdecisions;and to -abolish tlie
institution of parole at the -federal level;55 Thus, the,new,systern,seeks,to,elirninate..uncertaintyby."
requiring offenders to serve precisely the sentence imposed by the sentencing judge.56 In addition, the
Act seeks to avoid Lmwarranted disparitybydirectivesvthat both the Comrnission's guidelines and the .

judge's sentencing decision consider the interestin "avoiding unwarranted disgaarities amongdefendantswith similar records who have been found guilty of similar criminal conduct." 7

Although these concerns were generated primarily by the sentencing of individuals to imprisonment
and probation, they have more general significance for the Commission's formulation ofguidelines and
policy statements. The point may seem obvious, but itbears emphasis: determinate sentencing requires
determinate rules that specify sentences in terms of a relatively limited number of relatively objective
factors. Furthermore, because virtually all sentences ultimately are measured in some type of
quantitative "unit" (months ofimprisonment or probation, or dollars ofa fine or restitution payment),
determinate sentencing rules ultimately require some type of quantification of sentencing factors in terms
of the punishment "unit."

A Principled Law of Sentencin . A second and more fundamental theme of the Sentencing Reform
Act was the legislative intent to foster the development of a comprehensive, consistent, and detailed
body of federal sentencing law that would replace the discretionary sentencing system. The Congress
attributed much of the uncertainty and disparity of existing practice to the lack of a coherent body of
sentencing law to guide trial courts and provide appellate courts with a basis for meaningful review.58

The Reform Act sought to cure these defects by creating a framework for the development of
federal sentencinglaw, comprising three elements: (1) general statutory statements ofthe purposes and

53I.1. at 49-50

54See id. at 51-58, 60-64. For a recent survey of approaches to sentencing reform, see M.
Tonry, Sentencin Reform Im ~~ (February 1987) (published by the National Institute of J ustice,
U.S. Department of Justice).

55Under the Reform Act, the United States Parole Commission is to be phased out by 1992. In
place of parole, the Act creates the option of "supervised release" following a term of imprisonment,
administered through the probation service of the federal courts. However, unlike parole, supervised
release is a determinate sentence imposed by the sentencingjudge and controlled by guidelines.

56However, an imprisonment sentence is subject to "good time" credits earned under a statutorily
prescribed formula. 18 U.S.C. € 3624(b).

5728 U.s.c. s 991(b)(1)(B); see id. € 9940); 18 U.s.c. s 3553(b)(6).

58~ Senate Report, at 38-41, 49-50. '
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principles of sentencing, and the sentencing options available; (2) the creation ofthe Sentencing59

Commission with broad authority to prescribe more detailed' sentencing policies and
practices for the federal courts;6 and (3) procedural provisions calling for articulation of the bases for

sentencing decisions by trial courts61 and expanded appellate review,of sentences.,
62

The first element of the framework is reflectediprimarily in new sections 3551 and 3553(a) of Title
18, which set forth general sentencing purposes and principles. Section 3551 enumerates the available
sentencing optionsfor individuals and organizations; and states the fundamental principle that

- -

punishments should be designed "to achieve thelpurposes [of senteiicing]363 "Section 3553(a)'sets forth

four basic
puieposes

of criminal sentencing#-just punishment,*deterrence, public protection, and
rehabilitationfi "and directs the sentencing court to Vimpose a sentence sufficient, but- no greater than '

necessary, to comply with [those],purposes,"65* afterconsideri~gfthe nature andcircumstances of the
"offense and the history and characteristics ofthe defendant,"6 the sentencingoptions available; the

Sentencing Commissiotfs applicable guidelines and policy statements, "the need to avoid unwarranted

595~ 18 U.S.C. 55 3551, 3553(a), 3561=3563, 3571-3572, 3581-3584. Assummarized in the'

legislative history:

"
[The bill] contains a comprehensive statement of the Federal law of sentencing. It

outlines in one place the purposes of sentencing, describes in detail the kinds of
sentences that may be imposedto carry out those purposes, and prescribes the factors that
should be considered in determining the kind of sentence to impose in a particular case."

Senate Report, at50.

@~ 28 Usc. 5; 9910)), 994; 18 U.s.c. ss 35530>); 3142,

61see is U.s.c. € 3553(€); Fed. R. cam. P. 32(€).

6218 U.S.C. 5 3742. Underthe Act; boththe Government and thedefendant may appeal a sentence

outside the Commission's guidelines or for error in applying the guidelines.

6315 U.s.c. € 3551(a).

6418 U.S;C. 9 3553(a)(2), which states those purposes as:

"(2) the need for the sentence imposed -

(A) to reflect theseriousness of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to
provide just punishment for the offense;

"(B) to afford adequate deterrence 'tocriminal conduct;

"(C) to protect the publicfrom further crimes of the defendant; and

"(D) to provide the defendant with needed educational or vocational training, medical care,
or other correctional treatment in the most effective manner."

6518 U.s.c. s 3553(a).

6618 U.s.c. € 3553(a)(1).
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sentence disparities," and the need to provide restitution to any victims of the offense."68 These
67

general sections are accompanied by provisions setting forth the availability, basic parameters, and
supplemental sentencing factors for each of

the major sentencing options of imprisomnent,69 probation,
. 70

fmes,71 restitution,72 notice to victims,73 and criminalforfeiture;7 Thus, the statutory provisions now
provide a comprehensive and consistent statement of sentencing options, purposes, and principles.

However, the Reform Act was not - intended to be a detailed coditication of specific sentencing
policies and rules - that > would:dictate -the outcomes'ofeparticular'cases;'congress rejecte'd"the'idea'of'
sentencing reform through specifjcally.legislated,senten,ces,ze and instead.chose-the more flexibleand -a -

evolutionary approach of creating a specialized giidelines drafting agency that wouldlwork in conjunction
with the courts to develop a detailed body of sentencing law.76 The second and third elements of the
Reform Act's framework weredesigned to - achieve this objective.

In constituting the Sentencing Commission as a permanent and independent authority that would
establish sentencing policies and practices for the federal system, the Reform Act recognized that
flexible authority was important to the success of sentencing reform. Thus, in establishing statutory
purposes of sentencing to be observed by the Commission and the courts, the legislation "has deliberately
not shown a preference for one purpose of sentencing over another in the belief that different purposes
may play a greater or lesser roles in sentencing for different types of offenses committed by different
types of defendants . . . and recognizes that a particular purpose of sentencing may play no role in a
particular case. Similarly, the statutory sentencing factors were required to be considered only to

..77

the extent that there were applicable in a particular case,78 and, therefore, in general,79were not

6718 U.s.c. s 3553(a)(6).

6818 U.S.C. € 3553(a)(1).

6918 U.S.C. ss 3581-3584.

7018 U.s.c. as 3561-3563.

7118 U.S.C. ss 3571-3572.

7218 Usc. ss 3556. 3663-3664.

7318U.s.c. ss assam), 3555.

7418 U.s.c. Q 3554.

75See Senate Report, at 60-61.

7~. at 50-52.

"Senate Report, at 77; see also id..at 59-60, 67, 161.

~si; is U.s.c. ss 3551, 3562, 3572, 3ssiii

79The principal exceptions are the legislative recognition "that imprisonmentis not an appropriate
means of promoting correction and rehabilitation." 18 U.S;C. 5 3582(a); ~ 28 U.S.C. € 994(k), and the
requirements that imprisonment guidelines be confined to specific ranges,see 28 U.S.C. € 994(b), and
that all guidelines and policy statements "are entirely neutral as to race, sex, national original, creed
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intended to bind the Commission or the courts to particular sentencing outcomes. Rather, the basic

legislative approach was to grant the Sentencing Commission broad authority to develop and continuously 
refine sentencing policies that would achieve the basic goals of certainty and consistency in meeting the

general purposes of sentencing,80 and "reflect, to the extent ~racticable, advancement in knowledge of
human behavior as it relatesto the criminal justice process." 1

Finally, the Reform Act contemplates the active and"constructiveinvolvement ofthe courts in
developin

~
the new federal law of sentencing. B~requiriirg

thezcourts to applythecommission*s*

 guidelines 2 and consider its policy statements,8 along withother'sentencing factorsin reachinga
reasoned and articulated sentencing decision;84 by permitting "departures" - from the guidelines in

extraordinary cases,85 and by expanding the availability of appellate review,86 the Act seeks to add a

judge-made component to sentencing law, which can guide subsequent sentencing decisions and inform
the Commission'scontinuing refinement of sentencing guidelines and policy statements.87 Given the

and socioeconomic statuspfoffenders," 28 U.S.C. 35 994(d)(11).

8028 U.s.c. s 991(b)(1)(A) & CB).

8128 U.S.C. & 991(b)(1)(C). The legislative history notes that this provision:

""makes clear that the purposes set forth in subsection (b) [of 28 U.S.C. 5 991]

are the goals to be reached by the sentencing process and they cannot be
realistically assured in every case. Subsection (b)(I)(C) is designed to
encourage the constant refinement of sentencing policies and practices as - more is

learned about the effectiveness of different appraoches.

Senate Report, at 161. In this regard, while the "most important purpose of the Commission is the

establishment of sentencing policies and practices, its "secondbasic purpose . . . is to develop

means of measuringthe effectiveness of different sentencing, penal, and correctional practices in
meeting the purposes of sentencing." Id. at 161-162; see 28 U.S.C. 5 991(b)(2).

8218 Usc. s 3553(a)(4) & (1;).

8318 U.s.c. s 3553(a)(5).

8418 U.s.c. €3553(€) & (<1); Fed. R. Grim. P. 32(€).

8518 U.s.c. € 3553(b).

8618 U.S.C. € 3142.

87As the legislative history explains:

"The sentencing guideines system will not remove all of the judge's sentencing
discretion. ,Instead, it will guide the judge in making his decision on the
appropriate sentence. If the judge finds an aggravating or mitigating
circumstance present in the case that was not adequately considered in the

 formulation of the gnideines and that should' result in a sentence different from
that recommendedin the guidelines, the judgemay sentence outside the

guidelines. A sentence that is abovethe guidelines maybe appealed by the
defendant. A sentence that is below theguidelines may be appealed by the .
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1

availability of appellate review for both departures from the guidelines and incorrect applications of the
guidelines, it seems lil<ely'that judicial decisions will make a very significant contribution.

Ultimately,.the Reform Act's framework can be expected to produce a highly developed and detailed
federal lawoflsentencing,comparable -to the remedialbranches - of the civil law, throughthe combined -

,

efforts of the Commission and the courts. We are now in the initial stages ofthat evolutionary process,
and the Commissions basic task is to lay the foundations for an entirely new system. In approaching
that task, the Commission.sh'ould:strive to develop sentencing policies thafare:nbt-i?r1erelyieatiorralizing
in effect, butalso sound in;principlerpractical - in -application, and.conducive.to.the ultimate.goaLof.a
coherent and consistentbody of sentencinglaw. las I willdevelopin Part"il of this- paper, I -believe
that all of these objectives Iareattai;nable--at least for organizational' sentencing, if notrnore generally- l
without necessarily choosing among debatable "philosophies" of criminal punishment. Rather, the keylies
in the conjunction of two simple ideas: (1) remedies (criminal or otherwise) should be formulated to,
carry out the objectives of substantive law; and (2)*the basicobjective of the substantive criminal law is
to prevent the harmful effects of criminalconduct.

2. The Commission and Its Work to Date

The Sentenci%Reform Act established the Sentencing Commission "as an independent commission in
the judicial branch consisting of seven voting members, including a Chairman, appointed by the
President to fixed terms.89 Thepurposes of the Commission are to: (1) "establish sentencing policies
and practices for the Federal criminaljustice system,"90 by -promulgating sentencing guidelines and policy
statements;91 and (2) "develop means for measuring thedegree to which the sentencing, penal, and
correctional practices are effective in meeting the purposes of sentencing.' The Commission is a

-92

permanent establishment of the United States Government, but its members other than the Chairman will

government. The case law thatvis developed from these appeals may, in turn, be
used to further refine the guideines.

Senate Report at 51-52 (footnotes omitted). In addition to the departure situation noted, the
guidelines are likely to generate interpretive case law through appeals by the defendant or the
government based on contentious that the sentence was imposed asa result of an incorrect
application of the sentencing guidelines," 18 U.S.C. $ 3742(a)(2), (6)(2).

8828 U.s.c. s 991(:;).

89In addition, the Commission has two ex officio, non-voting members. "The Attorney General, or
his designee," is alpermanent ex officio member, 28 U.S.C. $}991(a). - Under 5235 of the Sentencing
Reform Act (codified as a note to 18 U;S.C; 5 3551), the Chairman of the United States Parole
Commission, or -hisdesignee, will be an ex -officio memberuntil November"l, *1992. Pubtl;. Not 98=

473, Title II, Ch. H, =5235,98 Stat. 2031, as amended. The Parole Commission itself'will be
abolished as of that date.

9028 Usc. s 991(b)(1).

91The promulgation of guidelines, but not policy statements, isisubject to the "notice-and
comment" rulemaking procedures of 5553.0f the Administrativeprocedure Act. 28 U.S.C. €"994(x).

9228 U.s.c. € 991(b)(2).
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hold full- time positions only through November 1, 1993,93 when the bulk of its -work in establishing
federal sentencing policies and practices is expected to be completed.94 At least three of the members
are required to be federal judges, and no more than four Commissioners may be members of the same
political party.95 The Commission has its own staff, supervised by a Staff Director,96 and:also >is
authorized todraw upon the staff resources of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
and the Federal Judicial Center.97

The initial membersof the Sentencing.commission took office on,october 29, 1985.98
Approximately eleven months later, the Commission published -a preliminarydraft of sentencing
guidelines.99 Following public comment andhearings, the Commission published a revised - draft in
January 1987,100 and promulgated its - initial set -of guidelines and policy statements on April 13, <1987.101

?35€€ 23.1J,5 -9 - €292(G),,whicb,prqsddv;; forifulhtirm:.appointments untiletheexpiration of six
years after the Commission's initial set of guidelines take effect, which occurred on November *1,

1987, and part- time appointments thereafter. The Act does not specify the proportion of time that
part-time Commissioners are expected to devote, but requires that Commission meetings "be held for at
least two weeks in each quarter after the members of the Commission hold parr-time positions," 28
U.S.C. € 993(a).

94..[O ]nce the initial guidelines are established and operating, the responsibilities ofthe
Commission can be discharged by part-time members.!' Senate Report, at 163.

9528 U.s.c. € 991(a).

9628 U.S.C. € 996

97See 28 U.S.C. € 995(b); - The statute further authorizes and directs "each:Federal -agency; . .
to make its services, equipment, personnel, facilities, and information available to the greatest
practicable extent to the Commission in the execution of its functions." 28 U.S.C. Q 995(c).

98The initial voting members of the Commission were: J udge William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman;
Michael K. Block; Judge Stephen G. Breyer; Helen G. Corrothers; J udge George E. MacKinnon; Ilene H.
Nagel; and Paul J . Robinson. Commissioner Robinson resigned in February 1988, and his office remains
vacant at this writing. The ex officio members of the Commission are.Benjamin F. Baer, as Chairman
of the United States Parole Commission,.and Ronald L. Gainer, Associate Deputy Attorney General, as

the Attorney General's designee.

99U.S. Sentencing Commission, Preliminary Draft: Sentencing'Guidelines (September 1986),
reprinted in 51 Fed. Reg. 35,080-35,131 (October 1, 1986:. Part II). The preliminary draft included
a general discussion of possible, approaches to organizational sanctions. Seeid. Chapter 6, Part B,
51 Fed. Reg. ,at 128-30. The general topic of organizational sanctions was omittedfrom subsequent drafts.

100U.S. Sentencing Commission, Revised Draft: Sentencing Guidelines (J anuary 1987), reprinted in
52 Fed. Reg. 3920-88 (February 6, 1987: Part II).

101Thejguidelines were submitted to Congress on April 13, revised by technical, clarifying, and
conforming amendments on May 1, and published in the Federal register, as thus amended, on "May 13,
1987. See Initial Guidelines, supra note 3. The guidelines were followed by the Sentencing
Commission Report on tlielnitial Guidelines, supra note 4, which was submitted to Congress in J une
1987. For a full description of the Commission's activities leading to the promulgation of the
initial guidelines, see id; at 9-11.
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As contemplated by the Reform Act, the initial guidelines remained before the Cong
-ressfor six

months,10 before becoming effective on November 1, 1987.103 At
that time, the guidelines were

republished with revised commentary,104 and distributed to the federal judiciary.1 5

With the one exception offmes for antitrust offenses,106 the Commission's initial set ofguidelines
and policy statements do not cover organizations, and focus exclusively on sentencing for individuals.

The basic structure of the initial guidelines is builtupon the sanction of imprisonment. Offenders'
conduct is evaluated in terms of "offense levels," which, when combined with the offender's "criminal
history category," are translated into months of imprisonment

by; a
two-dimensional "sentencing table"

including 43 offense levels and six criminal history categories.10  Each offense level provides an
approximately 25 percent range of imprisonment that - overlaps with the preceding and succeeding
levels.108 The ranges provided by the sentencing table control guideline sentences to both imprisonment
and probation.109

The initial guidelines' imprisonment ranges were derived primarily from empirical analysis Oftl-ie
factors that affected imprisonment sentences under prior sentencing practice, as supplemented by
selective rationalization based on other sources. including recent federal criminal legislation, the United
States Parole Commission's parole guidelines, and unwarranted inconsistencies appearing in the prior
practice. The guidelines did not purport to adopt a particular "philosophy" of punishment, finding

110

that a pragmatic approach based on the distinctions developed by prior practice went far

1Ozsentencing Reform Act €}235(a)(1)(B)(II)(III). During that period, the General Accounting Office
conducted a study of the guidelines and submitted its report to Congress in September 1987.

103Sentencing Reform Act 5235(a)(1). Subsequent amendments or additions to the sentencing
guidelines may be submitted between the beginning and May 1 of each Congressional session, and will
take effect 180 days after submission, unless "the effective date is enlarged or the giidelines are
disapproved or modified by Act of Congress." 28 U.S.C. @ 994(p). Policy statements may be
promulgated or revised at any time, and need not be submitted to Congress.

10452 Fed. Reg. 44, 674-44, 779 (November 20, 1987; Parr 11).

105U.S. Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual.

106Initial Guidelines 52R1.1.

107In1tial Guidelines at 5.2.

108See Initial Guidelines, at 1.11.

109see Initial Guidelines €€581.1, 5C1.1.

110See Initial Guidelines, at 1.3 - 1.4; Sentencing Commission Report onthe Initial G:uidelines,
at 16-19. The Report includes a thorough description of the Commission's empirical analysis and
detailed comparisons of the guidelines with prior practice and the parole guidelines. See id; chs. 4
& 5 and Appendices B & C.
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toward reconciling academic differences between "just deserts" and "crime control" theories.111 In
the Commissions view, there was "little practical difference in result."112 .

Nonetheless, the initial guidelines wereviewed only as "the first step in an evolutionary'process"113
involving continuing refmement, as the Commission reviews the experience under the existing guidelines
and addresses new areas, including organizational sentencing.114

Although the existing guidelines for individuals provide a useful starting point for examining *

general sentencing factors and distinctions, organizational sentencing requires an entirely different
.

structure for guidelines and policy statements.' The imprisonment#based structure of.the initial guidelines
obviously is inappropriate for organizations, which can not be imprisoned. Rather, the organizational
guidelines must -be oriented toward the sentencing options for" organizations. Furthermore, empirical
analysis of past sentencing practice, thoughgenerally informative, is unlikely to provide a fully
satisfactory basis for organizationalguidelines, because: (1) the sentencing'system's extensive experience
with individual imprisonment has no counterpart in organizational sentencing,which accounts for less

than 1 percent of federalsenktencjng decisions; (2) preliminary analysis indicates that there are few, if
any, factors other than monetary loss that bear a strong relationshipjto organizational Sentences; and (3)
unlike the imprisonment sanction for individuals, the basic legislative authority for the major
organizational sentencing options was changedsubstantially by the Sentencing Reform Act. Given these
factors, the development of organizational sentencingguidelines will require both an analysis of current
practice and a re-examination ofthe available sentencing options and appropriate principles for
organizational sanctions.

3. Organizational Sentencing Options

The Sentencing Reform Act systematized and in some instances modified the available sentencing
options for organizations. For the first time in federal law, the Actgeneralized the distinctionbetween
individualand organizational sanctions, and included several provisionsspecilically addressed to
organizational sentencing.

Traditionally, organizations were punished primarilyby monetary Hnes and secondarily through
,probation in lieu of all or a portion of the authorized fine. Organizations were not subject to a

confinement" sentence analogous to imprisonment for individuals. TheReform Act and its legislative

111See Initial Guidelines, at 1.3-1.4; Sentencing Commission Report on the Initial Guidelines,
at 15-16.

112 "Choosing a single or even a predominant approach was unnecessary because the '

issue is moresymbolic than pragmatic. In practice, the differing philosophies are
generally consistent with the same results. Moreover, few theorists actually
advocate either a pure just deserts or a pure crime-control approach. Crime-

control limited by desert, and desert modified for crime-control considerations, are '

far more commonly advocated. The Commission saw little practical difference in
result between these two hybrid approaches; the debate is to a large extent
academic.

Sentencing Commission Report on the Initial Guidelines, atv16. -

1131.1ma1 Guidelines. at 1.4.

 114Id. at 1.12.
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history evince a thorough re-examination of organizational sentencingoptions, resulting in: (1) rejection
of proposals for an organizational "imprisonment" analog and for a new punitive sanction of "publicity";
(2) reaffirmation of the value of monetary fines as sanctions for organizational crimes; (3) modification '

ofthe bases for imposing organizational probation; and (4) incorporation of the options of criminal
forfeitures, notice to victims, and restitution as components of theoverall sentencing decision.

New section 3551(c) of Title 18 sets forth the five sentencing options for organizations: fines,
probation, forfeiture, notice to victims, and restitution. The legislative history to $3551 records the
Congressional rejection of an organizational equivalent to imprisonment, based on concemsthat the115

application of such a
sanction to legitimate business organizations would be harmful to "the public at

large and the general economy."11 Similar concerns also led to the deletion of a more modest proposal
that organizations could be barred from a line ofbusiness as a condition of probation.117

11571115 sanction had been proposed as part of sentencing reform in 1973, and eliminated in 1977.
The Reform Act's legislative history notes that:

"5.1, as introduced in the 93rd Congress,'provided, as an equivalent to a term of
imprisonment for an individual offender, that an organization could bebarred from its
'right to affect interstate or foreign commerce' for a period ofup to the maximum length
of time that an individual convicted of an offense of the same seriousness could be
sentenced to prison. Because the Committee was concerned that such a provision might too
readily be usedin - an inappropriate case, the provision was deleted in the reported version
of 5.1437 inthe'95th Congress.

Senate Report, at 68 (footnote omitted).

116The legislative history to the 1977 bill, 5.1437, explains the rationale for deleting the
organizational "imprisonment" sanction in favor of proposed authority for barring an organization from a
business as a condition of probation:

"It is not intended that sentences for organizations be more harsh than is necessary to carry
out the purposes of sentencing. It is necessary, however, to be able in effect to put an
organization out Ofbusiness if illegal conduct is its usual way of doing business. On the
other hand, some cases of illegal conduct by organizations will require very serious -

consideration bythe sentencingjudge of the potential economic impact of a sentence on
innocent parties, including che public at large and the general economy.

S. Rep. No. 95 -605 (Part 1), 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 887 (1977).- The Reform Act deleted the option of
debarment as a condition of probation as well, finding that sucha sanction "might encourage
misapplication to the economic detriment of a legitimate enterprise" rather than being confined to "the
rare case in which an organization operates in a generally illegal manner." Senate Report, at 69.

117See note 116, above and pages 30-31, below.i
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The Reform Act's legislative history also rejects a proposed punitive sanction of "publicity"118--for

organizations as well as individuals-- in favor of the more limited and purely compensatory option of
notice to victims, which is authorized by new € 3555 for an offense involving fraud or other
intentionally deceptive practices."119 Even on that basis, the notice sanction is conditioned upon special

presentence procedures and the court's consideration of "the cost involved in giving the notice as it120

relates to the loss caused by the offense,"121 and the total costs imposable on .a defendant are limited

by stature to $20,000.122

The Reform Act essentially carries forwardprior statutory authority for the sanctions of criminal
forfeiture123 and restitution.124 However, the federal policy favoring restitution was strengthened by

118The "publicity" sanction had been proposed by a minority of the Brown Commission, but was
rejected by the majority "as inappropriate with respect either to organizations or to individuals,
despite its possible deterrent effect, since it came too close to the adoption of a policy approving
social ridicule as a sanction." National Commission on Reform ofFederal Criminal Laws, Firial'Regort

 @3007 and Comment (1971). Nonetheless, an expansive "notice" provision authorizing publication of an
organizational offense "to the class ofpersons or the sector of the public affected by the
conviction or financially interested in the subject matter" was included in the proposed Criminal
Code of 1977, 5.1437, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. €2005 (1978). The Reform Act rejected that proposal as

overlybroad and unduly punitive. See Senate Report at 84=85.

11918 U.S.Ct S 3555. The order of notice to victims is intended to "facilitate any private actions
that may be warranted for recovery of losses," and "alert fraud victims to theadvisability of other
action on their part (for example, news of the worthlessness of a phony 'cancer curei may prompt a
victim to visit a doctor in time for proper medical attention)." Senate Report, at 83-84. The legislative
history emphasizes that the notice is to be reasonably limited to its compensatory purpose:

"The Committee does not intend that the section be used to order *corrective advertising' or
to subject a defendant to public derision. Publication should notbe required beyond that -

which is necessary to notifythe victims of defendant's conviction.

Id. at 85.

120~; 18 U.S.C. € 3553(d) (requiring written affidavits and memoranda, an oral hearing, and the
court's statement of "speciticreasons underlying its determinations regarding the nature of such an
order").

12118 U.s.c. €.3555.

122Id.

12318 U.S.C. 5 3554, referring to the criminal forfeiture provisions of the Racketecr
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. 5 1963, and the Comprehensive Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Act of 1970. 21 U.S.C. 5 853.

12418 U.S.C. 5 3556. Restitution traditionally was available in the federal system only as a*

condition ofprobation. See 18 U.S.C. former €3651. However, €5(a) of the Victim and Witness
Protection Act of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-291, 96 Stat. 1248 (October 12, 1982), codified >at18 'U.S.C.
55 3579-3580, had provided independent statutory authority for orders of restitution with respect to
defendants convicted of offenses under Title 18 or under 5902(h); (i), (j), or (n) of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, 49 U.S.C. 5.1472. Those provisions werecarried forward by the Reform Act in ;
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additional Reform Actprovisions directing the courts to consider "the need to provide restitution to
victims" as neral sentencing factorns and to state reasons when full restitution is not ordered at

sentencing, and by the recognition in legislative history that non-statutory restitution remains
. if.?

available as a condition ofprobation "in an appropriate case. ..127

For the traditional organizational sentencing options of fines and probation, the Reform Act and
subsequent amendments made several significant changes. Statutorily authorized fine levels were raised
dramatically. Probation was.established.as. an independent sentence, insteadof an incident of a

"suspended" fine, but the permissible probationary conditions are subject to several new limitations,
includingsome directed specifically at organizationalprobation.

Fines. The legislative reform of statutory fine authorityhas followed a somewhattortuous path,

involvi~~
three separate enactments: the originalReform Act; the Criminal Fine Enforcement Act of

1984,1 . an independent statute covering offensescommitted during the period between J anuary 1,*1985,
and October 31, 1987; and the recent Criminal Finelrnprovements Act of 1987,129 an amendment to the
Reform Act.

The original Sentencing Reform Act made the basic changes of increasing fine levels for both
individuals and organizations, and integrating fines into the overall structure of sentencing reform. The
Reform Act established the first general fine statute in federal law, and authorized fine levels
considerably higher than those generally authorized by current law, . to establish an effective scale

for pecuniary punishment and deterrence that will reflect current economic reaLities."130 As with the
Act generally, the changes in fine authorization were motivated in part by inconsistencies in prior law

18 U.S.C. 55 3663-3664.

12518 U.s.c. € 3553(a)(7).

12618 U.S.C. € 3553( -;).

127In discussing the authorization in 18 U.S.C. 5 3563(b)(3) for making restitution "pursuant to
the provisions of section 3556" a condition of probation, the legislative history states that:

"The court could in an appropriate case order restitution notcovered by paragraph (6)(3)
(and section 3556) under the general provisions of subsection (b)(20). In a case involving
bodily injury, for example, restitution as a condition of probation need not necessarilybe
limited to medical expenses.

Senate Report, at 95-96. Despite theclarity of this statement, the'Justice Department's Criminal
Division apparently, contends that such restitutionwill notbe available under the Reform Act, at
least for non-Title 18 offenses, see Criminal Division, U.S. Department ofJustice, Restitution
Pursuant to the Victim and Witness Protection Act, at 1, 11-13 (May 1987).

 128Pub. L. No. 98-596, 98 Stat. 3134 (October 30, 1984), codilied at 18 U.S.C. former ~ 3621-3624.

1291> ..1;. L. No. 100= 185; 101 star. 1279 (December 11, 1987).

130Senate Report, at 105-106.
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and practice. The legislative history paid special attentionto the central ,role of fines as a sanction131

for white collar crime generally and organizational crime inparticular,132 anclthe Actestablished a

separateand higher schedule offines for organizations.133

As originally enacted, the Reform Act did not adopt a proposal for an alternative fine amount
. based on the gain or loss from an offense,134 and included an aggregate limit on fines for multiple *

offenses ."that arise from a common scheme or plan, and that do not cause separable or distinguishable
kinds of harm or damage," of twice the amount imposable for the most serious offense.135 l- iowever,
shortly after the Reform Act, which deferred the effective date "of theseprovisions until the
implementation of the intialguidelines on November 1, 1987,. Congress enacted a separate piece of fine 
legislation entitled the'criminal Fine Enforcement Act of 1984, which called for general increases in
fine levels comparable to the Reform Act and' also authorized an alternative maximum fine of double the
pecuniary gain or loss caused by an offense, effective for offenses committed on or after January 1,
1985.136* In December 1987, the Congress enacted the Criminal F ines Improvement Actof 1987, which
amended the fine provisions of the Reform Act generally to conform with the Fine Enforcement Act,
with the additional change of repeating the aggregate limit on fines for multiple offenses that had been
contained in both of the earlier Acts.

"The "final result of this series of enactments is very expansive statutory fine authority, particularly
for organizations. Under the Reform -Act as now amended and in effect, the maximum authorized
criminal fme per offense (or well-pleaded count) for organizations is the greatest of: (1) the amount set,
forth in the general organizational fme schedule of 18 U.S.C. 5 3571(c), which is $500,000 for a felony
or a misdemeanor resulting in death and $200,000 for all other non-petty misdemeanors; (2),the amount -

131In addition to noting "
[c]omplaints that current fine levels are insufficient to accomplish

the purposes of sentencing," the legislative history found that:

"Present Federal law also includes large and logically inexplicable disparities in the
levels of fines permitted as criminal sanctions for offenses of essentially similar
natures."

Senate Report, at 104/

132 "It is recognized that fines often represent the only useful sanction against
corporations and other organizations

Senate Report, at 104.

133~ 18 U.S.C. 5 3571(b), generally authorizing organizational fines at twice the level of 
individual fmes. "Penalties for organizations are set at higher levels than those for individuals 
. . in order to take cognizance ofthat fact that a sum of money that is Sufficient to penalize or
deter an individual may not be sufficient to penalize or deter an organization, both because the
organization is likely to have more money available to it and because the sentence for an
organization obivously can not include a term of imprisonment." Senate Report, at 106.

134 See Senate Report, at 106.

13518 U.s.c. former 53572(b).

136
See 18 U.S.C. former €3623. However,.the Enforcement Act contained the same aggregate limit 

on fines for multiple offenses.
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authorized in the underlying statute setting forth the offense; or (3) double the pecuniarygain or loss -

resultingfrom the offense. As under federal law prior to the original Reform Act, there is no aggregate
limit on fmes for multiple offenses.

Probation. The Reform Act made a basic change in the theory of probation as applied to both
individuals and organizations. Under prior law, probation was not a sentence in itself, but merely an
incident of the"suspension" of another sentence, such as a fine or imprisonment.137 The Reform Act
reconstituted probation as an independent sentence, which may be imposed in addition to other

authorized sentences.138 This revision, particularly when coupled with the increased fine levels, has the
potential to be a far more sign1f' rcant change from prioi'pr'actice'for organiza"' "lions thanforiridividuals.

Under prior law, probation generally was held to be a "voluntary' status in the sense that a

defendant could choose to "reject" probation and instead incur the maximum alternative sentence. For
organizations, the only alternative'wasafine, and therefore thepermissible "burden of organizational
probation was thought to be limited bythe amount of the maximum authorized fme.139 The Reform Act
appears to change this result, by substituting general statutory limitations on the duration and
permissible conditions of the independent probation sentenceuo for the practical constraint of the
formertheory. However, whether the practical result willbe differentis unclear at this time, because

 the new statutory"reasonableness' constraints have yet to - be - i.nterpretedor applied, and because - the
Reform Act

is somewhat ambiguous as to whether probation conditions maybe enforced by the contempt
power in addition to revocation and resentencing.1 1 If the contempt power is unavailable, then
organizational probation will continue to be limited in practical effectby the maximum alternative
sentence. Of course, the increased fine levels will increase that practical limit as well.

In addition to these general considerations, the Reform Act contains more specific provisions that
focus organizational probation on relatively narrow objectives. ln connection with their rejection of an
imprisonment" equivalent, the Reform Act's drafters focused very specifically on one type of probation

condition--the business or occupational restrictions set forth in 18 U.S.C. 53563(b)(6) --that is likely to
be the basis for any sort of probation sentence directly affecting an organizations businessoperations.
The legislative history reflects that this provision was changed on last consideration by the Senate Y - -

J udiciary Committee to remove the standard authority for a probation condition "prohibiting an
organization from engaging in a particular business" and to clarify the intent that such a measure was to

13718 U.S.C. former &3651.

13818 U.S.C. 53551(b) & (c); see Senate Report, at 68.

139See generally United States v. Interstate Cigar Co., 801 F.Zd 555 list Cir. 1986). Because
maximum authorized fines generally were viewed as relatively low, this was a more meaningful limitation
on probation than the maximum authorized prison terms for individuals.

140see is U.s.c. €£35620>), 3563(b).

141There is no question of the court's power to enforce probation conditions through the threat
of revocation. See 18 U.S.C. £3565. The ambiguity asto the availability of the contempt power for
probation conditions is created by explicit references in the Reform Act to its availability for the
enforcement of conditions of supervised release, see 18 U.S.C. 53583(e), and in legislative history
to its availability for the enforcement of an order of notice to victims, see Senate Report, at 84.
In my opinion, these references are notsuflicient grounds for holding that a federal court has been
divestcd its general power to secure obedience to "its lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree, or
command," 18 U.S.C. 5401(3).
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be invoked only for "the rare case in which an organization operates in a generally illegal manner."142
In this respect, the provision distinguishes between organizations and individuals. As thus amended,
€3563(b)(6) only permits restrictions for organizations, and the basic intent of the provision was limited 
to preventing a continuationor repetition of illegal activities. "Paragraph (6) is intended to be usedto

preclude the continuation or repetition of illegal activities while avoiding
a bar from employment that

exceeds that neededto achieve that result."14 As its example of a permissible use of a business
restriction, the legislative history puts the case that "an organization convicted of executing a fraudulent
scheme might be directed to operate that part of its business in a manner that was not fraudulent."144
Elsewhere, the legislative history generally emphasizes that " [i ] t is not the intent, of the Committee that
courts manage organizations as part of probation supervision ..145 

 '4. Sentencing Guidelines and Policy Statements for Organizations

Given the ends and means supplied by the Sentencing Reform Act, the basic question is how may
the Sentencing Commission best proceedrwith the task ofdeveloping sensible sentencingguidelines and
policy statements for organizations. At first blush, the Objectives seemformidable:

Sentencing guidelines should be simple, clear, and practical in application, but also sufficiently
sophisticatedjto deal withat least the major Variations incases actually presented bythesystem.

Determinate sentencing requires precision in measuring relevant offenseand offender 
characteristics, which at some level must be translated into essentially quantitative units ofpunishment. -

Consistent sentencing policy providing a suitable foundation for a coherent body of sentencing
law seems to call out for a unifying or at least predominant theory. Yet, the legislation enumerates
multiple "purposes ofpunishment" associated with divergent "philosophies."

The existing guidelines for individuals provide' limited assistance: they are based primarily on
extensive experience with a sanction that is not available for organizations,' as applied to offendersthat
differ fundamentally from organizations.

The sentencing options for organizations "are somewhat limited,'and in some important respects
have been changed by the new legislation.-

Past sentencing experience with organizations also is limited, and preliminarily appears to
provide little structure.

Organizations are complex, as they consist of groups of individuals interrelated in a variety of 
patterns. They havean internal control problem largely unreplicated with individuals.

142Senate Report,at 69. This point was stressed both in the general discussion of sentencing
options, ~ 68-69, and in the specific discussionof 53563(b)(6), id. 96-97.

143Senate Report, at 96-97.

W1d.ar96. r

. 1451.1 at 99.
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On the other side ofthe problem, there are some simplifying features that one can draw from the
basic facts of the federal system: virtually all organizational offenders are business firms; the vast
majority of organizational offenses are property crimes resulting in mostly monetary harms; and monetary
sanctions are available with few restrictions.

Although the complexities outnumber the simplications, I believe that there is asimple solution to
the problem that produces a practical sentencing policy without engendering intractable "philosophical"
disputes. In the remaining Parts of this paper, I will state and discuss an approach to organizational
sentencing drawn from the theory of "optimal" penalties developed in the "law-and-economics" literature.
In doing so, I will claim more for the theory than the "law and economics" writers themselves: that the
theory is consistent with all of the major purposes ofpunishment for organizations; that the theory
effectively solves the problem ofinternal control over the organization's agents; and ultimately, that the
theory does not require an explicitly "economic" perspective at all, but rather proceeds directly from the
fundamental aim of the criminal law to prevent harm, and simply extends that aim to the process of
punishment.

At the practical level, I willdiscuss the application ofthe optimal penalty theory to the problem of
organizational guidelines, and the clear solutions that it offers: determinate guidelines emphasizing
monetarypenalties based directly on the predominantly monetary harms caused by organizational
offenses, which can be identified by relatively simple "loss rules" and increased in proportion to the
difficulty of detecting and punishing offenses;
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II. The Choice of Optimal Penalties

In this Part, I present the basic theory of optimal penalties CSA), and discuss its implications for

the major purposes of criminal punishment. (EB), the aims of the substantive criminal law (SC), and the
* appropriate forms of organizational sanctions (&D). The optimal penalty theory's consistency with the

- traditional purposes of punishment, and its more fundamental congruence with the harm-prevention aim
of the criminal law,'support the choice of optimal penalties as a goal and a structure for organizational
sentencing reform.

The optimal penalty theory is not normative in its basic analysis. Rather, it proceeds from two
"simple, descriptive insights about criminalpunishment: that punishment (1)- is costly as well as
beneficial, and (2) isless than perfectly certain to be imposed. The prescription follows from these
points. The total "cost" of crime (whether measured in dollars orotherwise) is a function of both the .

harms from criminal offenses and the harms resulting from the costs and uncertainty of punishment; and
the "optimal" penalty is one that minimizes this total cost.

These simple ideas have powerful implications for the appropriate means of achieving the purposes
of criminal punishment. My discussion ofpurposes focuses mainly on deterrence, and contrasts the
harm-based optimal penalty theory primarily with a "classical" theory of gainebased deterrence. I
emphasize deterrence both because deterrence is a dominant theme in most discussions of white collar
and organizational crime146 and because the effects of deterrence best illustrate how the social costs of
punishment can outweigh its benefits. Harm-based optimal penalties balance the benefits of deterrence
against its costs, while an alternative theory of gain-based deterrence inevitably tends toward a

'

destructive form of "absolute" deterrence that costs more than it is worth in terms of crime prevention.
Moreover, the favorable results of "optimal" deterrence also are consistent withthe other major purposes
of punishment.

 The consistency ofharm-based optimal penalties with the purposes of punishment exposes the
deeper point that optimal penalties are congruent with the basic aim of the criminal law to prevent
harm. While the conventional "purposes" ofpunishment promote that aim onlyobliquely, optimal
penalties take the more direct approach of simply extending the harm-prevention aim of the substantive
law to the process ofpunishment as well.

Finally, the optimal penalty theory plainly identifies monetary penalties as the preferred form of
sanction for organizational crimes, because monetary penalties are the least costly for the government,
and society at large, to impose on productive business organizations. Organizational offenses cause
predominantly monetary harms, which translate most directly to monetary sanctions, which in turn most
directly affect the incentives ofbusiness firms. Any substntial reliance on directgovernment
intervention into private business activities is likely to harm the economy and produce inconsistent
sentencing results.

A. The Economic Approach

The economic approach to penalties, pioneered by Gary Becker in 1968,147 does not proceed from
any of the traditional "purposes" or "theories" "of punishment. Rather, optimal penalties result from a

description of crime and enforcement as a problem of minimizing total social cost. The major insights

mk Senate Report, at 76: Y' [Deterrence] is particularly important in the area of white
collar crime."

147Becker, Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach, 76 J . Pol. Econ. 169 (1968).
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of the descriptive analysis are: (1) criminal conduct is prohibited mainly because of the "external" harm
or loss that it imposes on persons other than the offender, including both "victims" in the narrow sense

and society at large; (2) enforcement and punishment, as well as crime, are costly to society; and (3)
enforcement and punishment also are uncertain, in the sense that an offender's probability ofpunishment
is less than 100 percent. Given these conditions, the optimal" solution is a broad concept of social 
compensation: the costs of crime and crime control are minimized when offenders are required to
compensate society for the full measure ofharm from offenses, including enforcement expenditures, as

adjusted to reflected the chances that an offender may escape punishment.

Under the simplest version of the economic analysis,148 the penalty at the "Voptimizing" point is a
combination of two major factors: (1) the total social "loss" created by an offense; and (2) the
probability that an offender actually will be penalized, which is sometimes expressed as a "multiple" or
multiplier" representing the chances against detection and conviction. The total penalty equals "loss

divided by the probability or multiplied by the "multiple." In this simple case, the "optimality" of the
penalty is obvious on anaggregate level: total losses from all offenses will be exactly compensated by at

penalty equal to the losses created by detected offensestimes the chances against detection.

Less obviously, but more importantlyfor the imposition of punishment in particular cases, this
penalty formula also is "optimal" at the level of individual offenses. When a potential offender
contemplates a violation, its "expected" penalty should be exactly equal to the amount of social loss
caused by its offense. Where all offenders are certain to be penalized, this optimal penalty simply is
equal to the loss. However, where enforcement is not perfect, an expected penalty equal to the loss
requires an adjustment to reflect the offender's expectation that the penalty may not be imposed, which
is simply the chances against conviction and punishment. In any actual enforcement system, punishment
always will be less than perfectly certain--sometimes only slightly less certain, and other times
significantly less certain. But the "expected" social harm from a particular offense (net ofthe penalty)
always will depend upon both the loss created and the probability that the offender will bedetected and
punished. The aim of the optimal penalty rule is to set that expected net harm at zero.

Thus, the two factors of "loss" and probability (or the "multiple") identify two different dimensions
of social harm from criminal offenses, when considered together with the social response to crime
through enforcement and punishment. Loss alone would represent harm in an imaginary world of perfect
and costless enforcement. The probability or "multiple" represents the additional harm from crime in a

*

real world where enforcement is imperfect and very expensive, and offenders exploit theopportunities
created by society's limited criminal enforcement resources.'

At least in the context of sanctions for offenses by business organizations-if not more generally--

the "economic" approach makes sense as a policy objective on its own terms. All other things being
equal, there appears to be no reason why sentencing policy should not prefer to minimize the total
social costs of crime. But the optimal penalty theory has much broader policy implications for criminal
law and punishment, because it resultsin penalties that not only produce a form of "optimal" deterrence
that is superior to the results of alternative theories, but also are consistent with the non-deterrence
objectives of punishment.

148This version results from three simplifying assumptionsthat appear to berealistic for
organizational offenders; (1) loss and penaltiescan be expressed in equivalent "units," usually
monetary; (2) offenders are "risk neutral"; and (3) there are very few or no erroneous conyictions.
These assumptionsare examined anddiscussed in.part Ill, below. 
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B. , The Purposes ofcriminal Punishment

In this section, I discuss the implications of optimal penalties for the traditional "purposes" Of

criminal punishment, considered under the headings of: (1) deterrence; (2) proportionality; (3) public
protection and rehabilitation; and (4) compensation to victims.149 The results are striking. Optimal
penalties essentially solvemost. of the problems of more conventional theories, fundamentallybecause
they balance the costs and benefits of punishment in a manner that promotes the general harm
prevention aims of the criminal law.

I. Deterrencelso

In considering the deterrent effect ofharm-based optimal penalties, I think it is useful to contrast
an alternative theory of gain -based deterrence that I call "classical" deterrence, which focuses on
denying potential offendersany expectation of gain from criminal conduct.151 In the context of
organizational sanctions, deterrence as a goal andthe profit motive as a mechanism initially seems
attractive, onjthe rationale that removing any prospect of gain islikelyto eliminate,,orvery
significantly reduce, the vast majorityof organizational offenses that are motivated by financial gain.

However, this "classical" deterrence, theory ultimately fails to produce a satisfactory system of
organizational penalties. The gain measurealone is inadequate for a reliably deterrent effect,primarily
because the organization must" spend money on controllingits agents in order to avoid an offense. But
the "classical" deterrence theory provides no basis for determining the required adjustments; and
indicates only that higher penalties achieve more deterrence, without recognizing that deterrence has
costs as well as benefits. Because the theory never indicates how much more deterrence is - necessary or
appropriate, "classical" deterrence tends toward very large penalties and the social costs associated with
"absolute" deterrence: the "overdeterrence" of the offense itself as well as lawful activities related to
the offense; and the lack of "marginal deterrence, which gives offendersthe incentive to "choose less ,

serious offenses. The underlying problem is that "deterrence" alone, unconstrained by its costs, is not
an adequate basis for a penalty system.

149These topics roughly correspond to the Sentencing Reform Act's statutory purposes of
punishment,18 U.S;C. & 3553(a)(2), withthe addition of restitutionto victims, which also is a
major aim of the reformed federal criminal sentencing system, ge 18 U.S.C. $5 3553(a)(7) & cc),
3556, 3663-3664. For an excellent sumary of the traditional purposes of criminal punishment,
explaining variations in terminology, see 1 W. LaFave & A. Scott, Substantive Criminal Law 51.5(a),
at 31-36 (1986).

1501 do not sharply distinguish between' "general" deterrence (covering potential offenders as a
whole) and "specific" deterrence (covering - specific past offenders), although thediscussion here
emphasizes the "general" problem. In my mind, the basic principles of general and specific
deterrence are essentially the same. Accord, F. Zimring & G. Hawkins, Deterrence 70-74 (1973)
(discussing deterrence terminology). "However, "specific" deterrence isreconsidered below in the
discussion of "public protection" arid rehabilitation. See Paragraph 3.

151Althoughi do not attribute "classical" deterrence to any particular writer, but simply
present it as the conventional view, the idea extends back at least to Bentham's writings on
punishment and deterrence, which he called "prevention." See J . Bentham. An Introduction to the
Principles of Morals and Ijegislation'165€74 (1789) (H.L.A. Hart & J . H. Burns eds. 1982). Bentham's
"first rule" ofpunishments was that: "The evil of the punishment must be made to exceed the
advantage of the offence." J. Bentham, The Theory ofLegislation 325 (1802) (C. K; Ogden ed. 1931).
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In contrast, the harm-based "economic" penalties produce "optimal" deterrence by providing
potential offenders with measured incentives to bear the costs of complying with the law.t.hat correspond
with the amount of social harm associated with the particular offense in question. The result is not
only a simpler theory that requires no indeterminate "adjustments," but also one that avoids the pitfalls

-

of overdeterrence and lack of marginal deterrence by scaling the penalty more precisely to the harm
involved.152

21. "Classical" Deterrence based on Gain

.A natural inclination is to think- of organizational sanctions in terms of simple or "classical"
deterrence. By my defmition, "classical" deterrence focuses on the offender's behavior and its
motivation, and asks what penaltyis sufficient to deter a potential offender from committing the
offense. Where offenses are economically motivated, deterrence should be achieved by depriving the
offender of any expectation of gain.153 Thus, like the "economic" approach, the "classical" deterrence
theory also makes use of the concept of "expected" results, by multipbdng the gain from the offense
times the same "multiple" representing the chances against detection and conviction,154 plus a small
"premium" to assure that the offender is not merely indifferent, in computing thetotal penalty.155

However. it soon becomes apparent that this simple form of gain-based deterrence requires' some
adjustment, because it omits cost factors that must affect the efficacy of a deterrence policy, especially
for organizations. But the theory of "classical" deterrence is insufficient to specify the magnitude of

1521 discuss here only in passing anothersystem of "deterrent" penalties based on wealth, income,
or organizational "size," because very little analysis is required to conclude that such a system achieves
neither rational deterrence nor any other legitimate objective of a punishment system. A wealth=based
system capriciously overdeters and underdeters offenses by giving the less wealthy incentives to commit
more harmful offenses, and vice-versa. Nor is there any necessary correlation between a person's wealth
and the harmfulness of the offense committed. Wealth-based penalties also fail to seek or achieve
compensation to victims, and I doubt that the ex ante wealth status of a person can affect that person's'
[just deserts" for conduct (~ Para.2, below),.even if a person's wealth status could -be considered moreor less "blameworthy," which itself would require a considerable departure from the basic values of the
legal system in this cotmtry. Moreover, as applied to business firms, the idea of "wealth" or size-based
penalties presents a number of further difficulties addressed below. ge note 160 and SD, below.

1530f course, Bentham generalized this idea to cover all types of utility, which he called
"pleasures." In explaning the rule that "the punishment must not be less in any case than what is
sufficient to outweigh the profit ofthe offence," he stated that:

"By the profit of an offence, is to be understood, not merely the pecuniary profit, but the pleasure
or advantage, of whatever kind it - bc, which amanereaps, or expects to reap, fromthe gratilication
of the desire which prompted him to engage in the offence.

Principles of Morals and Le islation, supra note 151, at 166 & note c.

154Unlike the economic approach, the "multiple" in "classical" deterrence is not based on any
idea of compensation, but serves only to assure that the offender has no expected gain, which is the
only objective of"classical" deterrence.

155Bentham also recognized the concept of the multiple. His "second rule" was: "The more
deficient in - certainty a punishment is, the severer it should be Theory' of Legislation, supra note 
151. at 325.
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the required adjustments. As a result, while the simple focus on gains fairly clearlyprovides
underdeterrence," the necessary adjustments inevitably lead to "overdeterrence

"

The Deficiencies of a Simple Gain-Bgsgd Penalty. Anexamination of "classical" detcrrence's simple

gain-based penalty rule identifies several deficiencies that pose the threat of insufficient deterrence.
However, the "classical" deterrence theory provides no principle for making measured adjustments, and
therefore leads to indeterminately large penalties.

First, and most importantly, setting the offender's gain equal to zeroor slightly less willnot deter

where the costs of avoidingthe commission of an offense are substantial as the are likel to be in the

organizational context, given the control problems inherent in organizational structures. In order for/ y
136

an organization to avoid liability, the organization -must expend resources on "policing" its Own agents.

For a penaltysystem to deter,.the penalty must give the organization an incentive to ensure compliance.
Therefore, thepenaltyjnust l:Ee,raised,beyond simply gain times the'"multiple," but the "classical"
deterrence theory does not tellnshow much, and avoidance costs are likely to vary widely with the

particular situation., Proxiesfor avoidance costs==such,as the size or structure of the organization, or

thecomplexity of the substantive law involved--are unlikely to operate precisely and will complicate the

penalty rule considerably. Hence, thetemptation is:to raise the penalty to fit the highest avoidance
cost situation, in order to "make sure"that deterrence works.

Second, the efficacyof "classical" deterrence may appear to be very sensitive to anunderstatement
of the."true" multiple, i.e., the chances against detection and conviction. If the multiple could be
underestimated by the rulemaker, miscalculated by potential offenders, or manipulated by offenders'
attempts to "beat the odds" by concealment, then "classical" deterrence may result in no deterrence or
very little deterrence, because all or most potential offenders could still perceive the prospect of some
gain. Here again, the temptation is to raise the penalty still more, by choosing a higher multiple in
order to adjust for imperfect information on the part of both the rulemaker and the potential offender.
But the theory again fails to indicate how far the multiple should beeraised, and the tendency again is
to "make sure" that the multiple is high enough to deter in the worst case.

Third, and compounding the first two problems,the "classical" deterrence theory says nothing about

the costs and benefits of raising orlowering penalties; except that higher penalties will produce more
deterrence and lower penalties will produce less. Consequently, "classical" deterrence, which begins from
the premise of modest penalties based on criminal gain, ultimately leads to indeterminate and virtually
unlimitedpenalties, because higher penalties always mean more deterrence.

The Tendency Toward Destructive "Overdeterrence." The adjustments; for the deficiencies ofa
simple gain-based rule make simple "classical" deterrence evolve toward "total" or "absolute" deterrence,
and reveal a more fundamental flaw in the rationale of "classical" deterrence: the theory does not tell
us when more deterrenceis worth its cost. More deterrence isnot always better, and will be worse
when the conduct deterred is less harmful than the effects of deterrence itself. Excessive deterrence
can become destructive overdeterrence" in at leastfour ways: (1) requiring wasteful compliance costs;
(2) "deterring" lawful and beneficial conduct that becomes increasingly remote from the criminalconduct
as thepenalty level increases or the liability rule becomes less certain; (3) "overdeterring" the criminal
conduct itself in the exceptional case where society actually will benefit if the offense takes place; and

156Federal criminal law reinforces this effect, by holding most business organizations (except
labor unions) strictly liable for offenses committed by any employee or agent, without any showing of
involvement or culpability on the part of a high managerial agent of the organization. See & A.2 of

Part I. above.
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(4) destroying "marginal" or incremental" deterrence against more serious offenses, by specifythe same
high penalties for all offenses.

While the concept of"overdeterrence" may strike some people as a strange and exotic idea, I
believe that we can find many examples from everydaylife notcto speak of international relations
where fear of untoward consequences through miscalculation or mischaracterization may inhibit otherwise
desirable conduct. The higher the possible consequences, the greater the fear until, at some point, the
inhibition will be unjustified. The basic point is that,,while crime is harmful, not all criminal conduct is
infinitely harmful. Therefore, attaching infinite penalties at some stage imposes costs that are greater
than the harm sought to be prevented, which is not consistent with the aims of thecriminal law.

I will illustrate this point by posing two hypothetical cases]57 in which criminal conduct can be
"overdeterred," inthe sense that, at some penalty level, the punishment costs society more than the
crime" itself.,

Case 1: Speeding.158 The destructive effects of overdeterrence are dramatically illustrated by the
hypothetical case of a man who exceeds the speed limit while rushing his wife to the hospital, in order
to save her life. In a system that seeks (or inevitably tends toward) "absolute" deterrence, the only
penalty adequate to deter that offense is death, and even that penalty may not be enough, if the man
values his wife's life more than his own. Buttliat penalty plainly "overdeters" the offense, in the:sense
ofboth compliance costs and net social loss. If the man complies, he (and society) loses his wife's life;
if he violates, the penalty costs society his life; in either event, "deterrence" costs society more than
the harm of simple speeding.159 Furthermore, if the penalty for all speeding isdeath, in order to "make
sure" that deterrence works at the extremes of avoidance costs, then even non-speederswill incur
avoidance costs--by driving very slowly, or not at all-- in order to "make sure" that they do not
accidentally speed, or are not erroneously charged and convicted. The result is a loss of social benefits 
from perfectly lawful and useful conduct. Finally, such a penalty also destroys "marginal" deterrence, in
that the man speeding his wife to the hospital has every incentive not merely to speed but drive
recklessly, or even to murder a policeman who pulls him over, because neither act will increase the
penalty.

Changing "absolute" deterrence back - into a variable gain-based deterrence does not cure the *

overdeterrence" problem of theman speedinghis -wLfe to the hospital, and -producesa bizarre form of
underdeterrence in a second case of a man who speeds in order to -save five minutes on the way to his
office. The first man's gain-based penalty is still death--because he "gained" a life through unlawful
conduct--but the second man's penaltyrfor the same violation is only the "gain" of live extra minutesof
working time, which presumably is less than the dangercreated byhis speeding. Thus, gain-based -

penalties simultaneously may produce both too much and too little deterrence.

157In both examples, the "multiple" is disregardedby assuming a 100 percent probability of
detection and conviction.

15871115 example was suggested by the discussion in R. Posner, Economic Analysis of Law 57.2, at
207 (3d ed. 1986).

1591 put asidepherethe substantive defense of "necessity" (lesser of evils), which infact,
might not be available, if the man "unreasonably" believed that his wife was in extremis, or that she 
could be saved by thedoctors atthe -hospital..see 1W. -La Fave - & Ag, Scott,,substantive.criminaliLaw .

€5.4(d) (1986); 2 P. Robinson, Criminal Law Defenses.5,5 124, 184(1984). However, the existence of
the defense illustrates the tcnsionbetween a "total deterrence" tendency in - punishment and the
principles of substantive criminal law. I generalize thispoint in 5-C,,bclow.
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Case 2: Vacuum Cleaner Performance Claims. Lest the speeding example be viewed as overdrawn

or inapplicable to "corporate crime," I offer a second hypothetical that is not far removed from some of

the corporate offenses that actually are prosecuted. Suppose that the appropriate administrative agency
has acted to remedy deceptive practices in the vacuum cleaner industry, by requiring marketing claims of
vacuum cleaner power to be accompanied by disclosure in terms of wattage, and prohibiting representions
solely in terms of horsepower--a common industry practice--as "misleading" to consumers. Violations of
either provision, as well as deliberate misstatements in any form, are punishable as criminal fraud.

Assume further that the agency is correct, in that sales based on horsepower claims on average will
result in a loss to consumers of'10 percent of their purchase price, of 'whichhalf accrues to the seller
as gain, and the other 5 percentrepresents the costs to consumers of adjustingtheir cleaning routine
for underpowered vacuum cleaners.

In recognition of the fact tliata simple gainiliased penalty will underdeter, the penalty for asingle

violation has been set at 25 percent of an offending corporation's annual sales, in order to "make sure"
that violations are deferred. 60 The resulting costsof compliance and avoidance can be enonnously
wasteful, because the vacuum cleaner industry now has been given the incentive to invest up to 20
percent of its sales volume (the 25 percent penaltyless the 5 percent gain) in assuring that all of its
salesmen refer to wattage and that none use the forbidden horsepower. If the industrys profit margin

is only 15 percent, and if it costs more than that to eradicate all (not only most) violations, then there
will be no vacuum cleaners at all, with the resulting lossto consumers of 90 percent of the value of
even "fraudulently" sold vacuum cleaners.

Even if average compliance costs can be kept below the industry's profit margin,avoidance efforts
are likely to inhibit lawful and beneficial activities, including the provision of information to consumers.
The vacuum cleaner companies' policing of salesmen will be more effective with simple rules that seek to
avoid violationsby sweeping more broadly than the legal prohibition. Because so much isat stake--a

single violation could destroy an entire year's profits--the companies want to "make sure" that no
violations take place. Some companies may prohibit salesmen from making any oral claims of power
ratings, or even discontinue the use of salesmen entirely. Thus, in order to be "sure" that they avoid

liability for fraud, the companies are likely to cutback also on communications useful to consumers.

If, as is likely, firms within the vacuum cleaner industrydiffer in their comparative cost
advantages, the disruptions of "absolute" deterrence will be even more harmful. Take two competing

firms, A and B. Ais relatively more efficient in marketing, while B is the lower-cost manufacturing"

firm, but both firms had equivalent total costs, and equivalent profit margins of 15 percent, prior to the

wattage-horsepower regulation. A is able to achieve perfect compliance by spending an additional 10

percent of its sales volume, but B would have to spend an additional 20 percent. Eradicating

"horsepower claims by sales personnel is difficult--because consumers do respond favorably to such

claims--and B may have higher compliance costs because it employs more experienced sales personnel
who are accustomed to speaking in horsepower, or a more decentralized marketing system with less

direct supervision than A. Moreover, the cost of eachadditional increment of compliance is likely to
rise dramatically: suppose that B can eliminate 90 percent of violations for an expenditure of only

160While the point of the example is made with any "absolute" deterrence penalty level, the
percentage of sales penalty also illustrates the capricious effects of an income-based or- wealth-based

penalty cg, note' 152, above). If compliance involves any economy or diseconomy of scale, a wealth or

income-based penalty arbitrarily favors larger or smaller firms. Suppose that compliance involves a
substantial "fixed" component (say, hiring a lawyer who is an expert on vacuum cleaner regulation). In
that case, large firms will have a compliance cost advantage. Alternatively, if compliance involves a

control problem, whichbecomes more difficult with larger numbers of people, then smaller firms will
have a compliance cost advantage. Neither result serves a rational sentencing policy.
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5 percent of sales, and must spend an additional increment of 15 percent to achieve the last 10 percent
of compliance. "Absolute" deterrence thus presents B with the Hobson's choice of either leaving the
business immediately (because 100 percent compliancewouldwipe out all profits), or spending only the 5
percent and eventually being lined out of the business when one of the 10 percent of unavoided
violations is prosecuted. However, society plainly wants B to remain in business, becausethe loss to
consumers from B's 10 percent of"fraudulent" sales (1 percent of B's total sales) is far less than the
resources that wouldbe expended (15 percent of B's total sales) to avoid those violations.

Finally, "absolute" deterrence ofhorsepower violations also destroys marginal deterrence; Because
violations of the horsepower-wattage regulation are subject to the same penalty as deliberate
misstatements, the vacuum cleaner firms have no incentive tospend more on preventing their salesmen
from lying to consumers. If B has some salesmen that cannot effectively be retrained to avoid
horsepower claims, it might as well encourage those salesmen to make other false claims, because doing
so will not increase B's exposure.

While less dramatic, the vacuum cleaner example has all of the same features as the speeding
example. In both instances, "absolute" deterrence costs society more than it is worth, by encouraging
wasteful investment in compliance and avoidance, discouraging useful and lawful activity, failing to allow
for the occasional violation creatinga net social benefit, and destroying the incentive for potential
violators to choose the less harmful offense. All of these effects flow from "classical" deterrence's
fundamental failure to recognize any limit on the value of deterrence, which results inevitably in
excessive penalties.

The Need for a Focus gn Harm. - "Classical" deterrence ultimately is unsatisfactory because it does
not account for whywe want to deter in the first place, which fundamentally is not to prevent
offenders from reaping profits from their offenses, but rather is to avoid the social harms from those
offenses. In its simplest form, "classical" deterrence is likely to "underdeter" because it fails to
recognize the costs of compliance and is very sensitive to imperfect information about the odds of
detection and conviction. But if adjusted to account for those shortcomings, "classical" deterrence
evolves toward destructive overdeterrence, because the size of the adjustments is indeterminate and the
tendency always is toward higher penalties in order to achieve "enough" deterrence, while the theory
never recognizes how much is "enough," or too much. The obvious solution is to base deterrence on
harm rather than gain, which is preciselythe result achievedfby optimal penalties.

b. "Optimal" Deterrence, based on Harm

Unlike "classical" deterrence, optimal penalties do not proceed from an explicitly "deterrent"
premise. Instead, they are derived from the broader objective of minimizing the total social costs of
both crime and law enforcement. Consequently, the harm-based approach neither seeks nor results in
"absolute" deterrence, but rather produces an "optimal" deterrence of offenses than are unjustitied by
the harm they cause. In those occasional instances where the gain from an offense exceeds its harm to
society, or when compliance costs are extremely high, optimal penalties will not deter, although they will
punish the offenders in proportion to the harm. But in the vast majority of cases where harm exceeds
gain and compliance costs, optimal penalties will deter more powerfully than simple "classical" deterrence
based on gain. Thus, optimal penalties solve the "underdeterrence" problem of simple "classical"
deterrence, without creating the dangers of Overdeterrgjice.

Inits basic form, the harm-based approach yields a penalty rule that sets the penalty equal to the
social loss from theoffense ltimes thesame "multiple" of chancesagainst conviction used by > "clsssical"
deterrence. While the resulting optimalpenalty rule thus appears similar to the "classical" 'detefrence
rule, the replacement of offender's gain by social loss makes a great deal of difference. The optimal
penalty rule also achieves deterrence by forcing potential offenders to consider the social loss
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internalized" throughthe penalty. When social loss is converted to expected harm'by the "multipl€,'
the potential offender faces an expected penalty precisely equal to the harmful potential of its offense

As compared with "classical" deterrence, optimal penalties: (1) solve the underdeterrence problem
of an organization's avoidance costs; (2) are less sensitive to the problem of underdeterrence through
mistakes in assessing the probability of conviction; and (3) eliminate the need for adjustments that tend
toward overdeterrence.

Optimal deterrence solves "classical" deterrence's problem of adjusting for offense-avoidance costs,
by providing potential offenders with the appropriate incentive to avoid offenses; If the cost Of
avoiding the offense (plus "gain," if any) is greater than the social loss resulting from the "offense, then
societyjs better offif theoffense takes place. Stronger deterrence would "cost" society more than it
was worth in terms of- net harm. On the other hand, in the vast majority of instances where loss
exceeds gain, the difference between them is "precisely the amount that organiutions should be
encouraged to invest in avoiding offenses.

Optimal deterrence also is lesssensitive than "classical" deterrence to an underestimate -of the
multiple. While a relativelysmall understatementof the multiple is likely to produce little or no
"classical" deterrence, it will result only in a proportionately sub-optimal penalty.161. While an
overstatement ofthe multiplemay overdeter under both theories, the main point.is that optimalpenalties
create less temptation to raise the multiple only to "makesure" that there is at least some deterrence,
and no tendency toincrease penalties to account for compliance costs.

More generally, optimal penalties are far less likelyvthan "classical" deterrence to produce
overdeterrence, becausethe interest of "deterrence" alone doesnot drive the penalty rule, or determine
the penalty level. Instead, optimal penalties are determined only.by the size of the loss from 'the
offense and the probability of detection and conviction. There is no need to raise penalties in orderto
"assure" deterrence, "Optimal".deterrence results automatically from apenaltybased on accurate
estimates of loss and probability.

Optimal penalties also do.not threaten marginaldeterrence, becausethey are scaled to the loss and
probabilitydeterminants of social harm. The optimal penalty necessarily is proportional to the harm
from the offense. Where two offenses produce different degrees ofharm, an optimal penalty system will
assign the lower penaltyto the. less harmful offense, andthereby provide an incentive for the offender
to choose the less over the more harmful offense.

 The advantages of optimal deterrence are illustrated by reconsidering the two examplesof speeding
and vacuum cleaner regulation from "the preceding discussion of "classieal".deterrence's tendency toward
overdeterrence.

161A numericalexample helps to illustrate this point. A hypothetical offense produces $1,000
in gain and $1,500 in social loss for each offender anduoffense. The rulemakers erroneouslyhave set
the multiple at 4 whereas in fact the probability of detection and conviction 1520 percent, and
therefore the "true" multiple.is 5. Under the rulemakers' multiple, the "classical" deterrence fine
is $4,000 and theharm -basediline is $6,000. Applying the "true" multiple, expected fines are$800
and $1,200, respectively. Inthis situation, 'classical" deterrence totally fails, because each
offender retains an expected gain of $200, and therefore all commit the offense. Twenty percent are
convicted and fined, resultingin a net social loss of$?00 per offense.  Under harm-based penalties,
there is no social loss, because offenders are still deterred, unless compliance costs exceed >$200.
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ln the speeding example, optimal penalties will not deter life-saving speeding to the hospital, and
will more effectively deter minor time-saving speeding, because both potential violations are weighed
against the same standard of harm. Furthermore, even while not deterring life-saving speeding, optimal
penalties preserve the marginal deterrent against reckless driving, or murdering the arresting oflicer, by
progressively increasing the penalty in response to the greater harms of the more serious offenses. And
in all instances, optimal penalties encourage precautions against speeding that are proportional' to its
harm, without encroaching upon lawful and beneficial uses of automobile transportation.

Similarly, optimal (leterrence is both more effective and more measured in the vacuum cleaner
example. The loss-based optimal penalty will encourage the vacuum cleaner industry to invest only the
optimal" amount in preventing offenses, instead of making wasteful compliance expenditures that produce

less benefit to consumers than alternative investments (such as product improvement), or imposing over-

inclusive restrictions on their agents, thereby inhibiting lawful sales practices that are helpful to
consumers. At the same time, the optimal penalty would serve as amtore powerful deterrent to more
serious offenses, by punishing deliberate misstatements more severely; Where some firms have relatively
higher compliance costs-- firm B in the example€-optimal penalties would encourage compliance
expenditures only up to the point where additional investment no longer avoided equal or greater losses
from offenses. Thus, firm B will spend the 5 percent to achieve 90 percent compliance, and pay the
additional 1 percent loss as fines. Society is better off allowing B to stay in business and commit the
remaining 10 percentofviolations, because there is a net social cost of only 6 percent of B's sales,
rather than the 20 percent necessary to achieve "total" deterrence.

The superiority of optimal deterrence over "classical" deterrence derives from the focus of optimal'
deterrence on harm rather than gain. The harm-based optimal penalties will produce both a stronger
and more proportional deterrence in the usual case where loss exceeds gain. In the rare case where
gain plus avoidance costs exceeds - loss, optimal penalties do not deter, because to dolso would result in
a net loss to society. However, optimal penalties will still punish in proportion to harm. Furthermore,
optimal penalties are less prone to instability--particularly in the form of overdeterrence-- than is
"classical" deterrence, because optimal penalties are determined by the same basic factor that explains
the existence of the offense itself: the social harm caused by the offense.

2. Proportionality

Deterrence sometimes is said to conllict with, or be limited by, a second purpose of 'just
punishment" or "moral desert," which requires proportionality between the punishment and the severity of
an offense.162 While "classical" deterrence might be faulted on this ground, optimal penalties are
not subject to the same criticism. To the contrary, optimal penalties are not merely consistent with
proportionality, but actually reconcile the two purposes by extending the basic concept of proportionality
to a more general analysis that considers the total harm caused by offenses.

There is some variation in bothterminology and ultimate rationalefor- what VI call "proportionality.
Traditionally,. this purpose was associated with "vengeance" or "retribution." In more recent incarnations,
the emphasis has shifted to the distribution of punishments on the basis of "just desert," within a system
generallyjustilied by considerations of both "reprobation" (essentially, "blaming") and crime-control.163

162Sce J. Andenaes, Punishment and Deterrence, ch. V (1974).

163The more recent "just deserts" concept is strongly associated with -the writingsrof Andrew von
Hirsch. See A. von Hirsch, Doing Justice: The Choice of Punishments (1976) and*past or Future
Crimes (1985); see also G. Fletcher, Rethinkin Criminal Law (1978), especially the Preface, at xix-

xxiii and €56.3, 6.6, & 6.7
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The Sentencing Reform Act uses an inclusive "just punishment" formulation: "toreflect the seriousness
of the offense, to promote respect for the law, and to provide just punishment for the offense,"164
which is explained as "another way of saying that the sentence should reflect the gravity of the
defendant's conduct."165 I usethe term "proportionality" here as a shorthand for the core principle,
underlying all of these concepts; that penalties should reflect the severity of the criminal conduct.

The perceived "conflict" between deterrence and proportionality arises from the idea that
deterrence-based "penalties are determined solely by their deterrent effect on persons other thanthe
offender. Hence, the philosohical objection is that the individuals punished are being treated merely as
means" to some other objective rather than moral "ends" in themselves.166 Of course. this is no

objection to organizational penalties as organizations are not moral "ends," but simply instruments for
the achievement of other objectives.. However, more fundamentally, the objection does not apply to167

optimal" deterrence-- as distinguished from other theories of deterrence based on gain or wealth--

 because optimal penalities are derivedfrom the same harm-based rationale as proportionality. Optimal
penaltiessimply require an offender to bear the burden of the total harm to others caused by the
offense, precisely as desiredby proportionality. There is no, "conflict" between proportionality and
optimal penalties. In fact, optimal penalties actuallyimprove upon and extend conventional theories of'
proportionality, with a more inclusive analysis ofthe harm causedby criminal offenses. '

Conventional statements of the proportionality theory168'embody three central concepts: (1) choice
(in thesense of the offender's culpability); (2) blameworthiness of criminal conduct; and (3)
proportionality of individual punishments to each other and to the underlying severity of the offense.
An offender who has chosen to engage in blameworthy conduct is "deserving" of a penalty commensurate
with the severity of the offense, viewed absolutely ("cardinal proportionality"), relatively to other
offenses ("ordinal proportionality"), and in comparison with other instances of the same or equivalent
offense ("parity"). Severity or "seriousness," which seems to be about the same thing as

For an interesting discussion placing "old" and "new" retribution in context, see H.L.A. Hart,
Punishment and Res Onsibility, ch. I and ch. IX, Part Two (1968). A more summary analysis is
provided by 1 W. LaFave & A. Scott, Substantive Criminal Law 51.5(a)(6), at 35-36 (1986).

16418 Usc. € 3553(a)(2)(A);

165Senate Report, at 75.

Responsibility 22-23 (1968), but I pass the point, for my purpose here is to show that the objection
has no application to optimal penalties.

167See Part I, pages 4, 6-7, above.

 168'My description is drawn primarily from Chapters 3-8 of A.von Hirsch, Past or Future Crimes
(1985). I refrain here from a full critique of the "deserts" or similartheories, as my main objective 
is to demonstate the*consistency of optimal penalties with the rationale of proportionality. However, I
note in passing thatthe "deserts" theory, as stated by von Hirsch, articulates little or no concern with
the present problemof organizational sentencing. "Deserts" analysis seems preoccupied with the problem
of rationing imprisonment, which is not a sentencing option for organizations.
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"blameworthiness," is measured by two major components: "harm," which refers to the injury or risk of
injury from the offense; and culpability, which refers to the offender's choice and state of mind.

Thus considered, the concept ofproportionality is perfectly consistent with optimal penalties, which
actually solve some of the conventional theory's problems with measuring both the relative and absolute
severity of offenses.

Like conventional "proportionality," optimal penalties proportion the level of punishment to the
harmfulnessof the offense. The optimal penalty rulefs "loss" factor plainlyiis analogousto the-
proportionality theory's "harm," as they both refer to injury or risk of injury from the offense. To'
some extent, "loss" includes culpability as well, because an offender's state of mind often will determine
the risk of injury caused by the offense. One of the basic functions of the doctrine of mens rea in the
criminal law is to separate levels of harmful effect, and, particularly in the case of the inchoate
offenses and prophylactic prohibitions, to distinguish criminal from non-criminal conduct.169

The optimal penalty rule's second major factor of probability of detection and conviction is less
obviouslybut equally strongly related to concepts of proportionality. The role of the probability or
"multiple" in the optimal penalty rule is not to reflect "the large number of persons who commit this 
crime and . . . the aggregate economic injury done."170 To the contrary, the probability is independent
of whether there are ten or ten million similar offenses. Rather, the probability ormultiple feflects a
second dimension of harm thatis directly related to the offender's culpability. By choosing an offense
with a lower probability of detection, ortaking actions to reduce the probability ofpunishment *(~ .,

concealment, obstruction), the offender multiplies the offense's potential for unredressed harm to society,
and for that reason the conduct is more blameworthy and deserving of a higher penalty. The criminal
law traditionally has recognized the additional danger to society inhering in conduct that impedes the 
detection and punishment of the guilty, both by separate punishment for such offenses as obstructionof
justice, perjury, and misprision of felony, and by enhanced punishment of crimes involving an element of
planning, organization, secrecy, or concealment, such as conspiracy, burglary, or first-degree murder.

In addition to being consistent with proportionalityprinciples, the optimal penalty rule actually
solves some of the vagueness of conventional proportionality requirements, by scaling all penalties to the
actual amount ofharm involved. The conventional theory resorts to such devices as relative rankings of
offense severities, and rough "anchoring" of the relative scale, because it lacks a precise scale of
severity. Optimal penalties provide that scale, through an inclusive measure of social harm.

Ultimately, the optimal penalty theory identifies and rectifies the same basic deficiency in
conventional proportionality as existedin "classical" deterrence, and at the same time unifies those
purposes into a more general theory of punishment. Traditional statements ofboth cleterrence and
proportionality fail systematically to balance the costs and benefits of punishment. "Classical""deterrence
fails to recognize any limit to the value of more deterrence. Conventional proportionality begins to
recognize that the value of punishment is constrained by reference to criminalharm, but'fails'to ,produce
adeterminate system for assessing harms, and stops short of explicit recgonition that a full
consideration of harm should include the costs and uncertainties of punishment. Optimal penalties solve

MM 1 W. La Fave & A. Scott, Substantive Criminal Law 5 3.4(e),at 302 (1986); R. Posner,
Economic Analysis of Law, €5 7.4, at 218-19 (3d ed. 1986).

170A. von Hirsch, supra note 168, at 65. This idea is another formof the same fallacy that
"deterrent" punishments necessarily are driven by their effects on persons other than the offender. See
notes 166-167 and accompanying text, above.
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both problems, by refining the concept ofproportionaltiy and balancing the costs and benefits of
deterrence,' thereby removing any "conflict" between those two purposes ofpunishment.

3. . Public Protection and Rehabilitation

I consider the two purposes of "public protection" and rehabilitation together, as they both seem to
be species of the same basic idea that focusing special attention on convicted offenders, or particular
categories of convictecloffenders such as recidivists, will promote the general goal of crime control.
Both purposes traditionally have focused primarily on individual offenders, andappear to have played a

very limited role in organizational sentencing. The optimal penalty theoryboth explains that fact and
demonstrates why that result is sound sentencing policyfor organizations.

"Public protection" takes in -the traditional ideas of "specific deterrence" of the offender as well as

"incapacitation"oftheoffender ,frorn,committingfuture crimes.171 "Rehabilitation," also known as

reformation" or "correction " is the idea that offenders can be turned awayfrom criminal propensities '

by correctional,"treatmentfifz, Aspsuch, bothpurposes ,areaspects of thesame basic "crime control"
aim also served by general deterrence, and differ primarilyin the means employed to reach that
objective: "general" deterrence addresses the threat of punishment to potential offenders at large;
specific" deterrence particularizes that threat in the minds of offenders who have undergone

punishment; rehabilitationseeks to prevent crime by reforming offenders; and incapacitation seeks to
interdict future offenses by restraining past offenders wlioare likely to repeat. Deterrence,
rehabilitation, and incapacitation rely respectively on threat, treatment, and restraint as alternative
means of controlling crime.

Given their basic premises, it is easy to see why rehabilitation and "public protection," in the sense
of incapacitation, neither have nor should play a key role in organizational sentencing. Both purposes
are addressed to the individual personality, and more specifically to the "criminal" personality, which is
less responsiveto the threat of punishment than the normal person. Rehabilitation asserts that criminal'
propensities can be "cured" through enlightened "treatment," while incapacitation simply accepts that
some personalities need to be restrained in order to prevent future crimes. N either purpose translates
successfully to the organizational contexf, because organizations do not have a -human "personality," and
because the interventionist methods implied by both purposes are likely to be, ineffective and destructive
in the organizational setting.173

171As stated.by the Sentencing Reform Act, this purpose is "to protect the public from further
crimes of the defendant," 18 U.S.C. S 3553(a)(2)(C), and the emphasis was on restraining repeated
serious offenders:

"This is particularly important for those offenders whose criminal histories show
repeated serious violations of the law."

Senate Report, at 76.

172'The*sentencing Reformevinces a skepticism of the rehabilitative function, at least in the
,context of imprisonment. ~ 18 U.S.C; 5 3582(a); 28 U.S.C. 5 994(k); Senate Report, at 38, 76-77, 119.
Rehabilitation had been a central model of the prior criminal sentencing system that had led to the
uncertainties and unfairness that the Congress sought to eliminate Mth a deterrninate' sentencing system
based on guidelines. See Senate Report, at 38-39.

1731 develop this point further in - SD, below.
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Nonetheless, the optimal penalty theory also integrates public protection and rehabilitation as

corollaries to "optimal" deterrence, in a manner that explains the narrow role that they should play in
organizational sentencing. The basicmechanism of optimal deterrence is to force an organization to
internalize" the harms that wouldbe caused by an offense. When the potential penalty is presented in

monetary form, it directly translates into the monetary incentives that drive business behavior. Most,
business organizations will be responsive to those incentives, as their survival and success depends on
that factor. However, when organizations are unresponsive, optimal monetary penalties automatically will
produce the "rehabilitation" or "incapacitation" of the organization. Even where an organization is not
deterretlbyoptimalpenalties, itis.punished,in,proportionto the harm causedby its.offense.,.if.the. 
organization remains unresponsive to optimal monetary penalties, it will in short order be penalized into
insolvency.174 At that point, the bankruptcy system will step in either to "rehabilitate" the organization
through reorganization, or "incapacitate" the organizationthrough liquidation. In either event, optimal
penalties will have resulted in the appropriate amount of rehabilitation and public protection, by
restructuring or completely disabling organizations that produce more harm than value to society,
without any direct intervention by the criminal courts into private business activities.

4. Compensation to Victims

In recent years, restitution to victims
has become an increasingly significant feature of the federalcriminal system. The Victim and Witness Protection Act of 198217 established restitution to victimsas

the norm for most federal offenses, and the Reform Act instructs courts to consider "the need to
provide restitution to any victims of the offense"176 as a sentencing factor in all cases. Thus, the
federal criminal sentencing system now embodies a strong compensatory element. Optimal penalties are
consistent with the compensatory objective, and indeed are based explicitly on the even broader
compensatory rationale of requiring offenders to compensate for the total social costs of crime. The
interest in compensation to victims is included within the broader, objective of social compensation. 

C. TheAims of the CriminalLaw

In the preceding section, I discussed the implications of the optimal penalty theory for the
traditional purposes of Criminal punishment, and found that optimal penalties not only promoted each of
those purposes separately, but also reconciled the several purposes into a more general theory of
punishment based on the total harm caused by criminal offenses. That result in turn leads to a deeper
point: that the superior results produced by the optimal penalty theory are attributable to its
congruence with the fundamental aim of the criminal law to prevent harm.

174'fhis does notexclude a role for criminal history characteristics in determining optimal penalties
for repeat offenders. Where an organization has been shown to be unresponsive to generally optimal
penalties, there is an argument for raising that organization's effective penalty, through closer
surveillance or an increased penalty amount.

175Pub. L. No. 97-291, 5 5(a), 96 Stat. 1248 (October 12, 1982), codified at 18 U.S.C. former ~
3579 -3580. These provisions were carried forwardinthe SentencingReformeact, 18 U.S.C. €5 3663-

3664, and restitution was added as a general sentencingoption for most offenses, see 18 U.S.C. €€.3551,
3556.

17618 U.s.c. s 3553(a)(7).
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Criminal law authorities are in f~leneral agreement that
" [t]he broad aim of- the criminal law is, of

course, to prevent harm to society."1 > The Model Penal Code states. as the firstpurpose and''m}ljor'
goal" of the substantive criminal law, "to forbid and prevent conduct that unjustitiably and inexcusably
intlicts or threatens substantial harm to individualbr public interests."1?8 And Jefome Hall states thats

"Harm, in sum, is the fulcrum between criminal conduct and the punitive sanction."179

Hall's comment suggests an even more fundamental principle of law: that the remedy should follow
the substantive right.180 In criminal law, the basic substantive right is society'si right to be free of the
harmful effects of criminal conduct; the remedy provided to vindicate that right is criminal punishment.
Traditional theories of punishment seek to promote the fundamental aim ofharm prevention,but they do
so only indirectly and without recognition that remedies have costs as well as benefits. The optimal
penalty theory produces superior results becauseit bases the penalty directly on the underlying reason
for crimina1izingcertain conduct--to prevent or at least redress the harmful effects of such conduct, on
the victim and the rest of society--andrecognizes the practical constraintirnposed bycostlyand
uncertain enforcement.

Thus, the choice of optimal penalties rests on more than simply an "economic" approach to crime.
To speak of "optimal" penalties or an "economic" approach is merely a matter of convenient terminology.
One couldentirely reject "optimizing" as an objective and economic analysis as a method, and still reach
the same choice of a harm-based penalty system that recognized the potential harmsand uncertainties of
the remedy itself. Given the congruence between harm-based penalties and the harm -based rationale for
defining conduct as criminal, it seems difficult to reach any other choice without impairing the
fundamental aim of the criminal law.

D. The Forms of Organizational Sanctions

The optimal penalty theory also has important implications for the appropriate forms of
organizational sanctions, and strongly supports a preference for monetarypenalties over the alternative
of direct intervention into business activities through organizational probation.

Thesuperiority of monetary penalties for organizations is attributable to four major factors: (I)'
the responsiveness ofbusiness firms to monetary incentives; (2) more precise scaling ofpenalties to
harms; (3) lower government expenditures; and (4) less social harmfrom the imposition of the penalty.

First, business firms--the vastly predominant type of organizational offender in the federal
system181-<are likely to be responsive to the incentives created by monetary penalities, and unresponsive
to any other form of sanction. In this respect, organizations differ from individuals, who in certain
contexts may be highly responsive to imprisonment oi- lesser restraints on their liberty, and less directly

177l.W.LaFave & A. Scott, Substantivecriminal Law 51.2(e), at 14 (1986).

1-'8Model Penal Code 51.02(1)(a)(1985); "The majorgoal is to forbid and prevent conductthat
threatens substantial harm . . ;

" Id., Explanatory Note, at 3.

1?9J . Hall, General Principles of Criminal Law 213 (Zd ed; 1960).

NM D. Dobbs, Law of Remedies 51.2, at 3-4(1973); "The remedy is merely the means of
carrying into effect a substantiveprinciple or policy. Accordingly it isa first principle that the remedy
should be selected and measured to match that policy." ~ . at 3.

181See 5 A.I of Part I, above.
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responsive to monetary sanctions because of attitudes toward risk that deviate from risk neutrality.182
Organizations, however, have no interest in "liberty" as such, except insofar as it affects their ability to
make money, and are likely to be risk neutral.183 The federal courts implicitly have recognized the

distinctive resi~onsiveness
of organizations, by traditionally favoring monetary fines over probation by a

wide margin. 4 Moreover, ignoring this factor by applying non-monetary sanctions willnot change the
underlying facts, but only cover up their effect on the efficacy of the penalty system. No matter what
form the penalty takes, its ultimate impact on the organization is likely to be evaluated in monetary or
economic terms--by investors, competitors, and others--because fmancial results are the only purpose of
the organization andthe only measure.ofits...performance in the marketplace. - The - differeneeis-th-at -the 
non-monetary penalty, viewed from the perspective of sentencing policy, is indeterminate and
unpredictable in its impact.

Second, whereas monetary penalties are capable of being scaled fairly precisely to the
predominantly monetary harms caused by organizational offenses,185 non-monetary penalties lack a
comparable scale. The result is yet another source ofindeterminacy in sentencing caused by non-
monetary penalties. There simply is no established basis for determining how much or what kind of
governmental intervention into organizational operations is "enough," or "too much." Consequently, the
use of non-monetary penalties inevitably tends toward amodel of "absolute" deterrence, in which the aim .

is to prevent any and all offenses at any cost. The result is even worse than "absolute" deterrence by
monetary penalties,186 because non-monetary penalties would be administered under the direction of
government agents, who lack the cost-minimizing incentives andexpertise ofthe organization's own
agents. Moreover, the costs created by non-monetary penalties are likely to more a function of the size
or structure ofthe organization than the harm caused by the offense. As the scope of the organization
increases, so will the costs--public, private, and social--of seeking to eradicate all offenses. For larger
or more diversified organizations, these costs could affect broad sectors of the economy, to the ultimate
detriment of consumers and the public in general. Because they lack any definite scale against the
harmful effects of offenses, non-nonetary sanctions have the inexorable tendency toward an
indeterminate penalty system that does more harm than good.

Third, monetary sanctions are less expensive and burdensome for the courts to impose, and, unlike
the non -monetary alternative, actually produce revenue to the government that can be redistributed to
victims who have not obtained compensation by other means. There appears to be general agreement
across a broad spectrum of views on the criminal justice system that monetary penalties are "far less
costly to the public" than non-monetary alternatives.187

182For a discussion ofthe effect of these factors on optimal penalties, see R. Cooter & T. Ulen,
Law and Economics ch. 12, $5 II & III (1988).

183The risk neutrality assumption for organizations is further examined in & D.2 of Part III,
below.

184See SA.4 of Part I. above.

*185See 5 A.3 of I'art I. abovelw

186~ S 8.1, above.

18?S. Hillsman, B. Mahoney, G. Cole, & B, Auchter, Fines as Criminal Sanctions 1 (September 1987)
(National Institute of J ustice: Research in'Brief).'
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Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the application of non-monetary sanctions to business

organizations strikes at the very heart of the competitive process that fuels our national economy, by
substituting centralized administration for the decentralized incentive system that has prevailed in this
country for the past 200 years and has produced the outstanding results that we all enjoy today. In
essence, non-monetary sanctions are a form of direct governmental regulation that displaces the
incentive system. Worse yet, they are a system of regulation without specific legislative mandate,
administrative e ertise, or clear jurisdictional boundaries, and they employ an approach of government
standard-setting~~s that is likely tone inappropriate and ineffectual in dealingwith the problemof
organizational crime. The basic "market failure" involved in organizational offenses is the creation of
"externalities" in the form ofharm toothers. The application of standards to such a situation creates a

regulatory "mismatch," and the more appropriate response is to create an incentive system that seeks to
internalize" the costs,189 which is precisely the aim of optimal monetary penalties.

Given these advantagesofmonetary penalties, any substantialuse of non=monetary sanctions would

require a persuasive showing that the non-monetary form has some advantage, eithergenerally or'for
particular situations. However,.the literaturearguingforexpanded- use ofcorporate probation190 fails to
identify any such advantage, and generally rests upon two erroneous obj ections to the efficacy of
organizational fines: (1) thatthe impact of a fmeis "passed through" to "innocent" parties, such as

consumers, creditors, or employees; and (2) that the impact of a fine somehow is diverted from its
intended effect bythe corporate "technocracy." Both objections are answered dcfinitivelyby the optimal
penalty theory.

The "pass
-through" objection ignoresthebasic point of optimal penalties as well as elementary

economics. 91 The aim of the penalty is to force productive activity to bear the costs of external
harms. While fines based on some other theory might indeed cause unwarranted disruptions, optimal
penalties do not. If the imposition of the penalty causes prices to rise or employment to decrease, then
that result implies that the prior position of consumers or employees rested uponftlie infliction of

188See generallystone, The Place of Enterprise Liability in the Control of Corporate Conduct,
90 Yale L. J . 1(1980), which sets out a taxonomy of "standards" to "constrict managerial autonomy
. . . by prescribing the means by which the harm is to be avoided," id. at 36.

189See S. Breyer, Regulationiand Its'Reform, chs. 10 & 14 (1982). In discussing the case of
externalities ("spillovers") caused byenvironmental pollution, Judge Breyer states that:

greater reliance should be placed upon less restrictive regimes as a meansfor
dealing with spiHover problems. The classical approach to the spillover problem--

standard setting-£is difficult to administer, can cause serious anticompetitive harm,
and ofttirnes freezes existing technology.

id. at 261. He further notes that precise evaluations ofthe external harms are less important than the
dynamics of the incentive system itself. See id. at 271. However, optimal monetary penalties are likely
to provide a very good measure of the harms from organizational offenses, which are predominantly monetary.

190An excellent summary of this literature is provided by an internal Sentencing Commission
staff memorandum by Sylvia Voreas. See S. Voreas, "Philosophical Approaches to Organizational
Sanctions," at 2-3, 7>28 (April 28, 1988) (on file with the U.S. Sentencing Commission).

191The points discussedhere are fully and ably developed in an internal Sentencing Commission
staffimemorandum by David >Anderson. See D.Anderson, "Criminal Corporate -Liability and the 'Pass

Through' Problem' (J une 6, 1988) (on file with the U.S. Sentencing Commission).
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uncompensated criminal harm to others. Even though the consumers and employees may not have been
involved in the offense, they can hardlyjustify a continuation of positions based entirely on criminality.
To the extent that their prior positions were not based on the creation of criminal harm to others,
there will be no "pass through" to them, except perhaps in the exceptional case of a regulated public
utility, and then only if permitted by the regulatory agency. Outside of that context, firms will not
raise prices, even if they have monopoly power, because to do so would cause a loss of profits.
Similarly, firms will not discharge productive employees or shut down productive plants, because that
also will reduce profits. In other words, the "pass through" problem can exist only if one believes that
a firm, having received a criminal fine, will then proceed to shoot itself in the foot by impairing its
own abilityto pay the line and generate future profits.

The second objection to monetary penalties simply identifies the internal organizational control
problem that is solved by optimal penalties. The advocates ofprobation argue thatmodern corporations
have become bureaucracies in which their agents often have different incentives from the firm, and then
conclude that the appropriate response is for the government to step in and restructure corporate
operations in order to alleviate the "bureaucratic" incentives. The problem is fairly identified, but the
interventionist solution is wrong, becauseit neverspecities how much intervention is appropriate or why
the government is in a better position than thefirm to provide the solution.

Theio~tinial penaltytheory
both specifies the amount of resources that should be devoted to internal control,1 Zand recognizes that
the firm is in the superior position' to deploy those resources in the most efficient manner. Spending
more than the "optimal" amount of resources on control increases the amount 'ofharm from
organizational crime, by making control more harmful than the crime itself. Moreover, there is no
possibility that the government is in a superior position to exercise direct control over organizational
agents than the organization itself. If the organization has difficulty in controlling its own agents
because of"bureaucracy," then there is no reason to believe that adding another layer ofgovernmental
bureaucracy has any potential for solving that problem, although it has a great deal of potential for
wasting society's resources and retarding economic progress by destroying the incentives that otherwise
would remain.

192Qeg €5 B.l, above.
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III. Developing an Optimal Penaltypolicy

In this Part, I move from the theory to the practice of optimal penalties, by first describing in
more detail the derivation of the optimal penalty rule and its underlyingassumptions CSA), and

considering its implications for Sentencing Commission policy (58). Ithen discuss some "general problems

of evaluating the rule's two major constituents--social loss and probability ofpuriisliment (Sci -rand

conclude by considering some possible rellnements to the rule lSD), and its limitations as a practical

sentencing policy (&E).

Until
reaching the sub~ect

of limitations, I focus almost exclusively on monetary penalties, for the
reasons discussed in Part II. 93 My general conclusion is that monetary penalties in optimalamounts
proxdde a practical basis for organizational sentencing policy. The simple penalty rule, of loss times a
multiple, without refinements, is generally adequate for criminal sentencing policy, provided that there is
an adjustment for collateral civil penalties or damages. The two factors of loss and probability present
some problems of measurement, but can be estimated for most organizational offenses.

However, optimal monetary penalties' encounter two potential limitations, where (1) losses cannotbe
expressed in monetary terms, or (2) offenders are unable to paythe amount of an optimal monetary
penalty. Neither problem appears to affect a significant percentage of organizational offenses in the
federal system, although we do not as yet have detailed tig1res. In any event, the existence of these
limitations in at least some cases indicates the need to consider whether the less preferable alternative
of non-monetary sanctions--which might stillbe oriented toward the optimal penalty objective--is
worthwhile in the limiting cases.

A.  Derivation of the Optimal Penalty Rule

As I noted in Part Il.A, the optimal penalty rule derivesfrom a more generalized analysis ofthe
social costs of crime and enforcement. The standard approach defines an inclusive social "loss function"'
of offenses, and then seeks to "optimize" that function with respect to factors within the control of
government policy.

While there is some variation in the level of refinement. the basic model considers total "social
 cost" from an offense as a function of (1) losses to victims and society generally, plus (2) the costs of

detection, prosecution, and punishment of the offender, and the social loss associated with those

activities, less gt) offenders' gains, and (4) the penalty, reduced to "expected" value by the probability
of conviction.1 Three assumptions, all of which appear to be realistic in the context of organizational
sanctions, simplifythe analysis considerably: (1) the form of penalty is monetary, which imposes no
"social loss" in its imposition beyond the costs of detecting and convicting offenders;195 (2) all other
gains, costs, and losses can be expressed in money; and (3) potential offenders are "risk-neutral,"

193See 5 D of Part II, above.

1941 take my "basic" model from the Becker article of 1968. Some of the refinements are
discussed in OD, below.

195This assumption implies both that the imposition of monetary penalties causes no efficiency
loss and that no (or very few) non-offenders are erroneously convicted; The question of erroneous
convictions is re-examined in SD, below;
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meaning that they view the potential penalty as precisely equal to its expected value.196 Under those
assumptions, the optimal monetary penalty reduces to the simple form of loss divided by probability, and
optimal deterrence" is achieved by deterring all offenses where the offender's gain plus avoidance costs

are less than the "expected" penalty, which is exactly equal to loss.

To me, the most striking feature of the basic analysis is that the form of the optimal penalty rule
is largely independent of the inclusiveness of the particular "loss function." In effect, "loss" is 21 more
general concept that essentially includes all losses (net ofgains) to everyone other than the offender.
"Optimality" is achieved whenever those losses are presented to a potential offender in the form of the
expected" penalty, to be balanced against the offender's expected gain.

B. The Sentencing Commission's Perspective

In its basic form, the "optimality" analysis presents two "policy"'determi.n'ants tobe selected
simultaneously: (1) the size ofthe penalty; and (2) the probabilityof conviction, which is largely
determined by enforcement expenditures and priorities. At that level of generality, the choices become
problematical, because the analysis suggests that the government can "buy' a great deal of prevention
cheaply, by selecting a very high penalty and a very low probability. But at the resulting very high
penalty levels, some of the otherwise minor retlnements and limitations become importantfoffenders may
no longer be assumed to be risk neutral; the costs of occasional error increase dramatically;
proportionality begins to be compromised; and more offenders are unable to pay,thereby requiring more
frequent consideration of non -monetary penalties.

Fortunately, however, the Sentencing Commission does not face those complex choices, because the
Commission has no authority over the enforcement expenditures and priorities that largely determine the
basic probability of punishment. The*commission's only role is to select the penalty, and it must take
the probability as given. The Commission's policy decision is simply whether to recognize that level of
enforcement commitment by seeking to set the corresponding "optimal" multiple, or not.

Once optimal penalties are chosen as an objective, the basic tasks in setting penalties are to select
rules identifying the appropriate measures of social loss, and estimate the multiples implied by current
enforcement,*both of which are addressed in the next section. "The result of those twofactors is the
"total" penalty for the criminal con'duct,'representing compensation to both direct victims and fhe rest of
society. Therefore, under the logic ofthe optimal penalty rule, allother "penalties" (including
compensatory civil damages) must be offset. Otherwise, offenders would be overpenalized, and the
parallel criminal, civil, and administrative enforcement systems themselves would produce a net social
loss.

The "total penalty" result of the optimal penalty rule has two implications in the context of
organizational sanctions.197 First, the "total" penalty would include sanctions against both the
organization and participating individuals associated with the organization. Second, any penalties,
damages, or disabilities imposed for the same conduct by the civil and administrative systems (federal
and state), as well as any state criminal prosecution, also should be deducted from both individual and

196'Faken together, these three assumptions make it unnecessary to consider a non-monetary "utility
function" applicable to gains and losses, or to consider "elasticities" of responses to differing levels of
penalties and probabilities, or differing forms ofpenalties. The most sensitive assumption is "risk
neutrality," which-is re-examined in SD,*below. Nori=m<snetafy'losses and penalties are 'discussedin SE.

1971 put aside here the problem- of allocation among multiple independent defendants, which also
would have to beaddressed in sentencing guidelines.
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organizational criminal penalties imposed by the federal courts. Some possible approaches to establishing
rules of coordination in order to assure the appropriate total penalty are discussed in Part IV.198

C. Determining Loss and Probability.

The two basic components of the "total" optimal penalty are loss and the probability orilmultiple.
Both' components appear to present some difficulties of measurement. In the case of loss, the problems
lie in identifying the proper elements ,of loss and formulating administrable "loss rules" of measurement.
For the probability or "multiple,"the primary problem is empirical estimation of the existing multiples.

1. Loss

Asa general definition, "social loss" under the optimal penalty rule includes all;losses or injuries
suffered by everyone other than the offender. While the principle is clearenough in broad theory, the
existing literature devotes little or no attention - to identifying and measuring the components of "loss,
either generally or for specific offenses.199 Nonetheless,i believe that the basic "loss".concept; with
some further development and interpretation in specific contexts, can be applied practicably to the
formulation of an organizational sentencing structure.

The "social loss? concept seeks to identifylosses to all "victims" of an offense considering victims
to include not only direct "victims" in the conventional legal sense, but also thegovernment and society
in general. Thus, "loss" comprises three basic elements:

(1) losses to direct "victims," as wouldbe recognized in civil damages suits or traditional criminal
restitution:

(2) enforcement costs to the government of detecting, convicting, and penalizing the offender; and

(3) more general "social" losses, such as a loss in marketefliciency.

The first two elements of the general "loss" formula are fairly easy to identify andquantify. The
third element is more difficult. However, for essentially "economic" offenses, that element alsoyields to
applied economic analysis, because such offenses are prohibited precisely for their adverse economic
consequences. For example, horizontal price-fixing is prohibitedbecause it undermines the economic

efficiency created by competitive markets, and thereby causes both losses to "direct";victims (buyers who
were overcharged), 00 and a "deadweight" loss of market ,efficiency, which represents the lost value to
indirect" victims--the potentialbuyers who did notbuy because of the price increase. Those two

factors, plus the government's enforcement costs, represent the total "social loss" from price-fixing.

198lees B of Part IV, below.

199The major exception is Landes, Optimal Sanctions for Antitmst Violations, 50 U.'Chi. L. Rev.
652 (1983).

200Ullderthe optimal penalty rule, even pure "transfer payments" are considered as "loss," in
order to produce accurate comparisons by offenders of their private gain with social loss; See
Landes, Optimal Sanctions forAntitrust Violations, 50 Il, Chi. L.. Rev. 652, 654-55 (1983). This same
result holds whether the "overcharge" itself is viewed as entirely a,"transfer payment;" wholly a

social loss;'or some of both. Id. at 665-66;
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Similarly, the optimal penalty structure should be able to identify the total "social loss" from most
other organizational offenses by looking to the interests invaded by particular offenses and applying
economic analysis. "Antitrust, fraud, taxation, and other economic or property offenses represent 75% of
all corporate prosecutions in the federal courts. The remaining prosecutions are primarily for regulatory
violations involving health, safety, and environmental matters, and even those matters do not appear to
present insuperable problems in identifying the interests involved. Rather, the limiting problem is
monetization," i.e., deriving monetary equivalents for the losses identified. Of course, the civil system

deals with the "monetizing" problem every day in applying damages rules for non-monetary injuries,
which, together with further analysis, can produce acceptable rules of monetary loss even for the
regulatory offenses. Where the "monetizing" problem cannot be solved, it may limit the use of monetary
penalties (see SE, below).

In addition to identifying the interests involved and monetizing their values, there are at least two
other general issues involved in measuring "loss" under theoptima1 monetary penalty rule: (1) defining
the boundaries of the "offense," in terms of both conduct and causation; and (2) deciding whether to use
intended or actual consequences in determining "loss." Resolving the first issue will require either
general or particularized standards for determining when activities and results will be "counted" for
purposes of "loss" computation, and handling overlapping offenses. The second issue arises primarily in
the context of the "inchoate" offenses (attempt, conspiracy, and solicitation), but may also be presented
by completed offenses where losses are either greater or less than "intended." A similar problem of
measurement arises for offenses (such as health or safety offenses) where the "loss" or "injury" may be
simply a risk (or increased risk) of injury rather than actual injury, which may not have occurred. In
that situation, the "loss" is not zero, but rather the incremental expected loss created by the offense

2. Probabilit

The second major component of the optimal penalty rule is the probability that the offender will be
detected, convicted, and punished, usually stated as a "multiple" of the chances against an offender being
punished. The theory of the "multiple" is clear: it is designed, when applied to "loss," to present the
actual or potential offender with an "expected" penalty equalto the loss from the offense. The
problems of setting penalty multiples instead derive primarily from the difficulty of obtaining empirical
estimates of existing probabilities.

While the multiple may vary somewhat with characteristics of a particular offense and offender, the
starting point is an "average multiple representing the inherent difficulty of detecting and convicting
persons who commit the type of offense involved. An approximation of this average multiple would be
total convictions divided by total offenses, with a correction for erroneous convictions that in practice
is likely to be so small as to be neglectible. - However, for "white collar" crimes, as distinguished from
"street crimes,"201 there are no general estimates of total incidence. Therefore, the development of
organizational sentencing policy will require estimates of average multiples, probably by a combination of
three approaches: (1) estimates'by enforcement agencies; (2) statistical modeling; and (3) qualitative
analysis of offenses in terms of detectibility.

Enforcement Azenc Estimates. In some cases, enforcement agencies will be in a position to
provide estimates of total incidence or probabilities, sometimes by looking to a proxy such as lost tax
revenue. The J ustice Departments Antitrust Division previously provided the Commission withthe

201The J ustice Department's "National Crime Survey" seeks to estimate the total incidence and
reporting rates for some of the FBi's "index crimes," which, when combined with the Uniform Crime
Reports' data on clearance rates and official court statistics, could be used to estimate multiples for
offenses such as assault and theft.
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estimate that only 1 in 10 antitrust offenders is detected and convicted.202 More recently, the Justice
Department's Criminal Division provided estimates of the probability ofdetection and conviction for
various types of fraud offenses by organizations, based on a survey of prosecutors and investigators.
Those estimates indicate multiples in the general range of2.4 to 4.5 for most fraud offenses. The
Internal Revenue Service estimates total tax revenue deficiencies, which could be compared with amounts
involved in tax convictions to estimate the average multiple. The IRS'S approach might be generalized
to other types of crime occurring within a system with measured inputs or outputs, such as

embezzlement from financial institutions, certain types of government program fraud, conservation and
wildlife offenses, or certain types of pollution. Whenever there is regular auditing or sampling, it seems

possible at least toplace the probability within a detinable range.

Statistical Modeling. A second approach, represented by a paper prepared by John Nash of the
Federal Trade Commission staff.203 is to estimate the probability of conviction from available data on
convicted offenders, based on assumptions, about the general nature of theunderlyingvoffense conduct
and enforcement approach.'Nashvcollectedldata on convicted offenders' "time to capture" for four types
Of violations Within the FICiEjU.risdiEtiOn - For.thrqe,types.0.f viqlatigns, .

-sdolations ,Of Fl?CprELers,
tdolations of FTc-established standards, and Truth- in-Lending Act cases- - the data matched a model in
which offenders' chances of detection in any one time period remained constant during the time of the
violation. Under that pattern, the average time to capture is equal to the "multiple" for oddsagainst
detection in any one period. The data on a fourth type of xdolation--FT C Act 55 cases, without a prior
order or standard--matched a different model, in which the singleeperiod probability of detection rose
with the duration of the violation, which corresponded with the Fl"C's pattern of enforcement based on
cumulative complaints. The resulting estimates of the multiples ranged from:1.5 to 4.

This type of analysis might be generalized or combined with other statistical approaches -to
establish boundaries on multiple ranges.

Qualitative Analysis. A third approach to estimating multiples wouldwlook at - qualitative aspects of
the offenses, and might be quite useful when used in conjunction with empirical estimates for a few
types of offenses to "anchor" a scale of relative rankings.' The qualitative approach could look at the
inherent characteristics of an offenseto rank its detectibility, particularlyas compared with other
offenses, gg., uncompleted conspiracies are harder to detect than their completed object offenses, fraud
is harder to detect than ordinary theft. One variation of this approach is to "decompose" the total
multiple into its components, and to look at the known rates, such as "clearance" rates and conviction
rates, and ask what those rates imply about inherent detectibility. For example, if a particular offense
had lower clearance andconviction rates than another otherwise similar offense, that might also imply
that their underlying detection rates were correspondingly related.

When reduced to a relatively small number of possible multiples, and supplemented by enforcement
agency advice and data, the qualitative approach may be sufficient by itself. Any estimates of multiples,
however they are derived, are likely to be fairly rough approximations. However, the other options--no
multiple at all, or purely arbitrary penalties -are even less attractive. The currently available estimates
indicate that "real world" multiples for organizational offenses will be fairly low, between 1.5 and 10,
with a tendency toward 3 or 4. There are a number of existing federal statutes that allow double or

202See Statement of Douglas H. Ginsburg, Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust Division, at 8 -9
(J uly 15, 1986) (on file with the U.S. Sentencing Commission).

2031 . Nash, Optimal Civil Penalties, FT C Working Paper N o. 138 (February - 1986).
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treble civil damages on top of criminal, civil, or administrative penalties.204 The Sentencing Reform Act
authorizes criminal fines equal to a minimum of two times the pecuniary loss-€in addition to restitution
forfeitures, and civil remedies--on a ,per count basis, with no aggregate limit in multiple count cases.205'

Therefore, "total" multiples in the range suggested by theexisting estimates will be wellwithin existing
legal authority, and probably can be set with tolerable accuracyby a combination of empirical and
qualitative methods.

D. Refinement;

There are three possible points of refinement to the basic optimal penalty analysis that appear to
warrant some consideration: (1) the effect of the penalty level on the probability of conviction; (2)
potential offenders' "risk bearing" costs; and (3) erroneous convictions; Each of these refinements seeks
to introduce a new factor into the computation of the optimal penalty, in order to account for an effect
neglectedby the basic rule: the first refmement suggests that the basic rule's penalty, if larger than
prior practice, may be too low, because higher penalties may tend to reduce the probability of -

punishment, through increased defensive efforts or courts' reluctance to convict; the second two
refinements both suggest that the basic rule's penalty maybe too high, by identifying social costs
associated with penalties.

While there is some merit in each point, they identify relatively small effects that are unlikely to
be significant within the range and accuracy of "multiples" estimated from the current enforcement
system. Therefore, at ,this point I do not believe that any ofthe refmementsneeds to be explicitly
incorporated into an organizational sentencing structurebased on the optimal penaltyrule.

1. Effect of the Penalg Level on Probability

The first refinement is based on the argument that the total penalty level and the probability level
are interdependent (i.e., the probabilityand penalty level are "endogenous"), in that changes in the size
of the penalty may affect the actualprobability of punishment, by eitherraising or loweringthe stakes
of punishment. For example, if the penalty level is raised, the probability of punishment may drop
because offenders increase their defensive efforts, or courts are more reluctant to convict underthe
higher penalty and therefore implicitly raise their "conviction rule."zob Thus, the refinement is
meaningful primarily when the penalty is increased or decreased on the basis of "multiples observed in a
prior period of different penalty levels. If overall penalty levels are unchanged, the effect does not
exist.

While there is some logic in the idea of interdependence between the penalty level and probability
of conviction, I doubt that this effect will call for a refinement to the optimal penalty rule as ,a basis
for organizational sentencing policy, even if optimal penalties are far higher than current practices)

MM Table 3 in € As arran l.

20518 U.S.C. 5 3571, as amended. The alternative authority for fines equal to twice the gain or *

1055, id -
. 53571(d),.i$9H1y n€€;€Esary.f<>x th<=rglat,i!<-;lylarger:offenses; = inYQlvingJQss.es greater,

than $250,006fof felbniesibi:iiiisde~eanbrsresulting infdeath or greater tlian'$100,000 fof'othei*
Class A misdemeanors, see €3571(c) --which are likely to be more easily detected.

206
My description of this argument draws primarily from Snyder, Enforcement and Efforts to

Influence >verificatioti:,,Theo and Evidence from Antitrust (draft paper, May 1987) (on file with the
U.S. Sentencing Commission).
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First, the postulated effects ofhigher penalties--more defensive efforts andreluctanceto convict--

are likely to be co1interbalanced to some extent by the increased enforcement incentives createdby
higher penalties. Thecurrent system may produce higher "multiples" (lower probabilities of punishment)
merely because existing penalties aretoo low to justify enforcement efforts in many cases. Ifso, then "

higher penalties will not increase and may decrease the actual multiples.

Second, even if it occurs, the effect of higher penalties on conviction probabilities is likely to be
very small, even with large increases in penalty level. IfI interpret its results correctly, the research
suggests that the 1974 increase in statutory maximum antitrust penalties--doubling fines and trebling
imprisonment for individuals, and increasing maximum corporate fines by twenty times, from $50,000 to
$1 million--

caused a 2 or*3 percent drag in the conviction rate, which itself is only
a very small part of

the overall probability of punishment. 7 Conviction rates would reflect both of the postulated - effects"
defensive efforts and courts' supposed "reluctance" to convict--anditherefore the effects on the other
components of the total probability, such as detection and.clearance rates, would be even smaller, if not

in the opposite direction. Moreover, as documented elsewhere, the major effect of the increased
antitrustpenalties -was enhanced deterrence, which itself results infewer convictions at aconstant
enforcement level, because there arefewer and less serious offenses.208 Therefore, an observed drop in
conviction rates may indicate nothing at all about the overall probability of detection and conviction for
a given offense.

Third, even if assumed to exist, and to be much larger than argued--say,*5percent of the total
probability--the effect of penalty level on probability is still much smaller than the likely error inherent
in any effort to estimate multiples from current practice. Thus, a 5 percent effect wouldbe significant
only if we otherwise sought to distinguish multiples of2.0 and 2.1, which is highly unlikely. The more
likely case is a distinction between 2.0 and 2.5, forgwhich the effect would have no significance.

Therefore, while the effect of the penalty levels on probabilities of conviction maybe interesting
in theory, it appears to have no practical significancefor organizational'sentencingpolicy atthis point.

'

The existenceof the effectis speculative, and very smallif it occurs. Furthermore, ifhigher penalties
in fact did produce a reduction in probabilities, the remedy is simply to raise the multiples" bya
corresponding amount.

2. "Risk-Bearing - ' costs7"

The second refinement is based on the idea that offenders (or potential offenders) may not be "risk
neutral,' as is assumed by the basic analysis. The assumption of "risk neutrality" is that potential
offenders view a prospective penalty as exactly equal toits objectively "expected" value (amount times
probability). If instead offenders are "risk averse," theyview an uncertain penalty as greater than its
expected value, and the difference might be called their "riskpremium;" or conversely, offenders may be
risk-preferring," in which case they have a "risk discount." In essence, deviations from risk neutrality

207See Snyder, supra note 173.

208Block, Nold, & Sidak, The Deterrent Effect of Antitrust Enforcement, 89 J . Pol.'Econ. 429
(1981);seg also Block & Feinstein, Qontrglling Qollusig n in the Construction Industgg Some Lessons
from Recent £1.5. Exp erience, 28 Swiss Rev. Int. Comp. L. 41 (1986).

209A clear introduction to risk-bearing costs is provided by Polinsky, Introduction to' Law and
 Economics, at 77-82 (1983) (considering the case of risk aversion). A more formal analysis is
providedby Polinsky,&. Shavell,.The Optimal Tradeoff Between the Probabili~ andMaggitude -of-Fines,
69 Am. Econ. Rev. 880 (1979). 
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identify additional social costs of a penalty system. The appropriate adjustmentfor restoring an
"optimal' penalty is to subtract offenders' "risk premium' or add their "risk discount." If different
offenders vary in their attitudes toward the risk of penalties for the same offense, the adjustments
become more complicated.

However, while deviations from risk neutrality again raise some interesting theoretical points, they
are unlikely to be significant for the optimal penalty rule as applied to organizational sentencing,
because business organizations probably are "risk neutral" within the practical range of penalties, for two
reasons.

First, the underlying attitude ofbusiness organizations is likely to be risk-neutral. The
predominant form of business organization is the corporation, which exists precisely for the purpose of
limiting shareholders' liability exposure. Shareholders are likely to diversify their investments, thereby'
making them less vulnerable to any one corporation's reverses. The basic structure ofthe corporate
form. tends to neutralize the risks

ofits individual owners (who otherwise might be risk
-averse), and

therefore the organization is likely to be operated in a risk-neutral manner.2 0

Second,.even if the underlying attitude deviates from risk neutrality, "riskbearing" costs become
significant onlyat high levels of bofh total penalties and "multiples." At the relatively lowmultiples .

suggested by the currently available estimates, risk-bearingcosts seem unlikely to be significant,
regardless of the underlying attitudes, simplybecause there is a narrower rangefor subjective departures
from the actual risk. 

3. Erroneous Convictions

The problem of erroneous convictions identifies a second type of cost that is analogous -to risk-
bearing, as being a cost associated Math the uncertainties of the penalty system itself.211 When an
erroneous conviction occurs, it imposes a social loss similar to losses from criminal conduct."
Furthermore, the prospect of erroneous convictions creates a cost that is imposed on the larger group of
non-offenders, all of whomface some risk of conviction.

Like risk-bearing costs, the costs of erroneous convictions tend to rise with the size of the penalty
and the multiple. Obviously, thesmaller the total penalty, the less will be the cost of any particular
rate of erroneous convictions. Lower multiples imply lower total penalties and therefore less loss from
erroneous convictions. Here again, the relatively modest levels of the likely multiples from current
practice suggest that thecosts of erroneous convictions are fairly small.

Of course, the ultimate significance of erroneouscomdction costs also will depend uponan estimate
ofthe actual rate of erroneous convictions. Because our criminal justice system places a high value on
the avoidance of erroneous convictions, I think it is probably safe to assume that the rate is very close

Zmtl1is conditionmay not holdfor an - insubstantial "shell" "corporation that isonlyllie "alter
ego" of individual owner-managers. However, in that situation, the organizational sanction vvill be
less important than the individual sanctions against the corporate principals, because the "alter -

ego" organization by definition will have few or no independent assets or activities. Thus, the
"risk aversion? concern--that.the.penalty is toohighand. therefore "overdeters" -the organization--
never materializ/es..

211The opposite problemofverroneous acquittals does not requireany refinement to the optimal
penalty rule, because erroneous acquittals -already are taken intoaccount= by:the"'inultiple.
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to zero. When combined with the relatively low multiples, this factorindicates:that- a refinement for
erroneous convictions is urmecessary.

I should emphasize that the ability to neglect erroneous convictions rests" in part on thechoice of
the optimal penalty theory itself, ,as the threat of erroneous convictions is one form of .the
"overdeterrence" that the optimal penalty rule seeks to avoid. If, instead ,of harm, penalties were based
on some arbitrarily high "deterrent" penalty, or some percentage of wealth or income, then.the same low
rate of erroneous convictions would produce much more serious problems.

'

E. Limitations

There are twovpotential limitations on the use of the optimal penalty rule as the basis for imposing
monetary penalties -on organizations: (1) inabilityito "nionetize" some.or all of the "loss"caused by the
offense; and (2).offenders? inability to pay the optimal penalty amount - in money. These problemsdo - not
impair the optimal penalty theoryitself, but only.limit the use of the preferable monetary form of the
penalty and complicate theselection of an "optimal" penalty.

At this point, we do not know exactly how common either limitation will be in practice. Problems
of "monetizing" loss do not appear to be significant among organizaitonal offenses., But where they
persist, the "monetizing" problems indicate the need- at least to consider non<monetary penalties.
Offenders' inability to pay is not a "limitation' in the same sense. Where the offender's liquid assets
are - insufficient to pay the optimal amount, the appropriate course maybe to impose the penalty in - any
event, and thereby -force refinancing, reorganization, or liquidation of the firm, unless there is some

means available for using non-monetary penalties to produce an equivalent monetary burden., Vvhere all
those measures remain insufficient, we face a."limitation" not merely on monetary penalties or} "optimal"
penalties,' but on penalties in general, and in any form.

1. "Monetizing" Loss

AS.I noted in the general discussion of loss (SCI, above), "monetizing" loss is unlikely to be a
serious problem for the vast majority of organizational offensesthat areovertly "economic" or
monetary," such as fraud, antitrust, theft, embezzlement, and- tax offenses. The remaining offenses are

primarilyregulatory, involving health, safety, and environmental violations. Even for those offenses,
some or all of the "loss' can be monetized,' after further review and analysis. Someof theapparently
difficult types of loss--such as health or safety dangers--can be analyzed in terms of the risks created
(which are regularly "monetized," implicitlyby regulatory agencies, and explicitly incivil liability and
damages rules and insurance premiums), or the costs of remedial measures - (such as environmental "clean
up"). After applying these efforts, it seems likely that there willbe a very small percentage of
organizational offenses involving non-monetizable items,of "loss."

If there are remaining items of non-monetized loss, >then they would presentvery difficult problems
of choosing appropriate penalties. It might be possible to pursue the objective of optimal penalties in
non-monetary form, particularly if the -joss couldvbe expressed in some type of closely related - penalty
"currency," such as in-kind restitution.212, On the other hand, the remaining items of non-ni0netized

212For example, suppose that anenviromnental offense created oertainilosses that could notbe
either rectified or monetized, but could be equated with other conditions of similar environmental
pollution that were capable of "cleanup." In thissituation, the offender might be ordered to
remedy anamount of the other pollution equal to the environmental loss from its offense, times the
appropriate "multiple." .f)bviously, such a result wouldbe far inferior to monetary penalties,
because of the inherent - inefficiencies of this form of remedy, and the example may not be realistic,
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loss may be so rare (and intractable) that any attempt at non-monetary penalties would domore harm
than good. An arbitrary or wasteful non-monetary penalty maybe Worse than no penalty at all, or even
a very roughly estimated monetary penalty.213 An alternative approach, such as penalties derived from
current practice, perhaps should be followed in those few cases presenting non-monetizable "loss.

In the organizational context, the "monetizing" problem is not solved by using a non-monetary
penalty structure. No matter What basis is used to set the penalty, ultimately it will be transformed
into a financial impact on the firm, and an economic impact on society. Where that impact is not scaled
directly to the harm caused by the offense, the almost certain result is economic Waste. Worse yet, this
destructivepotential largely is unpredictable and uncontrollable, because the social losses imposed by
non-monetary penalties are pervasive but very difficult--if not impossible--to measure.214 These
considerations indicate that organizational sentencing policy should take a very conservative approach to
non-monetary penalties.

2. Inabili~ to Pay

Offenders' inability to pay presents a different type of "limitation." Conventional ideas of "ability
to pay" will have to be expanded in the case of organizational penalties, and forced bankruptcy may
sometimes be the appropriate course. But true "inability to pay," in the sense that the unencumbered
assets of the organization, any affiliates that should be held liable, and all co-offenders combined are
insufficient to satisfy the optimal penalty amount, presents an ultimate limitation on any penalty system.
If "inability to pay" in this stronger sense is common, it will undermine the effectiveness of an optimal
,penalty, or for that matter, any other penalty rule.

While we do not yet know how common the "inability to pay" limitation will be in practice, several
factors indicate that it is not very common. The corporate presentence investigation reports we have
seen to date indicate that the offenders in those cases (or their principals) were well able to satisfy an
optimal penalty. My impression is that the criminal system traditionally has been overly conservative in
assessing ability to pay. In the case of organizations, there is no reason not to use full liquidation
value, or future discounted cash flows, in assessing ability to pay. Where the offender is an operating
subsidiary corporation, it will often be possible to hold the parent criminally liable. Where the offender
is an insubstantial corporate shell, it will usuallybe possible to convict the shareholders directly. In
short, more aggressive prosecution, and modern financial analysis, may well solve many "ability to pay"
problems.

Where those techniques still fail to achieve full satisfaction, there is a substantial question whether
non-monetary penalties should be considered. Unless there is some reason--which I have not found--why
non-monetary penalties are better able to extract the full monetary equivalent, it seems to me that
forced liquidation (or reorganization) is the appropriate solution. At least then the assets will go to the
highest bidder, and society will have minimized its losses, which seems preferable to allowing the
continued operation of an organization that by definition is a net social burden, having created more
loss than it can recompense. If this result is relatively rare, then the overall effectiveness of the
penalty system will not be seriously compromised.

because environmental losses probably can he monetized.

213See S. Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform 171 (1982).

214ige €5 D of Part II, above.
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However, if penalties exceeding full net asset value are common, the obvious solution-- increasing

enforcement expenditures and probabilities of punishment--lies beyond the Commission's authority. If a

significant percentage of offenders lacked sufficient assets to satisfy optimal penalties, then the overall
efficiency of the penalty system would be compromised. Offenders wouldbe systematically
underdeterred, andithe combinedeffects of crime and enforcement would impose a net loss on society.

 Unlike individual offenders' interests in liberty, it is unlikely that business organizations have any non-

financial interest that is powerful enough to drive an effective penalty system. In these circumstances,
there is no alternative to an increase in enforcement efforts. Beyond that possibility, the inability of 
offenders at least to compensate for harms they cause is the ultimate limitation of any penalty system,
and one of the costs of any social arrangement.
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IV. The Elements Of A Guidelines Structure

In this Part, I willbriefly summarize the elements of a sentencing guidelines structure for
implementing the optimal penalty rule. Detailed draft guidelines and policy statements are under
development and will be released in the near future. Therefore, I will confine my discussion here to an
overview of the three basic components: (a) computing the total penalty; (b) allocating the total penalty
among the multiple remedies applicable to the same offense conduct; and (c) screening cases for the
consideration of non-monetary sanctions.215

In translating the optimal penalty rule into a guidelines structure for organizational sentencing, I
perceive the key objectives as simplicity, practicality, and compatibility with the existing guidelines, *

while still preserving the essential features of the optimal penalty theory. Because the simple form of
the optimal penalty rule seems to be satisfactory for a practical sentencing policy, and because most
organizational offenses are overtly economic or property crimes, these objectives do not appear
inordinately difficult to achieve.

At Com utin the Total Penalt

€l

The first component of the guidelines structure implements the basic optimal penalty rule of loss
times a "multiple." As under the existing sentencingguidelines system of offense levels, the loss and
multiple factors can be specified in part by offense groups, and composed of "base" values for each
offense group, supplemented by "specific offense characteristics" for the particular offense, and more
general "adjustments" applicable to all offenses or broad categories of offenses. The resulting total loss
and multiple factors are multiplied together to produce the total penalty.

1. Loss Rules

While the concept of "loss" has some general features that are discussed in Part III, the giidelines
approach to loss is likely to rely primarily on morespecitic "loss niles" formulated for particular
offenses. Rather than an average value, "loss rules" would provide measurement standards for identified
items of loss, for both the "base" offense and variations.

"Base" loss can be determined by generalized "loss rules" that will seek to identify and quantifythe
components of loss typically associated with the particular offense or group of offenses. For example,
the base "loss rule" for horizontal price-fniing might include the components of overcharges ("direct"
victims' losses) and the "deadweight" loss (general "social" loss), accompanied by formulae simplifying the
computation (;g,, percentage of sales) -

and possibly attributing the "loss" among multiple offenders (g,g,,
in proportion to sales). The Commissionls existing guideline covering organizational fines for antitrust
offenses216 essentially follows this pattern. The organization's antitrust fine is specified as a
percentage of the "volume of commerce attributable to the defendant," which both provides a proxy--"an

215The discussion here applies to both guidelines and policy statements, which differ primarily
in their level of specilicity.

216Initial Guidelines, supra note3, €ZRI.1(C).
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acceptable and readily measurable substitute"217--for the underlying losses,218 and implicitly apportions

the total loss caused by multiple offenders.219 For certain other types of offenses, such as safety

violations, it may be more appropriate to formulate the "base" loss rules in terms of risk orincreased
risk rather than actual "injury, which often will not be present.

"Specific offense characteristics" for loss could recognize elements ofloss or injurythat are not
included inthe "base" rule for the offense, but are known to occur in some proportion of cases.220 For

example, while the "base" loss rule for fraud might limit victims' losses to out-of-pocket expenses, a

"specific offense characteristic" for fraud might cover lost resale profits or the costs of a substitute

transaction, again stated as a "loss rule" to simplify assessment. The differences between the "base' and

specific offense characteristic" loss rules would be somewhat analogous to the distinction between
general" and "special" damages in the law of civil damages.

More general "adjustments" to loss can include the. application Ofaninterest factorto bringthe
loss forward from the date of loss to the date of sentencing, as well as enforcement costs.

2.* The Multiple

The appropriate "multiple"-- the odds against detection and conviction of offenders--also is likely to

differ among offense groups, atleast in its "base" value, if not in "specific offense characteristics" and 
"adjustments" as well.

Unlike loss, the "base" multiple probably will not be a rule, but rather a figure (or range)
representing the average odds against conviction for the "base" offense. "Specific offense
characteristics" or "adjustments" can represent variations from average detectibility, and are likely to
include factors analogous to the existing guidelines, such as: (1) concealment by "obstruction" of the
investigation, or more surreptitious offense conduct than the "average" or "base" offense; (2) "acceptance
of responsibility," as by aftirmativelybringingthe offense to the government's attention; (3) a "small" or

"large" offenseadjustment, on the view that the size of the loss may affect theprobability of detection; j
and (4) an adjustment for the management level of culpability.221 Incontrast with the

217Id., BackgroundQommentary, at*2.133.

218In fact, the sizes of both overchargesand deadweight losses are directly related to sales
volume, and to each other. Both also are related to the size of the price-fixing mark-up, which is
taken into account by the existing guidelines. See generally Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economic
Perspective, Chapter 2 & Appendix (1976). While it mightbe possible toformulate a more refmed'
"loss rule" for price-furing, the existing guideline probably provides a reasonablygood
approximation with a very simple rule.

219Initial Guidelines, supra note 3, Application Note 1 to 52R1.1, at 2.131.

220For very rare cases, such as personal injury resulting from fraud, the appropriate course may
be to invite departures, in much the same manner as Part K of Chapter 5 in the existing guidelines.

221The commentary to theexisting antitrust guideline (52R1.1) refers explicitly to management's
culpability and a possible "large offense" adjustment, as factors to be considered in setting an
organizational fine within the allowed guideline range of multiples between 2'and - 5. (See 
Application Notes 3 and 4.)
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"base" multiple, increases or decreases may require "rules" for measuring the incremental effect on
detectibility, or specifying the amount of change as an percentage of the "base."222

In some instances. the same "specific offense characteristic" may affectboth loss and the multiple,
as where the same conduct both increases loss and decreases detectibility.

B. Allocatlng the Total Penalty
'

The penalty of loss times the multiple is the total optimal "penalty" to be imposed by all
authorities, including compensatory civil damages, upon all participants in the same offense. Therefore,
it will be necessary for the guidelines structure to allocate the total penalty among the various criminal,
civil, and administrative remedies available against all offenders. Otherwise, the total penalties and
damages imposed will be excessive, and the legal system itself will create the net social harm that the
optimal penalty approach is designed to avoid.

In the context of organizational sanctions, the total penalty mustbe allocated among at least three
categories of multiple remedies: (1) the several federal criminal remedies available against the
organizational offender; (2)civil and administrative penalties, forfeitures, damages,Yand disabilities, and
state criminal penalties, imposedon the organization; and (3) >"penalties" from allsources imposed upon
the organization's individual agents.223

At first blush, the necessary allocations appear to present a daunting task. However,the problem
actually may be simpler than itseems, and much depends upon the level of refmernent sought. The legal
system already provides some protection against duplicative remedies, through the Double J eopardy Clause
and the rules of res judicata, among other doctrines. Criminal, civil, and administrative enforcement
authorities, atboth federal and state levels, already coordinate their activities to some extent. Judging
from the corporate presentence reports that have been reviewed, the federal criminal system today
routinely considers collateral civil andadministrative remedies, as well' as restitution and victim impact,
as factors in criminaljsentencing. The problem of allocations is inherent in any system providing more
than one type of remedy, and seems to be handled adequatelyin the Commission's existing guidelines.
As illustrated bysome of those guidelines, ,especially in the allocation of monetary penalties between
restitution and tines224 and between criminal fmes and civil remedies225 the task in many instances can
be handled without undue complexity or burden, by general principles or simple rules of allocation.

Therefore. it appears that the necessary allocations could be made in sentencing guidelines with
tolerable accuracy through a combination oftwo general methods: (1) adjusting the federal criminal
penalties (or the constituent loss rules or multiples) for an estimate of the expected effect of the
collateral remedies; and (2) providing for a deduction of actual collateral remedies imposed. For

222Current practice analysis might provide a basis for quantifying these adjustments, in a

manner similar to the existing guidleines' 25 percent reduction for "acceptance of responsibility"
(53E1.1) and 25 percent increases for abuse of trust (€381.3) and obstruction (€13C1.1).

223I put aside here the separate question of allocation among multiple independent offenders,
which can be handled in part through "loss rules." In addition, I do not consider at this point the
question whether non-official collateral effects leg, loss ofbusiness reputation) also should be
recognized in the allocation.

224Initial Guidelines, supra note 3, 55E4.1(b).

225Id., €5E4.2(d)(5).
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example, in antitrust"offenses,the first approach might subtract three "criminal" multiples to reflect the 
availability of private treble damages actions, while the second approach would provide a deduction only
for damages actuallypaid. Inat least some and perhaps many instances, some of thelcollateral remedies
could safelybe ignored,possiblywith a right to petition -for a modification where the unlikely' remedy
later is invoked, or an extension ofthe paymentperiodwhere collateral remedies are uncertain. In

, other instances--such as certain remedies imposed on individual agents of the organiiation--collateral
remedies perhaps should be disregarded, or only partially offset.

While a full development of the proper allocations wouldrequire - a more thorough examination of 
particular offenses and their corresponding remedies, the general principles are clear and their
implementationldoes not seem to present insuperable obstacles.

- C. Screening Cases for Non-Moneta;-y >penalties *

The third majorcomponent of a guidelines structure, would seekto identify cases presentingone or ,

both of the two major limitations on the use of optimal monetary penalties-hinability to monetize loss
and offender's inability topay--and provide forappropriate dispositions of those cases.

The first step of identification is likelyrto involve more extensive pfesentenceinvestigation' in -

order to distinguish ?'true" from "false" limiting cases. For example, a "monetizing" problem may be
created by an inability to identify victims or difficulty in applying a monetary !'loss rule.'? In such
cases, the court might defer sentencing whilexorderingnotice to victims or appointing anexpert
probation officer to examine the measurement problem, before identifying the case as ,beyond the
"monetizing" limit. Similarly, apparentlinability to pay' should be tested by more thorough financial
examination, with -procedural rulesproviding offenders with strong disincentives -to feigned insolvency.

After separating "false" limiting cases, the guidelines Structure should provide appropriate
dispositions for the two types of cases. However, neither situation presents a strong case fei none
monetary sanctions.226 For 'Yinability to monetize" cases, monetarypenalties might still be preferable.
The Yinability to pay" cases Would call for non-monetary sanctions primarily to avoid evasion of the
monetary penalty; In the pure "inability to pay" situation, theappropriate disposition probably is forced
bankruptcy.

226 5-~ 5 D of Part II and € E.l of Part III, above.
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V. Conclusions

In this paper, I have attempted to explore in some detail both the theoretical basis and practical
implementation of an organizational sentencing system that seeks to impose optimal monetary penalties
wherever possible.

While drawn from "economics," the goal of optimal penalties actually is more fundamental, because
optimal penalties seek to minimize the social harm from criminal conduct--whether the harm is viewed
economically," or otherwise--by employing a penalty that is based on harm. A harm-based penalty is

superior to alternative systems based on gain or organizational "size," because the harm-based theory
embodies an internal control on the harmful potential of the penalty system itself, which is lacking in
any system that seeks only "deterrence" or "punishment" for its own sake, without considering its
benefits and costs. Because they seek to redress the harmful effects of criminal conduct directly in
terms ofharm, the harm-based penalties are "optimal" in the sense that they operate to affect offenders'
behavior only to the extent that the benefits of punishment exceed its social costs, and thereby minimize
the total harm from both crime and punishment.

As applied in the practical context of sentencing policy, harm-based "optimal" penalties have the
virtues of simplicity and consistency with the criminal sentencing objectives of deterrence,
proportionality, public protection, and compensation to victims. The simple form of the optimal penalty
rule, without complicating refiuements, provides a practicable basis for sentencing policy that can be
translated into workable sentencing guidelines for most of the problems likely to be presented by the
sentencing of organizational offenders in the federal courts.

My analysis supports the goal of orienting organizational sentencing policy toward the objective of
optimal monetary penalties. The alternative theories ofgain-based or "size"-based penalties are inferior,
and can be destructive of the basic aims of criminal law enforcement to prevent or at least redress
harm. Optimal penalties are consistent with those aims, and appear to be feasible at the practical level
of sentencing policies and rules. Monetary penalties obviously should be the preferred form of sanction
for predominately monetary crimes committed by organizations that exist to serve, and are motivated
primarily by, monetary objectives. Non-monetary penalties are vastly inferior in this context, and should
be reserved for highly unusual cases except when used for enforcing or otherewise supporting the effects
of the monetary penalties.
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A endix Ar Selective Biblio ann of Optimal Penalt Literature

This bibliography contains a small selection of leading works and sources that I found particuiarhr
useful to an understanding of optimal penalties. /1far more comprehensive bibliography is contained in
the book bypyle ( I983 ).

BOOKS

Cooler & Ulen, Law andEconomics, cbs. 11 & 12 (1988).

Polinsky, Introduction o Law and Economics, ch. 10 (1983).

Posner, Antitrust Law: An Economicpers ective, ch. 2 & Appendix (1976).U

Posner, Economic Analysis of Law, ch. 7 (3d ed. 1986).

Pyle, The Economics of Crime and Law Enforcement, cbs. 1, 2, and 5 (1983).

Comments= Polinsky ( I983 ) andposner's Economic Analysis ot Law (3d ed. I986) are general works on
law and economics, primarily addressed to lanyers, that provide brief introductions to the optimal
penalty literature. Cooler & Ulen ,( 1988) provides a more detailed treatment, including a discussion of
rejinements for 'Hskbearing" costs, in a book intendedfor use by both lawyers and economists. Pyle
(1983) is a far more technical treatment, but still accessible to lawyers, that includes a broad and
critical survey of the literature through the date of its publication. Posner's/1ntitmst Law= An
Economic Persgective ( 1976) is included for its discussion of the social losses resultingjiom antitrust
violations, which provides an illustration ofhow 'Toss rules" can be developed.

ARTICLES

Becker, Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach, 76 J . Pol. Econ. 169 (1968).

Block & Feinstein, Controlling Collusion in the Construction Industry: Some Lessons from Recent U.S.
Exerience, 28 Swiss Rev. Int. Comp. L. 41 (1986).

Block & Heineke, A Labor Theoretic Analysis of the Criminal Choice, 65 Am. Econ. Rev. 314 (1975).

Block, Nord, & Sidak, The Deterrent Effect of Antitrust Enforcement, 89 J. Pol. Econ. 429 (1981).

Ehrlich, Participation in Illegitimate Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation, 81 J. Pol.
Econ. 521 (1973).

Landes, Optimal Sanctions for Antitrust Violations, 50 U. Chi. L. Rev. 652 (1983).

Landes & Posner, Market Power in Antitrust Cases, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 937 (1981).

Polinsky & Shavell, The Optimal Tradeoff Between the Probability and Ma~ itude of Fines, 69 Am. Econ.
Rev. 880 (1979).

Polinsky & Shavell, Pigouvian Taxation with Administrative Costs, 19 J . Pub. Econ. 385 (1982).
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Posner, Optimal Sentencgs for White-collar Criminals, 17Am. Crim. L. Rev. 409 (1980).

Posner, An Economic Theo~ of thg Criminal Law, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 1193 (1985).

Stigler, The timum Enforcem nt of Laws, 78 J . Pol. Econ. 5216 (1970).

Comments.- Becker ( I968) is the leading article on optimal penalties, followed closely by Stigler ( I970).

Ehrlich ( I973) provides an extension of the Becker anabrsis, as well the leading earbr empirical work.

Block& Heineke ( I975) provides a further generalization oj the Becker andEhrlich models ojcriminal

behavion

771e articles byBlock, Nold & Sidak ( 198I ) and Block& Feinstein (l 986) provide empirical analysis

of the deterrent eject of changes in penalty levels, in thecontert oj' antitrust violations.

Landes ( I983) provides a detailed discussion of the social loss jrom antitrust violations and the

operation ofoptimal penalties in that context, with a clear demonstration ofhow excessive penalties can ,

be harmjul to economic eljiciency. Landes & Posner ( I 98I ), like the Posner book on antitrust law, is

includedfor its development ofprincqzles for assessingthe eject oj market power on the social loss

created by antitrust violations.

Polinsky & Shavell ( I979) develop the 'Hsk bearing" rejinement to optimal penalties, whichis
presented on aless technical level in the Polinskybook. Thesecond article bypolinsky & Shavell

( I 982) analyzes the eject ofenforcement costs on social loss.

Posner (1985) is a more detailed treatment of the same issues developed in his I 986 book. Posner

(l 980 ) is part oj' a symposium on penalties for white-collar and corporate crime, and traces some of the

practical implications ofoptimal penalties in that context.
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Appendix B: Sentencing Commission Staffstudy

With the cooperation and assistance of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, the
Sentencing Commission's staffhas collected and analyzed data on criminal prosecutions against
organizations in the federal courts.

Two principal sources of data were used: (1) the Administrative Olfice's "Masterfile," which
includes data on all criminal cases and defendants commenced and terminated in the United States
District Courts, excluding pettyoffense cases disposed'ofbyunitedistafes lvfagistrates; and (2) the ,

Federal Probation Sentencing and Supervision Information System ("FPSSIS"), which includes data on
criminal defendants referredto Probation Offices for some purpose, usually the preparation of pretrial or
presentence reports or the implementation of a sentence of probation involving supervision. These data
sources were supplementedby records held in the probation and clerks' offices in the districts, some of
which were collected directly by field work.

Given the unavailability of reliable earlier data through FPSSIS, the beginning date of the study
period was set at J anuary 1,1984. In order to assure relatively complete data, the ending date of the
study period initially was set atJune 30, 1987, but laterextended to December 31, 1987, so as to take in
four full years of data.

The study population was further defined to include only: (1) defendants "terminated"--the
Administrative Office's term for a final disposition by dismissal, acquittal, or sentencing--during the
study period; plus (2) any co-defendants in the same case (under the same docket number), whenever
they were terminated, so long as at least one organizational defendant was terminated within the study
period. Thus, the data do not include cases or defendants that mayhave been filed or commenced
before or during the studyperiod, but not "terminated' during that period.

The major data collection problem was the separation of "organizations" from the total population
of defendants. While both the Masterfile and FPSSIS included data elements identifying corporate
entities, those fields were not fully coded in either data source, and Administrative Office personnel
considered them unreliable. Therefore, the identification of organizational defendants and associated
records proceeded in several phases.

Initially, the Administrative Office provided a list, generated from FPSSIS for the original .3 1/2
year study period ended June 30, 1987, of 532 defendants identified as organizations by the coded
variable for "corporation." From that list, the Sentencing Commission staff identified 399 instances in
which the coded data indicated that a presentence report had been prepared. Through the
Administrative Oflice's Probation Division, copies of those reports were requested from probation offices
in the districts, and 370 such reports ultimately were received by the Commission and coded for analysis
of a sample of organizational cases.

However, subsequent information showed that the original list of532 cases was not complete even
as to organizational defendants recorded in FPSSlS, and it had been known from the outset that FPSSIS
did not necessarily contain all organizational defendants sentenced, and contained no defendants that
were charged but not convicted. The only source of full data on all defendants was the Masterfile,
which does not contain any coded information (beyondthat -provided in FPSSIS) identifying
organizational defendants.  ,

In order to identify organizational defendants from the Masterfile, two collateral procedures were
used: (1) visual identificationof organizational names fromaprintout including all of the over 220,000
defendants terminatedduring.the study.period,.now expandedtocover four years;,and (2) computer 
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searching of names from the Masterfile, based on an algorithim designed to identify phrases associated
with organizational names.' In addition, an expanded and updated list of organizationaldefendants was
obtained from FPSSIS, based on the coded "corporation" field. Thesezseveral sources now are being

checked against each other in order to assure an- all-inclusive list of organizational defendants.

The visual searchproduced a list of 1,641 organizational defendants. The Administrative Office
provided the Commission with Mastertile data oneach ofthose defendants, plus 4,239 co-defendants

under common docket numbers. In addition, the Administrative Office's Statistical*Analysis and Reports
Division processed the data on organizational defendants toiproduce preliminary reports in the same
format as is used in Tables D-4, D-5, and D-7 of the Administrative Office's annual report, but covering
the entire four-year study period and including organizational defendants only. Those reports arethe
principal source for the "data in Table lof - the paper. Due to the reporting conventions routinely
used by the Administrative Office, those reports show a total of only 1,569 -organizational defendants.
The Sentencing Commission is' now examining the data further to determinewhether the reporting
conventions are appropriate for purposes of its study.

In themeantime, sentencing factors were extracted from the 370-defendant sample of presentence
reports by temporary coders supervised bysentencing Commission staff members. Those data were
combinedwith data available from FPSSIS tocreate an augtnenteddata base for tliatsample of cases,

which was the principal. source for the data in Table2 of the main paper. The offense categories used
in Table 2 were developed primarily from theoffense categories in Chapter Two ofthe existing
guidelines, with a division of Part Fbetween public and private fraud, as follows:

Category

Antitrust
Fraud-private Victim
Fraud-Government Program or

Procurement
Tax and Customs
Other Property Offenses
Environmental
Food and Drug
Currency Reporting
Export Control
Motor Carrier & Worker Safety
Protected Wildlife
Import Control

Existing Guidelines

Pa.rt?R

Part F; 52N3.1

Part F: Part C
Part T
Part B
Part Q.I
52N2.1
Part S

Part M.5
none comparable
Part Q.2
none comparable

These data also were analyzed for the types and levels of sanctions imposed, and the relationship
between monetary sanctions and the dollar loss recorded in FPSSIS,.WIth the results reportedin the
mam paper.

This study is ongoing, and the data, analysis; and results reported above and in the main paper are
subject to revision based on further data collection and review;

The staff plans to use the updated and expanded list of organizational defendants to request
further records from the districts, including: (1) presentence reports that were not included in the

initial set; (2) charging documents (indictment, information, or complaint); (3) docket sheet; (4) judgment
and commitment order; and (5) cash ledger. - When received,.these records should permit: the
augmentation ofsentencing data; additions to the sample of presentence reports; evaluation and analysis
of case processing information; and analysis of monetary penalty collectionirates and patterns.
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APPENDIX *

American Bar Association Standards
for Criminal Justice

Standard 18-2.8: Organizational Sanctions

Copyright 1980, 1986, by the American Bar Association
Reprinted with Permission

Little. Brown & Co.

*The material in the Appendix is reproduced in this volume for reference and for
comparison of the Commission's discussion materials with a previously published proposal on
organizational sanctions.
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rnS1TR0DUC'n0N

Continuity, rather than change, characterizes this chapter of the stan-

dards. Undeniably, -muchshas happened since the -first editionappeared
in 1968. Over this period, probably no other area of criminal justice has

witnessed as intense a debate over fundamental assumptions. Why
punish? How should punishment be allocated? To whom should the
decision be givent These and other questions have spawned a nu.mber
of*competing proposals. In this war ofthe models; ideas once - taken > as

self-evident have been discarded and others, long dormant, have re-

emerged to a sudden popularityj ln some jurisdictions, the pendulum
has swung rapidly, tracing as much as a 180 degree arc from extreme
indetem1inacy to extremedeterminacy. Nonetheless, the response of
this chapter is fundamentally conservative, for two reasons. First, we
believe that the basic architectural premises of modem criminal law
scholarship that shaped the Erst edition remain - fundamentally valid
today. In short, the center still holds, and in a time of radical Box, the
greater danger may lie in overcompensation. Second, we are skeptical
about the attempts to respond to the operational deficiencies of our
sentencing system by postulating radically new and different theoretical
purposes for the system. It is not theory, but practice, that most needs
reform, and we are therefore reluctant to extend the Held of debate
unnecessarily intofan arena, where controversy appears' inevitable and
compromise - ,less likely.

These words should not, however, be misread as a defense of contem-

porary sentencing practices. The - targets of recent criticism are well
known: (1) the pervasiveness of sentencingdispadties among the simi -

larly situated, (2) the excessive length of sentences as authorized, im -

posed, and served, (3) the standardless character of the discretion given
the sentencing court, (4) the infomlal, unveritied, often anecdotal nature
of:the presentence investigation and the limited penetration ofsdue
process safeguards in the sentencing process, and (5) the dangers of
using the uncertain standard of rehabilitative progress as a measure for
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determining the length of confinement. On these topics, debate has
largely given way to consensus, and" a detailed examination of the evi -
dence at this point is not necessary to support the generalization that
unrealistic expectations have been placed on the "individualized treat -
ment model" of sentencing.

But if individualization has been carried to an extreme that has led
 to random variations among offenders with little overall coherence dis-

cemible in the aggregate, countervailing dangers also exist today. In
particular, we have the most serious of misgivings about the new popu-

larityof a 'Ejust<deserts" model andits*legislativecorollary;the'determi-
nate sentencing structure. ln a =time of ferrnent, theephemeral can easily
be' mistaken forthe enduring, andlernedies can be adopted that a

generation of criminal law scholarship has wamed may be more danger-
ous thanthe evils they'were intended tocure. If thisThappens"and an
overreaction occurs, the pendulum's pace will only quicken. The result -
ing oscillations between extremes could 'leaveimpaired the public's
confidence both in itscriminal courts and, ultimately, in the-possibility
of justice itself. Therefore, reform proposals should begin by identifying
those basic principles that have withstood critical scrutiny and that
constitute the indispensable stmctural girders for a sentencing frame-
work that is both fair and feasible. At the risk of seeming to have
rediscovered the wheel, we - believe the following fourvprinciples have
the force not only of logic but ref "experience. ln the aggregate, they
constitute the bedrock on which a sound sentencing stmcture should be
built.

1. Aim= all Me mir £7/ flu lcgislzzlur= in senlmcing mus! br recujmzked as ir limilm'
nm=. Sentencing should be a judicial function because the judiciary
uniquely has the position, proximity, and perspective to engageoin a

carefully individualized, retrospective evaluation of the offense and the
offender. The idea of a democratically electedlegislature acting as the
community's conscience to establish a Exedtariffr for every crime is
seductively inviting, but few, if any, prescriptions for, criminal justice
reform are based on a greater illusion. Experience teaches us that when
discretion is withdrawn from thesentencing court, the result will be not
equity, but cmdeness'. The goal of curtailing judicial discretion may be
to assure that "likefcases" are treated more alike, but the greater proba-
bility is that it will result in highly dissimilarcases being lurnped to -
gether for "equal" treatment. A.variety of factors "share causal
responsibility for this: the inevitableoverbreadth of the criminal law,
the tendency for the definitions of crimes to overlap, andthe enhanced
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discretionary power that would thus be accorded prosecutors at the
charging and plea bargaining stages. Attemptsto abolish discretion tend
largely to reallocate it, and our concem is that the campaign to reduce
judicial discretion may succeed onlyin shifting the exercise of discretion
to other participants in the criminal justice system who wieldlessivisible
and accountable powers.

A corollary of this observation is thatmahdatory penalties, including
legislatively set minimum sentences, will rarely accomplish their in -

tendedpurposes. ln practice, at least where the penalties are harsh, they
tend to be evaded or nullilied by courts, prosecutors, and' juries. Indeed,
some. evidence suggests they may actually make punishment less cer-
tain, thereby weakening the deterrent threat of the law that they were
intended to enhance. If there is one proposition that should stand above
and apart from all other admonitions in this edition, it is this: the
legislature should not seek to preempt the field. Rather, its fundamental
objective should be to rationalize a penalty structure that in many
jurisdictions, including the federal, remains chaotic and unpr-incipled. In
common with the first edition, we believethe initial task before the
legislature is the recodilication of criminal codes into' a reasonably
gradedstructure having no more than a limited munber of offense
levels. Fine tuning of the sentence to fit more precisely the crime and
the criminal should be left by the legislature to others.

Z. Tu alianzt= pugrislmml hilly mule! imymlirrml flrmry af pwnlrlunmb ra had--

mrd'-lnolring ewlimlim £1/ Me alms=' and the qfmier is rssmltinl Unfortimately,
the public's image of crime categories tendsto be stereotypical. As
understandable as this may be, we know from the practice of our pro-

fession that a wide continuum of culpable, conduct can be subsumed
under most penalvoffenses. The $10 bribe paid to a police officer not to
issue a parking ticket is vastly different in significance from the $10,000
payment made to a high public official. Similarly, a wide gulf separates
the theft of a bicycle with a zip gun from the robbery of a bank with
a submachine gun. Yet it is the nature of penal statutes to sweep
broadly, and cases as diverse as the foregoing can be included under the
same detinitional nibric, Thus, it is necessary to preserve discretion in
some dispositional decision maker in order that the evident moral dis-
tinctions between these cases not be slighted. To create a system that
cannot respond to the broad range of events and circumstances that
frequently coexist within any legal category is to make justice not only
blind but feebleminded as well.

There is wide agreement, among most reformers that a sentencing
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system should relate its sanctions to the blameworthiness of the indi -

vidual. But attempts to do this in advance of a crime's commission are'

necessarily cnide - no matter how heroic the attempt may be in stat-

ute, regulation, or guideline to list all the relevant factors. In contrast,
- the"sentencing courthas the proximity intime and place and the oppor-
hmity for close observation - to respond to thei-mances in intent and
motivation that inevitalily accompany real cases.

 N3. Mi ent reason prpwposr, slnmiirig niche, mn safis/nzhirily supply hz amipre/zmsiwe

"remy q/piqixlclrinmt Deterrence,incapacitation, the need to express social

condemnation - each may justify a penal sanction in an individual
case. But punishment should not be its;own justification. This edition
is therefore unwilling to accept the "just deserts" model ofpunishment.
Weare led to this position, first, by a concem that the tendency of a

"retzibutive theory may beto cause the criminal law to stray well beyond
a fundamentallypreventive rationale and, second,lby a belief that only
an integrative theory that recognizes a multiplicity of elements and

purposes underlying the useof penalsanctions can avoid justifying
mira-lin ad nlrsrmlum results that offend society's basic moral:precepts.
Equally important, ia "just deserts" rationale inherently undermines the

',least restrictive altemative principle, which has always been the key -

stone of these standards. The least restrictive altemative principle
would mean little if punishment in excess of that needed for preventive
purposes could be justified by resort to retributive principles. This does
not mean that these standards reject retribution entirely. Rather, retri-

button shouldiprovide not a justification but a limit: the offendefshould
never receive morethan is justly deserved for the offense. Essentially,
this is the notion of prdportionality: the offender's level of culpability

generatesa ceiling on pimishment that may not be exceededion utilitar-

ian grounds.
Two - jurispmdential principles, then, constitute'the structural under-

pinning of these standards: the least restrictivealtemative principle and
the proportionality' limit. To supplement these twolprinciples, this edi-
tion adds a third precatory instruction, whichis perhaps less fundamen-

tal but still merits serious attention: the goal of sentencing equality. Our
intent here is to state a precautionary admonition rather thanan iron
law: equality among thesirriilarly situated is basic to the appearance of
justice, and compelling reasons should therefore exist before disparate
treatment of the equallylblarnevvorthy is tolerated. Absent such a limit-
ing principle, a scapegoat system of justice could develop in which the
social costs of deterrence and prevention might be focused on a few
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rather than spread among- all offenders sharing the same level of culpa -

bility.
4. 77== parole syslmi perhnns imporfrml /iii/-silk /m=hzms in am sysfm @/nimirml

jnshkc. Webelieve it would be imprudent and indeed hazardous to
remove this safety net from undemeath our system of criminal justice,
based only on the hopeful expectations and fragmentary evidence that
curt

' "entry eiist about thecorisecliiences"sf'itsal56iitisn. Eipefiencewith
guideline systems may in time make itinecessary to reexamine this
judgment, but, in general, removing the safety net should be the last
step, not the Brst.This conclusion neitherdenies the "deficiencies in the
parole system as it has been administered nor places even modest hopes
on the ability of parole authorities to identify some "magic moment"
at which offenders are rehabilitated. But critiques of the parole system
that focus only on the illusory possibility of gearing release to the
offenders rehabilitative progress ignore thebther functionsof 'anearly
release mechanism.' ln particular, "the parole'agency hasproven effective'
in mitigating excessive severity insentencingand in evening out dis-
pa.rities (particularly those caused by prosecutorial practices). Skepti-
cism of indeterminacy may to a degree be justified, but it does not
logically lead to the conclusion that shared discretion in sentencing
decisions is inappropriate.

In summary, this edition is premised on a belief in moderation which
leads it to reject both (1) a legislative model for sentencing in which all
criminal behavior is subdivided into precise and narrow penal offenses
and at-ixed penalty specified for each, and (2) a judicial model in which
parole is abolished and all dispositional authority is consolidated in the
sentencing court. But if changes in these directionshave" been rejected,
others have been accepted. This edition carmot ignore the steady stream
of criticism, both scholarly and popular, that has poured forth since the
first editionl Thefollowing central tenets of that criticisrnappeaftohave
substantial validity: (1) An excessive degree of indeterrninacy has been
built into many, if not most, penal codes, which has aggravated sentenc-

ing disparities and compounded the understandable anxiety of offend -

ers about their dates of release. (2) A rehabilitative model for sentencing
and parole provides too little principled criteria to be either safe or
sound. (3) The discretion given the individual sentencing judge today
is virtually standardlessrlt is neither paralleled in the legal systems of
other comparable countries nor easily reconcilable with the idea of a

government of laws rather than of men. Although we accept these
criticisms and indeed view them as the lowest common denominator in
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"the current debate over sentencing policy, this edition responds to them
by recommending only marginal modifications.

First, in the case of indeterminacy, this edition is unprepared to see

an all -or-nothing solution as necessary ordesirable. As already dis-

cussed, a measure of indetenninacy. should be preserved to facilitate the
 sharing ,of sentencing .discretionarnong multiple , agencies; this both
creates a desirable structure of checks and balances and - maintains flexi -

bility in the system to respond to unanticipated developments. The
frequently voiced ,complaint that indeterminacy results in "holding the
offender in a prolonged state of anguished -uncertaintyhas validity, but
it can - be responded to by an early settingof a presumptive release date
by the parole agency.

Second, there are signs that the attack on the rehabilitative model has

now crested - and may to a limited degree recede in the future. Thus,it
isimportant to emphasize here what this edition does not say. Rehabili -

tationis not rejected as a goal of corrections; indeed, it isexpressly
'recogniied that it can justify the imposition of a nonincarcerative sen -

tence;,But where confinement is imposed, the need for treatment is

deemed too uncertain and potentially dangerous a standard to affect the
determination of the timing of release. The concepts of punishment and
treatment should be kept separate to protect the integrity of both. When
rehabilitation is permitted to serve as a justification for connnement,
considerable evidence suggests that itcan have a corrosive effect on the
proportionality limits recommended by these standards; In addition, the
very idea of equality among the similarly situated becomes a confused
concept under arehabilitative model, since it no longer is clear what is
meant by "like cases." Grave doubts are justified also about whether
rehabilitation can be systematically. identified or measured. Finally,"
even if the problems connected with delining rehabilitation in satisfac4
tory operationalterms were less serious,.few ideas are more jurispru -

dentially troubling than that of extending the period of confinementin
order to effect an ,involuntary cure. There is much to be said for the
principle, whichmany have endorsed, that powerover an individual's
life should not be assumed by the state in excess of that which would
be justil-iedwere reform of the individual not an objective. For each of
these independent reasons, this edition recommends in standard 18-2.2
that the question of the length of conGnement be severed from the

V question of what to do with the olfender while confined.
Third, although this edition recognizes that sentencing discretion is

exercised today in a near vacuum of meaningful standards, it also be-
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lieves that sentencing is inescapably a human process that neither can
nor should be reduced to a set of fixed and mechanical rules. Our
prescription, then, is not to abolish discretion but to structure it. The
goal of stmcturing judicial discretion is in essence the middle course of
moderation between open -ended indeterrninacy and mandatory, or
"flat time," sentencing. To steer this middle course between Scylla and
Charybdis, this editionrecommends -thecreation*of*a'guideline drafting
agency in the judicial branch that wouldbe authorizedto promulgate
sentencing guideline ranges. The specific role of this agency is discussed
in part lll.of these standards, but - the virtues -it offers in tenns of flexibil-
ity, specificity, and anoversight capacityare those thatin other ,contexts
have enabled administrative agencies to deal more skillfully with com -
plex problems than can the legislature.

As contemplated, sentencing guidelines would not preemptthe role
of the court, butrather would assist itby providing itwithfrelevant
information in,.the form of.benchrnarl<s. The- goalof guidelines is not
to inhibit the individualization of justice, but to enhance it by providing
the data that courts todayare systematically denied: namely, the sen -
tencing practices of - their fellow judges.' Part III envisions that the court
would not only possess the power to deviate from such guidelines, but
would be under antobligation to do so where distinctive features ex -
isted. The legal effect given to such guidelines should be modest. Their
intent is not to confine the court, but to induce it to provide a fuller,
more considered statement of its reasons and, in turn, to inform the
appellate review. process. A series of careful empirical studies suggest
that, in the absence of guidelines, appellate review of sentences cannot
be effective and a principled common law of sentencing willnot de-
velop.

Part IV of these standards outlines. a recommended sentencing stmc-
ture,.and therefore of necessity - expresses - thiseditionis positiorron the
issue of indeterminacy. The guiding principle offered by thisedition is
that the degree of indeterminacy should increase with thelength of the
maximum sentence. ln other words, the need for an early release mecha-
nism is more compelling with respect to long- term sentences than short -
term ones. ln part, this conclusion is basedion a significant change in the
nature of parole decision making: increasingly, with the advent of pa -

roleaguidelines,.a presumptive term is being determined by the parole
agency shortly after the commencement of confinement. Thelinforma-
tion relied on is thus static and basically the same as that available to
the sentencing court; in fact, it largely comes from the presentence
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report. Thus, there is less reason to preempt the sentencing court, which
generally has greater access to the relevant data, closer proximity to the
events in question, and is more amenable to appellatereview. In the case

oflonger- term sentences, however, new information may become rele-
vant, andthe parole agency is in a better position to take a second look.
In addition, severe sentences are characteristically a problem of Ameri-

can sentencing, and the parole agency once again' represents a fail-safe

device that we are not yet prepared todeem superBuous. Additional
reasons - the problem of prosecutorially caused disparities, the lesser
vulnerability ofa parole agency --to.commimity-.pressures, thecollegial
nature of parole decision making, the need to respond to new develop-
ments*and changed communitytattitudes supplyadditional-reasons

for retaining the parole agency as a system -wide funnel that potentially
offers atinal checkpoint - for achieving*equalityand- accountability-in-the
allocation of punishment. Admittedly, the consequence of endorsing
both sentencing guidelines and parole guidelines is to permit afdegree
of duplication. Butthe nearest, most streamlined system is not necessar-

ily the vvisest or the safest. Both the sentencing and the parole processes
have their special focal point. At sentencing, it is likely to be the "in!
out" decision of whether to impose confinement orprobation; at the
parole stage, the focus shifts to "real time" and the average length of
actual confinement for those similarly situated. Discretion needs struc-

turing at both of these levels.
In summary, the principal modifications of this edition are: (1) the

endorsement of a "weak" sentencing guideline system, (2) the recom-

mendation that indeterminacy be curtailed, but preserved to the extent
necessary to permit a meaningful early release system to continue to
function, and (3) the rejection of rehabilitation as a standard for measiu-

ing the period of confinement to be served.
Other changes of "second -order" significance have also beenmader

 Additional due process safeguards are recommended for both the
sentencing and the probation revocation hearings. The decline of a

rehabilitativeorientation and the advent of sentencing guidelines
should necessitate an expanded sentencing hearing focused on - more

specific fact Ending. Standard 18-6.4 addresses this expanded hearing -

and recommends a preponderance of the evidence standard. Standard
18-5.1 requires all material information included in the presentence

report to have been verified bythe report preparer; Although it isnot
intended that the sentencing hearing should become a "minitrial," the
need for factual accuracy requires that the parties have an effective
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opportunity for rebuttal. On occasion, this may necessitate cross -

examination of the report preparer, but discretion will remain with the
sentencingcourt in applying these standards.

At the probation revocation stage, this edition now expresses a pre-

sumption against the use of confinement simply because the defendant
has accumulated aeseries of "technical" violations; Less drastic altema- -

tives to revocation are recommended where the. defendant does not
appearto pose a danger to the corrununity's safety; A standard of- "clear
and convincing evidence" is - advocated for the revocation hearing in
recognition that the probationer has a present liberty interest. A limited
use immunity is also granted for testimony at this hearing in order to
avoid the. possibility of chilling the probationer's willingness to testify
because of a fear that such testimony will be put to use in a subsequent
criminal prosecution.

Greater use in general is recommended of nonincarcerative sentencing
altematives, including fines, restitution, community service, and partial.
confinement. The guideline drafting agency is' specifically instructedto
factorthe use of these altematives into any table of guideline sentencing
ranges. Guidelines both can and should express a presumption against
confinement rather than for it. The use of lines and restitution as here
endorsed is, however, qualilied by the following limitations: (1) the
offender's ability to pay, (2) a Eve-year limit on the duration of proba -
tion conditions, (3) the recognition that defenses that would exist at a
civil trial should be equally applicable at any restitution hearing, (4) a

requirement of. an opportunity for an adversary hearing,' and (5) the
denial of evidentiary significance in any collateral civil proceeding to
any restitution order.

Special sanctions for organizational crime are addressed by standard
18-2.8, which recommends that the sentencing court be equipped with
many of the equitable remedies now available in civil litigation brought
by public agencies, such as the SEC and F1'C. Among the remedies given
a qualified endorsement are: (1) restitution of pecuniarydamages
through the medium of a special sentencing hearing; (2) flexible fine
schedules geared to the gain or loss derived from, or caused by, the
crime; (3) 'disqualiiication of organizational officials in specified circum-
stances from office within the organization; (4) publication by the
offender organization of a notice of its convictionin order to reach
affectedlsectors of the public; and (5)''the imposition of a period of
judicial oversight on the organization where its violations have been
repetitive or the public health or safety is endangered. However, it is
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strongly recommended that tlieuse of such special remedies be inte-

grated with existing civil law remedies (such as treble damage provi -

sions) in. order to avoid excessive multiplication of penalties  Several
other qualifications are also expressed in standard 18-2.8 that, consis -

tent with existing ABA policies, seek to ensure that the offender who
is made subject to such special sanctions -will not be deniedtheprocedu -

cal formality necessary to ensurefaii-nessvand factualaccuracy.-

.Modifications have been madein standards 18-2.1, 18-2L5, and 18-4Q3

.dealing.with treatment of the dangerous or habitual offender, in order
to express agreement with the position adopted by the Brown Commis-

sion, In essence, a two- tier sentencing structure providing for enhanced
terms for specialpdgngerous offenders continues to be endorsed, but the'
stmcture of .the two tiers has been revised in order to encourage reduce

tion of the authorized sentence length for the nondangerqus ,offender,
Greater reliance is also - placed on guidelines inorder to,avoidjradical
discontinuities in the sentencingcontinuum, sinceit - is recognized that
differences in offenders tend tobe in termsof degree rather than kind.
Special due process proceduresapplicable to the identification ofthe 
dangerous offender are specified in standard 18-6.5. A new standard

18-6.9 - has been inserted to make clearer the inappropriateness of
using the sentencing process as acarrot or stick by which to induce 
actions or cooperation by the defendant;

In other respects, although stylistic and minor substantive changes.'
have been made, the ~iding precept in updating this edition has been
thatof parsimony. Where it has not been necessaryto" change, it has
beenconsidered necessary not to change, since we know too little today.
"to experiment casually with the liberty of any citizen, including the
offender;

PART I. SENTENCING AUTHORITY

Standard.18-1.1. Abolition 'ofjury sentencing -

Sentencing involves a judicial function, and the jury's role
ishou1dnot thetefore extend - t0,the,det€lfmil!3tion of theapp1'0pri€'
,ate sentence. These standards do not deal with whether the death
penalty should be an available sentencing altemative and,if so,
whoshould participate in its imposition. 
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offenders family need for support. lt is this core thought which stan-
dard 18-2.7(c) is intended .to express.

Implementation

To realize the objectives of greater tlexibility and equality in the
imposition of fines, thesestandards believe that substantial judicial
discretion is necessary.'Thus, paragraph cb) recommends against - the use
of mandatory fines both because such legislative actiondenies sentenc-
ing authorities the ability to individualize the fineirnposed to the finan-
cial resources of the offender and because it may result in the
urmecessary imposition of fines where incarceration is also imposed.
The better course for legislative reform would be (as paragraph (d)
recommends) to endorse the -criteria set - forth in paragraph (c) asa means
of guiding judicial discretion and to authorize Eno schedules employing
an' index geared to the proiit or loss caused by the offense and to the
Enancial resources of thedefendant (as paragraph (f) recommends). In
order to give sentencing authorities such necessary discretion, enabling
legislation should clearly authorize the use of installment payment
schedules, fle>dble fine indexes, and modification orders where the
offender's financial resources or obligations call for an alteration in the
method of payment. The task of providing more detailed guidance or
modified schedule could then - be delegated to the guideline drafting
agency. The special problems of imposing remedies in the case of crimes
committed by organizations("white collar crime") are addressed in
more detail in standard 18-2.8 and<commentary thereto.

Finally, to the extent that future constitutional developments leave
this question open," penal code revision must prohibit, at an absolute
minimum, the imposition of altemative sentences under which a failure
to pay a fine automatically results in imprisonment.

Standard18-2.8. Organizational sanctions

(a) Crimes committed by, or on behalf ot', organizations present
unique problems- of prevention and punishment. The interests of

35. SM Frazier v. jordan, 457 F.Zd 726 (5th - cir. 1972) (holding such alternative sentences
to be constitutionally'imperrnissible). -
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society and the need for faimess to thedefendant require greater
coordination of criminal andcivil remedies and greater Bexibility
in the discretion accordedsentencing authorities to Et the punish-

ment to the crime. Examples of existing sentencing altematives
that deserve such legislative clarification and codiiication include:

 (i) Restitution. In"principle, an organization should be re-

quired to. make whole and hold harmless those proximately in-

jared by its proven criminal conduct. However, to achieve a

desirable integration with existing civil law remedies, any legis-

lation authorizing imposition of ,restitution as. a sentence in a

criminal conviction should be subject to the following limita -

tions:
,,(A) At the sentencing hearing, the defendant should be enti-

tled to assert any substantive defense against any claimant
that the defendant could have raised in a civil action for the
damagesallegedly caused by the crime (except'defenses
barred under traditional principles ofres judicata and collat-
eral estoppel and the defense of the statute of limitations
where such ,statute has expired since thedate of the liling of .

the criminal indictment or information); !.

CB) To prevent double recovery, the defendant should be
permitted toset off amounts paid to any claimant pursuant to
any such restitution order against any civil judgment obtained
by such claimantforlosses - arising out;of the same transaction;
 .(C) The findings inany such sentencing hearingand the fact
that restitution was ordered orpaid should not be admissible
in evidence or otherwise given legal, weight in any civil action,

 except one seeking enforcement of the restitution order; and
(D) Recovery in such a proceeding should be;limited to

verifiable pecuniary losses, includingout-of-pocket expenses,
sustained by a specilic claimant or claimants before the court,
the extent of which damages can be efticiently ascertained by
the court without ardisproportionatejburden on its time or
resources. Claimants seeking general, exemplary, or punitive
damages, ortassertingi lossesthat require estimation of lost
prol-its,should be limited to their civil remedies. ln determin-

ingcompensable losses, the court should be entitled to rely
 upon the findings of special masters appointed by it, subject
to subparagraph (bltii) below.
(ii) Special line schedules. Both because organizations cannot
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be deterred by the threat of incarceration and because, under
existing penalty structures, the cost of compliance with a statute
or regulation may sometimes exceed costs incident to conviction,
it is appropriate to authorize, as an altemative penalty in the case
of organizations, the imposition of a fine not greater than the
pecuniary gain derived from, or pecuniary loss caused by, the
criminal activity of the defendant. Standardsto this effect should
be developed by the guideline drafting agency. 

(iii) Disqualification from office. As a lesser altemative to in -

carceration, it may be appropriate to disqualify from office i the
specific organization officials who have -been convicted of crimes
in the following limited' circumstances:

(A) where the criminal activity was engaged in by the de-
fendant on behalf of the organization with knowledge of its
illegality; and'

(B) where the crime was repetitive or was part of asubstan-
tia] criminal conspiracy of which the official was aware for a
sustained period; or

(C) where the crime amounted to a serious breach of trust
against the organization, for example, embezzlement of corpo-
rate funds. Any such sanction imposed in such a case should
be limited so as not to amount to an effectiveprohibition on
employment, and its duration should be subject to the five-
and two-year time limits specified - in standard18-2.3 for pro-
bation conditions generally.
(iv) Notice:of conviction. To implement the goal of restitution

and to apprise those injured of their civil remedies, it is appro-
priate to require a convicted organization to give reasonable
notice, by means of publication or advertisement in designated
areas, to the class or classes of persons or sector idf the public
interested in or affected by the conviction. This standard does
not apply to the specialcase of a plea of nolo contendere (sec
standard 14-1.1(b)).

(v) Continuing judicial oversight. Although courts lack the
competence or capacity to manage organizations, the preventive
goals of the criminal law can in special cases justify a limited
period of judicial monitoring of the activities of a convicted
organization.such oversight - is best implemented- through the -

use ofrecognized reporting, record keeping, and auditing con -

trols designed to increase intemal accountability - for example,
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audit committees, improved staff systems for the board of direc-

tors, orthe use of special counsel ebut it should not extend to
judicial review of the legitimate "business judgment" decisions
of the organization's management or its stockholders or delay
such decisions. 'Use of such a special remedy should also be
limited - by - the following - -principles:

(A) As a precondition, the court should find either (1)

that the criminal  behavior was, serious, repetitive, and
facilitated by inadequate intemal accounting or monitoring. -

controls or(2)'that a'clear andspresent danger exists to the
public health or safety;

(li) The duration of such oversight' should not exceed the
live- and two-year limits specified in standard 18-2.3 for pro-

bation: conditions generally; and
(C)]udicial oversight should not be misused as a means for

the disguisedimposition of penalties or affirmative duties in
excessof those authorized by the legislature.

(b) Endorsement of each of the foregoing sanctions is subject to'
the following conditions:

iii The sanctions described in subparagraphs (a)(i), (ii), and (v) 
should not be imposedun cases, such as those arising under the
antitrust laws or the securities laws, where there are statutory
provisions for government or private civil actions for ,equitable
relief,Emoney damages, or civil penalties to accomplish the reme-
dial or deterrent purposes of such- sanctions;

(ii)such sanctions should only be imposed after a full adver-
sary hearing meetingthe requirements of standard *18-5.4 at
whichlindings of factwill be made undisputed issues and the
preponderance ofthe evidence standard employed as the burden
of proof; and

(iii)Appellate review of the reasonableness of the penalties
.and conditions so imposed will be available to the sameextent
it applies to other sentences generally under these standards.

ffslory ofStandard 

This standard is new and is based on recommendations made by the
Brown Commission and incorporatedin S; 14-37.'However, the recom -

mendation that special enhanced - fine schedules be authorized for cor-

porations wasset forth in original standard Z.7(g). Several modifications
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have been made in this standard since the appearance of the tentative
draft of chapter 18 (1979) to express more carefully its intended limita-

lions.

Related Standards

,MALI, Model Renal ,Code. €@6.04,. 302.2
:NAC, Corrections 5.5
NCCUSL, Model Sentencing and Corrections Act 553-402(d), 3-

404(d), 3-691 to 3-605

 Commentary

Background

Sincethe original - edition of these standards, the problem of corporate
misconduct has come to- the forefrontof public attention. .Watergate,
illegal political contributions, foreign bribes, and alleged violations of
penal laws protecting the environment, the consumer, and the worker
- all of these highly publicized incidents underscore the public interest
in achieving a sentencing system capable of deterring the organizational
offender. In the absence of reliable comparative data, it is probably
misleading to conclude that corporate crime has recently increased, but
the diversity and frequency of these alleged violations point up special
problems of dealing with criminal misconduct engaged in by organiza-

tions.To date, serious attention has only infrequently been given to
these problems by commentators interested in the problems of deter-

rence and the use of criminal sanctions)
A number of unique factors, however, both distinguish and compli-

l. Among the seriouseeffortsin this area that deserve attention,. howeverpare the
following: Whiting, Antitrust and - itu Cnrpnm/rfxrmfiur (pts. 1 & 2), 47 V.£.L: REV. 929 (1961)

L 48 VA, L. REV, 1 (1962); Hamilton, Gnome Crimirml Lhbilily in Term, 47 TEX. L. REV. 60

(1968); Comment, lnnmsing Cmimmiiy ("mimi WE Carwmlr Gin= -A Fmblnn in lil= hm oi
.5nm-Hons, 71 YU.EL.] . 280 (1961); Davids, Pnmlogy and ("murat= ("rim, 58 [ . Cnn. L.C. & P.S.

524 (1967); McAdams, 77lr /ipymprin/r 5Gnrfi0rlr /Or Corporal= Criminal Zinbilily.- An Erlrrhk Alln -

ufiw, 46 U. Cm. L. R£v.*989 (1978);.Note, D-nlrimmml-in; MndEl.< and Me Cmlral ni Cmwmtr
Crimr, 85 YALE Ll;1091 (1976); Duchnick A lmhofl, /1 Nm Otrllmhm Ill= White Caller Criminal

as " Reims An D-lmin; While Cellar Crime, 2 Cam. Iusr. 1. 57 (1978); E. Slrmnuwo, Wurrs
CouJmCms (1949); G. Gus & R. MEIER, Wrms-comin Cum (1977); Kadish, Some

Observe/ions on Hrr Usr 4;/ C'rimind Srrrrhbrrs in E%n-in; 5<-oriemt? Rgvlaliens, 30 U. Cm. L. REV.

423 (1963); R. Buul, AuTmus1 PENlarias (Center for Study of American Business 1978).
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cate the context of organizational crime and in balance make it essential
that specially tailoredremedies beiavailable to the sentencing court - in
such cases.

1. Most obviously, the corporation cannot be incarcerated. Thus,
normal fine schedules established primarily as a supplementary penalty
for individual offenders are likely to be inadequate. Alternative penal -

ties - such as forfeiture of the corporate charter - have generally
 proven to be an empty threat. Moreover; even ifenhanced, lines alone

may fail to provide an adequate deterrent. Although some economists
have Ugued that fines and incarceration should have equivalent deter-

rent impact,' such a theory overlooks some basicrealities: lf imposed on
a corporate official, a Bile can frequently be passed on through indem-
nification and similar meansso that its incidence falls on the corpora-
lion.'! If thelfine insteadis imposed on the corporatiomtheiseparation
,between ownership and control that characterizes many publicly held
corporations may leavecriminal behavior in theinterest -of the corporate

official evenif it is no longer in the interest of the corporation.? The costs
and beneiitsof illegal behavior are neither necessarily shared equallyby
the corporation and its managers nor Likely to be analyzed similarly,

.2. C[ 1<. Exzmci & W. Burr, THE Arrrrnus1 Pennies (1976); Becker, Crimea!'Pimislmmgt:

An Emmuir Apprmrll. 76 ] . POL. Eco):. 169 (1965).
3. ABA, Moon Busmrss Con-onnou Aqr €5; -pemiits thecorporation to indeumify an ,

oi-icer for "Snes and amounts paid in settlement . if he acted in goodfaithand in a

manner he reasonably believed to be 'in or notopposed to the best interests of the

corporation." A further limitation is that the ofEcer.must have ."had noreasonable cause

to believehis conductwas unlawfulf'The signiEcance ofthis second limitation is under -

cut, however, by the fact that the deiemiination of the defendant's state of mindmay be

made either by the board of directors or by independent legal counsel. eithefof which
may be dominated by the officer seeking indemniication. Of course, even where indem -

niicarion - is not formally paid, the defendant'ssalary or otherbeneits can be increased
,to restore the defendantto his or her original position by installments. About half of the
states have provisions substantially similar to - the.Model Business Corporation Act. sic
Barrett, Marlinlmy lrldmmi/imfim Di Cm-pvrnlr Qfrcrslld Uri-r10rs, 29 Sm LI. 717, 746-74?
(1975).

4. The -classicstatement of the significance of separation ofownership and control is
by A. Ben.= & G. Mens, THE Monsu COuOur10l um Pnvus Porurv (1932). A number
of recent empirical studies have conhnned Berle and Means's thesis that business (inns
controlledby their managers performdifferently from those controlled by their owners.

 Most important, it has been found thatmanagerecontrolled iii-ms assume more risk.sn
Stano; Mmopn(y Power,' Owlnsllip Central Bu' Cor-ponte Fab=-maumi 7 BELL I1 Eco!. 672 (1976)
(discussed in R. BLAIR, sapm note 1, at 13).
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since the manager, unlike the organization, may be more interested in
short-run profit maximization.5 Put simply, it may be in the manager's
self- interest to take legal risks that are not in the interest of the corpora-
tion to accept. As a result, the deterrent threat of the law may fall
persistently short even where the size of the penalty (discounted by the
risk of conviction) is sufficiently large to exceed the expected gain!'

)2. Recurrently, costs of compliance with many statutes-applicable to ,

organizations exceed the maximum penalties authorized by the law.'
This pattem is most prevalent. in the area of safety and environmental
regulation, wherejompliance may entail substantial expenditures, ln
such instances,Anot only ,does crime} pay, but management may also
misperceive a modest penalty as amounting to only a nuisance tax on
the activity in question rather than a "tnie" criminal prohibition. Un -
substantial Gnes also remove the incentive for shareholders to hold
management accountable. for the.corporation's loss through the medium.
of the derivative suit.'

3. Although the need for special fine schedules in the case of organiza -
tions is thus clear, completereliance cannot be placed on such a remedy
alone. Where exemplary fines are used, the incidence of such penalties
falls ultimately on persons who generally may be describedas innocent:
stockholders, creditors, consumers, and employees of the corporation.

5. For a discussion ot the possible conflicts of interest between the manager and the
organization regarding involvement in criminal activities, sc= Coffee, Beyond Me She/-eyed

Sm/ry; Toward 4 77r£0rrliml Wan ai Cnrmmzle Wander! and an f/72=HDc Legal Rrsponsz, 63 VA. L.

Rev. 1099 (1977). ln general, the manager may have a greaterinterest in short- run profit
maxim1zation.

6. This assertion that, even where the expected penalty cost exceeds the expected gain,
crime may remain attractive depends on an empirical guestion regarding the psychology
of business managers: Aretliey "risk averters" or 'irisk preferrers"? Some evidence sug-

s€EtE Her tbs)' ars thslattsrand henee will accept substantial risks whEnEyEr.thE prebai
bility of apprehension is low even though the severity of the penalty is high. Cmpnre R.
Bum, sum= note 1, and K. ELzmc.t & W. Burr, mm note 2. Some observers. of decision
making havealso found empirically that individuals acting in groups will take much
higher levels of risk than they will acting alone - an experimental result known as the
risky shift phenomenon.

7. Commentators of all persuasions have noted the exceptionally low level of Bnes that
have actually been imposed by courts on corporations. sen ay., Geis, Criminal Penal/its /m
Corporate Criminals, 5 (km. L. BULL. .37? (1972); K. ELzulca & W. Burr, sami note 2, at 54-62
(citing study showing average corporate line for Shennan Act violation wasonly $13,485);
P£'=H€!-.4 $t4-'4<HE/ 5l=s-ty. Pf /WI/1=1H SH/semenl. 13.1; LAW AECQN - .365,. 3% (1970) -

8. Hamilton, suprn note l, at 75; rr= also Blake, 77r.5lrarelin/in Rui.- in Arrtilmsf En/rrmrrm/.
110 U. Pa. L. Rev. 143,

-
157 (1961).
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Thus, the Model Penal Code counsels restraint in the use of punitive
fines todeter corporate misbehavior, because such a policy can amount
to imposition of "vicarious criminal liability" on a "group ordinarily
innocent of criminal conduct."' The dilemma, then, is that for adequate
deterrence to be achieved through lines, it may be necessary to increase
penalties in a n-iannerthat is inverselyproportional,to theculpab ~ty of
those who bearthem.

4 An altemative policy focusing on the individual decision maker
within the organization also encounters unique problems. First, it is a

common pattem in many forms of. orgamzational:crirne'that the actual
decision maker cannot be reliably iclentilied. This mayT'be because no
consciousdecision 'to'violate the 'law'was ever -made= information' often
flows poorly within hierarchical organizations, and adverse information
in particular may "fail"to be 'transrnitted'upward* to those"capable - of' -

acting on it."' As a result, toxic chemicals may be released into a river,
workers exposed illegally to harmful substances, or consumersjsold a

product that test reports suggested had dangerousrdesign defects
- all without any senior official being aware of the total pattem of the
corporation's activities. ln other cases (such as that of price Hxing), it is
possible that the subordinates actually involved in -the criminal conduct
were responding either to real instructions or to perceived cues from
superiors within the organization encouraging participation in some
form of illegality." lt is an oversimple response to this problemof veiled
signals to rely on use of vicarious criminal liability. Not only are there

9. LAU, MODeL PsN.tLCobs, comment to €2.07 (T enti'Draft No. 4, 1955); xzrnlsa F. ALLEN,

 Rzcvumou BY InDrcmzur: THE Clmnuu. hm as An lnsrnuuim or Economic CoimtoL (Clad-

uate School of Business Administration, University of Michigan, 1978) at 13 = (noting that
the burden of criminal lines "falls directly on the owners, the stockholders, who ordinarily
will have had no part in the commission of the offenses, will have been unaware that

 criminal acts were being committed, and, even iisuspicious of criminal activity, will often
 have lacked the means to do much about preventing it').

Still others haveexpressed doubt based on empiricalstudies that one can ever deter
> corporations through monetary penalties. 5== Wheeler, Anlilmsl Trrlrk-Drmsge Arlims.- Da

77iry Mid-Z 61 Cans. *L. Rev. 1319, 1334-1337 (1973) (noting that despite $600 million in
liabilities imposed as a result of an electrical equipment price- fixing conspiracy, almost
no employees were fired or disciplined).

10. For an eiktensive discussion of the problems associated with "information block-

ages" in organizations and incentives that exist for subordinates to concede information,
see Coffee, sum= note 5;

11. Sc= K. Emma & W. Bun, mw note 2, at 38-40 (theorizing that the "disculty of
homing in with precision on the real culprits" explains the limited use of imprisonment
by courts and the "high degree of recidivism among large corporations").
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serious civil libertarian objections to such a policy, which the ABA has
consistently recognized," but substantial evidence also exists that such
a policy may prove self-defeating because courts will not seriously
enforce it. Empirical studies of federal antitrust enforcement have
found, for example, that prison terms have been only rarely used against
businesspeople and even when imposed, the term of confinement actu-
allyserved has seldom exceeded oneor two Vmonths*"' -Behind this
pattern may lie judicial concem for the health and safety of the middle-

aged offender in prison, doubt about the relative gravity of the offense,
or even a degree of sympathetic identification with a defendant whose
background matches that of the court. But whatever the reason, this
evidence of judicial nullification in the relatively unambiguous context
of price iixing suggests that considerably greater obstacles would arise
if a policy of prosecution' for vicarious criminal liability were seriously
pursued. As a result, in "gray" cases;' it may be significantly easier to
prosecute the organization as an entity than to seek to allocate criminal
responsibility within the organization.

5. A pattem of "corporate recidivism" has characterized a number of
corporations." Although this phrase may seem overly dramatic and the
evidence cited by some commentators points more to venial sins than
to serious crimes, examples can nonetheless be given of corporations
t.hat have recurrently run afoul of the antitrust laws," others that have
regularly been found guilty of fraudulent activities," and still others

12. At its February 1979 annual meeting, the ABA adopted a policy position opposing
the imposition of vicarious criminal liability on corporate officials. A number of respected
legal scholars (most notably Francis Allen, sum: note 9, and Sanford Kadish, sum= note
1) have expressed similar reservations about the overextension of criminal liability, and
partiml1arlyvicarious criminal liability, into the field of economic regulation. Bulsev United
States v. Park, 421 U.S. 658 (1975); United States v. Dotterweich, 320 US. 277 (1943). The
Brown'commi'  - ' 'ssiun recommended vicarious criminal liability wherethenegligeiice of the
supervisor amounted to a "default in supervision." see NimomL Commission on REFORM

or me FEDERAL ClusmuiL Laws, Fnuti Rrrolr 5-tO3(4) (1971).
13. See K. ELzmoa & W. Bun, mm! note 2, at 33-38 (summarizing antitnist cases

involving penal sanctions through 1976 and Ending the longest sentence of imprisonment
actually served by a white collar offender to have been only nine months).

14. Of il at 40.
15. Prof. Posner has found that 46 of the 320 corporations crirninally convicted of

antitrust law violations between 1964 and I968 had previous civil or criminal convictions
on the same offense, 10 corporations having had 3 or more prior convictions. Posner, suprn

note 7; -at 591t= 395;5££ ak= DJcisssrv,'omsa'pson;€'s'MbirY(1973) '(Ea'taloging'instance€:
of corporate recidivism in other areas); EL SUrHEIU.aND, myra note 1.

16. Christopher Stone'= description of the history of the Holland Fumace Company is
a classic in this regard. Sir C. STONE, WHERE THE Law ENDS (1975).
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whose products or methods of production have repeatedly brought

prosecution on health and safety charges." ln such cases, to "rehabili -

tate" the organization, it becomes essential that an effective intemal
monitoring system be established by which both the court and the

corporation's senior management can be apprised of impending devel -

opments. Deterrence is only one means to the law's primary goal of
> crime prevention, and in cases, where illegal behavior was either toler-

ated or ignored as a result of organizational dysfunction, the court is
justified in imposing incapacitative restraints.

.These..complexities.haye...been..streesed tQ.dsmor-wake..both the 41= -

sence of a single optimal sanction for organizational crime and the
generalinadequacy of ,the remedies currentlyavailable to the. sentencing
court. There is - an unfortunate irony to the contrast existing today
between civil and criminal remedies. For example, if a corporationwere.
civilly held liable for creating an actionable nuisance, the court would
haveavailable to it a panoply of equitable remedies, including both
injunctions and receivership. Yet, if the same corporation were tried and

convicted on a criminal charge growing out of the same conduct, then,
notwithstanding the higher burden of proof that would have been
satisfied, the court would basically lose its ability to impose an equitable
remedy and could only order a fine up to the limit authorized by the
legislature. As paradoxical as this denial of equitable remedies to the
sentencing courtmay seem, it can at leastbe justified, in the context of
the individual offender, by constitutional considerations (such as the
double jeopardy clause) andby understandable policy objections to the
imposition of affirmative duties on the offender that are to be enforced
by the threat of incarceration." But, withthe threat of imprisonment
removed in the context of organizational crime, the denial of equitable
remedies to the court may encourage evasion and certainly aggravates
the pervasive ,problem of the shortfall of penalties "for organizations.
Thus, paragraph (a) stresses the need to give the sentencing court addi -

.17. Such allegations have repeatedly surfaced in the case of one chemical concern. scr
$#14// C/mrriml Hm Has Massive Frofllm rqillr Tu-ir Predict-is; Wall St. Feb. 13, 1978, at 1.

18. The black letter law of sentencing has traditionally prohibited the same court from
increasing its sentence once service ofthe sentence has commenced. See United States v.

Bynoe, 562 F.Zd 126 list Cir. 1977); United States .v. Best, 571 F.Zd 484 (gth Cir. 1978).
A formalistic interpretation of equitable remedies that permit continued supervision and
modification ofrreinedies might see them as permitting postcommencement enhancement
of sentences. This ,rigid interpretation would be particularly senseless in the case of
organizations that are not subject to incarceration, since there is little difference between 
a fine and a civil damage award (the latter being, of course,. subject to increase on ,appeal);
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tional flexibility in dealing with organizational offenders. ln particular,
the forms of relief now available to agencies such as the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the Federal Trade Commission in civil litiga -
tion should beavailable in appropriate cases to the sentencing court
when the organization hasbeen criminally convicted. Specific applica-
tions of the recommendation that civil and criminal remedies be inte-
grated. are. discussed below. 

Restitution

Compensation of the victim is increasingly recognized as a high -

priority goaliof criminalijustice, and it is a goal perhaps uniquely
achievable where the offender is an organization, since adequate
financial resources are more likely to be available. A variety of routes
tonthis same end are possible, S. 143? would empower the courtto
order restitution as an independent sanction in addition to any other
penalty imposed, including a line, where the victim sustained "bodily
injury "or property damage or other loss."" The Model Sentencing and
Corrections Act contains 'a similar provision and,"in addition, author -

izes the court to hold thefine in trust aspartof a general fund for
victim compensation." Commonly, statutory lists of authorized pro-
bation convictions also empower the court to require restitution as a

condition of probation,"
Restitution should, however, be an independent sanction, not simply

a condition upon which probation may be granted.'otherwise, an un-
fortunate inconsistency arises: individuals, but not organizations, could
be required to make restitution. Probation is neither a traditional dispo-
sition for organizations nor one that can be meaningfully enforced by
the sanction of revocation. Yet in general, the ability of organizations
to makerestitutien is bs>th.greater and uriencumbered by conflicting
responsibilities to family ,or dependents. Restitution has long been
among the equitable remedies upon which a civil court could draw, and
it has become one of the standard remedies sought and obtained by the
Securities and Exchange Commission, both in litigated cases and in.
consent orders." However, although an organization that has engaged

19. 5. us7. 92006.
20. NCCUSLL Moon SEN-macmc AND Conscnous An 553-601. 3-402, 3-103(b)(6).

,31;.-*>%. £t= ;*4erq 18=2 - :€(f)(viii);,;€£ £€#.$11?7. 531Q2(l:v)(2),,.
22. For cases requiring restitution, scr Mathews, Rrmlf Tmis in SfC Rnlulslni Aridlhry

Relief in SEC Imp;' injrmrtiar iii-finns. 31 Bus. Law. 1323, 1333 - 1334, 1339 (1976).
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ina fraudulent transaction and is sued by the SEC can be required to
make restitutionbased on the civil trial standard of a preponderance of
the evidence, when. the same organizationis prosecuted criminally for
the identical transaction and proven guiltybeyonda reasonable doubt,
the sentencing court has fewer sanctions available to it than a civil Court
of equity.

The primary argument of those -opposed to empowering the sentenc-

ing court to award restitution is chiefly that it would be duplicative.
Victims of a crime may already pursue their civil remedies against the
organization that has injured - them. This argument is,however, sup -

ported more by logic than*by experience; -Logic may suggest that civil
remedies areadequate, since principles of res judicata should make the
conviction dispositive of many of the issues arising in a civilsuit be-

tween the victim and the organization;' Experience, however, teaches
that there are many victims of crimes who lack either the resources or
the awareness of their rights to pursue legal remedies. If given reason -

able notice "of their potential entitlement torestitution, these victims 
might apply to the sentencing court. The existence of a court already
familiar with the facts and issues of the case and empowered to dispense
restitution might act as a magnetfor eligibleclaimants who otherwise
would be reluctant to become ensnarled in the law's inevitable delays.
ln addition, the prosecutorcould in some circumstances serve as their
advocate, thereby reducing the transaction costs tothe plaintilt." '

The interests of, judicial economy also support, creation of. such a

restitutionary remedy. For example, a fraudulent scheme may Wctimize
individualsin a number of states, and unique issues of fact or law. may
exist in the legal relationships between variousvictimsand offenders,
thereby inhibiting the use of a class action remedy. Clearly, considera-

tions of both efficiency and consistency mal<e.it more desirable that
these issues be resolved by a single court that is already familiar with
the underlying fact pattem than for them to be litigated and relitigated
to potentially inconsistent' results in other courtrooms. Finally, it is a

truism that justice delayed is justice - denied. Thus, it cannotbe ignored
that relegating the claims of victims to their civil law remedies rnayforce
them to accept settlement offers from the offender that do not fairly

- 23. Maine already so provides.Eegvmg. Rev. Star. lit, 17-A, €1153(3) K(Supp. 1978)

(authorizing the attomey generalor other, counqppointed attomeyto seek restitution on
behalf of small claimants "if the court finds that the multiplicity of small claims or other
circumstances make restitution by' individual suit impractical")
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reflect the strength of the case. Indeed, the pressure to settle will often
be strongest on those injured most, because they can least afford to wait
for a protracted civil resolution.

The principle that ciidl and crinunal remedies need greater integration
does generate some necessary limits on,the scope of a restitutionary
remedy, and these are noted in subparagraphs (a)(i)(A)-cD). Subpara-
graph (A) follows the Model Sentencing and Corrections.Act in permit-
ting the offender to assert any substantive defense that could have been
raised against an individual plaintiff had such a plaintiff Bled a civil
action on the date of the criminal indictment or information." This
phrasing is intended to halt nmning of thestatute of limitations as of
such date. The right to assert such defenses should not, however, permit
the convicted defendant to relitigate facts already established at the
criminal trial. This standard does not address the technical questions,
involved in determining which issues the jury has necessarily decided
in reaching its verdict, but in some instances it may be appropriate for
the court to address supplemental interrogatories or requests for
findings to the jury at the request of the prosecutor.

Subparagraph (B) establishes a set-off to prevent double recovery. Of
course, this same principle should apply if the civil litigation precedes
the criminal trial, but such instances are relatively rare. As an example
of the operation of this set-off, a claimant might recover $10,000 for
pecuniary damages jag., hospital expenses) at the restitutionary hearing
and then sue in a civil'actibnarid recover a $1 million verdict" for both
pecuniary and exemplary damages; in such a case, the fonner amount
should be deductedfroin the latter award. Subparagraph (C)*ei<presses
the obvious point that the Endings at airestitution hearing should not
be made known to any jury in a subsequent civil trial. Not only might
this unfairly prejudice one or the other of the civil adversaries in a
va-£€Ey' afeway€;Fue ir mgm a1€€;area.iee €h€p<>€Eibuiey or vrs1m£€£ry
settlements at sucli'a hearing.

Subparag*raph'(D) imposes an important limit on the restitution hear-
ing: only veritiable' pecuniary losses should be recoverable. A similar
compromise has been reached by the Model Sentencing and Corrections
Act." As contemplated, a claimant might seek to recover out -of-pocket

24. NCCUSL, MODEL Ssursucmc ANC Couscnons AU €3-601(d)
25. li €3-601(e). Maine has adopted a similardefinition and also permits aset-oB' where

there is a subsequent civil remedy. Ser ME. Rev. $1-41. tit. 17-A, 5€1322(3), 1327 (Supp.
l 978),
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expenses or wages lost while hospitalized but not consequential dam-

ages or lost profits. With integrated civil and criminal remedies, the
relative superiority and efficiency of civil - litigation in dealing with
complex factual matters must be recognized, The availability of able
counselattracted by the substantial fees that class action litigation fre -

quentlyaffords isin particulara factor that weighs in favor-of reliance'
on civilrernedies. ln addition, the criminal courtmust be pen-nittedfto
retain control over its own docket. ln this light; the critical advantage
of the restitution hearing for the victim of thecrime is not that it will
provide full compensation butithat it' canafford a speedy"paiftial'recovl
ery without which it may beimpossible to undertalielengthier civil
litigation. For example, Faced with a need to pay hospital bills orother
expenses incurred while unable to work, a crime victimhaving limited
financialresources might be unable to wait and negotiate the same
settlement of a civil claim as would be possible under the stmcture
recommended' here, where the offendermust make in effect a down
payment on its eventual total liability.

Fines

Broad agreement exists among recent model codes and standards that
specialfine schedules are desirable for organizations." Following the
lead of"New York State, 5. 1437 would establish maximum authorized
,lines for an organization of $500,000 fora felony (as opposed to $100, -

000 for an individual),"$100,oQo for alwrnisdenieanor (as opposedwto
$10,000 for an individual), andl$10,000 for an infraction (as opposed to
$1,000 for an individual)."

As an alternative to -these maximum Hnes, S. 1437 also adopts the
recornmendationhof the'Brown Commission that a higherlceiling be

authorized equal to the greater of "twice the gross gain derived or twice
the gross loss caused."" In a similar recommendation, the NAC stan-

dards statethat the sentencing court should be authorized to '7base fines

2-6. scr Criminal Code Rrlchi /1.-I af I97Z Rqmil 4;/ Me (mm/lrr on Me YMit-iwy, United 5/nlrs

Smilir, Inzirmmpmry 5 I4.37, 5. REP. No. 605, 95th Cong., Ist 5€66. 9134914 (1977). For the
position of the Browncommission, sr= Foul. Rsroar, sum= note 12, 593301, 3304. -

27. 5. 1437. €Z20I(b)(Z). Compel= N.Y, Cnn. Proc. Law €400.30 (McKinney 1971).
28. S. 1437, €ZZ01(c); -sm'nLEo FInn -

REPORT, sum note 12; 533010). $everal states have
recently adopted - treble damageprovisions where the corporation commits a crime causing

 injury to others orain*to'it. Sc= low; Con! Amc 5909.4 (West I976); N.Y. PENAL Law
550.10(1)(e) (McKinney 1975); ME. REV. Srlir. tit. 17-A, @1301(3)(E) (Supp. 1978).
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on sales, profits or net annual income of a corporation where appropriate
to assure a reasonably even impact of the fine on defendants of various
means."" Finally, the Model Sentencing and Corrections Act provides
more simply that the court in imposing a fine shall "consider the finan -
cial resources and future ability of the offender to pay the line."" Case
law suggests that such a variable index is not discriminatory."
,Unlike S. 1437 and the Brown Commission, these standards do not

endorse line schedules geared to a multiple of the gain or loss; such a

recommendation, which was contained in the tentative draft of this
chapter, has been withdrawn after consultation with various sections of
the ABA; Although keying fines only - to theactual gain or'loss might
tempt the potential offender with a dangerously attractive "heads twin,
tails we break even" opportunity, this analysis is oversimple.

First, the situations are rare where a conviction on criminal charges
will not"carry' a substantial risk of civil liability'. In addition, these
standards recommend- that restitutionbe available also asasupplemen -

tary remedy. Thus, the deterrent threat of the law is sustained without
resort to in terrormz treble -damage - type penalties. Given the tendency
for the real cost of corporate penalties to be passed on to consumers,
stockholders, and employees, there is little reason to compound poten -

tial liabilities once the deterrentthreat of the law is adequately estab-
lished. Indeed, excessive penalty levels may induce the defendant to
settle with the prosecutor in areas where the law's applicability is far
from clear (a situation particularly characteristic ofstatutes regulating
economic activity) and may even make the judiciary reluctant to enforce
the statute.

One other qualification onthis standard's endorsement of a policy of
higher line schedules for organizations derives from the tendency for a

single criminal transaction to be fragmented into a lengthy series of
separate' count's"Frequently, statutesoverlap or "focus on the'use of *

different junsdictional means. lt seems obvious, for example, that ifthe
penalty imposed forthe violation ofa mail fraud statute were equal to
the gain derived from the fraudulent scheme, the same penalty should
not again be reimposed because the same scheme also violated a wire
fraud statute. To prevent the multiplication of penalties based only on
the existence' of different jurisdictional means, the guideline drafting
agency should be given the responsibility of defining where such penal-

29, NAC, Couscnous 5.5.
30. NCCUSL, MODEL Snrrsncmc mn Consc-nous An 53-401(c).
31;.5er Coffey v. Countyof.Harlan, 204 U.S. 659 (1907).
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ties overlap, because the underlying criminal transaction is the same.
This recommendation parallels the similar one in standard 18-4.5(b)(v)
that the agency should deline when consecutive sentences are inappro-
priate "because of the relationship between multiple offenses."

Disqualification from Organizational Office

The problem of how to deal with the whitecollar criminal who
engages in illegal conduct as the agentofan organiiation has troubled
legal commentators. Often the court is facedwith anunfortunate all-or-

nothing choice between incarceration and probation. The fomier may
be unnecessaryeither to deter or to incapacitate an offenderifor whom
the experience of apprehension andits attendant stig:matimtion willbe
punishment enough (to deter both the individual offender and others
similarly situated); conversely, thelatter seemsto institutionalize a

flagrant inequality in favor of middle-class offenders. The need for
intermediate sentencing altematives to =f-ill the void between incarcera -

tion and probation has already been emphasizedin standard 18-2.4 , and
greater use of fines, community service, and'split sentences not involv-

ing substantial confinement are apartial answer. But standingia1one,
these remedies may be insufficient. Although some economists have
argued that monetary penalties ,exist that are equivalent to incarcera -

tion," it is difficult to accept this contention, except in the case of very
short sentences. Even where an equivalent monetary penalty may exist,
there remain substantial dangers that (1) monetary penalties will be
passed on to the corporationthrough indemnification or increased sala -

ries,(2) other offenders will perceive such qualitatively different penal -
ties for one privileged class of offenders as unfair to them, and (3) the
court will understate the monetary equivalent since it is likely to be
unaware of the offender's total financial resources. Finally, there is a

distinct danger, applicable to community service sentencing alternatives
as well, that control of theorganization will remainin the hands of an
individual willing to take the risk of involving it in illegal activities.'-'

32. 5== sources cited at note 2 myra.
33. Eg., a For/wi= magazine study of the Fruehauf Corporation, whose senior officers

were convicted of income tax fraud committed on behalf of their corporation and sen-
tenced to a tenn of community service, found that the officers remained in de facto control
even though formally suspended from oHice. Said one vice -president of the suspended
chairman, "lt was like [he] was there all the time looking over our shoulders." Loving,
Hm Bal= Rmim Sami His Tim, Fox-rims, Aug. 27, 1979, at 42, 43. See Elsa Wheeler, /1n/i/msl
Trailr-During= Arlions.- Do 77vy Wwi'! 61 CAL. L. REV. 1319, 1337 (1973) (noting thatfew
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Indeed, even if the convicted corporate official has been adequately
deterred, it will not be evident to subordinates within the organization,
who may view the offender's continuedpresence in a responsible office
as an indication that the corporation is willing to tolerate (and even
encourage) such involvement. These combined dangers are given credi -
bility by empirical research that has noted the tendency for at least some
corporations to become "corporate recidivists.""

The remedy best designed to meetvtheseilinlced dangers is to dis -

qualify the convicted corpoi-ate official from corporate ofEce within the
specific organization in thosesituations where there is evidence of
knowing misconduct by'the official and where there are other indica-
tions thata material danger eidsts ofiecurrent illegality by theorgamza'-
tion.. Such "other indications" might be shown" by a" recent history of
corporation criminal violations or by evidence of asubstantial conspir-
acy among officials within the organization toviolate the law. ln such
instances, disqualification from office is in effect a form of incapacitation
that can be achieved without unnecessary incarceration. Indeed, since
it is also likely to have a deterrent effect on other potential offenders
within organizations, it represents an application of the least restrictive
alternative principle endorsed by standard 18-2.2.

Of course, such.a preventive remedy should not be used unifonnly
or reflexively. The preconditions expressed in standard 18-2.8(a)(iii)
make this clear, and by cross-referencing the limitations on probation
conditions contained in standard 18-2.3, they contain an outer limit of
five years in the case of a felony and two years in the case of a misde -

meanor. Such disqualification should only be from the convicted corpo-
ration and its affiliates and not from other corporations generally in
order that the disqualification not amount to an effective bar to employ-
ment.

'AS here endorsed, disqualilication' is to be employed only where the
subiectiioftici~ lhas beeniconvicfecl and not where the corporation alone
has been convicted., However, in the latter instance, the concept of
continuing judicial oversight could subsume, for example, the appoint-
ment at the court'sirequest of a special counsel to investigate the in -
volvement of corporate officials in the criminal behavior leading tothe
corporation's conviction. In tum, such a report could alert and trigger

employees convicted inthe electrical equipment conspiracy ofiihe 1950sactua1ly lost their
"jobs even though they "had caused their companies to be liable for millions of dollars in

 private"darriages");
34. Sir notes 14 and IS supm.'
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the corporation's own intemal disciplinary powers. Although the court
would lack the power to .order a resignation, it wouldhave substantial
discretion (within the five-year limit hereinafter discussed) as to when
to terminate its supervision, and it might take account of the corpora-
lion's own intemal refomis and administration in making this decision;

Precedent for the use of a disqualification sarictionnow exists in the
statutes of several states." These statutes haveybeen largely modeled
after section 3502 of the Brown Commissions proposed Federal Crimi,
hal Code, which states:

An executive ofticeror other manager of an organization convictedxof an
offense commited in furtherance of the affairs of the organization may,
as part of the sentence, be disciualified from exercising similar functions 
in the same or other organizations for a period not exceeding five years,

. if the court finds the scope or willfulness of his illegal actions make it
dangerous for such functions to be entrusted to him."' -

Precedent for the use of disqualification from private office as a sanc-

tion has long existed both in the Federal Criminal Code (although it has
been largely confined to the banking field)" and in the case law con =

ceming pennissible probation conditions." Both the British Companies
Act and Canadian law contain provisionsof even greater scope."

Notice of Conviction

Subparagraph (a)(iv) recognizes that restitutionis- an entitlement of
only limited utility for many victims unless some - procedure is estab-

35. Sec, qc ME. REV. Star. tit. 17AA, 51153(Z) (Supp. 1978); Ural! Cone ANN. 576-
3-303(2) (1978). Both statutespennit disqualification for up to live years of a corporate

employee if the court "finds thatthe scope and - willfulness ofhis illegal action makes it
dangerous or inadvisablefor such function to be entrusted to him.

36. Final R.Erolr, mm note 12, €3502, The comment to this section adds that it should.
be an aggravating, rather than a mitigating, fact that the official committing the crime
exceeded the authority delegated to the ofncial.

- 37. Ser 12 U.S.C. 51829(1976) (disqualification from ofticevin F.D.l.c.- insured banks);

15 U.S.C. €€1962, 1964(1976) (disqualification of racketeer).
38. Many of these cases are collected in Hoffa v. Saxbe; 378 F. Supp, 1221 (D.D.C. 1974)

(upholding probation condition disqualifying convicted union leader from leadership
activities in union).

39. Companies Act of 1948 of Great Britain, €188 ("Power to restrain fraudulent persons
from managing companies"). These statutes also authorize disqualification of individuals
found to have committed certain civil frauds while oiicers of a company.
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lished by which they are given adequate notice of their rights. Thus, the.
Brown Commission recommends that the organization be required to
give "notice of its convictionto the persons or class of persons ostensi -
bly harmed by the offense, by mail or by advertising in designated areas
or by designated media or otherwise."" A substantial minority of that
commission would have gone further and authorized the court "to
require the organization to give appropriate publicity tothe conviction
by - notice - -to -the class - orclasses of- persons or sector of the public
interested in or affected by the conviction The majority rejected
such a "publicity" requirement in favor ofvthe simpler'"notice" qbliga-

tion in the belief that it approached too closely the use of "social ridicule
asa sanction."" Although one can agree that ridiculetis aninappropriate
sanction, such a concem seems overstated. There seems little reason for
a lacklof confidence in the ability of courts to control the phrasing and
method of dissemination of such publicity so that simply the necessary
information, appropriately summarized and explained, is conveyed.

'Consistent with the minority position of the Brown Commission, 5.
1437 authorizes the sentencing court to require notice "to the sector of
the public affected by the conviction."" The Modelisentencing and
Corrections Act also - refers broadly -to members of thepublic likely to
have suffered loss. Provisions modeled on the Brown Commis-

 sion's recommendation have been adopted in some states."
Concem has been expressed that such a broad obligation could re-

quire expensive direct mailings to an enormous and iii -defmedclass of
citizens, with the result that the cost of the notice obligation could equal

 or exceed the amount of the fine. Thus, consistent with the position
taken by the ABA'S House of Delegates at its Febniary 1979 meeting,
these standards endorse only the use of newspaper or similar advertise-
'ments. Pursuant to subparagraph (b)(i), the defendant should be given
an opportunity to comment before such an order is entered. These
standards also do notaddress the special" situation of pleas of nolo
contendere, where,Abecause principles of, collateral estoppel do not
apply, there is less likelihood that the conviction will be followed by

40. Four. REPORT, mpm note 12, 53007.
41. li, bracketed altemative version.
'42..li, comment to '53D07.
43. S. 1437, €2003. -

44. NCCUSL, MODEL SENt-Excmc AND Conscnousr An 53-402(d).
= 45..9=, Haw. Rsv. Snn-£€706-602 (1976);ME. REV. Stu; lit, 17-A, 51153(1) (Supp.

1978); Una CODE ANN. €76- 3-3030) (1978); N.D. Carr. Con= €12.1-32-03 - (1976).
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civil actions. ll-lowever; since under the Pleas of Guilty standards the
court is obligated to consider the interests of the victims before accept-
ing such a plea," it remains possible that the court might consider the
appropriateness of restitution in determining whether to accept such a

plea.

Judicial Oversight

Subparagraph (a)(v) takes a compromise position with respect to re-
cent proposals that the convicted corporation be placed on probation
under conditions tailored by the court to prevent repetition of the crime.
Fzr;szsampl€.,.$,t1!!,-32.wei;)dABshqrize,the.aentencing,court to pl@€€ B

corporate defendant on probation on the same basis it would an individ -

ual.?' The ,accompanying,iudici~ Committee report givesthefollow-
ing example: " [A]n organization convicted of executing a fraudulent
scheme - mightbe restricted from continuing thataspect of its business

that Was operated fraudulently, or directed to operate that - part of the
business in a manner that was not fraudulent."" Even greater reason for 
concem exists where corporate activities pose a danger to public health
or safety, and in several recent instances there' have been reports of *

knowing participation by senior corporate management in the conceal-
ment of corporate activities that involved serious threats to the public
safety." The specific facts of these cases (involving- the disposal of toxic,
chemicals, the suppression of design safety defects, and the sale and
promotion of products knownto be carcinogenic) are not here evalu-
ated, but the need forspecial preventive sanctions where such facts are
established is clear. Financial penalties might ultimately deter the cor-
porate offender, but, as Lord Keynes's epigram bears witness, long-mn
,solutions are not satisfactory to those injured in the short run. In addi-

46. Standard 14-}.1(b). Sev Elsa, Patterson v. Stovall, 528 F.Zd 105, 110 (Tth Cit. 1976)
(approving agreement by govemment to "accept plea of' riolo contendere in retum for
defendant's - agreement to settle civil suits and pay restitution of approximately $6.5
million to injured victims of crime).

41. 5. 1 -uv, €2001(£).
48. 5. RSP..NO. 605, sum= note 26, at 887.
49. The Wnsliirglnn Pos! recently observed that it had reported in a previous single issue

of its paper no fewer than live separate accounts of accidental or planned mismanage-
ment of chemicals and chemical and radioactive wastes;" Editorial, Debug mills !lzi'olemrrs,

Wash. Post, Aug.Z0, 1979, atA-20. Closerexamination of -several of theseincidents, it
added, "reveals that top company, management approved- illegal practices Bagrantly vi -
olating air - and water-polution pemtits;"
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tion, there has been increasing recognition by some economists and
students of organizational behavior that the corporation is more than a

"black box" whose behavior can only be affected by extemal sanctions;
these commentators have pointed to the need for intemal interventions
inthe corporation*s decision-making process in order to highlight and
protect public goals."

But once again; disparity exists between the treatment of individuals
and organizations. The individual can be placed on probation and, if
necessary, subjected to close surveillance. Traditionally, however, the
corporation could not be placed on probation, which was a voluntary
status that had to be accepted by theoffender as alesser- altemative to
imprisonment. Recent federal decisions may have changed this," but
doubt persists and little experience with the use of corporate probation
is available. Such disparity is, of course, unsustainable onany policy
basis, and 5. 1437's intent in thesanction of corporate probation is one
with which these standards are sympathetic in principle.

The problem with such a proposal is that the term "probation" is a

misnomer. lt conjures up images ofcourts or special masters ninning
corporations and assorted other imaginary horrors that few,. if any,

50. For a review of this literature, ser Cohlee, slim= note 5, and C. Slows, sum: note 16,

Ln general, this school of thought has argued that the focus of the law's deterrent efforts
should be concentrated on the decision maker within' the corporation rather than on the
firm as an economic unit, since the corporation as a whole may only respondtnarginally
and belatedly to the most extreme penalties, given the separation of ownership and
control. ln addition. since the individual manager gains only indirectlythrough corporate
criminal acts and even then only marginally,he or she may be sensitiveto a more
economical use of sanctions, Scr, in par/imLir, R. Bull. sura note 1, at 7, and Wheeler, siam=

note 33, at 1319-1352.
51. United Statesv, Atlantic Richlield Co., 465 F.Zd 58 (Tth'cir. 1972) (reversing specific

condition of probationimposed by lower court but declining tddenycourt powerto place.
a corporation on probation). Cl United States v. Clovis Retail Liquor Dealers Trade Assn.,
540 F.Zd 1389, 1390 (10th Cir. 1976) (reversing requirement of Ycommunity. restitution
where amounts so ordered to be paid werein addition to maximum line and recipients
were not "aggieved parties" within meaning of 18 U.S.C. 5365I). Sa- aka United States
v. Olin Corp., Docket No. Cr. N-78-30 (D. Conn. 1978). As a condition of probation. the
court initially required a charitable contribution. jm(gr in Anus Our Orders Ob: In Pay

1510.£7170 in Clmrily; N.Y. Times. March 31, 1978, 54, at 1:1, A charitable contributionwas
also recently imposed as a condition of probation in the case of a corporation convicted
of polluting the Chesapeake Bay. 5=; Rich. Times Dispatch, Aug. 25, 1977. Although these
standards do not endorse such a use,of probation to increase the operative penalties
beyond a level authorized by the legislature, they agree with the Model Sentencing and
Corrections Act that probation should not simply be a voluntary status which the offender
can reject.
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would advocate. lt also fails to focus on the far more feasible, modest,
and important goal of institutionalizing an adequate intemal waming
system within the corporation.

To understand what goals sentencing authorities should seek to
achieve through the useof judicial oversight,itis useful to begin with
a summary of the conclusion reached by the staff of the Secuiitiesand
Exchange Commission in its recent detailed study of improper pay-

ments. Looking for common denominators in a wide range of cases, it
,foundin almost all the cases ,studied a breakdown of the corporations'
intemal systems of accountability." Adverse information about risky or
illegal corporate activities did not filter up to the board of directors or
even, inmany cases, to the senior management level.'This absence of
adequateintemal controls within a corporation suggests, in turn, a sense
in which the corporation can be "rehabilitated": intemal controls foster
the development of a stronger "superego" within the corporation by
making the board and senior management more conscious ofthe risks
and legal consequences of corporate misbehavior. Once senior manage-
ment is placed on notice, its own responsibility is increased and the
danger that the corporation will seek to "optimize" its involvement in
crime will hopefully be minimized."

The best examples ,of specific types of monitoring controls that
might be imposedas conditions of probation are found in the recent
experience of the SEC. ln a series of consent decrees, it has required a

variety of 'refonns, all aimed at establishing irnprovedintemal con-

trois: special atiditcormiittees omhe board; tlieappointment of spe=

cial counsel for the board to conduct a further investigation, expanded
auditing and reporting requirements, and the creation of a more "in-

dependent" board through the use of an independent nominating
committee." The SEC has imposed "such refonns in some instances
where a corporation has been convicted of a felony. Once again, it
seems paradoxical that suchreforms could be imposed for violation of

52. sri SsiutrE BlmluNc;HousmG, um Unwin Amtrls Coimtrtss, Rerun or mr Sscunmes

nm Excr-umcE Commission oN QUEsTlopuiBu AND lu.Ecu. Colponi-E,pnmhs mD'PeAcncB,

94th Cong., Zd Sessi, at (a) (1976). Sw nlsacot'fee, sugni- note 5, at 1127-1137.
53. ln the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977. Congress appearsf-to haveendorsed

a similar theory by requiring public corporations to "devise andmaintaiji a' system of
iiireiriial'accotihtiiig mntrblssufficiem" totissiire improvedaecotirttability; ,Ce Secu;' * rities
Exchange Act of 1934, €13(b)(2)(B), 15 U.S.C. €78m(b)(2)(B) (Supp.'l 1977).

54Q Ser Mathews, sapnr note 22; Herlihyk Levine, Cmpomtr Crisis; *71= Omsms Payment

Problem, 8 LAW & Poucv lN1-L. Bus. 547 (1976).
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a civil obligation to make disclosure but not for the criminal violations
that went undisclosed.

These standards. have always declined to endorse novel remedies or
fashionable reforms untested by experience. For this reason, the accept -

ance byrthis editionof the case.for judicial oversight is carefullylimited,
and the broader concept of corporate probation proposed by S. 1437 is
,notendorsed. However; experience is gained "over time, and not all of
the reforms that might have been - dismissed as novel at the beginning
of this decade can be accurately described as such today. For example,
now that the New Yorl<stocl< Exchange requires all companies listed
on it - to maintain an independent audit committee staffed predomi -
nantly by outside directors," it would be an exaggeration to describe
such a reform when imposed by the court on a convicted corporation
as "novel" or '(unprecedented." Similarly, considerable experience has
been gained with the remedy of appointing special counsel to ascertain
the full facts underlying a corporation's involvement in an illegal activ-

ity and report them to the board of directors along with proposals
designed to prevent repetition. The well-known study conducted by
john ]..Mccloy for Gulf Oil Corporation of its participation in illegal
overseas payments and political contributions is frequently and justifia-

bly .cited as a model in this regard."' It is doubtful that, without that
,study, the Gulf Board of Directors would have had a full picture of the
extent and causes of the corporation's involvement. Both theaudit
committee and the special counsel study thus constitute examples of the
kind of monitoring controls that the court in appropriate cases should
have availableto it. Indeed, use of audit and similar committees to
heighten a board's monitoring capacityhas been endorsed by a subcom -

mittee *of:Ythe ABA Committee of Corporate Laws."
This commentary cannot outline the full range of the controls that

should be available to the court; Still, the essential point is that the
purpose of the controls is not to.replace the board of directors but,
rather, to activateit where it has been unaware of the corporation's
activities. ln an appropriate case, the court could request an experienced

$5. .gr SEC Exchange Act Release No. 34-13245, 42 Fed. Reg. 8,737 (197?). For back -

ground, scr also SEC ExchangeAct Release No. $@ -13346, 42 Fed. Reg. 14,793 (1977).
56. This report to the Board of Directorsof Gulf Oil Corporation has been reprinted

under the title THE Glen On Sam, by ] . McCLov (1976).
57r Sec ABA Subcommittee on Functions and Responsibilities of Directors; Committee

on Corporate Laws, Section of Corporation, Banking, and Business:Law, Cmpumk Dm/mk
Gafdrbmi', 32 Bus. LAW. 5, 35-36 (1976).
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corporate attomey, a lirm of'auditors,.or a professional director to serve
assuch special counsel to supervise the development ofimproved con-
trois.. ln cases where a recurring problem involving special technical
expertise exists - toxic chemicals, dangerous dnigs, unsafe consumer
products -+ the court should similarly be empowered to employ special ,

consultants in these fields to determine whetherthe publicsafety is still
threatened. Because the SEC'sown enforcement resources are Finite and,
even moreimportant, because its jurisdiction is limited basically to the

. enforcement of - disclosure statutes from which the majority of corpora-
tions are largelyexempt,5" judicial oversightis in essence at means of
extending the techniques employed by the SEC to cases wherean orga-
nizationTs intemal system of "accountability has broken down. By - ho
means is it suggested that such preventive probation conditions should
be uniformly employed any time a corporationis convicted. lndeed,
they should be used sparingly and basicallyonly in those" cases

=

where,
as subparagraph (a)(v)(A) specifies, the absence ofvadequate intemal
controlstontributed to the crime or the public health orsafety isjeop-
ardized.

Examples are useful to illustrate the distinction that these standards
intend between a preventive monitoring role for the court; and more
intrusive judicial interverition,.vvhich isdisapproved; If, for instance, a

corporation were convicted "of. a crime involving discriminatory hiring
practices ata specific plant, "the obvious possibilitythat history can
repeatitself might lead the court to require. the corporation flo take
inventory of its practices at other sites;"But however Ettingfthe punish-
ment might seem, it would be ina'ppropriatefor the-court to intervene
so as to require therelpcation of plants, the establishment of hiring
quotas, or other remedial measures (even if these areperrnissible civil
remedies). Similarly, an environmental violation might justify special.
surveillance measures but not a mandatory contribution to a general
environmental research fund or to similaricauses. Put simply, the sen-
tencingprocess is not an appropriate forum to remedy' the general ills
of society. Once the court has adequately addressed the sentencing'
goals of prevention, deterrence, and restitution and has given due
weight to the avoidance of inequality, its ambitions at sentencing
should end. To attempt to do more usurps not only the roles of manage-

58. For the "reporting" and "accounting control" requirements of the Securities Ex-
change Actof 1934 to apply, a corporation must acquire 500 orrnore shareholders and
$1 million in assets. See 15 UlS.C. €781(6) cg) (1976).
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ment and the stockholders but also that of the legislature, which never
authorized such penalties. It also places the court in the dubious posi-
tion of being both prosecutor and judge. The court's lack of capacity to
make such decisions is also -obvious; it cannot balance the long-run costs
and benei-its of the managerial decisions it is requiring. Finally, to the
extent such actions raise the costs of the corporations goods and ser-
€i&es;'it'i€'esseiitiail3= ini;38siitg 5 invite "Eussiei37B?i>ubli& goal; whose
ultimate incidence may fall on the consumer. Thus, the restrictions set
forth in subparagraph (a)(v) are unequivocal.

These limitations do not mean the court might never consider volun-
tary offers by a corporation in detem1ining how long to continue a

period of judicial oversight. But because the possibility of coercion is
implicit in such a context, the principles endorsed in standard 18-6.9
should be equallyapplicable to these proceedings."

General Restrictions

Subparagraph (b) sets forth three general restrictions, of which
subparagraphs (b)(ii) and (iii) need little explanation, Their intent is
to make certain that important decisions, such as those pertaining to
ofticer disqualification, the amount of required restitution, or - the use
of oversight controls, arenot made in an informal or ex parte man -
ner.

Subparagraph (b)(i) isbased onthe recognition that the treble damage
penalties of the antitrust laws and the typically large class actions that
arise in securities litigation make special financial - penalties u.i1ne'cessary
and duplicative. The plaintiff whocan obtain treble damages will sel -
dom be interested in simple restitution, nor are the financial injuries
associated' With such crimes of the kindtliatcan be readily determined
by the sentencing court "without adisproportionate burden on its time
orresources."60 Finally, as antitmstand securities violations' seldom
jeoparclize public "health or safety, the case for judicial oversight is
correspondingly reduced.

MS?. Thus, these standards do not endorse the mandatory charitable contributions re-
quiredlas a condition of probation in the decisions cited at note 51 supvn. At the most basic
level, such a punishment neither fits the crime nor is likely to deter; indeed, the corpora -
tion may be able to extract public relations "mileage"from suchasanction. 5 == United
States v. Clovis,Retail Liquor Dealers Trade Assn., 540 F.Zd 1389 (10th Cir. 1976).

60. 5=r standard 18-Z.8(a)(i)(D).
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Enforcement of Organizational Sanctions

This standard does not attemptvto specify the appropriate means of
enforcement when an organization fails to comply with any of the
sanctions here described. The Model Penal Code addresses this problem
in a related sonlextby aBLth.<>lilifls. His Mil'! €0 gIHP19Y HE $€i!1CtiQI1 Of

imprisonmentto compel corporate officers to pay fines leviedagainst the
corporation." There is little to distinguish this form of defahlt from
deliberate noncompliance with a Condition of probation. Therefore, it

 may- be appropriate for the legislature also to authorize ,the sentencing
court to utilize the standard contemptpenalties where, after reasonable
notice, failure to comply appears to have- been willful. The recent ex -

"periences of. the SEC in enforcing similar remedies by consent order
suggest, however, that instances will be rare where the court is so

defied."

PART III. SENTENCING AUTHORITY

Standard 18-3.1. Sentencing guidelines

V ca) The legislatureshould establish a guideline drafting agency
in the judicial branchimpoiveredito proiriulgate presumptively
appropriate sentencingranges within the statutory limits. The cre-

ation of such a body is recommended because:
(i) 'unstructured judicial discretion tends toproduce unwar-

ranted sentencing disparities among similarly situated offend-

ers;
(ii) guideline rangesfacilitate a reduction in the excessive in-

3determinacy that now characterizes many penal codes; and
(iii) the administrative agency approach makes possible

61. ALI, Moosll Penn Cons 5302.2. See also NCCUSL, MODEL SEN-rsucmc nm Conxzcnous

Acr 53-404(d); NAC, Cohn-nous 5.5; Haw. REV. Sui. €706-644 (1976); ME. REV. Sin.
tit. 17-A, 51304(1) (1978 Supp.); Ultimately, many statutes also give the court the power
no make she €bi-seiaeibi1'€ chanerksi license to da'BusinEssin eh&

-

iixhsdi€EibE€:s@£, Eg.;'
HAN. REV. Sui. 570646080) (1976), Although littleused; these statutes make it unlikely
thata deliberate refusal to comply with the court's order would long continue,

62, 5=ukc standard 19-7.4(d).
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Chapter 18

Sentencingo Alternatives
and Procedures

Introduction

Page 18-14. Insert n nero note on the last line oj the second full
paragraph:

. including the offender.'

1. For an excellent review of sentencing reform, sec N/£116NAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
PANEL oN SENTENCING RESEARCH, RESEARCH oN SENTENCINGE THE SEARCH Fox
REFORM (A. Blumstein, ] . Cohen, 5. Martin & M, Tonry eds. 1983). Other general
treatments of sentencing indude REFORM AND PUNisr-mENr;Essns oN CRXMINAL
SENTENCING (M. Tonry & F. Zimring eds. 1983); N.:Kl:r-rims & E. ZENOrr,*SANCrlONS,
SENTENCING, and CORRECnONS: LAW, Poucy, AND Plucrlcs (1981); SENTENCING (H.
Gross & A. von Hirsch eds. 1981).

Two useful bibliographies -of materials on sentencing have been published under
the aegis of the National Institute of justice and the Nadonal Center for State Courts:
W. l'olN1-En & C. RosENs-rEiN, PERsPEctivEs oN DrrEl1MlNA1-E' SENTENCING: A
SELECTED BlBuDciupr-nr (1982); ] . MILLER, M. Romans & C. CARTER, SENTENCING
REFORM: A Review AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (1981).

Page 18-I4. Immediately bejnre the heading Part I. Sentencing
Authority, insert=
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Sentencing Altenmtiues and Procedures 18*178

able when theonginal sentencewas imposed, with no priority
among them as a matter of constitutional cornpulsion.

Belzrden's focus on fundamental faimess in changing *a sentence to
imprisonment after an initial decision not to imprison the defendant
still leaves in doubt the Supreme Court's view of the constitutional
imperatives applicable when a court is fixing the original sentence.,

Giventhe premise, established by Beizrden,'thatrionpayment of a

fine. is not a justification for imprisonment if adequate altemative
sanctions are available, anticipation of nonpayrnent would provide
no justification for imprisonment in the first instance. However, as

.

the separate opinion in Benrden indicates, the Court may distinguish
between original sentences and resentences after default in meeting
payment requirements.'"

27a. -U.S. - , 103 5. Ct. 2064 (1983).

276. The Court offered examples of sentencing altematives: payment over anex -

tended period of time, payment oi a reduced fine, or some form of labor or public
service. - u.5. at- , 103 S. Ct. at 2072. The opinion of the Court cited and relied on
these standards.+u.5. at-n.10, 103 S. Ct. at 2071 n.10.

27c. -ULS. at- -, 103 S. Ct. at 2069. The due process analysis was limited to the
circumstances of the particular case and did not involve defining a class of persons tor
purposes of application of the equal protection requirement.
27d. -U.S. at- , 103 S. Ct. at 2074. .

27e. Dictum in the opinion of the Courrsuggests that the majority did not apply' -

the logic of Bowden to original sentences. - u.s. at- , 103 S. Ct. at 2071; see Note,

The Supreme Court: I982 Term, 97 Hutv. - l;.REv. 70, 93-94 (1983).

Standard 18-2.8. Organizational sanctions

Page 18-1 70. Insert az new note on line 6 of the second paragraph
undertlle heading Restitution:

. . . sanction of revocation."9

21a, But see United'states v. Mitsubishi Corp., 677 F.Zd 785 (gth Ci= . 1982). see also

Note, Corporate Probation Conditions: judicial Crmtioity or Abuse 0/ Discretion?, 52

FoxoiuiM L. Rev. 637 (1984).

Page I8-178. To the - end of note 45, odd ike following nero
material=

ln a California prosecution of a corporation tor dumping toxic
waste, the trial judge required the defendant to place an advertise-

18 - 275
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18-178 Sentencing Altermzlizves and Procedures

ment explaining its crime in the Wall Street journal. NATL. L. April
23, 1984, at 25.

Standard 18-3.1. Sentencing guidelines

Page 18-189. To the end of note 3, add the following nero reference:

See also ] . M. l<REss, PRESCRIPTION FOR JUSTICE: THE THEORY AND
PRACTICE oF SENTENCING GUIDELINES (1980).

For the results of a major study designed to provide the basis for
sentencing guidelines, see the three-volume report of the UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT dr JUSTICE, SENTENCING GUIDELINES: STRUC-

TURING jUDICIAL DiscRETioN (1982). Volume II of the study is ] .

CALP1N, J. KRESS, & A. GELMAN, ANALYTIC BAsis FOR THE FOR-

MULATrON dr SENTENCING - POLICY (1982). See also W. RICH, L.
SUTTON, T. CLEAR, & M. SACKS, SENTENCING BY MATHEMATICS: AN
EVALUATION oF THE EARLY ATTEMPTS To DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT
SENTENCING GUIDELINES (1982). For a discussion of problems asso-

ciated with construction of empirically based sentencing guidelines,
see Sparks, Tl1econstruction of Sentencing Guidelines: A Methodological
Critique, in 2 NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL PANEL oN SENTENCING
RESEARCH, RESEARCH oN SENTENCING: THE SEARCH BeR REFORM 194
(A. Blumstein, ] . Cohen, S. Martin & M. Tonry eds. 1983).

Page 18-193. Insert £1 new note tm line 3 of the first full
paragraph:

. privately retained counsel.""

12a. One commentator has asserted that a major problem of disparity of sentences
is caused by the power of prosecutors to reduce charges as part of plea bargaining
(see standard 14-3.1(b)), with the result that measures of disparity do not take into
account the real offenses" committed. Schulhofer, Due Processor' Sentencing. 128 U,
PA. L. REV. 733 (1980), Professor Schulhofer proposes to control prosecutorial discre-

tion in charge-reduction and to allow sentences tobe imposed - on the basis of the
real offenses" committed,
An example of a "real offense" sentencing superseding a plea bargain is found in

the practice of the United States Parole Board, which considers not only the offense
subject to plea of guilty but also other offenses for which charges were dismissed, in
fixing the presumptive date of release from imprisonment. A district court, made
aware of this, vacated its sentence under 28 U.S.C. 52255, but the Court of Appeals

18 - 285


